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Kurzzusammenfassung In dieser Arbeit präsentiere ich numerische Verfahren, deren
Ziel es ist die Spektren kollektiver Anregungen in stark korrelierten Elektronensystemen zu
bestimmen. Einige qualitative Eigenschaften dieser Spektren hängen mit Erhaltungssätzen
zusammen, die nur schwer erfüllbar sind. Im Jahr 1989 wurde eine Theorie entdeckt, die
eine realistische Beschreibung kollektiver Anregungen ermöglicht, sogar wenn die elektron-
ischen Wechselwirkungen stark sind: Die dynamische Molekularfeldtheorie. Diese Theorie
ist zu einer der wichtigsten Methoden geworden um korrelierte Systeme zu beschreiben,
sowie die charakteristischen Phänomene die in ihnen auftreten, wie die Supraleitung, der
Magnetismus oder die Mott-Isolatorphase. Groÿe Anstrengungen werden weltweit unter-
nommen, um den Anwendungsbereich dieser Theorie zu vergöÿern, zum Beispiel auf lan-
greichweitige Wechselwirkungen. In dieser Arbeit präsentiere ich mehrere Anwendungen
von Methoden jenseits der dynamischen Molekularfeldtheorie und ich untersuche, aufgrund
der Bedeutung der Erhaltungssätze für kollektive Anregungen, ob diese erfüllt werden kön-
nen. Tatsächlich wurde diese Frage bereits im Jahr 1962 in einer Arbeit von Gordon
Baym [15] abschlieÿend beantwortet, aber nicht auf die genaue Weise wie wir sie heute
brauchen. Die Aussagen die von G. Baym bewiesen wurden sind so formuliert wie sie
damals am nützlichsten erschienen, als Theoretiker noch häu�g die Kontinuumsnotation
des Viel-Teilchenproblems verwendeten. Heute wird hingegen zumeist die Gitternotation
verwandt. Ich glaube, dass häu�g übersehen wird, dass einige der wichtigen Aussagen die
G. Baym damals für das Kontinuum beweisen konnte auf dem Gitter nicht allgemein gültig
sind, darauf möchte ich Aufmerksamkeit lenken und einige Lösungsvorschläge anbieten.

Die Frage nach Erhaltungssätzen ist eng verbunden mit einer fundamentalen Gleichung,
der Ward-Identität. Leider wirkt diese Gleichung abstrakt, obwohl sie lediglich eine Umfor-
mulierung der Kontinuitätsgleichung darstellt. Wie die Arbeit G. Baym's wird die Ward-
Identität häu�g im Kontinuum formuliert. Es ist dann nicht o�ensichtlich, wie nützlich sie
im Rahmen von Gitter- und Störstellenmodellen sein kann, was ich detailliert beschreibe.
Wenn man die Ward-Identität in der Gitternotation untersucht wird klar an welcher Stelle
die Gültigkeit der Baymschen Theorie unterlaufen wird, leider war ich nicht in der Lage
diese Lücke zu schlieÿen. Ein Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es daher das vorliegende Problem genau
zu dokumentieren, um eine Basis für eine zukünftige Lösung zu scha�en.

Die verbleibende Diskussion bezieht sich auf die dynamische Molekularfeldtheorie. Ich
zeige, dass diese Theorie von der Ward-Identität abgeleitet werden kann und dass dies ihre
Vorzüge bezüglich der Erhaltungssätze besonders zum Vorschein bringt. Diese Herange-
hensweise ermöglicht auch einen Einblick wie die dynamische Molekularfeldtheorie für lan-
greichweitige Wechselwirkungen verallgemeinert werden sollte, wobei unerwartete Unter-
schiede zwischen Wechselwirkungen in den Ladungs- und den Spinkanälen zutage treten.
Gleichzeitig komme ich zu dem Schluss, dass das dynamische Molekularfeld nicht verändert
werden sollte, wenn die Wechselwirkung kurzreichweitig ist. Begleitend zu diesen Betrach-
tungen werden vier Anwendungen der dynamischen Molekularfeldtheorie und verwandter
Theorien diskutiert. Diese betre�en kollektive Anregungen nahe eines Mott-Übergangs, die
Beschreibung von Magnonen in einem Antiferromagneten, langreichweitige Wechselwirkun-
gen und thermodynamische Konsistenz.
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Abstract In this thesis I present numerical methods that are designed to calculate the
spectra of collective excitations in strongly correlated systems. Several qualitative features
of these spectra are related to conservation laws, which are very di�cult to satisfy. In
1989 a theory was discovered that is able to describe collective excitations realistically,
even when electronic interactions are strong: The dynamical mean-�eld theory. This the-
ory has become one of the most important tools to understand correlated systems and
phenomena that are characteristic for them, such as superconductivity, magnetism, or the
Mott-insulating state. Huge e�orts are made worldwide to extend the range of applicability
of the dynamical mean-�eld theory, for example, to long-ranged interactions. In this work
I present several applications of methods beyond dynamical mean-�eld theory and, due to
the importance of conservation laws for collective excitations, I examine if these can be
satis�ed. In fact, already in 1962 a work of Gordon Baym [15] answered this question once
and for all, but not quite in the exact way that we need today. The statements that were
proven by G. Baym are formulated in the form that seemed most useful back then, when
theorists were still using the continuum notation of the many-body problem most of the
time. Today, however, one usually makes use of the lattice notation. I believe that it is
often overlooked that some of the powerful statements that G. Baym was able to derive for
the continuum are not in general valid on the lattice, and of this I like to raise awareness
and o�er some ideas for a solution.

The question of conservation laws is closely related to a fundamental equation, the Ward
identity. Unfortunately, this identity seems abstract, while it is merely a reformulation of
the continuity equation. Like G. Baym's paper, the Ward identity is often formulated in
the continuum. It is then not very obvious how useful it can be in the context of lattice and
impurity models, of which I give a detailed account. When one examines the Ward identity
in the lattice notation, it becomes clear at which point G. Baym's theory is undercut, but
unfortunately I was not able to close this gap. Therefore, a central objective of this text is
to document this problem in detail, in order to provide a basis for a future solution.

The remaining discussion concerns the dynamical mean-�eld theory. I show that this
theory can be derived from the Ward identity and that this makes its conserving features
very explicit. This approach also gives an idea of how the dynamical mean-�eld theory
should be generalized to long-ranged interactions, where unexpected distinctions occur be-
tween interactions in the charge and in the spin channels. On the same note, I also have
to conclude that the dynamical mean-�eld should not be changed when the interaction is
short-ranged. Along the way I discuss four applications of the dynamical mean-�eld the-
ory and its derivatives. These are related to collective excitations near a Mott transition,
to the description of magnons in an antiferromagnet, to long-ranged interactions, and to
thermodynamic consistency.
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Chapter 1

A case for the solid state

A Foreword

Renowned theoretician P.W. Anderson was once asked in an interview by S. Sondhi what he
replies to laypeople when they like to know about his �eld of research. Anderson answered
that he had gotten used to the fact that he often encounters bewilderment that such a �eld
as condensed matter physics even exists. Since the interview was conducted in 1999 this
situation has changed very little. Reports in the media on physics focus almost exclusively
on the subjects of astronomy, cosmology and particle physics. It seems that in the view
of many people these �elds provide the most complete description of nature. To �nd the
building blocks of matter, and to understand the nature of space and time, presumably
implies the completion of physics.

It would not be the �rst time that claims of this kind were made: In 1874 young student
Max Planck was advised not to study physics, since the �eld was depleted of fundamental
questions. Despite his spectacular rebuttal of this viewpoint, it seems that today it is still
widely believed that the microscopic laws of physics, now complemented by cosmology,
form a theory of everything. The change in this reductionist viewpoint seems to lie only
in a rewriting of the fundamental rules. What happens at large is a mere collection of
super�cial phenomena, which are reducible to some most fundamental building blocks and
laws of nature.

To me it seems that this form of reductionism is such a persistent worldview because
it is an adequate philosophy around the industrialized production and of the technological
innovation that have deeply shaped our societies. Almost all technologies that are and were
in widespread use are reducible in the sense that each of their components has a clearly
de�ned purpose. We assume that at least the maker of a machine knows how its components
work as a whole. But the solutions for practical problems that are available to us today
are biased towards approaches that we �nd easy to understand. If our brains were made
to understand networks more easily than calculus, we would likely have better theories of
stock markets than of celestial dynamics. I like to suggest the following interpretation of
the widespread (and honest) ignorance towards condensed matter physics: The �elds of
astronomy, cosmology and fundamental particles seem more essential to us because they
remind us of the machinery that surrounds us, and that we �nd predictable because we
have shaped it in ways we understand.
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But couldn't we pro�t greatly from promoting the idea that phenomena found in com-
plex systems can be independent from the speci�cs of their parts? It is well worth knowing
for laypeople that condensed matter physics is a �eld where such questions are addressed,
and sometimes understood, in some of the deepest ways known to science.

B Structure and scope

QP This thesis is divided into �ve chapters, where the following one, chapter 2, merely states the
de�nitions of single-band Hamiltonians and of one- and two-particle correlation functions in
Sec. A, and of the 1P and 2P self-energies in Sec. B. The integral Schwinger-Dyson equation
is derived in Sec. C.

Chapter 3 is devoted to conservation laws. It begins with a short summary of the Baym
& Kadano� theory in Sec. B, which mainly consists of the functional Schwinger-Dyson
equation and of the functional Ward identity. Then, the integral Ward identity is derived
in Sec. C for lattice and impurity models, including phases with broken symmetry. Sec. D
is a comprehensive account of exact statements that follow from the Ward identity. Most
of these statements are already known, but often formulated in the continuum, hidden
in appendices, and, in any case, scattered over many papers. Derivations are provided for
(almost) all statements that are used later in the text, and for a few more that are physically
appealing. Probably the most important one is the consistency of zero-�eld derivatives and
�uctuations in Sec. D.6. It is shown in Sec. E that the functional Schwinger-Dyson equation
and Ward identity are mirror images of the respective integral relations, provided that
the interaction of the considered system conserves the charge and spin densities. Simple
conserving approximations, such as the Hartree-Fock approximation in Sec. E.2, are inserted
into the Ward identity explicitly, in order to demonstrate the perfect correspondence of the
Baym&Kadano� theory to this type of system. Finally, in Sec. F it is shown that this
correspondence ends when the interaction does not conserve the charge or spin densities,
which leads to anomalous currents and Ward identities. Before it is proven in Sec. H that
the Hartree-Fock approximation violates the Ward identity of such a system, the basics of
three-particle irreducibility are introduced in Sec. G, which are necessary for the proof. I
recommend to skip this proof, unless it is of immediate interest, and to jump right to the
conclusions in Sec. I, which give an intuitive interpretation of this result.

The dynamical mean-�eld theory (DMFT) is introduced in chapter 4, where it is de-
rived in a novel way from the Ward identities of the Hubbard and of the Anderson impurity
model in Sec. A.3. This derivation avoids the Luttinger-Ward functional and instead makes
only use of quantities that are known numerically exactly and can be looked at explicitly.
For DMFT itself this is a mere sleight of hand, while it proves useful later to validate con-
servation laws where it is less clear if they hold. The susceptibility of DMFT is formulated
in Sec. B, highlighting its relation to the dual fermion and dual boson approaches. The
sublime aspects of DMFT in terms of thermodynamic consistency are discussed in Sec. C,
followed by some basics regarding the two-particle spectrum in Sec. D. Finally, there fol-
low two applications of DMFT. The low-temperature revival of a collective mode near the
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Mott transition is discussed in Sec. E and an approximation of the DMFT susceptibility by
single-particle quantities in Sec. F.

In the last chapter 5 two-particle self-consistent dynamical mean-�eld approaches are
motivated in two ways. In Sec. A the dual boson approach is motivated from the Ward
identity of an extended Hubbard model with nonlocal charge-charge interactions. It is thus
a natural extension of the dynamical mean-�eld picture to long-ranged interactions. It is
found in Sec. A.6 that it is inherently more di�cult to derive a similar approximation for
a lattice model with exchange interactions. The discussion of long-ranged interactions con-
cludes in Sec. B with the presentation of an exact diagonalization solver for the extended
dynamical mean-�eld theory. Two-particle self-consistency is motivated for short-ranged
interactions in Sec. C, as a means to heal the violation of the Mermin-Wagner theorem in
DMFT, and to allow a feedback of collective excitations on its impurity model. Unfortu-
nately, in Sec. C.2 I come to the conclusion that approximations to the Hubbard model that
establish a two-particle self-consistency condition via retarded interactions in the impurity
model have to be refuted on principle grounds. In the conclusions in Sec. C.3 this is re-
lated to the earlier �ndings of chapter 3, which imply that such approximations undermine
the applicability of the Baym & Kadano� formalism. Lastly, Sec. D shows an application
of a two-particle self-consistent version of DMFT, highlighting the few bene�ts and many
penalties of modifying the best aspect of DMFT, its dynamical mean-�eld.
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Chapter 2

One- and two-particle correlation

functions

"Sooft ich meine Tabakspfeife,
Mit gutem Knaster angefüllt,

Zur Lust und Zeitvertreib ergreife,
So gibt sie mir ein Trauerbild.
Und füget diese Lehre bei,

Dass ich derselben ähnlich sei."

- J. S. Bach

QThis chapter introduces the de�nitions and the notation used in the rest of the text. In
the discussion of the many-body Hamiltonians the di�erences between the continuum and
the lattice notation are highlighted.

A Hamiltonians, operators, and correlation functions func-
tions

In the continuum, one de�nes the Hamiltonian of a many-electron system as follows,

H =
∑

σ

∫
d3rΨ†σ(r)

(
−∆r

2
+ v(r)

)
Ψσ(r)

+
1

2

∑

σσ′

∫ ∫
d3rd3r′Ψ†σ(r)Ψ†σ′(r

′)V (|r− r′|)Ψσ′(r
′)Ψσ(r), (A.1)

Here,

H0 =
∑

σ

∫
d3rΨ†σ(r)

(
−∆r

2
+ v(r)

)
Ψσ(r), (A.2)
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describes the kinetic motion of many non-interacting electrons in a periodic potential of
static ions v(r). Electrons of spin σ are created (annihilated) at location r by the fermionic
�eld operators Ψ

(†)
σ (r). The Coulomb interaction between the electrons is denoted as

Hint =
1

2

∑

σσ′

∫ ∫
d3rd3r′Ψ†σ(r)Ψ†σ′(r

′)V (|r− r′|)Ψσ′(r
′)Ψσ(r), (A.3)

where V (|r− r′|) = |r− r′|−1 is the Coulomb potential.

A.1 Charge and spin densities of the continuum

Of interest for microscopic conservation laws is the time-evolution of the electronic charges
and spins. In the following, n(r) =

∑
σ Ψ†σ(r)Ψσ(r) denotes the charge density operator in

real space. More generally, one de�nes the density operators,

%α(r) =
∑

σσ′

Ψ†σ(r)sασσ′Ψσ′(r), (A.4)

where sασσ′ are the Pauli matrices. With scσσ′ = δσσ′ one recovers the charge density,
%c(r) = n(r), whereas α = x, y, z yield the spin density operators. The operators Sα = %α/2
obey the commutation relations [Sα, Sβ] =

∑
γ εαβγS

γ , and one may extend the de�nition
of the Levi-Civita symbol to εαβγ = 0 in case one of its labels α, β, γ is equal to the charge
�avor c. This re�ects the fact that the charge density commutes with all other densities
and itself, [%c, %α] = 0 for each α. Despite the characteristic commutation relations, the
spin density operators %x,y,z are not proper spin operators, for reasons explained below.

The above notation is most useful in absence of discrete translational symmetry, such as
in the physics of liquid Helium [150]. To approach quantum lattice problems, the continuum
notation is rarely used anymore, since it does not make use of the periodicity of the ionic
potential v(r + R) = v(r). This makes the continuum picture unfavorable in numerical
approaches, due to the continuous spatial variable r.

A particular advantage of the continuum over the lattice notation is the simplicity of the
Coulomb potential, which is an interaction between charge densities. Such an interaction
gives an energetic incentive to electrons to avoid each other in order to minimize their
potential energy. However, the Coulomb potential does not contribute to the charge current,
which re�ects in the commutativity of the Coulomb potential with the charge density,
[n(r), Hint] = 0. Likewise, the Coulomb interaction does not cause spin currents either,

[%α, Hint] = 0, (A.5)

for the charge and spin densities, α = c, x, y, z. These commutation relations also become in-
tuitively clear, considering that the operator combination Ψ†σ(r)Ψ†σ′(r

′)V (|r−r′|)Ψσ′(r
′)Ψσ(r)

acting on a Fock state |Ψ〉 annihilates and recreates two electrons at r and r′ with spins σ
and σ′. Taking the double integral over the real space, this operation thus merely counts
the total potential energy of the electronic con�guration represented by |Ψ〉, but leaves the
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con�guration itself unchanged. This feature of the Coulomb interaction is exclusive to the
continuum notation and lost when making use of the discrete translational symmetry of
the ionic lattice.

A.2 One- and two- particle Green's function in the continuum

Since it is not possible to compute and store all eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of a large
electronic system, one aims to approximate electronic correlation functions, which contain
greatly compacted information about the thermodynamic, spectral, and critical properties
of the many-body system described by H. In most cases it is su�cient to consider the
single- and two-particle Green's functions, where

G(r, r′, τ, τ ′, σ, σ′) = −〈TτΨσ(r, τ)Ψ†σ(r′, τ)〉δσσ′ , (A.6)

is the single-particle (1P) Green's function1. In this work only the notation in imagi-
nary time τ ∈ [0, β] will be used, where β = 1/T is the inverse temperature. The time-
dependence of the �eld-operators is meant in the Heisenberg picture,

Ψ(†)(τ) = eτHΨ(†)(0)e−τH. (A.7)

The brackets 〈· · · 〉 = Z−1
∑

n e
−βEn〈n| · · · |n〉 denote a thermal average in the system H =

H−µN with eigenstates |n〉 and eigenenergies En, where N =
∫
d3rn(r) is the total particle

number operator. Z =
∑

n e
−βEn is the partition sum. Ψ(†)(0) is a time-independent

�eld-operator in the Schrödinger picture. Tτ is the time-ordering operator, which sorts
operators at larger times to the left and creation operators to the left of annihilators at equal
time, always accounting for as many minus signs as needed for the respective permutation.
Therefore, G(r, r, τ, τ, σ, σ) = 〈nσ(r)〉 yields the average particle number at r, which is time-
independent in the equilibrium. Using the fact that the 1P Green's function depends only on
time-di�erences and is diagonal in spin-space, the short-hand notation G(r, r′, τ, τ ′, σ, σ) =
Grr′σ(τ − τ ′) will be used in the following.

While there is essentially universal agreement on the de�nition of the 1P Green's func-
tion, many di�erent conventions exist for the two-particle (2P) Green's function. In this
text variants of the following de�nition will be used,

G(2)(1, 2, 3, 4) = −〈TτΨ1Ψ†2Ψ3Ψ†4〉, (A.8)

with superindices 1 = (r1, τ1, σ1).

A.3 The lattice notation

We now turn to the lattice notation for a single-band system, which is introduced by a
change to the Wannier basis (time, spin, �avor, ... label will be dropped where it improves

1The de�nition of Green's function in Eq. (A.6) assumes paramagnetism or at least collinear magnetic
order.
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readability),

Ψ(r) =
∑

i

φi(r)ci, (A.9)

where the φi(r) are the Wannier functions and ci a Wannier operator. They satisfy the
orthogonality relation

∫
d3rφ∗i (r)φj(r) = δij . Correspondingly, the density operators of the

continuum transform as

%α(r) =
∑

σσ′

Ψ†σ(r)sασσ′Ψσ(r) =
∑

ijσσ′

φ∗i (r)φj(r)c†iσs
α
σσ′cjσ′ . (A.10)

In analogy to the continuum, one de�nes the charge and spin density operators of the
lattice,

ραi =
∑

σσ′

c†iσs
α
σσ′ciσ′ , (A.11)

which likewise satisfy the commutation relations [ρα, ρβ] = 2
∑

γ εαβγρ
γ . It should be noted

here that despite their spin algebra, the ρx,y,z/2 are not proper spin operators, since they
act in the Hilbert space spanned by

|0〉,
| ↑〉 = c†↑|0〉,
| ↓〉 = c†↓|0〉,
| l〉 = c†↑c

†
↓|0〉,

which include the vacuum |0〉 and the doubly occupied state | l〉. Other than proper spin
operators, which act only in the space spanned by | ↑〉 and | ↓〉, the ρα may be represented
by fermionic coherent states in the path integral formalism, rather than by spin coherent
states. For spins 1

2 and 1 a mapping between the ρα and proper spin operators exists,
leading to a Berry phase [105].

Trivial but nevertheless not intuitive is that the density operator %(r) in Eq. (A.10)
is a local operator in the continuum while its Wannier representation is nonlocal. The
point charge represented by the charge density %c(r) in the continuous space, which is
most intuitively identi�ed with the electron itself, is hence a complicated superposition of
hopping operators c†icj . Likewise, when writing the occupation number ρci =

∑
σ c
†
iσciσ in

the continuum notation, one sees that the latter is neither identi�able with an electron of
the continuum, nor with a simple superposition of several 'direct' electrons,

ρci =
∑

σσ′

∫ ∫
drdr′φi(r)φ∗i (r

′)Ψ†σ(r)Ψσ(r′). (A.12)
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An identi�cation of lattice and continuum electrons is possible when the system contains
only a single site i with one orbital, %c(r) = |φ(r)|2∑σ c

†
iσciσ = |φ(r)|2ni, or globally,

N =

∫
d3r%(r) =

∑

ijσ

∫
d3rφ∗i (r)φj(r)c†iσcjσ =

∑

ijσ

δijc
†
iσcjσ =

∑

i

ni, (A.13)

since the total charge (and likewise spin) must be the same in both notations. Hence, classi-
fying the 'direct' electrons of the continuum by the site (and possibly orbital) indices of the
ionic lattice is an arbitrary distinction made by the theoretician. This entails complication
of the many-body Hamiltonian when transferred to the lattice notation,

H =
∑

ijσ

c†iσtijcjσ +
1

2

∑

σσ′

∑

ijkl

c†iσc
†
jσ′V (ij, kl)clσ′ckσ. (A.14)

The hopping amplitude tij and the matrix elements V (ij, kl) of the Coulomb interaction
are overlap integrals of the Wannier functions with the operators of kinetic and potential
energies in Eq. (A.1). In the following, they will be treated as free parameters.

A.4 Classi�cation of the Coulomb matrix elements

The price one pays for introducing the lattice notation is a complication of the interaction
Hamiltonian. One may classify its matrix elements into charge-charge interactions,

niV (ij, ij)nj , (A.15)

spin-spin interactions,

−ρiV (ij, ji)ρj , (A.16)

where ρ = (ρx, ρy, ρz), pair hoppings (σ̄ = −σ),

c†iσc
†
iσ̄V (ii, jj)cjσ̄cjσ, (A.17)

and processes involving more than two sites i and j. If the interaction is local, spin con-
servation and Pauli principle allow only for one type of interaction, the Hubbard repul-
sion U = V (ii, ii). Sometimes, long-ranged charge-charge interactions Vij = V (ij, ij)
are taken into account. With respect to the (ferromagnetic) direct exchange interaction
Jij = V (ij, ji), the general philosophy is that it should be neglected. This is due to the fact
that almost all single-band Hamiltonians are model Hamiltonians, intended to capture ef-
fective physics of multi-band systems. The inter- and intra-orbital interactions, such as the
Hund's rule exchange, are of much greater importance than the tiny inter-site exchange in-
tegral, or should at least be considered alongside. Similarly, one will hardly �nd discussions
of a single-band system with pair hopping, etc.
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Considering the matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction without a bias with respect
to their physical signi�cance, one �nds that some of them are more challenging to treat
than others. For instance, the nonlocal charge-charge interaction niVijnj commutes with all
lattice density operators ραi (since [ρα, n] = 0). This interaction thus conserves the charge
and spin quantum number. The states |0〉, | ↑〉, | ↓〉, | l〉 of the occupation number basis are
eigenstates of this interaction. The direct exchange ρiJijρj , on the other hand, commutes
only with the charge density ρci = ni, not with the spin density ρx,y,zi . Similarly, a pair
hopping operator c†↑c

†
↓ does not conserve the particle number n and as a general statement,

[ρα, Hint] 6= 0. (A.18)

Most of the time, however, the theoretician is getting away in a rather favorable situation:
While the Coulomb interaction is diagonal in the continuous basis, |rσ〉 = Ψ†σ(r)|0〉, and
o�-diagonal in the Wannier basis, |iσ〉 = c†iσ|0〉, the diagonal elements are in most circum-
stances dominant, while the rest may be safely neglected. This may be said notwithstanding
frequently used e�ective spin Hamiltonians (Heisenberg model, Kondo lattice model, etc.),
which describe localized moments coupled via exchange to other local moments or itinerant
electrons. The point here is that in such cases the itinerant nature of the electrons forming
the local moments is neglected. In fact, besides the t-J model, one rarely considers magnetic
moments that are itinerant and coupled via exchange to other itinerant moments.

A.5 Correlation functions on the lattice

Q We now turn to the de�nition of the lattice Green's functions, starting with the single-
particle Green's function,

Gijσ(τ − τ ′) = −〈Tτ ciσ(τ)c†jσ(τ ′)〉, (A.19)

Gkσ(τ − τ ′) = −〈Tτ ckσ(τ)c†kσ(τ ′)〉, (A.20)

which is diagonal in the spin index due to spin conservation, and which depends only on
the di�erence between the time labels. Here, i and j denote sites of the discrete lattice and
k the lattice momentum. These representations are connected via the Fourier transform
Gk =

∑′
ij Gije

ı(ri−rj)k, where ri, rj are discrete lattice vectors. The summation
∑′ implies

a factor of N−1, where N is the number of lattice sites. Similarly, Gij =
∑′

kGke
−ı(ri−rj)k,

this summation as well implies multiplication by N−1 (they arise in both the forward and
backward transformation due to the double summation over i, j). The Fourier transform
may also be applied to the creation and annihilation operators individually, using

ck =
1√
N

∑

i

cie
ırik and ci =

1√
N

∑

k

cke
−ırik. (A.21)

This is the case, because the thermal average 〈· · · 〉, as well as the time-ordering operator Tτ ,
commute with the Fourier transformation between i and k. Matsubara's Green's function
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is de�ned as,

Gijνσ =

∫ β

0
dτGijσ(τ − 0)eıντ = "− 〈ciνσc†jνσ〉", (A.22)

where νn = (2n+ 1)π/β are the fermionic Matsubara energies and β = T−1 is the inverse
temperature. The last expression above is put into quotation marks, since it is, strictly
speaking, incorrect. The integral

∫ β
0 dτ of the Matsubara transform commutes with the

thermal average but not with the time-ordering operator, the operator c(τ) may thus not
be transformed individually when subjected to time-ordering. Although in certain cases the
above notation can lead to incorrect results, it is nevertheless very useful to remind oneself
which operators and Matsubara frequencies belong together. In particular with respect
to the single-particle Green's function one considers 〈Tτ c(τ)c†(0)〉 most of the time, where
within the interval 0 < τ < β the time-ordering operator 'does nothing'. However, it should
be stressed that 〈ciνσc†jνσ〉 is merely a useful symbolic notation, which also yields formally
correct end results 'most of the time'.

The four-point (or two-particle) correlation function is de�ned as,

G
(2),σ1σ′1σ2σ′2
kk′q (τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) = −

〈
Tτ ckσ1

(τ1)c†
k+q,σ′1

(τ2)ck′+q,σ2
(τ3)c†

k′σ′2
(τ4)

〉
, (A.23)

in the particle-hole notation. Only a subset of the possible spin combinations are non-zero
due to spin conservation, namely

G(2),σσσ′σ′ ≡ G(2),σσ′ , (A.24)

G(2),σσ̄σ̄σ ≡ G(2),σσ̄. (A.25)

Under paramagnetism one may �ip all spin labels without a change in G(2), G(2),σσ′ =
G(2),σ̄σ̄′ and G(2),σσ̄ = G(2),σ̄σ. Furthermore, under SU(2) symmetry (which of course also
implies cylindrical symmetry) there is also a connection between G(2),σσ′ and G(2),σσ̄,

G(2),σσ̄ =
1

2

∑

σ

(G(2),σσ −G(2),σσ̄) = G(2),↑↑ −G(2),↑↓ (A.26)

For a proof, and an also otherwise comprehensive discussion of n-particle Green's functions,
the reader is referred to the thesis of Georg Rohringer [118]. In paramagnetic calculations
it is convenient to change to the charge and spin channels, using the Pauli matrices sα,

G
(2),α
kk′q(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) = −1

2

∑

σ1σ′1σ2σ′2

sασ′1σ1
sασ′2σ2

〈
Tτ ckσ1

(τ1)c†
k+q,σ′1

(τ2)ck′+q,σ2
(τ3)c†

k′σ′2
(τ4)

〉
.

(A.27)

This notation is very convenient, since the Pauli matrices automatically bring G(2) on a
diagonal in the case of paramagnetism (or under the stronger SU(2) symmetry). Explicitly,
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the Pauli matrices may be conveniently written as,

scσσ′ = δσσ′ (A.28)

szσσ′ = σδσσ′ (A.29)

sxσσ′ = δσσ̄′ (A.30)

syσσ′ = −ıσδσσ̄′ . (A.31)

The 2P correlation function is therefore given in the charge channel (α = c) as,

G(2),c =
1

2

(
G(2),↑↑ +G(2),↓↓ +G(2),↑↓ +G(2),↓↑

)
, (A.32)

and in the spin channels (α = x, y, z) as,

G(2),x =
1

2

(
G(2),↑↓ +G(2),↓↑

)
, (A.33)

G(2),y =
1

2

(
G(2),↑↓ +G(2),↓↑

)
, (A.34)

G(2),z =
1

2

(
G(2),↑↑ +G(2),↓↓ −G(2),↑↓ −G(2),↓↑

)
. (A.35)

A.6 The susceptibilities

Q The di�erent labels α of G(2),α are referred to as charge (α = c) and spin (α = x, y, z)
channels since the respective susceptibilities can be obtained from them. Introducing the
density operator in momentum space,

ραq =
∑

i

ραi e
iqri =

′∑

kσσ′

c†kσs
α
σσ′ck+q,σ′ , (A.36)

one has at τ1 = τ2 = τ and τ3 = τ4 = τ ′,

′∑

kk′

G
(2),α
kk′q(τ, τ, τ ′τ ′) = −1

2

〈
Tτρ

α
−q(τ)ραq(τ ′)

〉
, (A.37)

this is simply the disconnected susceptibility (with a factor of 1
2). Consistently throughout

this text, susceptibilities will be de�ned with a minus sign in the front. In the spin channels
ρ will be used, rather than ρ/2 = S, to allow an analogous notation of the charge and spin
channels. Most other literature uses S, leading to a factor of 4 in the spin channels. One
further de�nes the connected susceptibility as

Xα
q (τ − τ ′) =−

〈
Tτ ρ̄

α
−q(τ)ρ̄αq(τ ′)

〉
, (A.38)
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where ρ̄i(τ) = ρi(τ) − 〈ρ〉 is the density �uctuation (ρ̄q(τ) = ρq(τ) − 〈ρ〉δq). Hence,
comparing to Eq. (A.37),

Xα
q (τ − τ ′) = 2

′∑

kk′

G
(2),α
kk′q(τ, τ, τ ′τ ′) + 〈ρα〉〈ρα〉δq. (A.39)

The last step is to introduce the Matsubara transform for the two-particle correlation
functions, this will be

G(2)(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) =
′∑

νν′ω

G
(2)
νν′ωe

−ı[ντ1−(ν+ω)τ2+(ν′+ω)τ3−ν′τ4], (A.40)

where ωm = 2mπ/β is a bosonic Matsubara energy and the summation symbol
∑′ implies

a factor β−1 for each Matsubara sum (i.e., β−3 in this case).

A.7 Four-vector notation

QFrom now on the convenient compact notation will be used,

k = (k, ν) and q = (q, ω), (A.41)

for fermionic and bosonic momenta and frequencies, respectively. Summations over these
indices imply multiplication by β−1N−1, e.g.,

∑
k ≡

∑′
kν = β−1N−1

∑
kν . Furthermore,

in places where Matsubara summations are done on objects with critical convergence radii,
an implicit convergence factor eıν0+

is to be added, that is
∑′

ν =̂ 1
β

∑
ν e

ıν0+
. Throughout,

the following convention will be used,

∑

k

≡
′∑

kν

eıν0+
= β−1N−1

∑

kν

eıν0+
. (A.42)

In this notation it will also be written symbolically,

G
(2),σ1σ′1σ2σ′2
kk′q = "−

〈
ckσ1

c†
k+q,σ′1

ck′+q,σ2
c†
k′σ′2

〉
", (A.43)

and it should be emphasized again that the Fourier transform to Matsubara energies implied
in this notation does not commute with the time-ordering operator. This is of importance
in particular for four-point correlation functions, since the action of Tτ is almost never
trivial here. On the other hand, the notation above is useful to keep track of the indices of
the particle-hole pair when translating between algebraic and diagrammatic expressions.
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Lastly, applying the compact notation Gkσ also to the single-particle Green's function,
the generalized susceptibility is introduced,

Xα
kk′q = G

(2),α
kk′q + β

1

2

∑

σσ′

sασσs
α
σ′σ′GkσGk′σ′δq. (A.44)

The second term on the right-hand-side (RHS) is non-zero only for α = 0 and α = z
(since sx and sy have no diagonal elements). The factor β in that term stems from the
time-independent contribution 〈ρ〉 〈ρ〉 in X(τ − τ ′), Eq. (A.38). Using

∑

σ

∑

k

sασσGkσ = 〈ρα〉, (A.45)

one obtains the connected susceptibilities via the simple relation,

Xα
q = 2

∑

kk′

Xα
kk′q = −〈ρ̄α−qρ̄αq 〉 = −

〈
ρα−qρ

α
q

〉
+ β 〈ρα〉 〈ρα〉 δq. (A.46)

A possible source of confusion is the commonly used notation,

′∑

νσ

Gkνσ =
∑

σ

〈
c†kσckσ

〉
=
∑

σ

〈nkσ〉 = 〈nk〉 , (A.47)

which is not the same as ρcq = nq when q goes to k. From the de�nition of ρcq in Eq. (A.36)
one can see that no choice of q will yield the diagonal operator combination

∑
σ c
†
kσckσ.

One merely has
∑′

k 〈nk〉 = 〈nq=0〉 =
∑

σ

∑′
k〈c
†
kσckσ〉 = 〈n〉, which is the average site-local

charge density operator. Therefore, a further convention used in this text is to use the label
k when nk =

∑
σ c
†
kσckσ is meant and to use q when nq = ρcq from Eq. (A.36) is meant

(i.e., k is a fermionic vector and q a bosonic one).
In compact notation the generalized susceptibility is related to G(2) in Eq. (A.23) as

follows,

Xσσ′
kk′q =G

(2),σσ′

kk′q + βGkσGkσ′δq, (A.48)

Xσσ̄
kk′q =G

(2),σσ̄
kk′q . (A.49)

Comparing to Eqs. (A.44) and (A.46), these de�nitions do not use a factor 2. This is in
order to prevent this factor from entering the respective Bethe-Salpeter equations that are
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introduced in the following subsection. In the compact notation one obtains the suscepti-
bilities as,

Xσσ′
q =

∑

kk′

Xσσ′
kk′q, (A.50)

Xσσ̄
q =

∑

kk′

Xσσ̄
kk′q. (A.51)

These are related to the charge and spin susceptibilities in Eq. (A.46) via the Pauli matrices,
as in Eq. (A.35). For example,

∑
σσ′ X

σσ′
q = Xc

q = −
〈
ρc−qρ

c
q

〉
+ β 〈ρc〉 〈ρc〉 δq.

B Self-energies and Dyson equations

QThe Bethe-Salpeter equation is the analogue of Dyson's equation for two-particle Green's
functions. It is introduced here in a matrix notation, which will be used most of the
time, but also a diagrammatic notation is presented. The following de�nitions assume
paramagnetism, Gkσ = Gkσ̄ = Gk, followed by similar de�nitions for magnetic solutions.

B.1 Dyson equations

QApproximations to the interacting 1P Green's function Gk, diagrammatically denoted as a
double line,

Gk,

are done best at the level of its self-energy Σk. This implies the summation of an in�nite
set of corrections to the non-interacting Green's function G0

k = [ıν − εk + µ]−1 (denoted as
a single line) via the Dyson equation G−1 = [G0]−1−Σk. Diagrammatically this is depicted
as in Fig. 2.1.

= + Σ .

Figure 2.1: Diagrammatic notation of Dyson's equation. The interacting Green's function
is given by the non-interacting one plus vertex corrections. The self-energy Σ can not be
separated into two parts by cutting one of its internal (noninteracting) lines.

Of interest is a similar equation for the generalized susceptibility Xα
kk′q:

Xα

k

k + q

k′

k′ + q
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Throughout the text, labels k, k′, k + q, k′ + q of four-point objects will consistently refer
to the top left, top right, bottom left, and bottom right of the object, respectively. In
full analogy to the 1P Dyson equation one writes a 2P Dyson equation, or Bethe-Salpeter
equation, for the generalized susceptibility in Eq. (A.44),

Xα
kk′q = GkGk+q

[
Nβδkk′ +

∑

k′′

Γαkk′′qX
α
k′′k′q

]
, (B.1)

which is denoted diagrammatically as in Fig. 2.2.

Xα = + Γα Xα

Figure 2.2: The Bethe-Salpeter equation for the generalized susceptibility X̂ generates all 2P
reducible diagrams from the 2P irreducible particle-hole vertex Γ̂, Since the BSE has a similar
form as Dyson's equation in Fig. (2.1), Γ̂ may be called the 2P self-energy of X̂. Γ̂ can not be
separated into two parts by a vertical cut of two of its internal Green's function lines.

Here, one de�nes the 'bubble' with open ends and closed ends, respectively,

X0
kk′q = NβX0

kqδkk′ = NβGkGk+qδkk′ , (B.2)

X0
q =

∑

kk′

X0
kk′q =

∑

k

X0
kq, (B.3)

where X0
q is also known as the Lindhard function when G = G0 is the noninteracting

Green's function. On the other hand,

Γαkk′q, (B.4)

is the particle-hole vertex that is irreducible with respect to a vertical cut of a particle
and hole pair. In this text this object will be called the 2P self-energy. While this may
be unusual to some, it stresses the analogy to the one-particle level and avoids a potential
confusion with the reducible particle-hole vertex F , which will be called T -matrix.

B.2 Matrix notation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation

Q It is convenient to introduce a matrix notation with respect to the fermionic indices k, k′,

Ckk′ =
∑

k′′

Akk′′Bk′′k′ , (B.5)

where Â, B̂, Ĉ are matrices in the compact indices k = (k, ν) and k′ = (k′, ν ′). Note that
the summation implies a factor (Nβ)−1. In this notation the Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (B.1) can
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Fα = Γα + Γα Fα

Figure 2.3: The Bethe-Salpeter equation formulated as a ladder equation for the T -matrix
F̂ . This equation is equivalent to the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the generalized susceptibility,
Eq. (B.6).

be formulated as a matrix equation and it is indeed formally solved via matrix inversion
(1̂kk′ = δkk′),

X̂α
q =X̂0

q (1̂ + Γ̂αq X̂
α
q ) = (1̂− X̂0

q Γ̂αq )−1X̂0
q . (B.6)

The Bethe-Salpeter equation expresses the repeated application of the matrix,

(X̂0
q Γ̂αq )kk′ =

∑

k′′

NβGkGk+qδkk′′Γ
α
k′′k′q = GkGk+qΓ

α
kk′q, (B.7)

upon itself. Therefore, of physical signi�cance are the eigenvalues of the matrix (Nβ)−1X̂0
q Γ̂αq ,

where the factor (Nβ)−1 stems from the de�nition of the matrix multiplication in Eq. (B.5).
If the leading eigenvalue approaches unity, λmax → 1, the Bethe-Salpeter equation diverges
and with it the generalized susceptibility, possibly signaling a second order phase transition.
This may be used to locate critical behavior, such as unconventional superconductivity, [99,
97].

B.3 The T -matrix

QEquivalent to the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the generalized susceptibility in Eq. (B.6)
is the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the 2P reducible vertex function Fαkk′q, which is called
T -matrix in this text,

F̂αq =Γ̂αq + Γ̂αq X̂
0
q F̂

α
q (B.8)

=(1̂− Γ̂qX̂
0
q )−1Γ̂q. (B.9)

The Bethe-Salpeter equation for F is depicted in Fig. 2.3. F contains all diagrams con-
tributing to X, except the bubble X0, which corresponds to a non-scattering event of a
dressed quasi-particle with a dressed quasi-hole, where dressed means that the Green's
functions of the bubble contain insertions of the 1P self-energy. The T -matrix F is related
to the generalized susceptibility as,

X̂α
q = X̂0

q + X̂0
q F̂

α
q X̂

0
q . (B.10)
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Xα = + Fα

Figure 2.4: The generalized susceptibility X̂ is given by the sum of the interacting bubble X̂0

and vertex corrections. The 2P reducible vertex function F̂ is the T -matrix of X̂ and comprises
all vertex corrections.

The Bethe-Salpeter equation is a diagrammatic decomposition of F into irreducible
building blocks Γ, see Ref. [19] for an analytical derivation. It also has an intuitive inter-
pretation: Considering that Γ contains all diagrams irreducible with respect to a vertical
cut of a particle-hole pair, one recovers all diagrams of the T -matrix F by connecting
the building block Γ an arbitrary number of times with itself and adding up all of these
contributions.

B.4 The Bethe-Salpeter equation in symmetry-broken phases

A formulation of the Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE) for symmetry-broken phases is needed
later. The BSE may be formulated for the generalized susceptibility Xσ1σ2σ3σ4 de�ned in
Eqs. (A.48) and (A.49). In the longitudinal channel the BSE reads,

Xσσ′
kk′q = GkσGk+qσ

[
Nβδkk′δσσ′ +

∑

k′′σ′′

Γσσ
′′

kk′′qX
σ′′σ′
k′′k′q

]
, (B.11)

whereas one has in the transversal channel,

Xσσ̄
kk′q = GkσGk+qσ̄

[
Nβδkk′ +

∑

k′′

Γσσ̄kk′′qX
σσ̄
k′′k′q

]
. (B.12)

Compared to the BSE in the charge and spin channels, Eq. (B.1), this notation has the
disadvantage of Eq. (B.11) being o�-diagonal in the spin indices, mixing the components
Xσσ and Xσσ̄. However, away from paramagnetism the change to the charge and spin
channels does no longer diagonalize the generalized susceptibility X. There is then no gain
in transforming Eqs. (B.11) and (B.12) into the charge and spin notation. The 2P self-
energies Γσσ

′
and Γσσ̄ transform between both notations in the same way as G(2) and X
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[cf. Eq. (A.32) etc.],

Γc =
1

2

(
Γ↑↑ + Γ↓↓ + Γ↑↓ + Γ↓↑

)
, (B.13)

Γx =
1

2

(
Γ↑↓ + Γ↓↑

)
, (B.14)

Γy =
1

2

(
Γ↑↓ + Γ↓↑

)
, (B.15)

Γz =
1

2

(
Γ↑↑ + Γ↓↓ − Γ↑↓ − Γ↓↑

)
. (B.16)

The Bethe-Salpeter Eqs. (B.11) and (B.12) will also be written in matrix notation,

X̂σσ′
q = X̂0,σσ

q δσσ′ + X̂0,σσ
q

∑

σ′′

Γ̂σσ
′′

q X̂σ′′σ′
q , (B.17)

X̂σσ̄
q = X̂0,σσ̄

q + X̂0,σσ̄
q Γ̂σσ̄q X̂σσ̄

q . (B.18)

Here, a spin-dependent bubble was introduced, X̂0,σσ′

kk′q = Nβδkk′GkσGk+qσ′ . Just like for
the charge and spin notation in Eq. (B.10), one de�nes a T -matrix F that comprises all
vertex corrections,

X̂σσ′
q =X̂0,σσ

q δσσ′ + X̂0,σσ
q F̂ σσ

′
q X̂0,σ′σ′

q . (B.19)

X̂σσ̄
q =X̂0,σσ̄

q + X̂0,σσ̄
q F̂ σσ̄q X̂0,σσ̄

q . (B.20)

The spin labels of the generalized susceptibility Xσ1σ2σ3σ4 will be consistently attached
counter-clockwise:

Xσσ′
kσ

k + q, σ

k′σ′

k′ + q, σ′
Xσσ̄

kσ

k + q, σ̄

k′σ

k′ + q, σ̄

C Schwinger-Dyson equation and Fierz ambiguity

QThe T -matrix F is connected to the 1P self-energy via the Schwinger-Dyson equation, which
will be derived here. In this context the so-called 'Fierz ambiguity' is discussed, which arises
because there are many di�erent ways to denote the Hubbard interaction Un↑n↓.

C.1 Derivation of the Schwinger-Dyson equation

The Schwinger-Dyson equation can be derived from the equation of motion (EOM) for
Green's function,

(−∂τ )Gkσ(τ) = δ(τ) +
〈
Tτ∂τ ckσ(τ)c†kσ(0)

〉
, (C.1)
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where the δ-function arises due to non-commutativity of the time-derivative with the time-
ordering operator. The time-evolution of the construction operator, ∂τ c = [H, c], is gov-
erned by the Hamiltonian H = H0 + Hint − µN = H − µN . Let us evaluate this for the
following Hamiltonian,

H =
∑

kσ

εkc
†
kσckσ +

1

2

∑

qα

ρα−qV
α
q ρ

α
q, (C.2)

with ραq de�ned as in Eq. (A.36). This is an extended Hubbard model with non-local
interactions V α in the charge and spin channels, εk is the Fourier transform of the hopping
tij . Notwithstanding a shift of the chemical potential, the Hubbard model is recovered for
V c
q = U, V x,y,z = 0. It is convenient to separate the contribution of the non-interacting and

interacting Hamiltonians, but some care has to be taken,

∂τ c = [H(τ), c(τ)] = [H, c]τ = [H0 − µN, c]τ + [Hint, c]τ . (C.3)

Here, [..., ...]τ denotes a time-dependence according to the Heisenberg picture, Eq. (A.7).
It is important to keep in mind that [Hint, c]τ 6= [Hint, c(τ)], since H0−µN and Hint do not
commute (or, in other words, H0−µN andHint depend on time, whileH does not). Instead,
the commutators need to be evaluated at τ = 0. Using [H0−µN, ckσ] = −(εk−µ)ckσ, the
EOM for Green's function takes the form,

(−∂τ − εk + µ)Gkσ(τ) = δ(τ) +
〈
Tτ [Hint, ckσ]τ c

†
kσ(0)

〉
. (C.4)

The commutator involving the interacting part is less appealing2,

[Hint, ckσ] = −1

2

′∑

αqσ′

V α
q s

α
σσ′(ρ

α
qck−qσ′ + ck+qσ′ρ

α
−q). (C.5)

Inserting this into Eq. (C.4) and using Vq = V−q, both terms on the RHS of Eq. (C.5) can
be brought into the same form within the time-ordered product,

(−∂τ + εk − µ)Gkσ(τ) = δ(τ)−
′∑

αqσ′

V α
q s

α
σσ′

〈
Tτρ

α
−q(τ)ck+qσ′(τ)c†kσ(0)

〉
. (C.6)

Here it was used that c and ρ commute under the action of the time-ordering operator.
Assuming paramagnetism, the sum 1

2

∑
σ is performed on both sides of Eq. (C.6) and para-

magnetism is assumed, Gσ = Gσ̄. Further inserting the de�nition of the density operator
2Note that no factor N−1 is implied by the summation over q in Eq. (C.2) but that N−1 is implied by

the respective summation in Eq. (C.5). This factor originates from the density operators in Eq. (C.2).
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Σ = + +
Fα

(C.10)

Figure 2.5: Diagrammatic representation of the Schwinger-Dyson Eq. (C.12). This relation
arises from the EOM of the construction operator, ∂τ c = [H, c], cf. Eq. (C.3).

ραq, Eq. (A.36), one �nds

(−∂τ − εk + µ)Gk(τ)

=δ(τ) +
1

2

′∑

αk′q

∑

σ1σ′1σ2σ′2

V α
q s

α
σ′1σ1

sασ′2σ2

〈
Tτ ck′σ1(τ)c†

k′+qσ′1
(τ)ck+qσ2(τ)c†

kσ′2
(0)
〉

(C.7)

=δ(τ)−
′∑

αk′q

V α
q G

(2),α
k′kq(τ, τ, τ, 0),

where the de�nition of the four-point correlation function G(2), Eq. (A.27), was recognized.
Using the Fourier transform de�ned in Eq. (A.40) and the bare Green's function G0

k =
[ıν − εk + µ]−1, one is left with the Fourier components of Eq. (C.7),

[G0
k]
−1Gk =1−

∑

αk′q

V α
q G

(2),α
k′kq , (C.8)

⇔ ΣkGk =−
∑

αk′q

V α
q G

(2),α
k′kq . (C.9)

In the last step, Dyson's equation was used. G/G0 = 1 + ΣG. This result still needs to
be expressed in terms of the T -matrix F . For the paramagnetic case one has according to
Eq. (A.44) and (B.10),

G
(2),α
kk′q =Xα

kk′q − 2βGkGk′δqδα,c

=GkGk+qδkk′Nβ − 2βGkGk′δqδα +GkGk+qF
α
kk′qGk′Gk′+q. (C.11)

Inserting into Eq. (C.9) and dividing both sides by Gk yields �nally,

Σk =2V c
q=0

∑

k′

Gk′ −
∑

αq

V α
q Gk+q −

∑

αk′q

V α
q Gk′Gk′+qF

α
k′kqGk+q. (C.12)

This is the Schwinger-Dyson (SD) equation. The �rst two terms on the RHS correspond
to the Hartree and Fock contributions, originating from the uncorrelated parts of G(2).
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Diagrammatically one denotes the SD equation as in Fig. 2.5.

C.2 The Fierz ambiguity

Let us consider the Schwinger-Dyson Eq. (C.12) for the Hubbard model, whose interaction
potential is Un↑n↓. Notwithstanding a shift of the chemical potential, this interaction may
be fully accounted to the charge channel, using the identity, 1

2ρ
cUρc = U

2 (n+2n↑n↓), which
makes use of the Pauli principle, n2

σ = nσ. Therefore, the Hubbard Hamiltonian may be
denoted as in Eq. (C.2), where V c

q = U and V x,y,z = 0. Inserting this interaction into the
Schwinger-Dyson Eq. (C.12), the Fock contribution cancels half of the Hartree contribution,

Σk =2U
∑

k′

Gk′ − U
∑

q

Gk+q − U
∑

k′q

Gk′Gk′+qF
c
k′kqGk+q. (C.13)

leaving the familiar result for the Hartree part, ΣH = U 〈n〉 /2. On the other hand, one
does not immediately see that of the T -matrix F c = F ↑↑+F ↑↓ only F ↑↓ is needed to obtain
the self-energy Σ. This is the case in the Hubbard model, since due to the Pauli principle
its interaction can only act upon two electrons with opposite spins. Therefore, instead of
imposing the Pauli principle on the Hubbard interaction Un↑n↓ from the start, the shift
into the charge channel leaves it to the approximation to the T -matrices to somehow cancel
out redundant contributions in F ↑↓ and F ↑↑. Indeed, many approximations do not satisfy
the Pauli principle, such that this cancellation may never occur.

On the other hand, reformulations of the Hubbard interaction that do not shift the
chemical potential lead to the desired cancellation of F ↑↑. To see this, consider the inter-
action V c = U

2 , V
z = −U

2 , and V
x,y = 0. Using ρz = n↑ − n↓ one sees that,

1

2

∑

α=c,z

ραV αρα =
U

4
[n+ 2n↑n↓ − (n− 2n↑n↓)] = Un↑n↓. (C.14)

This reformulation does therefore not shift the chemical potential. Inserting the interaction
in Eq. (C.14) into the Schwinger-Dyson equation (C.12), one obtains the self-energy,

Σk =2
U

2

∑

k′

Gk′ −
∑

q

(
U

2
− U

2

)
Gk+q −

U

2

∑

k′q

Gk′Gk′+q(F
c
k′kq − F zk′kq)Gk+q. (C.15)

Using F c − F z = F ↑↑ + F ↑↓ − (F ↑↑ − F ↑↓) = 2F ↑↓, the T -matrix F ↑↑ indeed cancels,

Σk =
U 〈n〉

2
− U

∑

k′q

Gk′Gk′+qF
↑↓
k′kqGk+q. (C.16)
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Similarly, there are SU(2)-symmetric splittings of the Hubbard interaction, where V x,y,z ≡
V s, making use of the operator identity,

1

2

∑

α

ραV αρα = (V c − 3V s)n↑n↓ + (V c + 3V s)
n

2
. (C.17)

This yields a Hubbard interaction Un↑n↓ when the sum rule U = V c− 3V s holds, and also
a shift of the chemical potential, except for V c = U

2 , V
s = −U

6 .
The in�nity of possible splittings of the Hubbard interaction is sometimes referred to

as the 'Fierz ambiguity'. While exact results are left unchanged by the decoupling, the
results of approximations may depend on the decoupling ratio between the charge and spin
channels. As a general rule it is not desirable to reformulate the Hubbard interaction in
a way that causes a shift in the chemical potential [158]. On the other hand, the Fierz
ambiguity was used recently as a convergence criterion for the TRILEX approach [10].

C.3 Schwinger-Dyson equation for symmetry-broken phases

It will later be useful to have a more general form of the SD Eq. (C.12) available, which
does not make use of the charge and spin diagonalization. To this end, one derives from
Eq. (C.6),

Σkσ4Gkσ4 =−
∑

αk′qσ1σ2σ3

sασ2σ1
V α
q s

α
σ4σ3

G
(2),σ1σ2σ3σ4

k′kq , (C.18)

which is similar to Eq. (C.9) but does not assume paramagnetism. Here, G(2),σ1σ2σ3σ4 is
the four-point correlation function de�ned in Eq. (A.23). It is convenient to separate the
�avors α on the RHS by longitudinal and transversal channels, which allows to drop some
of the spin summations (since sc,zσσ′ ∼ δσσ′ and s

x,y
σσ′ ∼ δσσ̄′),

Σkσ4Gkσ4 =−
∑

α=c,z

∑

k′qσ1

sασ1σ1
V α
q s

α
σ4σ4

G
(2),σ1σ4

k′kq

−
∑

α=x,y

∑

k′q

sασ̄4σ4
V α
q s

α
σ4σ̄4

G
(2),σ4σ̄4

k′kq . (C.19)

The four-point functions are now expressed through the generalized susceptibility, according
to Eqs. (A.49), (B.19), and (B.20),

G
(2),σσ′

kk′q =Xσσ′
kk′q − βGkσGkσ′δq

=GkσGk+qσδkk′δσσ′Nβ − βGkσGk′σ′δq +GkσGk+q,σF
σσ′
kk′qGk′σ′Gk′+q,σ′ , (C.20)

G
(2),σσ̄
kk′q =GkσGk+qσ̄δkk′Nβ +GkσGk+q,σ̄F

σσ̄
kk′qGk′σGk′+q,σ̄. (C.21)
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Inserting into Eq. (C.19) and dividing by Gkσ4 leaves the Schwinger-Dyson equation (σ4 →
σ′),

Σkσ =
∑

k′σ′

V c
q=0Gk′σ′ +

∑

k′σ′

σσ′V z
q=0Gk′σ′

−
∑

α=c,z




∑

q

V α
q Gk+qσ +

∑

k′qσ′

sασ′σ′V
α
q s

α
σσGk′σ′Gk′+q,σ′F

σ′σ
k′kqGk+q,σ





−
∑

α=x,y




∑

q

V α
q Gk+qσ̄ +

∑

k′q

sασ̄σV
α
q s

α
σσ̄Gk′σGk′+q,σ̄F

σσ̄
k′kqGk+q,σ̄



 . (C.22)

Several symmetries of the Pauli matrices in Eqs. (A.28)-(A.31), as well as spin conservation
(F σσ′ = F σσ̄δσσ̄′) were used to derive Eq. (C.22). One recognizes the Hartree-Fock self-
energy,

ΣHF
kσ =V c

q=0

∑

k′σ′

Gk′σ′ + V z
q=0

∑

k′σ′

σσ′Gk′σ′ −
∑

q,α=c,z

V α
q Gk+qσ −

∑

q,α=x,y

V α
q Gk+qσ̄. (C.23)

D RPA

Q As a simple example, the random phase approximation (RPA) to the susceptibility of the
Hubbard model is calculated.

D.1 The Hubbard repulsion in the charge and spin channels

To this end, is is convenient to transform the Hubbard interaction Un↑n↓ into the channels
α = c, x, y, z. To do this, let us rewrite this interaction in the following way,

n↑Un↓ =
1

4

∑

σ′1σ1σ′2σ2

c†
σ′1
cσ1U

σ′1σ1σ′2σ2c†
σ′2
cσ2 , (D.1)

and transform it using the Pauli matrices [99],

Uαβ =
1

2

∑

σ′1σ1σ′2σ2

sασ′1σ1
Uσ
′
1σ1σ′2σ2sβ

σ′2σ2
. (D.2)

It should be stressed that this procedure does not imply that the interaction Hamiltonian is
decomposed into di�erent channels, which leads to the Fierz ambiguity in Sec. C.2. Instead,
one knows from Uαβ how the Hubbard interaction enters the channels α = c, x, y, z of the
Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (B.6) in this basis, just like one knows it from Uσ

′
1σ1σ′2σ2 with respect

to the basis σ′σ =↑↑, ↓↓, ↑↓, ↓↑, Eqs. (B.11) and (B.12). While the operator relation in
Eq. (C.17) that gives rise to the Fierz ambiguity implies that the Hubbard interaction can
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be split up in in�nitely many ways, Eq. (D.2) is an unambiguous transformation from the
basis {↑↑, ↓↓, ↑↓, ↓↑} to {x, y, z, c}. Let us apply this transformation according to the RHS
of Eq. (D.2) to the interaction matrix Û , whose matrix elements are given as:

Û =

↑↑ ↓↓ ↑↓ ↓↑
↑↑ 0 U 0 0
↓↓ U 0 0 0
↑↓ 0 0 0 −U
↓↑ 0 0 −U 0

The minus signs arise when the operators in (D.1) are brought into the correct order.
The transformation to the charge and spin channels is done via the Pauli matrices, which
are de�ned in Eqs. (A.28)-(A.31). These can be comprised into the transformation matrix
ŝ:

ŝ =

x y z c

↑↑ 0 0 1 1
↓↓ 0 0 −1 1
↑↓ 1 −ı 0 0
↓↑ 1 ı 0 0

Applying this transformation3 on the RHS of Eq. (D.2) then yields Uαβ ,

1

2
ŝT Û ŝ =




−U 0 0 0
0 −U 0 0
0 0 −U 0
0 0 0 U


 . (D.3)

This corresponds to the transformation of the interaction matrix Uσ
′
1σ1σ′2σ2 in Eq. (D.1)

into the charge and spin channels. There the interaction is diagonal, Uαβ = Uαδαβ , and
the diagonal elements are given by Ux = Uy = U z = −U and U c = U .

D.2 The RPA susceptibility

QNow one may perform the RPA approximation to the 1P and 2P self-energies of the para-
magnetic Hubbard model:

Σk =ΣH =
1

2
U 〈n〉 , (D.4)

Γckk′q =U c = U, (D.5)

Γx,y,zkk′q =Ux,y,z = −U. (D.6)

3 Note that this is not a proper unitary transformation. Although ŝŝ†/2 = 1̂, ŝ enters Eq. (D.3) not
with its hermitian conjugate.
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This is inserted into the Bethe-Salpeter equation (B.1),

Xα
kk′q = GkGk+q

[
Nβδkk′ +

∑

k′′

UαXα
k′′k′q

]
, (D.7)

where G−1 = [G0]−1 − ΣH. The susceptibilities are obtained by summing over k, k′ and
multiplying by two, using 2

∑
kk′ X

α
kk′q = Xα

q ,

Xα
q =2X0

q + 2X0
q

∑

k′k′′

UαXα
k′′k′q (D.8)

=2X0
q +X0

qU
αXα

q =
2X0

q

1−X0
qU

α
. (D.9)

This is the familiar RPA susceptibility, a geometric series involving the Lindhard function
X0
q =

∑
kGkGk+q. Owing to the convention that all susceptibilities come with a minus

sign [cf. Eq. (A.38)], one ends up with an unusual minus sign for the charge channel in
the denominator. X → −X recovers the standard result. The RPA susceptibility diverges
when X0

qU
α approaches unity. This may happen in the spin channels for U > 0, and in the

charge channel for U < 0 (the attractive Hubbard model), signaling transitions to magnetic
order or to charge order, respectively.

The RPA is valid only for very small U . However, already the RPA susceptibility has
a rich momentum- and energy-dependent structure, with well de�ned gapless excitations
near q ≈ 0 and a broad excitation spectrum at larger momenta. Examples can be found
in Ref. [39]. Other relevant weak- (to intermediate-)coupling approximations are, e.g.,
the two-particle self-consistent approach (TPSC) [144, 18] and the �uctuation exchange
approximation (FLEX) [19]. In these approaches one still recognizes di�erent geometric
series in the �nal expression for the susceptibility. Essentially non-RPA-like approximations
to the Hubbard model require non-perturbative starting points or Parquet approaches [119].
Various weak-coupling approximations are currently celebrating a revival within the �eld
of non-equilibrium phenomena [46], where strong-correlation approaches are still in their
infancy [29].

The de�nitions introduced in this section cover only a small fragment of the formalism
around 2P correlation functions. In particular, the vertical particle-hole and the particle-
particle channel were not discussed. The latter is needed, e.g., for applications to super-
conductivity [99, 97]. For further reading I recommend the works of Tremblay et al. [143,
157, 146, 144], Bickers et al. [20, 19], as well as papers on DΓA and the dual fermion/boson
approaches [119], and the doctoral thesis of H. Hafermann and G. Rohringer [37, 118] are
recommended.
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Chapter 3

Conservation laws

"Wenn Du Dich mit dem Teufel einlässt, dann ändert sich nicht der Teufel. Der Teufel
verändert Dich." - 8mm

QIt is desirable to construct approximations along physical constraints, however, what
appropriate constraints are depends on the problem at hand. In this text approximations to
the two-particle response functions are discussed, several di�erent viewpoints can be taken
with respect to the constraints that they should satisfy and in which physical regimes they
need to be reliable. Sometimes it is important that an approximation should satisfy micro-
scopic conservation laws, which are of particular importance in the theory of transport [18].
There they guarantee a number of exact statements about transport observables, such as
the optical conductivity [87].

However, it is very di�cult to construct a conserving approximation, and compromises
have to be accepted, since conservation laws do not guarantee that the Pauli principle
or the Mermin-Wagner theorem are satis�ed. For example, the RPA susceptibility of the
Hubbard model in Eq. (D.9) of chapter 2 is conserving but may predict a magnetic phase
transition in the two-dimensional Hubbard model. It may be more desirable to study the
susceptibility at low temperature than to satisfy microscopic conservation laws. Then,
one should rather consider the Mermin-Wagner theorem as an exact constraint on the
approximation. Another reason to relinquish conservation laws is that it is di�cult to
account for the k-dependence of the electronic self-energy. Consequently, conservation laws
are often not a feasible requirement when spatial correlations become important.

On the other hand, conservation laws guarantee a high degree of thermodynamic con-
sistency. The latter means very simply that when a quantity can be calculated in several
di�erent ways, one should obtain the same result each time. This is always the case for
exact solutions, but not necessarily for approximations. For example, a second order phase
transition to magnetic order may be found in the susceptibility or in Green's function, which
should yield the same critical point. While this is most likely not the case in an arbitrary
approximation, it is guaranteed when the approximation is conserving. This point and
others will be discussed in this section.
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A Global and local conservation

Q The notion of a 'conserving approximation' is not very clear. On the one hand, if the
Hamiltonian H of a system commutes with an operator, [H,A] = 0, A is an integral of
motion and should be conserved. Here, A may be an observable such as the total energy,
total charge, total spin, total momentum or total angular momentum. On the other hand,
the time-evolution of a microscopic observable ρ is given in the equilibrium by the equation
of motion, ∂τ%+[%,H] = 0, which has the form of a continuity equation. If an approximation
predicts di�erent values for the LHS and RHS of the continuity equation, ρ is not conserved,
which is a problem even when ρ is not an integral of motion. Conservation therefore regards
to integrals of motion, ∂τA = [H, A] = 0, or to the proper time-evolution of a microscopic
observable ∂τ% = [H, %]. Typically, one has a local observable %(r) which can change its
value at location r over time, and a global observable A =

∫
d3rρ(r), which is an integral

of motion.
One therefore distinguishes local conservation, that is the proper time-evolution ∂τ%(r)+

[%(r),H] = 0, from global conservation ∂τA = 0, that is the preservation of integrals of
motion [36]. Local conservation is a stronger statement and implies global conservation:∫
d3r∂τρ(r) =

∫
d3r[H, ρ(r)] = [H, A] = 0. Sometimes, one de�nes a current operator j,

such that ∇rj = [%,H], and the continuity equation can be brought into the familiar form,

∂τ%(r) +∇rj = 0. (A.1)

This needs to be distinguished from the equation of motion for the construction operator
c, ∂τ c = [H, c]: Continuity equations of microscopic observables lead to Ward identities,
which will be discussed in this section. On the other hand, the equation of motion of the
construction operator leads to the Schwinger-Dyson equation, as exercised in Sec. C.

B Recollection of the Baym & Kadano� theory of conserving
approximations

Q How to construct conserving approximations according to early papers of Luttinger and
Ward [86], as well as Baym and Kadano� [16, 15], is folklore of condensed matter physics:
One draws a number of dressed skeleton diagrams with closed Green's function lines, such as
in Fig. 3.1, and removes single lines from them, pictorially performing a functional derivative
with respect to Green's function. The object to begin with is an approximation to the
Luttinger-Ward functional Φ[G] and the resultant expression is a conserving approximation
to the 1P self-energy Σ[G]. Upon removing a second line the 2P self-energy Γ is obtained.
Such an approximation is called Φ-derivable.

Since the initial works of Baym, the Luttinger-Ward functional has become the cen-
tral object of many a theory. Simple approximations up to some order may be derived
from it, the FLEX is obtained from an in�nite set of diagrams for Φ [20], it is a cen-
tral object in the self-energy functional theory [107, 108], and in the bold diagrammatic
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Φ = + + + · · · ,

Figure 3.1: Within perturbation theory the Luttinger-Ward functional Φ is given by an ex-
pansion of bold/dressed skeleton diagrams. Dashed lines denote an interaction matrix element.
A truncation of Φ after the �rst two terms corresponds to the Hartree-Fock approximation [cf.
Eq. (C.23)].

Monte Carlo method [112], to name only a few examples. Despite its importance, the ex-
act Luttinger-Ward functional and its dependence on G in an interacting system are never
known explicitly, making it a somewhat elusive object. In the following, a few known facts
about the Baym & Kadano� theory and the Luttinger-Ward functional will be summarized
and commented on.

B.1 Birth of the Luttinger-Ward functional

The initial idea of the Luttinger-Ward functional was to have it constructed perturbatively,
as an expansion of bold skeleton diagrams, this goes back to Luttinger and Ward [86].
The proof that Φ-derivable approximations to the self-energy satisfy the continuity equa-
tions stems from G. Baym [15], building on a paper together with L. Kadano� [16]. In
Ref. [15] Baym proved for a many-body system subjected to the Coulomb interaction that
Φ-derivable approximations locally conserve the charge, momentum, angular momentum
(not the electronic spin) and the energy. The proof was derived for the continuum notation
of the many-body Hamiltonian, cf. Eq. (A.1) of chapter 2, but Φ-derivability is nowadays
frequently used to derive lattice approximations. It was noted by Baym himself that his
proof of momentum conservation breaks down if the interaction is retarded, such as in case
of the electron-phonon interaction. The reason for this is that the momentum is then not
only carried by the electronic system but also by the phonons. In this sense, the statements
in Ref. [15] are constricted to closed systems.

Of central importance in Ref. [15] is the 2P self-energy Γ. This is obtained as the second
functional derivative of the Luttinger-Ward functional, Γ = δ2Φ

δG2 . Together with the relation
for the self-energy, Σ = δΦ

δG , one has Γ = δΣ
δG , making Γ a passive output of Σ (meaning

that Γ has no feedback on Σ). However, the importance of Γ for Baym's proof is that in a
conserving approximation Σ satis�es a 'vanishing curl condition', which expresses nothing
but the crossing symmetry of Γ, which led him to conclude that in conserving theories Σ
has a potential. This potential is the Luttinger Ward functional Φ.
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B.2 Recent developments

The discovery of the dynamical mean-�eld theory has led to increased attention to non-
perturbative approaches. A non-perturbative construction of the Luttinger-Ward functional
was done by M. Pottho� [106]. The importance of this construction is that one may
take the relation Σ = δΦ

δG for granted even in situations where perturbation theory breaks
down. Here, Σ and G are the exact self-energy and Green's function of a given system, not
approximations. Notably, in Ref. [106] the vanishing curl condition of the 2P self-energy Γ
does not play a role in the construction of Φ. This means that the derivation of Φ can be
done on the 1P level alone, circumventing the 2P level and its response function.

Restricting oneself to the 1P level, the central bene�t of having a conserving theory
is the satisfaction of global conservation laws by the 1P quantities Σ and G, as well as
consistency of Green's function with the grand potential Ω = −T lnZ. This means that
in a conserving theory one obtains the same particle number 〈N〉 from the grand potential
and from Green's function,

〈N〉 = Tr(G) = −∂Ω

∂µ
. (B.1)

The trace Tr(· · · ) here implies a summation over all dependencies of G. This instance of
thermodynamic consistency between the 0P and 1P levels was also a central objective of
Baym [15]. However, bene�cial aspects of conservation laws go beyond consistency between
the 0P and 1P levels, as will be highlighted below.

Notably, Ref. [106] did not prove the uniqueness of Φ. This point has been discussed
lately, since non-uniqueness of Φ was indeed veri�ed in several instances [64] and has
more recently been investigated in Ref. [35]. Apparently, many unphysical branches of
the Luttinger-Ward functional exist next to the physical solution and have intersections
with the latter already at moderate strength of the interaction. This poses an issue for
bold diagrammatic expansions [112], which perform the expansion in Fig. 3.1 explicitly,
and which might converge to the unphysical branches of Φ.

B.3 Hidden perturbations

The pictorial way of obtaining Σ and Γ from Φ by removing Green's function lines from
diagrams hides an important element of the Baym & Kadano� theory, which are implicit
symmetry-breaking �elds. These are needed in order to obtain a 2P self-energy Γkk′q that
indeed depends on three momenta and three frequencies. A clear account of the details
was given by N.E. Bickers [19], which will be reiterated here in a very abbreviated form:
In the coherent state path integral formalism the grand potential Ω = −β−1 lnZ may be
expressed in the form

Ω = −β−1 ln

∫
D[c∗, c]e−S[c∗,c,U ], (B.2)
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where c∗iσ(τ), ciσ(τ) are anti-commuting Grassmann variables and S is the imaginary time
action of the many-body Hamiltonian H = H0 + Hint − µN , cf. Eq. (A.14) of chapter 2.
This action is modi�ed by a symmetry-breaking �eld U , which is set to zero by the end of
all calculations,

S =

∫
dτ
∑

ijσ

c∗iσ(τ)[δij∂τ + tij − µδij ]cjσ(τ)

+
1

2

∫
dτ
∑

σσ′

∑

ijkl

c∗iσ(τ)c∗jσ′(τ)V (ij, kl)clσ′(τ)ckσ(τ)

+

∫ ∫
dτdτ ′

∑

ijσσ′

Uσσ′(i, j, τ, τ ′)c∗iσ(τ)cjσ′(τ
′). (B.3)

The perturbation U is crucial for two reasons: (i) It provides a seed for symmetry-broken
phases by explicitly breaking the symmetries of the Hamiltonian. In case a symmetry re-
mains broken in the limit U → 0 the system is unstable with respect to small perturbations.
To be unbiased, one has to break all of the symmetries of the Hamiltonian explicitly, using
suitable perturbations U (see also [19]). The spin-dependence of U allows for phases with
magnetic order. In order to allow transitions to superconducting order one further needs a
perturbation coupling to c∗(τ)c∗(τ ′) and c(τ)c(τ ′), etc.

(ii) The non-locality of U in all quantum numbers makes Green's function,

Gjiσ′σ(τ ′, τ) = Z−1

∫
D[c∗, c]c∗iσ(τ)cjσ′(τ

′)e−S[c∗,c,U ], (B.4)

explicitly dependent on two times, two locations (instead of their relative distance), and
two spins [e.g., Gσσ′(j, i) 6= Gσ(rj − ri) for a �nite perturbation U ]. It is now easy to
convince oneself that one recovers Green's function at U = 0 as

δΩ

δUσσ′(i, j, τ, τ ′)

∣∣∣∣
U=0

= Gjiσ′σ(τ ′, τ), (B.5)

keeping in mind that the perturbation U is set to zero after the functional derivative was
taken.

It is in this way that one has to think of the derivatives of Φ = Ω−Tr(lnG) + Tr(ΣG)
with respect to G: An in�nitesimal perturbation is set to zero after all derivatives have been
taken. In this sense, writing Γ = δΣ

δG can be misleading, since it suggests that Σ (at U = 0)
may be derived �rst and from it Γ by di�erentiation. However, if one attempts to do the
latter, it is not possible to recover the full frequency and momentum dependence of Γ, since
the derivative δΣij

δGlk
, for Σ taken at U = 0, depends only on two spatial coordinates ri − rj

and rl − rk, rather than four, which would be needed in order to obtain a 2P self-energy
depending on four spatial labels.
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B.4 The Hartree-Fock approximation

Q In some cases the perturbation U is not needed in order to �nd the full 2P self-energy,
e.g., when the 2P self-energy does not depend on the transferred momentum q anyways,
Γkk′q = Γkk′ . For example, this is the case in the Hartree-Fock approximation to the
Luttinger-Ward functional, which corresponds to truncating the perturbative expansion of
Φ after the �rst two terms in Fig. 3.1. To be explicit, the 2P self-energy in Hartree-Fock
approximation will now be considered for a single-band extended Hubbard model with
nonlocal charge-charge and exchange interactions, i.e., the Hamiltonian in Eq. (C.2) of
chapter 2 with the interaction Hint = 1

2

∑
qα ρ

α
−qV

α
q ρ

α
q, where α = c, x, y, z. For this model

the Hartree-Fock self-energy is given by the expression in chapter 2, Eq. (C.23),

ΣHF
kσ =

∑

k′′σ′′

(V c
q=0 + σσ′′V z

q=0)Gk′′σ′′ −
∑

q,α=c,z

V α
q Gk+qσ −

∑

q,α=x,y

V α
q Gk+qσ̄. (B.6)

In order to obtain the 2P self-energy, one takes the functional derivative with respect to G,

Γσ
′σ
k′k =

δΣkσ

δGk′σ′

=
∑

k′′σ′′

(V c
q=0 + σσ′′V z

q=0)δk′,k′′δσ′σ′′ −
∑

q,α=c,z

V α
q δk′,k+qδσ′σ −

∑

q,α=x,y

V α
q δk′,k+qδσ′σ̄

=(V c
q=0 + σσ′V z

q=0)−
∑

α=c,z

V α
k′−kδσ′σ −

∑

α=x,y

V α
k′−kδσ′σ̄ = Γσσ

′
kk′ . (B.7)

The last step of �ipping the momentum and spin labels assumes the inversion symmetry
Vq = V−q and leads to a particularly simple crossing symmetry Γσ

′σ
k′k = Γσσ

′
kk′ of the 2P self-

energy in this approximation. This simple relation only holds when Γ does not depend on
q, [Γσσ

′
kk′q = Γσ

′σ
k′+q,k+q,−q otherwise, which is seen by examination of Eq. (A.43) in chapter 2].

Assuming paramagnetism one may proceed to calculate the 2P self-energy of the charge
and spin channels [cf. chapter 2, Eq. (B.16)],

Γckk′ =Γ↑↑k′k + Γ↑↓k′k = 2V c
q=0 − V c

k′−k − V z
k′−k − V x

k′−k − V y
k′−k,

Γzkk′ =Γ↑↑k′k − Γ↑↓k′k = 2V z
q=0 − V c

k′−k − V z
k′−k + V x

k′−k + V y
k′−k,

Γxkk′ =Γykk′ = Γzkk′ = Γ↑↓kk′ , (SU(2) symmetry). (B.8)

It is thus possible to obtain Γ in this approximation in absence of a perturbation U . How-
ever, only the longitudinal components Γσσ

′
can be calculated in this way while the transver-

sal component Γσσ̄ follows only indirectly from the assumption of SU(2) symmetry. Away
from paramagnetism perturbations U would be needed in order to obtain this component
of the 2P self-energy.

The explicit form of Γ in Eq. (B.8) reveals that it is remarkably di�cult to make use of
the Hartree-Fock approximation to the 2P self-energy when an interaction V α depends on q.
This is because the Bethe-Salpeter equation X̂α

q = X̂0
q (1̂ + Γ̂αX̂α

q ) then has to be solved by
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Figure 3.2: Collapse of the Hartree-Fock ladder of the extended Hubbard model Hint =
1
2

∑
qα ρ

α
−qV

α
q ρ

α
q to the RPA ladder of the Hubbard model Hint = U

2

∑
q ρ

c
−qρ

c
q. Diagrams

on the left and right show typical contributions to the T -matrix F . Dashed lines denote the
momentum-dependent 2P self-energy Γαk′−k of the Hartree-Fock approximation in Eq. (B.8).
Black dots represent the 2P self-energy Γc = −Γx,y,z = U of the RPA. In this approximation
the momentum summations can be performed in each bubble separately, leading to a mere
product of Lindhard bubbles X0

q =
∑
kGkGk+q.

a k,k′-matrix inversion. On the other hand, for V c = U, V x,y,z = V s = 0, i.e., the Hubbard
model1, Eq. (B.8) recovers the RPA, Γ = ±U , which was discussed in chapter 2, Sec. D.
Then, the Bethe-Salpeter equation yields a simple geometric series for the 2P response,
Xα
q = 2X0

q /(1 − X0
qU

α). Diagrammatically this simpli�cation can be understood as a
collapse of the ladder vertices to single points, due to the convenient q-independence of U
[see Fig. (3.2)].

B.5 Functional Schwinger-Dyson equation and functional Ward identity

QHaving clari�ed the details of the procedure, one may �nally have obtained from an ap-
proximate functional Φ the 1P self-energy Σ,

δΦ

δGijσσ′(τ, τ ′)
= Σjiσ′σ(τ ′, τ), (B.9)

and from that a 2P self-energy Γ,

δΣjiσ′1σ1
(τ ′1, τ1)

δGklσ2σ′2
(τ2, τ ′2)

= Γ
σ′1σ1σ′2σ2

jilk (τ ′1, τ1, τ
′
2, τ2). (B.10)

After that the perturbation U is turned to zero (hence Gσσ′ → Gσδσσ′ and likewise for
Σ). Diagrammatically the 1P self-energy will now be given by a number of diagrams via an
expression that has the form of a Schwinger-Dyson equation, Eq. (C.12) of chapter 2, i.e., of
the Hartree- and Fock- diagrams and corrections. Therefore, one may think of Eq. (B.9) as
a functional Schwinger-Dyson equation which is depicted in Fig. 3.3. The second relation,
Eq. (B.10), is often called a functional Ward identity.

1 Note that V c = U, V s = 0 amounts to a complete shift of the Hubbard interaction into the charge
channel. Due to the Fierz ambiguity (see Sec. C.2 of chapter 2), all choices of V c and V s that satisfy
U = V c−3V s recover the Hubbard repulsion, see chapter 2, Eq. (C.17). This choice has no e�ect on the 2P
self-energy of the Hartree-Fock approximation in Eq. (B.8). This can be seen by inserting V c = U + 3V s

into Eq. (B.8), which leads to Γc = U and Γz = −U , as it should. The splitting of the Hubbard interaction
and the Fierz ambiguity have nothing to do with the transformation into the charge and spin channels in
Sec. D of chapter 2, which is unique.
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Σ1 = +

G−1 = [G0]−1 − Σ1

+ F 1

δΦ
δG

Figure 3.3: The functional Schwinger-Dyson Eq. (B.9) of the Baym & Kadano� theory yields
the self-energy Σ1 as the sum of the Hartree-Fock diagrams and vertex corrections, just like
the integral Schwinger-Dyson Eq. (C.12) of chapter 2. Φ-derivable approximations are self-
consistent in the sense that the same 1P self-energy Σ1 appears on the LHS and RHS of the
Schwinger-Dyson equation SD1.

B.6 The dilemma of two-particle self-consistency

Q While microscopic conservation laws guarantee a number of exact statements about the
two-particle spectrum and thermodynamic consistency, other relevant statements are left
out, such as the Pauli principle or the Mermin-Wagner theorem. This is related to the
fact that a conserving approximation need not be two-particle self-consistent. In this sense,
Parquet approaches [19] can be seen as complementary to the Baym & Kadano� theory,
since their aim is to establish two-particle self-consistency. On the other hand, Parquet
approaches are in general not conserving, theorists therefore have to decide on a case by
case basis if they prefer conservation laws or two-particle self-consistency. This central
dilemma will be explained in the following.

To keep order in what follows, the relation shown in Fig. 3.3 will be referred to as
'Schwinger-Dyson equation one' (SD1) and the 1P self-energy and the T -matrix that appear
in it will be referred to as Σ1 and F 1. F 1 contains the diagrams for Σ1 that were obtained
from the Luttinger-Ward functional via functional di�erentiation.

In the Baym & Kadano� theory Σ1 and F 1 are determined self-consistently. This
means that the Green's function lines on the RHS of SD1 in Fig. 3.3 are given by G−1 =
[G0]−1 − Σ1, i.e., the same Σ1 appears on the LHS and RHS of SD1. As seen before, Σ1

yields a 2P self-energy, from now on called Γ1, via the functional Ward identity, Eq. (B.10).
This Γ1 may be inserted into the Bethe-Salpeter equation for the generalized susceptibility
as in Fig. 3.4, X̂ = X̂0 + X̂0Γ̂1X̂. This yields a conserving 2P response function after
summation over fermionic labels, 2

∑
kk′ Xkk′q = Xq (the label α was dropped). Note that

here X0
kk′q = NβGkGk+qδkk′ is a bubble of interacting Green's functions whose self-energy

is Σ1.
This is the output of the Baym & Kadano� formalism (see Fig. 3.4): G−1 = [G0]−1−Σ1

is the thermodynamically consistent Green's function that yields the same particle number
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G

= + Σ1 .

X = + Γ1

G−1 = [G0]−1 − Σ1

X

Figure 3.4: The conserving one- and two-particle correlation functions of the Baym &
Kadano� theory. Top: Green's function G satis�es thermodynamic consistency with the grand
potential Ω, cf. Eq. (B.1). The 1P self-energy Σ1 is obtained from the functional Schwinger-
Dyson equation, Eq. (B.9). Bottom: The generalized susceptibility X satis�es the continuity
equation, Eq. (A.1). Its 2P self-energy Γ1 is the output of the functional Ward identity,
Eq. (B.10). The Green's functions that make up the rails of the ladder have the 1P self-energy
Σ1.

F 2 = Γ1 + Γ1

G−1 = [G0]−1 − Σ1

F 2

Figure 3.5: The T -matrix F 2 is obtained from Γ1 via the Bethe-Salpeter equation. F 2 is the
T -matrix of the conserving 2P response function X̂ = X̂0 + X̂0F̂ 2X̂0, where X0 is a bubble of
Green's functions with self-energy Σ1.

as the grand potential Ω. Xq on the other hand satis�es the continuity equation ∂τρ +
[ρ,H] = 0.

It is very tempting to go further and use the 2P self-energy Γ1 to solve the Bethe-
Salpeter equation, Eq. (B.9), to obtain the T -matrix F 2, as in Fig. 3.5. In an approximation,
however, the new T -matrix F 2 is most likely not equal to F 1, which was obtained from the
Luttinger-Ward functional. This issue is persistent and can be seen as the central dilemma
in the theory of conserving 2P response functions. Let us go a few steps further in order to
understand the consequences:

After calculation of F 2, one may use a second Schwinger-Dyson equation, SD2, in
order to obtain a new 1P self-energy Σ2 from F 2. Since F 2 is di�erent from F 1, Σ2 will
consequently not be equal to Σ1. This is the point where the calculation cycle of a conserving
approximation along the lines of Baym & Kadano� can in general not be closed: If Σ2 is
used to calculate a new 2P self-energy Γ2, these self-energies are no longer guaranteed to,
and most likely will not, yield a conserving Green's function, G−1 = [G0]−1 − Σ2, and a
conserving 2P response, X̂ = X̂0 + X̂0Γ̂2X̂. Likewise, the 2P response function will no
longer satisfy the continuity equation when Σ2 is used in the interacting bubble X0, even
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Φ

δΦ
δG

Eq.(B.9)

F 1 6= F 2

SD1

Fig.3.3

SD2

BSE

Fig.3.5

Σ1 6= Σ2
(B.10)

δΣ1

δG

Γ1

Figure 3.6: The 'circle of �fths' of conserving approximations: It just won't close. A func-
tional derivative of Φ yields the self-energy as the Hartree and Fock diagrams plus vertex
corrections, comprised in the T -matrix F 1. Self-consistent solution of the Schwinger-Dyson
equation (SD1, dashed loop) leads to the 1P self-energy Σ1, a further functional derivative to
the 2P self-energy Γ1. Solution of the BSE yields F 2, most likely di�erent from F 1. An exact
solution closes the circle. See also Fig. 4.5 of chapter 4.

when Γ1 is kept as the 2P self-energy. Only the combination of Σ1 for the bubble and Γ1

as the 2P self-energy yields a conserving 2P response. This is the problem of two-particle
self-consistency, which is sketched in Fig. 3.6. At this point I like to thank Vaclav Jani² for
a discussion along these lines.

B.7 Is RPA conserving or not?

The discussed inconsistency of F 1 6= F 2 can potentially lead to confusion: For example,
the RPA approximation to the susceptibility of the Hubbard model is Φ-derivable, where
Σ1 = U 〈n〉2 and Γ1 = ±U are the Hartree self-energy and bare interaction, respectively.
However, what is commonly understood to be the 'RPA self-energy' is Σ2 [87], that is the
self-energy obtained from F 2 via the SD2. Obviously, since Σ2 is obtained from a ladder of
Lindhard bubbles, F 2 = U/(1 ∓X0

qU), it is not equivalent to the Hartree self-energy Σ1.
Thus, the 'RPA self-energy' is not a conserving approximation to the Hubbard model in
the sense of Baym & Kadano� (it is not Φ-derivable), while the RPA susceptibility and the
Hartree self-energy are conserving in this sense.

C Integral Ward identities

Q Let us consider the two main ingredients of the Baym & Kadano� theory: One has a
functional Schwinger-Dyson equation Σ = δΦ

δG , Eq. (B.9), and a functional Ward identity
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Γ = δΣ
δG , Eq. (B.10). On the other hand, there is also an integral Schwinger-Dyson equation,

namely Eq. (C.12) of chapter 2. The terms 'functional' and 'integral' here are supposed
to indicate that Σ and Γ, respectively, are either obtained by functional di�erentiation or
via (one or more than one) d+ 1-dimensional integral. Obviously, what is missing so far is
an integral Ward identity, which will be derived and discussed in this subsection. Readers
who are merely interested in the result may skip the following derivation and continue with
Sec. D.

C.1 Derivation from the continuity equation

QThe derivation of the Ward identity on the lattice is done from the continuity equation of
the charge and spin density operators, cf. de�nition Eq. (A.36),

∂τρ
α
q(τ) + [ραq(τ),H] = 0. (C.1)

This is an operator identity but of interest here are approximations to n-point correla-
tion functions. In these the continuity equation becomes manifest in identities such as
〈· · · (∂τρq(τ) + [ρq(τ),H]) · · · 〉 = 0, where arbitrary operators can be put in place of the
dots. Such relations are called Ward (or Ward-Takahashi) identities and were �rst intro-
duced by J.C. Ward in the context of quantum electrodynamics [151]. The most important
identities of this kind are those for the 4-point correlation function. In the following, similar
to previous derivations [149, 115, 26, 142, 53, 88] or [39], the Ward identities for charge- and
spin-correlation functions on a quantum lattice will be derived. There are also Ward identi-
ties for the continuum, which can be found in textbooks [74, 126]. The following derivation is
independent of the particular form of the non-interacting Hamiltonian H0 =

∑
kσ εkc

†
kσckσ,

valid for lattice and local impurity models, and for now also independent of the interaction
Hamiltonian Hint. The main results of this section have been published [65].

Let us recall the de�nition of the generalized susceptibility, Eq. (A.27) of chapter 2,

G
(2),α
kk′q(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) =− 1

2

∑

σ1σ′1σ2σ′2

〈Tτ ckσ1
(τ1)sασ′1σ1

c†
k+q,σ′1

(τ2)ck′+q,σ2
(τ3)sασ′2σ2

c†
k′σ′2

(τ4)〉.

(C.2)

The connection to the continuity equations of the charge- and spin-density operators ρq =∑′
k′σσ′ c

†
k′σ′s

α
σ′σck′+q,σ can be made at equal times τ3 = τ4 from the following equation of

motion,

′∑

k′

∂τG
(2),α
kk′q(τ1, τ2, τ, τ) =

1

2

∑

σ1σ′1

sασ′1σ1
∂τ 〈Tτ ckσ1

(τ1)c†
k+q,σ′1

(τ2)ραq(τ)〉. (C.3)
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In order to evaluate the time-derivative, one has to make the action of the time-ordering
operator Tτ explicit, using the step function,

θ(τ1 − τ2) = θ12 =

{
1 if τ1 − τ2 > 0,

0 else,
(C.4)

whose time-derivatives are given by ∂τθ(τ) = −∂τθ(−τ) = δ(τ). Dropping momentum and
spin labels for the moment and abbreviating the notation as 1 = τ1, 2 = τ2 and 3 = τ , one
has for the correlation function on the RHS of Eq. (C.3),

〈Tτ c1c
†
2ρ3〉 =θ12θ23

〈
c1c
†
2ρ3

〉
− θ21θ13

〈
c†2c1ρ3

〉

+ θ31θ12

〈
ρ3c1c

†
2

〉
− θ32θ21

〈
ρ3c
†
2c1

〉

+ θ13θ32

〈
c1ρ3c

†
2

〉
− θ23θ31

〈
c†2ρ3c1

〉
.

Applying the derivative ∂3 = ∂τ (note that ∂3θ3i = −∂3θi3 = δi3 and δijθjk = δijθik),

∂3〈Tτ c1c
†
2ρ3〉 =〈Tτ c1c

†
2(∂3ρ3)〉

− θ12δ23

〈
c1c
†
2ρ3

〉
+ θ21δ13

〈
c†2c1ρ3

〉

+ δ31θ12

〈
ρ3c1c

†
2

〉
− δ32θ21

〈
ρ3c
†
2c1

〉

+ (−δ13θ12 + θ12δ32)
〈
c1ρ3c

†
2

〉
− (−δ23θ21 + θ21δ31)

〈
c†2ρ3c1

〉
.

The �rst term on the RHS is the one that arises when neglecting the non-commutativity
of ∂τ and Tτ . The rest can be sorted into a simpler form,

∂3〈Tτ c1c
†
2ρ3〉 =〈Tτ c1c

†
2(∂3ρ3)〉

+ θ12δ23

〈
c1[ρ2, c

†
2]
〉

+ θ21δ31

〈
c†2[c1, ρ1]

〉

+ δ31θ12

〈
[ρ1, c1]c†2

〉
+ δ23θ21

〈
[c†2, ρ2]c1

〉

=〈Tτ c1c
†
2(∂3ρ3)〉+ δ23

〈
Tτ c1[ρ2, c

†
2]
〉

+ δ31

〈
Tτ [ρ1, c1]c†2

〉
. (C.5)
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One identi�es the commutators on the RHS as [ρ2, c
†
2] = [ραq, c

†
k+q,σ′ ] =

∑
σ̄ s

α
σ̄σ′c

†
k,σ̄ and

[ρ1, c1] = [ραq, ckσ] = −∑σ̄ s
α
σσ̄ck+q,σ̄. Hence,

δ23

〈
Tτ c1[ρ2, c

†
2]
〉

=δ(τ2 − τ)
∑

σ̄

sασ̄σ′
〈
Tτ ckσ(τ1)c†kσ̄(τ2)

〉

=− δ(τ2 − τ)sασσ′Gkσ(τ1 − τ2),

δ31

〈
Tτ [ρ1, c1]c†2

〉
=− δ(τ − τ1)

∑

σ̄

sασσ̄

〈
Tτ ck+q,σ̄(τ1)c†k+q,σ′(τ2)

〉

=δ(τ − τ1)sασσ′Gk+qσ′(τ1 − τ2), (C.6)

where the de�nition Gkσ(τ1 − τ2) = −〈Tτ ckσ(τ1)c†kσ′(τ2)〉δσσ′ of Green's function was in-
serted. We now return to the equation of motion in Eq. (C.3), insert the expressions in
Eqs. (C.5) and (C.6), and apply the continuity equation ∂τρα = −[ρα,H]. Thus Eq. (C.3)
takes the form,

∂τ

′∑

k′

G
(2)α
kk′q(τ1, τ2, τ, τ) +

1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ〈Tτ ckσ(τ1)c†k+q,σ′(τ2)[ραq(τ),H]〉

=
1

2

∑

σσ′

sασσ′s
α
σ′σ[Gk+q,σ′(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ − τ1)−Gkσ(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ − τ2)]. (C.7)

C.2 The current vertex

At this point, many examples in the literature (e.g., [57], [39], [126]) derive a Ward identity
for the so-called current vertex Γµ (which should not be confused with the 2P self-energy
Γα). This will be brie�y discussed here for the charge channel (α = 0), establishing a
connection to this notation: In order to de�ne the charge current vertex, it is necessary to
express the commutator [%r,H] as the divergence of a charge current operator jr. Here, r is
a vector in the continuum and %r is the charge density of the continuum [i.e., Eq. (A.4) of
chapter 2 for α = c], the case of a quantum lattice will be commented on below. Given the
charge current operator jr, the continuity equation for the charge density may be expressed
as ∂τ%r + ∇rjr = 0, or equivalently (−ıω, ıq)(%q, jq)

T = 0 in momentum- and frequency-
space, where q is the 'real' momentum (not the lattice momentum). In the continuum one
then derives a Ward identity similar to Eq. (C.7), which is obtained by replacing the lattice
construction operators by �eld operators, ckσ → Ψkσ. Using scσσ′ = δσσ′ and assuming
G↑ = G↓, [with G de�ned as in chapter 2, Eq. (A.6)] one then has in frequency space the
following Ward identity,

−ıω
∑

k

G
(2),c
kk′q +

1

2

∑

σ

〈TτΨkσΨ†k+q,σ′ [ρ
α,H]q〉 = Gk+q −Gk. (C.8)

The aim is now to use the identity [%q,H] = ıq jq to rewrite the LHS of Eq. (C.8) as a four-
divergence of the charge current vertex Γµkq, that is (−ıω, ıq)(Γ0

kq,Γkq)
T . This is achieved
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by de�ning Γµkq = (Γ0
kq,Γkq)µ in the following way,

Γ0
kq =G−1

k+qG
−1
k

1

2

∑

σ

〈TτΨkσ(τ1)Ψ†k+q,σ%q〉,

=G−1
k+qG

−1
k

∑

k′

G
(2),c
kk′q

Γkq =G−1
k+qG

−1
k

1

2

∑

σ

〈TτΨkσΨ†k+q,σjq〉. (C.9)

Then, Eq. (C.8) may be written in the compact form,

(−ıω, ıq)(Γ0
kq,Γkq)

T =G−1
k −G−1

k+q. (C.10)

Having a current operator jq is not only useful to abbreviate notation but it also allows
to formulate the current-current correlation function

〈
Tτ j

µ
−q(τ)jνq(τ ′)

〉
, which is closely

related to the electromagnetic response kernel Kµν
q [126, 154, 39]. From this object one

may obtain the resistivity, optical conductivity and other transport properties [18], which
is a challenging task, even in exactly solvable systems [27].

On the other hand, the notation using the current operator jq is somewhat clumsy
to work with in quantum lattice and impurity problems for several reasons: Firstly, a
current operator j has to be found, which is a non-trivial task on a quantum lattice. This
is because the current is a vector �eld which depends explicitly on the speci�c lattice
structure, represented by εk. The current operator j therefore has to be determined for
each hopping individually. Furthermore, on the discrete quantum lattice the divergence
operator "∇" becomes a discrete derivative and has to be de�ned properly. Already on the
simple square lattice this requires some e�ort, see for example [39], where this is exercised
in detail. Secondly, when the interaction Hint participates in the transport of the density
n, that is when [nq, Hint] 6= 0, j becomes a two-body operator of O(c†cc†c). In this case the
spatial components Γ of the current vertex are 6-point correlation functions [cf. Eq. (C.9)
with Ψ → c], and �nding a proper charge current j becomes very tedious. One will face
a similar issue in the de�nition of a spin current vertex when [S, Hint] 6= 0. In fact, there
are some caveats to de�ning a proper spin current operator, since the continuity equation
∂τ%

x,y,z
r +∇rj

x,y,z
r = 0 speci�es only the divergence of the vector �eld (jx, jy, jz) but not its

curl [128]. Thirdly, it is not obvious how a proper current operator j and divergence ∇ can
be de�ned for a local quantum impurity problem without spatial degrees of freedom.

C.3 A general notation

Q The following reformulation of the Ward identity in Eq. (C.7) circumvents the issues pointed
out above. Firstly, assuming paramagnetism, G↑ = G↓ ≡ G, one may use

∑
σσ′ s

α
σσ′s

α
σ′σ = 2
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on the RHS of Eq. (C.7),

∂τ

′∑

k′

G
(2)α
kk′q(τ1, τ2, τ, τ) +

1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ〈Tτ ckσ(τ1)c†k+q,σ′(τ2)[ραq(τ),H]〉

=[Gk+q(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ − τ1)−Gk(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ − τ2)]. (C.11)

One further separates the interacting Hamiltonian Hint from the non-interacting one, H0−
µN =

∑′
k(εk − µ)c†kσck,σ,

[ραq(τ),H] = [ραq,H]τ = [ραq, H0 − µ]τ + [ραq, Hint]τ . (C.12)

The �rst commutator is a one-body operator, [ραq, H0−µN ] =
∑′

kσσ′(εk+q−εk)c†kσs
α
σσ′ck+q,σ′ ,

and simply reproduces G(2) in Eq. (C.11), one is left with,

′∑

k′

(∂τ + εk′+q − εk′)G(2),α
kk′q(τ1, τ2, τ, τ) +

1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ〈Tτ ckσ(τ1)c†k+q,σ′(τ2)[ραq, Hint]τ 〉

=Gk+q(τ − τ2)δ(τ − τ1)−Gk(τ1 − τ)δ(τ − τ2). (C.13)

Finally, the Fourier transform to Matsubara frequencies is taken, as de�ned in Eq. (A.40)
of chapter 2. Using the compact notation k = (k, ν) and q = (q, ω) one has,

∑

k′

[
εk′+q − εk′ − ıω

]
Xα
kk′q +

1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ〈ckσc†k+q,σ′ [ρ
α, Hint]q〉 = Gk+q −Gk. (C.14)

Here, the generalized susceptibility Xkk′q was inserted instead of G(2)
kk′q. This is possible

because these quantities di�er merely by a contribution ∼ δq, which does not contribute to
Eq. (C.14), [compare de�nition Eq. (A.44) of chapter 2]. One should note that the notation
〈ckσc

†
k+q,σ′ [ρ

α, Hint]q〉 is symbolic and implies a Fourier transform of the respective correla-
tion function in Eq. (C.13) whose integrals are outside of the thermal average. Eq. (C.14)
is the Ward identity of the generalized susceptibility for a single-band quantum lattice.

C.4 Ward identity of quantum impurity models

The Ward identity will now be derived for a quantum impurity problem, which requires to
perform some steps di�erently. The Hamiltonian of a local quantum impurity problem be
de�ned as follows,

Himp = −µn+H0
∆ +H∆ +Hint. (C.15)

The on-site energy of the impurity is set to −µ, anticipating the later use of the Hamil-
tonian (C.15) as an auxiliary quantum impurity problem. The impurity is coupled to an
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uncorrelated bath with the non-interacting Hamiltonian,

H0
∆ =

∑

kσ

εkf
†
kσfkσ, (C.16)

where f †, f are the bath's construction operators. Furthermore,

H∆ =
∑

kσ

(vkc
†
σfkσ + v∗kf

†
kσcσ), (C.17)

is the hybridization Hamiltonian, coupling the impurity, represented by the construction
operators c†, c, with the bath and n =

∑
σ c
†
σcσ in Eq. (C.15). Lastly, Hint is a yet unspec-

i�ed interaction. For the Hamiltonian in Eq. (C.15) one de�nes the 1P and 2P correlation
functions and self-energies in analogy to the lattice. This can simply be done by dropping
the momentum labels k,q everywhere, hence k = (k, ν)→ ν and q = (q, ω)→ ω. However,
it is convenient to use upper case symbols for lattice quantities and lower case symbols for
impurity quantities, (except for the 1P self-energy Σ, where there is little danger of con-
fusion). The conventions used in this text are the following (GF: Green's function, SE:
Self-energy):

Quantity Lattice Impurity Chapter, Eq.

Fermionic momentum k (k, ν) ν 2, (A.41)

Bosonic momentum q (q, ω) ω 2, (A.41)

Hopping εk ∆ν 3, (C.20)

Bare 1P GF G0
k g0

ν G0 = [ıν − εk + µ]−1

Bold 1P GF Gk gν 2, (A.20)

1P SE Σk Σν 2,Fig.2.1

2P GF G
(2),α
kk′q g

(2),α
νν′ω 2, (A.27)

Gen. susc. Xα
kk′q χανν′ω 2, (A.44)

Open bubble X0
kk′q χ0

νν′ω 2, (B.2)

Closed bubble X0
q χ0

ω 2, (B.3)

2P response/Susc. Xα
q χαω 2, (A.38)

2P SE Γαkk′q γανν′ω 2, (B.4)

T -matrix Fαkk′q fανν′ω 2, (B.9)

(C.18)
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Slightly di�erent in de�nition from the lattice is the non-interacting Green's function g0 of
the impurity via the hybridization function ∆,

g0
ν =[ıν −∆ν + µ]−1, (C.19)

∆ν =
∑

k

|vk|2
ıν − εk

. (C.20)

The hybridization function ∆ arises later upon integrating out the bath operators f †, f
from the path integral of the impurity Hamiltonian (C.15).

Of interest in the following is the Ward identity of the local four-point correlation
function of the impurity,

g(2),α(τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4) = −1

2

∑

σ1σ′1σ2σ′2

sασ′1σ1
sασ′2σ2

〈cσ1
(τ1)c†

σ′1
(τ2)cσ2

(τ3)c†
σ′2

(τ4)〉. (C.21)

For the derivation, one may start from Eq. (C.7) for the lattice, omitting momentum indices,

∂τg
(2),α(τ1, τ2, τ, τ) +

1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ〈Tτ cσ(τ1)c†σ′(τ2)[ρα, Himp]τ 〉

=
1

2

∑

σσ′

sασσ′s
α
σ′σ[gσ′(τ − τ2)δ(τ − τ1)− gσ(τ1 − τ)δ(τ − τ2)], (C.22)

where gσ = −〈cσ(τ)c†σ(τ ′)〉 is the local Green's function of the impurity (〈· · ·〉 denotes an
impurity average). Paramagnetism g↑ = g↓ will be assumed for now, simplifying the RHS.

The goal is now again to separate the non-interacting and interacting parts of the
Hamiltonian Himp, Eq. (C.15). To this end, the non-interacting part −µn + H0

∆ + H∆

of the local Hamiltonian Himp needs to be treated somewhat di�erently compared to the
lattice. For the �rst two operators one has, [ρα,−µn] = [ρα, H0

∆] = 0. The commutator
with the hybridization yields, [ρα, H∆] =

∑
kσσ′ s

α
σ′σ(vkc

†
σ′fkσ − v∗kf

†
kσ′cσ), which features

the bath operators f †, f . Inserting these commutators into Eq. (C.22) and transforming to
frequencies yields,

gν+ω − gν = −ıω
′∑

ν′

g
(2),α
νν′ω +

1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ〈cνσc†ν+ω,σ′ [ρ
α, Hint]ω〉 (C.23)

+
1

2

∑

σ1σ′1σ2σ′2

′∑

kν′

sασ′1σ1
sασ′2σ2

{
vk〈cνσ1

c†
ν+ω,σ′1

c†
ν′σ′2

fkν′+ω,σ2
〉 − v∗k〈cνσ1

c†
ν+ω,σ′1

f †
kν′σ′2

cν′+ωσ2
〉
}
.

In order to proceed to a local relation for the correlated site, one needs to integrate out the
bath operators in the second line. This can be done in the functional integral formalism,
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where the action of the impurity reads,

Simp[c∗, c,f∗, f, J∗, J ] = −
′∑

νσ

c∗νσ[ıν + µ]cνσ + Sint[c
∗, c]

−
′∑

kνσ

f∗kνσ[ıν − εk]fkνσ +

′∑

kνσ

([vkc
∗
νσ + J∗kνσ]fkνσ + f∗kνσ[v∗kcνσ + Jkνσ]). (C.24)

Here, c∗, c, f∗, f are anti-commuting Grassmann numbers and J, J∗ are sources, coupling
to the bath degrees of freedom. For J = J∗ = 0 the partition function of the impurity may
be obtained as Z =

∫
D[c∗, c, f∗, f ]e−Simp . The sources J∗, J were introduced in order to

obtain f and f∗ as functional derivatives with respect to J∗ and J , respectively. Thereby,
one may now transfer the four-point correlation functions in Eq. (C.23) to the path integral
formalism. For example, one has in short notation,

〈c1c
†
2c
†
3f4〉 = −Z−1

∫
D[c∗, c, f∗, f ]c1c

∗
2c
∗
3

δ

δJ∗4
e−Simp ,

〈c1c
†
2f
†
3c4〉 = Z−1

∫
D[c∗, c, f∗, f ]c1c

∗
2

δ

δJ3
c4e
−Simp . (C.25)

Now the bath Grassmann numbers f∗, f can be integrated out. The details of this procedure
are described in many textbooks, e.g., [96]. In the case at hand the integration leads to the
following identity for the impurity's partition function,

Z =

∫
D[c∗, c, f∗, f ]e−Simp = Zf

∫
D[c∗, c]e−S

′
imp = ZfZc, (C.26)

with the e�ective action

S′imp[c∗, c, J∗, J ] =−
′∑

νσ

c∗νσ[ıν + µ]cνσ +

′∑

kνσ

[vkc
∗
νσ + J∗kνσ]Gkνσ[v∗kcνσ + Jkνσ] +Hint[c

∗, c].

(C.27)

Here, G−1
kν = ıν − εk denotes the bath Green's function. Now it is possible to perform the

functional derivatives in Eq. (C.25) and to set J∗ = J = 0 subsequently. For the four-point
correlation functions in Eq. (C.23) one obtains,

∑

k

vk〈cνσ1
c†
ν+ω,σ′1

c†
ν′σ′2

fkν′+ω,σ2
〉 =

∑

k

|vk|2Gkν′+ω〈cνσ1
c∗ν+ω,σ′1

c∗ν′σ′2
cν′+ω,σ2

〉c (C.28)

and
∑

k

v∗k〈cνσ1
c†
ν+ω,σ′1

f †
kν′σ′2

cν′+ωσ2
〉 =

∑

k

|vk|2Gkν′〈cνσ1
c∗ν+ω,σ′1

c∗ν′σ′2
cν′+ωσ2

〉c. (C.29)
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Here, the averages on the RHSs imply 〈· · ·〉c = Z−1
c

∫
D[c∗, c] · · · e−S′imp , however, this

label will be dropped immediately. One identi�es the hybridization function as ∆ν =∑
k |vk|2Gkν , according to de�nition Eq. (C.20). Together with the de�nition of the four-

point correlation function, Eq. (C.21), Eq. (C.23) can �nally be cast into the local Ward
identity,

gν+ω − gν =
′∑

ν′

[∆ν′+ω −∆ν′ − ıω]χανν′ω +
1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ〈cνσc†ν+ω,σ′ [ρ
α, Hint]ω〉. (C.30)

Just like on the lattice, g(2) may be freely replaced by χα, since they di�er merely by a
contribution ∼ δω. One immediately recognizes the similarity to the lattice Ward identity,
Eq. (C.14). Here, the dynamical hybridization function ∆ν takes the place of the lattice
hopping εk.

C.5 Symmetry-broken phases with one atom per unit cell

QThe Ward identities for symmetry broken phases will be stated with a less detailed deriva-
tion, and under the special condition that the commutation relations [niσ, Hint] = 0 and
[c†iσciσ̄, Hint] = 0 hold. This is the case, e.g., in the Hubbard model and in the Anderson im-
purity model, where Hint = U

∑
i ni↑ni↓. If the ordered phase does not break the symmetry

of the lattice, as in a simple ferromagnet, one does not have to consider several sublattices.
Then, one has for the generalized susceptibility Xσσ′

kk′q, de�ned in Eq. (B.11) of chapter 2,

∑

k′

[
εk′+q,σ′ − εk′σ′ − ıω

]
Xσσ′
kk′q = [Gk+q,σ −Gkσ]δσσ′ , (C.31)

and the respective identity for Xσσ̄
kk′q, Eq. (B.12) of chapter 2,

∑

k′

[
εk′+q,σ̄ − εk′σ − ıω

]
Xσσ̄
kk′q = Gk+q,σ̄ −Gkσ. (C.32)

On the lattice one has εk → εk, the respective relation for an impurity model is obtained
for εk → ∆ν , together with the replacements comprised in Eq. (C.18).

C.6 Bipartite ordered phases

If the ordered phase breaks the symmetry of the lattice, several sublattices have to be
considered and Fourier transforms can only be performed up to the enlarged unit cell of the
ordered state. In the case of an incommensurate charge density wave or spiral order the
generalized susceptibility becomes a large matrix, a general discussion of the Ward identity
for any type of order becomes very tedious. However, for later reference, the Ward identity
for a bipartite ordered state will be discussed in the following, which is useful, e.g., for
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bipartite antiferromagnetic or charge ordered phases. The following discussion is part of
the publication [137] and follows similar ones in Refs. [114, 32].

In a bipartite ordered state the volume of the Brillouin zone (BZ) is halved, in this
reduced Brillouin zone (RBZ) the noninteracting Hamiltonian reads,

H0 =
∑

k∈RBZ,σ
(A†kσ, B

†
kσ)


h

A
σ εk

εk hBσ




Akσ

Bkσ


 , (C.33)

where A(†)
kσ and B(†)

kσ annihilate (create) a σ-electron with momentum k in sublattice A and
B, respectively. εk is the dispersion of a bipartite lattice, where bipartite means that the
lattice can be divided into the two sublattices A and B such that an electron on sublattice
A can only hop to atoms of the sublattice B and vice versa. Also introduced is an outer
staggered �eld haσ, whose value may depend on the sublattice and spin indices. The outer
�eld may be a staggered chemical potential, haσ = −(δaA − δaB)µ̃, which is the conjugate
�eld of a bipartite charge density wave state (charge order), or a staggered magnetic �eld
haσ = −(δaA − δaB)σh, the conjugate �eld of a bipartite antiferromagnet.

In this notation Green's function Gabkσ = −
〈
akσb

†
kσ

〉
is a two-by-two matrix in the

sublattice indices a, b ∈ {A,B},

Ĝkσ =


G

AA
kσ GABkσ

GBAkσ GBBkσ


 =


−

〈
AkσA

†
kσ

〉
−
〈
AkσB

†
kσ

〉

−
〈
BkσA

†
kσ

〉
−
〈
BkσB

†
kσ

〉


 . (C.34)

On the other hand, the two-particle correlation function becomes a tensor in four sub-
lattice indices a, b, c, d. Here, only the transversal spin channel is considered,

G
(2),σσ̄,abcd
kk′q = −

〈
akσb

†
k+q,σ̄ck′+q,σ̄d

†
k′σ

〉
= Xσσ̄,abcd

kk′q , (C.35)

where the operators labeled with a, b, c, d denote either A(†) or B(†), respectively2. The
Ward identity for this correlation function is obtained from the equation of motion ∂τρdqσ̄ =

[H, ρdqσ̄] of the local density operator

ρdqσ̄ =

′∑

k

d†kσdk+q,σ̄, (C.36)

2 In the transversal spin channel the four-point correlation function is equal to the generalized sus-
ceptibility, since they merely di�er by an uncorrelated part which vanishes in this channel due to spin
conservation [cf. chapter 2, Eq. (A.49)].
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where d ∈ {A,B}. Similar steps that led to the Ward identity in Eq. (C.11) now yield,

∂τ

′∑

k′

Xσσ̄,abdd
kk′q (τ1, τ2, τ, τ) + 〈Tτakσ(τ1)b†k+q,σ̄(τ2)[ρdqσ̄(τ),H]〉

=[Gabk+q,σ̄(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ − τ1)δad −Gabkσ(τ1 − τ2)δ(τ − τ2)δbd]. (C.37)

Despite the complications, the general pattern to obtain the Ward identity remains to
impose the continuity equation of a local density on the four-point correlation function.
Although derived here for a bipartite lattice, one may use Eq. (C.37) as the starting point
for a formulation of the Ward identity in real space or for multi-orbital systems, by viewing
the labels a, b, c, d as elements of an arbitrary set of quantum numbers.

Assuming again that the interaction Hamiltonian Hint does not contribute to the cur-
rents,

[ρdqσ̄,H] =[ρdqσ̄, H0 − µN ]

=
′∑

k

(εk+qδAd − εkδBd)A†kσBk+q,σ̄ +
′∑

k

(εk+qδBd − εkδAd)B†kσAk+q,σ̄

+ (hAσ̄ − hAσ )
′∑

k

δAdA
†
kσAk+q,σ̄ + (hBσ̄ − hBσ )

′∑

k

δBdB
†
kσBk+q,σ̄. (C.38)

Inserting this relation into the Ward identity Eq. (C.37) and transforming to Matsubara
frequencies leads to

− ıω
∑

k′

Xσσ̄,abdd
kk′q +

∑

k′

(εk′+qδAd − εk′δBd)Xσσ̄,abBA
kk′q +

∑

k′

(εk′+qδBd − εk′δAd)Xσσ̄,abAB
kk′q

+ (hAσ̄ − hAσ )
∑

k′

Xσσ̄,abAA
kk′q + (hBσ̄ − hBσ )Xσσ̄,abBB

kk′q = δadG
ab
k+qσ̄ − δbdGabkσ. (C.39)

Evaluating this Ward identity for all possible combinations of the labels a, b and d leads to
the following tensor relation for the generalized susceptibility,

∑

k′




(hAσ̄ − hAσ )− ıω (hAσ̄ − hAσ )

εk′+q −εk′
−εk′ εk′+q

(hBσ̄ − hBσ ) (hBσ̄ − hBσ )− ıω




T

X̂σσ̄
kk′q =




GAAk+qσ̄ −GAAkσ 0

GABk+qσ̄ −GABkσ
−GBAkσ GBAk+qσ̄

0 GBBk+qσ̄ −GBBkσ




T

,

(C.40)
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where the tensor of the generalized susceptibility Xσσ̄,abcd
kk′q is given as (spin and momentum

labels dropped),

X̂ =




XAAAA XABAA XBAAA XBBAA

XAABA XABBA XBABA XBBBA

XAAAB XABAB XBAAB XBBAB

XAABB XABBB XBABB XBBBB



. (C.41)

Below, several useful statements follow from the Ward identity Eq. (C.40) when summing
over the columns on the LHS and RHS, which is equivalent to multiplication with the
vector (1, 1) from the left on both sides,

∑

k′




2(hAσ̄ − hAσ )− ıω
εk′+q − εk′
εk′+q − εk′

2(hBσ̄ − hBσ )− ıω




T

X̂σσ̄
kk′q =




GAAk+qσ̄ −GAAkσ
GABk+qσ̄ −GABkσ
GBAk+qσ̄ −GBAkσ
GBBk+qσ̄ −GBBkσ




T

. (C.42)

The mapping of correlation functions from RBZ to those de�ned in the BZ is the same
unitary transformation that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian matrix in Eq. (C.33) for vanishing
outer �elds hA = hB = 03,

Ŝ =
1√
2


 1 1

−1 1


 , (C.43)

where Ŝ−1Ŝ = ŜT Ŝ = 1̂. This maps the susceptibility matrix Xσσ̄,ab
q = −

〈
ρa−q,σρ

b
qσ̄

〉
to

2ŜT X̂qŜ =


X

AA
q −XAB

q −XBA
q +XBB

q XAA
q +XAB

q −XBA
q −XBB

q

XAA
q +XAB

q −XBA
q −XBB

q XAA
q +XAB

q +XBA
q +XBB

q


 . (C.44)

In the paramagnet the susceptibility is invariant with respect to the exchange of the labels
A and B, such that the o�diagonal elements of the matrix vanish in this case. Hence,
the unitary transformation S diagonalizes the susceptibility in the disordered phase and
represents the mapping from the RBZ to the BZ. Namely, it maps a wave vector q of the
RBZ to the vectors q̃ = q and q̃ = q + Q of the BZ, where Q is the ordering vector, e.g.,
Q = (π, π) on the square lattice. Fig. 3.7 illustrates the relation between a vector in the

3 Most textbooks do not provide a detailed reformulation of correlation functions in states that do not
preserve the lattice symmetry, see the lecture notes on tight-binding models of K. Sun for a comprehensive
introduction, http://www-personal.umich.edu/~sunkai/index.html.

http://www-personal.umich.edu/~sunkai/index.html
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ky

kxq

q + Q

Figure 3.7: The Brillouin zone (dashed quadrangle) and the reduced Brillouin zone (solid
quadrangle) of the square lattice in bipartite phases. Each vector q of the reduced Brillouin
zone maps to two vectors of the Brillouin zone, q̃ = q and q̃ = q + Q, where Q = (π, π) is the
ordering vector.

RBZ and the BZ for this lattice. Using Q = (Q, 0) one can therefore identify,

X̂q̃ = 2ŜT X̂qŜ =


Xq+Q X±q+Q

X±q Xq


 , (C.45)

where the matrix elements are de�ned through Eq. (C.44).

D Remarks on integral Ward identities

QSome remarks are in place on the integral Ward identities derived in the last subsection,
which imply a number of exact statements regarding the susceptibility.

From the equation of motion for the four-point correlation function, Eq. (C.2), it was
possible to derive the Ward identity of the lattice Eq. (C.14) and of a local impurity model,
Eq. (C.30). Thanks to their obvious similarity, and using the compact notation k = (k, ν),
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they can be comprised into

Gk+q −Gk =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
kk′q +

1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ〈ckσc†k+q,σ′ [ρ
α, Hint]q〉, (D.1)

where G0
k = [ıν+µ−εk]−1, Gk = Gkν on the lattice and G0

k = g0
ν = [ıν+µ−∆ν ]−1, Gk = gν

and Xkk′q = χνν′ω in a local impurity model. The summation only over k′ on the RHS
of (D.1) seems arbitrary and indeed the whole derivation may be repeated from the equation
of motion of ∂τ

∑′
kX

α
kk′q(τ, τ, τ1, τ2). This leads to a similar expression which re�ects the

crossing symmetries of the correlation functions in Eq. (D.1), (i.e., Xα
kk′q = Xα

k′+q,k+q,−q for
the generalized susceptibility).

Since in the derivation of Eq. (D.1) the equation of motion was used, any approximation
to the 1P and 2P correlation functions G and X that satis�es the EOM must also satisfy the
Ward identity (D.1). Then one says that such an approximation satis�es local conservation
laws. Global conservation follows immediately and is re�ected by satisfaction of Eq. (D.1)
at q = 0, since then the EOM yields ∂τ

∑′
i ρ
α
i = ∂τρ

α
q=0 = [H, ραq=0] = 0. In the following,

several statements will be derived considering the Ward identity in Eq. (D.1) at q = 0.
It should be noted that, since most interaction Hamiltonians conserve the total densities,
leading to [ραq=0, Hint] = 0, the second term on the RHS of Eq. (D.1) can usually be
neglected in this limit, which is assumed in several places for convenience.

D.1 Global conservation and Goldstone mode

Q The Ward identity in Eq. (D.1) has implications for the spectrum of two-particle excitations,
represented by the susceptibilities Xα

q = 2
∑

kk′ X
α
kk′q: Summing Eq. (D.1) over k yields

zero on the LHS and, therefore,

∑

kk′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
kk′q =

1

2
〈ρα−q[ρα, Hint]q〉. (D.2)

Under the condition that the interaction conserves the total density, [Hint, ρ
α
q=0] = 0, the

RHS of (D.2) vanishes at q = 0. The LHS also simpli�es due to [G0
k′ν′ ]

−1 − [G0
k′,ν+ω]−1 =

−ıω, and thus Eq. (D.2) yields at q = 0,

2ıω
∑

kk′

Xα
kk′,q=(0,ω) = ıωXα

q=0,ω = 0. (D.3)

This statement implies that in the disordered phase (G↑ = G↓ is assumed) the conservation
of the total density ραq=0 requires charge and spin excitations to be gapless at q = 0. This
is since Xα

q=0,ω must vanish for any ω 6= 0, such that excitations at small q correspond to
small energies.
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On the other hand, under the in�uence of a magnetic �eld hσ = −σh along the z-
axis4, or in a ferromagnetic phase with magnetic moments 〈m〉 = 〈n↑〉 − 〈n↓〉 aligned
along that direction, one has to consider the Ward identities Eqs. (C.31) and (C.32). With
εkσ = εk + hσ, multiplication by two and summation over k′ of Eq. (C.32) yields for the
transversal susceptibility at q = 05,

2
∑

kk′

(hσ̄ − hσ − ıω)Xσσ̄
kk′,q=(0,ω) =(hσ̄ − hσ − ıω)Xσσ̄

q=(0,ω) = 2(〈nσ̄〉 − 〈nσ〉),

⇔ Xσσ̄
q=0,ω =2

〈nσ̄〉 − 〈nσ〉
hσ̄ − hσ − ıω

=
2σ 〈m〉
ıω − 2σh

. (D.4)

Hence, in case of a spontaneously broken symmetry with a �nite magnetization 〈m〉 as
h→ 0, global conservation implies the existence of a gapless Goldstone mode at q = 0. In
comparison, the gapless excitations of the disordered phase described by Eq. (D.3) have a
vanishing spectral weight at q = 0. The Goldstone mode in Eq. (D.4), on the other hand,
has a weight ∼ 〈m〉 at this point. Goldstone excitations of arbitrarily small energy are able
to undermine the emergence of an ordered phase in systems of dimensions one and two, as
required by the Mermin-Wagner theorem, and other than the gapless modes of the normal
state.

An analogous relation follows for a bipartite antiferromagnet with magnetizations
〈
mA
〉

=
−
〈
mB
〉

= 〈m〉 of the two sublattices A and B. For the derivation it is convenient to con-
sider the Ward identity Eq. (C.42) for a vanishing staggered �eld hA = hB = 0 and at
q0 = (q0 = 0, ω), where the vector q0 is the homogeneous wave vector of the reduced
Brillouin zone. This leads to the following relation for the tensor of the generalized suscep-
tibility,

∑

k′




−ıω
0

0

−ıω




T

X̂σσ̄
kk′q =




GAAkσ̄ −GAAkσ
GABkσ̄ −GABkσ
GBAkσ̄ −GBAkσ
GBBkσ̄ −GBBkσ




T

. (D.5)

4 The single-particle energies of the non-interacting system in an outer magnetic �eld are de�ned as
εkσ = εk + hσ. The minus sign in the de�nition of the magnetic �eld, hσ = −σh, implies that the �eld
is aligned with the direction of the ↑-electrons, such that the energy of these electrons is lowered by the
magnetic �eld.

5In order to perform the step from the �rst to the second line in Eq. (D.4) one has to make sure that
hσ̄ − hσ − ıω 6= 0. At vanishing magnetic �eld h = 0 this means that the second line of that equation must
not be evaluated at ω = 0. However, for an in�nitesimal magnetic �eld this can be done and it leads to
Eq. (D.36) for the zero-�eld derivative d 〈m〉 /dh.
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This Ward identity comprises four di�erent relations, the �rst and the last of which read
explicitly,

− ıω
∑

k′

(
Xσσ̄,AAAA
kk′q0

+Xσσ̄,AABB
kk′q0

)
= GAAk+q0σ̄ −GAAkσ , (D.6)

− ıω
∑

k′

(
Xσσ̄,BBBB
kk′q0

+Xσσ̄,BBAA
kk′q0

)
= GBBk+q0σ̄ −GBBkσ . (D.7)

Summing both relations over k one identi�es the susceptibility Xσσ̄,ab
q =

∑
kk′ X

σσ̄,aabb
kk′q and

the magnetization using
∑

kG
aa
kσ = 〈naσ〉, as well as 〈naσ̄〉 − 〈naσ〉 = −σ 〈ma〉,

ıω
(
Xσσ̄,AA
q0 +Xσσ̄,AB

q0

)
= σ

〈
mA
〉
, (D.8)

ıω
(
Xσσ̄,BB
q0 +Xσσ̄,BA

q0

)
= σ

〈
mB
〉
. (D.9)

Since
〈
mA
〉

= −
〈
mB
〉

= 〈m〉, addition of these equations leads to

ıωXσσ̄
q̃0 = ıω

(
Xσσ̄,AA
q0 +Xσσ̄,AB

q0 +Xσσ̄,BB
q0 +Xσσ̄,BA

q0

)
= 0, (D.10)

where the homogeneous susceptibility Xσσ̄
q̃0

of the regular Brillouin zone was identi�ed,
cf. de�nition Eq. (C.45), and q̃0 = 0 is the homogeneous wave vector of the regular
Brillouin zone. Hence, the homogeneous susceptibility of the bipartite antiferromagnet
satis�es the same constraint as it does in the disordered phase, Eq. (D.3). On the other
hand, subtracting Eq. (D.9) from Eq. (D.8) leads to,

ıωXσσ̄,±
q̃0

= ıω
(
Xσσ̄,AA
q0 +Xσσ̄,AB

q0 −Xσσ̄,BB
q0 −Xσσ̄,BA

q0

)
= 2σ 〈m〉. (D.11)

The emergence of the order parameter 〈m〉 in the antiferromagnetic phase can thus be
observed in Xσσ̄,±

q̃0
, rather than in Xσσ̄

q̃0
, where it occurs in the ferromagnet [cf. Eq. (D.4)].

Of course, if the system is ferromagnetic, such that sublattice A and B have the same
magnetization

〈
mA
〉

=
〈
mB
〉

= 〈m〉, the RHSs of Eqs. (D.10) and (D.11) are interchanged
and Eq. (D.4) is recovered (h = 0).

D.2 Asymptotic relations

The asymptotic behavior of the lattice susceptibility can be determined from the k-integrated
Ward identity in Eq. (D.2), which may be recast into

ıωXα
q = 2

∑

kk′

[
εk′+q − εk′

]
Xα
kk′q − 〈ρα−q[ρα, Hint]q〉. (D.12)

This relation implies immediately the leading (ıω)−2 coe�cient of the susceptibility Xα
q ,

as can be seen by expanding the terms on the RHS up to order (ıω)−1. To this end we
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remember that the generalized susceptibility is given by the interacting bubble and vertex
corrections, Xα

kk′q = GkGk+q

[
Nβδkk′ + Fαkk′qGk′Gk′+q

]
, comprised in the T -matrix F . Let

us examine the (ıω)−1 coe�cient of the bubble,

GkGk+q =
Gk −Gk+q

G−1
k+q −G−1

k

=
1

ıω

Gk −Gk+q

1 + (εk − εk+q + Σk − Σk+q)/ıω

=
1

ıω
(Gk −Gk+q) +O(ω−2). (D.13)

The term Gk+q in the last line needs to be kept, since it is of order O(1) at k ≈ −q. While
an expansion up to order (ıω)−1 of the interacting bubble is trivial, it is di�cult to go
beyond this order, because this requires some knowledge of the self-energy Σ.

Considering that the T -matrix F does not grow with ıω, we can treat it as a constant
in the limit and the generalized susceptibility up to order (ıω)−1 is hence simply given by
the expression in Eq. (D.13),

Xα
kk′q = Nβδkk′

Gk −Gk+q

ıω
+O(ω−2). (D.14)

On a lattice, where εk = εk, one obtains then for the �rst term on the RHS of Eq. (D.12),

2
∑

kk′

[
εk′+q − εk′

]
Xα
kk′q =

2

ıω

∑

k

[εk+q − εk] (Gk −Gk+q) +O(ω−2)

=
2

ıω

′∑

νk

(Gkνεk+q +Gk+q,νεk − 2Gkνεk) +O(ω−2)

=
1

ıω

′∑

kσ

〈nkσ〉 (εk+q + εk−q − 2εk) +O(ω−2). (D.15)

For the second term in Eq. (D.12) let us consider the Lehmann representation of a dynamic
correlation function Cω = 〈A−ωBω〉, where A and B are arbitrary bosonic operators, and
expand C for large ıω,

Cω =
1

Z
∑

ll′

〈l|A |l′〉 〈l′|B |l〉
ıω + El − El′

(
e−βEl − e−βEl′

)
, (D.16)

=
〈[A,B]〉
ıω

+O(ω−2). (D.17)
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Using this on the second term on the RHS of Eq. (D.12),

〈ρα−q[ρα, Hint]q〉 =
〈
[
ρα−q, [ρ

α
q, Hint]

]
〉

ıω
+O(ω−2). (D.18)

Inserting the expressions in Eqs. (D.15) and (D.18) into Eq. (D.12), multiplying by ıω and
taking the limit ω →∞ yields,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
qω =

′∑

kσ

〈nkσ〉 (εk+q + εk−q − 2εk)−
〈[
ρα−q, [ρ

α
q, Hint]

]〉
. (D.19)

Hence, the satisfaction of the Ward identity in Eq. (D.1) implies the asymptotic behavior
of the susceptibilities in Eq. (D.19). A direct expansion of Xα

qω up to (ıω)−2 does not
straightforwardly yield this result. Instead, it is the factor ıω in Eq. (D.12) that allows to
expand its RHS only up to order (ıω)−1 to �nd the asymptotic coe�cient of X up to order
(ıω)−2 in Eq. (D.19). An approximation that does not satisfy local conservation laws is
therefore likely to violate this relation. This may be seen on the example of the interacting
bubble in Eq. (D.14), which is sometimes used as an approximation to the susceptibility,
and which in general violates Eq. (D.19) [39].

D.3 First moment of the spectral weight and relation to the kinetic en-
ergy

The correct (ıν)−1-coe�cient of Green's function,
〈
[c†, c]

〉
= 1, is recovered in virtually

all approximations. On the other hand, conservation laws are needed to satisfy a similar
statement for X, Eq. (D.19). The (ıν)−1-coe�cient Green's function �xes the total spectral
weight of the density of states to unity, while Eq. (D.19) �xes the �rst spectral moment
of the susceptibility. This follows from the relation of the susceptibility on the Matsubara
axis to its analytical continuation on the real axis,

Xα
qω =

∫ ∞

−∞

dE

π

ImXα
q (E + ıδ)

E − ıω . (D.20)

The imaginary part on the RHS must vanish in a paramagnetic system, therefore6,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
qω = lim

ω→∞
(ıω)2

∫ ∞

−∞

dE

π

E ImXα
q (E + ıδ)

E2 − (ıω)2
= −

∫ ∞

−∞

dE

π
E ImXα

q (E + ıδ).

(D.21)

6Interchanging the limit ω →∞ with the integral over the real frequency in Eq. (D.21) assumes a certain
well-behavedness of ImX(E) at E →∞. From a physical point of view it must be possibe for |ω| to become
larger than the largest energy scale of the system at hand, since this e�ectively provides a �nite support for
the integral in Eq. (D.21). For this reason, one must not assume that the asymptotic formulae derived in
this section remain valid if one of the physical parameters is in�nitely large, such as in the Hubbard model
in the limit U →∞.
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Therefore, Eq. (D.19) automatically �xes the �rst spectral moment of the susceptibility on
the real axis.

When the interaction conserves the charge and spin densities, i.e., [ραq, Hint] = 0,
Eq. (D.19) can be shown to be equivalent to the so-called f -sum rule [157, 65], that is

−4 lim
η→0

1

β

∞∑

n>0

ωn sin(ηωn)Xα
qωn =

′∑

k

〈nk〉 (εk+q + εk−q − 2εk)

= lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
qω. (D.22)

This also means that this form of the f -sum rule is not valid for [ραq, Hint] 6= 0, since it does
not recover the second term on the RHS of Eq. (D.19). For a numerical evaluation of the
f -sum rule the expression lim

ω→∞
(ıω)2Xα

qω is preferable over the LHS of Eq. (D.22), which is

ill-behaved [65].
A further implication of the Ward identity is a relation of the susceptibility asymptote

to the kinetic energy Ekin =
∑

kσ 〈nkσ〉 εk. This can simply be seen by summing the
asymptotic relation Eq. (D.19) over q,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2
′∑

q

Xα
q,ω =

′∑

kqσ

〈nkσ〉 (εk+q + εk−q − 2εk)−
′∑

q

〈[
ρα−q, [ρ

α
q, Hint]

]〉
,

⇔ lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
loc,ω =− 2Ekin −

′∑

q

〈[
ρα−q, [ρ

α
q, Hint]

]〉
. (D.23)

Here, the local part of the susceptibility was de�ned as Xloc =
∑′

qXq, and it was assumed
that

∑
k εk = 0. According to Eq. (D.23), an interaction Hint manifests in the asymptotic

behavior of Xα
loc if it does not conserve the density ρ

α.

D.4 Asymptotic relations in an impurity model

The asymptotic relations above can also be derived for an impurity model with the Ward
identity in Eq. (C.30). To this end, one may simply set εk = ∆ν in Eq. (D.12), together with
the other replacement rules de�ned in Eq. (C.18). Considering that only the interacting
bubble gνgν+ω determines the (ıω)−1 coe�cient of the generalized susceptibility χανν′ω,
one performs an expansion of the bubble which is similar to Eq. (D.13), with the result
gνgν+ω = (ıω)−1(gν − gν+ω) + O(ω−2). Then, the �rst term on the RHS of Eq. (D.12)
becomes,

=
2

ıω

′∑

ν

[∆ν+ω −∆ν ] (gν − gν+ω) +O(ω−2)

= − 4

ıω

′∑

ν

gν∆ν +O(ω−2), (ω →∞). (D.24)
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Here it was used that terms of the form gν∆ν+ω vanish at ω →∞. Then, we �nally arrive
at the asymptotic coe�cient of the impurity susceptibility,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2χαω = −4
′∑

ν

gν∆ν − 〈[ρα, [ρα, Hint]]〉 . (D.25)

Just like on the lattice, an approximation to the impurity susceptibility is usually required to
be conserving in order to satisfy this relation. In full analogy to Eq. (D.19) the asymptote
in Eq. (D.25) relates the impurity susceptibility to the kinetic energy, which is Ekin =
2
∑′

ν gν∆ν for the impurity model de�ned in Eq. (C.15) [43].

D.5 Asymptotic equivalence of charge and spin excitations

A remarkable feature of the asymptotic relations in Eqs. (D.25) and (D.19) is that their
right-hand-sides are independent of the channel index α, provided that the interaction
commutes with the respective density, [ρα, Hint] = 0. This implies that charge and spin
excitations of such models, e.g. of the Hubbard model, are always equivalent at high
energies, regardless of the value of the interaction (with the technical exception of an in�nite
interaction, such that ıω can not become large). Due to the asymptotic equivalence of
charge and spin excitations the mapping of the half-�lled Hubbard model to an e�ective
Heisenberg model with J ∼ t2/U for large U must fail for large energies. This is because in
the Heisenberg model charge excitations are strictly ruled out, while in the Hubbard model
charge and spin excitations are asymptotically equivalent at large energies.

D.6 Consistency of zero-�eld derivatives and �uctuations

QP One of the key features guaranteed by the Ward identity is thermodynamic consistency
between zero-�eld derivatives of Green's function and �uctuations. This is most straight-
forwardly seen in the case of simple ferromagnetic order, since it does not lead to a reduction
of the Brillouin zone7. Some of the steps performed here are inspired by similar discussions
in Refs. [54], [100] and [67].

Let us consider a system in a magnetic �eld hσ = −σh along the z-axis, its non-
interacting Green's function reads

G0
kσ = [ıν − εk + µ− hσ]−1. (D.26)

7 To be safe, it is also assumed that [ραq , Hint] = 0 for α = c, x, y, z, then the Ward identity in Eq. (D.27)
is valid at any q. The discussion in this subsection may nevertheless be valid anyhow, since for the ferro-
magnetic order the Ward identity is considered at q = 0. Here one has [ραq=0, Hint] = 0 for most interactions,
since they conserve the total density, such that this term does not enter the Ward identity.
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The Ward identity in the transversal spin channels for symmetry broken phases was given
in Eq. (C.32),

Gk+q,σ̄ −Gkσ =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′σ]−1 − [G0
k′+q,σ̄]−1

)
Xσσ̄
kk′q. (D.27)

The generalized susceptibility can be expressed via the T -matrix F ,

Xσσ̄
kk′q = GkσGk+qσ̄

[
Nβδkk′ + F σσ̄kk′qGk′σGk′+qσ̄

]
. (D.28)

Inserting Eq. (D.28) into the Ward identity and dividing both sides by GkσGk+qσ̄,

G−1
kσ −G−1

k+q,σ̄ = [G0
kσ]−1 − [G0

k+q,σ̄]−1 +
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′σ]−1 − [G0
k′+q,σ̄]−1

)
F σσ̄kk′qGk′σGk′+q,σ̄.

(D.29)

Using Dyson's equation Σ = [G0]−1 −G−1 one �nds,

Σk+q,σ̄ − Σkσ =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′σ]−1 − [G0
k′+q,σ̄]−1

)
F σσ̄kk′qGk′σGk′+q,σ̄. (D.30)

This equation relates the 1P self-energy Σ on the LHS to the T -matrix F on the RHS.
One can expect that a divergence of the T -matrix at a speci�c value of a control parameter
(e.g., the temperature) results in a corresponding singular behavior of the self-energy at the
same point. In case of a ferromagnetic phase transition this means that the divergence of
the T -matrix, and thus of the spin susceptibility, coincides with the emergence of a �nite
magnetization 〈m〉 = 〈n↑〉 − 〈n↓〉. As a result, Green's function and the 1P self-energy
acquire spin-dependence, evaluating Eq. (D.30) at q = (q, ω) = 0 then yields a �nite value
on both sides. Inserting [G0

kσ]−1 − [G0
k,σ̄]−1 = hσ̄ − hσ = 2σh into Eq. (D.30) and dividing

by h on both sides one has

Σk,σ̄ − Σkσ

h
= 2σ

∑

k′

F σσ̄kk′,q=0Gk′σGk′,σ̄. (D.31)

Now let us assume that the magnetic �eld h was very small to begin with, exclude any
�rst order transitions, and suppose that the system is in the paramagnetic state when
the �eld h vanishes. Then, as one lets h → 0, the self-energy loses its spin-dependence,
Σσ

h→0→ Σ(h = 0). Adding and subtracting Σ(h = 0) on the LHS of Eq. (D.31) one has in
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the limit,

Σk,σ̄ − Σkσ

h
=

Σk,σ̄ − Σk(h = 0)

h
− Σk,σ − Σk(h = 0)

h
h→0
=

dΣkσ̄

dh
− dΣkσ

dh

= −2
dΣkσ

dh
. (D.32)

The last equality holds since in the paramagnet near h ∼ 0 the �eld acts symmetrically
opposed on both spin �avors, implying the relation dΣkσ

dh = −dΣkσ̄
dh . Thus, the LHS of

Eq. (D.31) is simply two times the derivative of the self-energy at zero-�eld and one has

dΣkσ

dh
= −σ

∑

k′

F σσ̄kk′,q=0Gk′σGk′,σ̄. (D.33)

Hence, a divergence of the T -matrix at a second order transition to the simple ferromagnet
must coincide with a divergence of the zero-�eld derivative of the self-energy at the same
value of the control parameter. Since an outer magnetic �eld acts in opposite ways on both
spin �avors, the zero-�eld derivatives dΣk↑

dh and dΣk↓
dh diverge in opposite directions. As a

consequence, an in�nitesimal �eld h is able to let Σ↑ and Σ↓ assume di�erent values. The
magnitude of this split is given by the magnetization 〈m〉, i.e., the order parameter. Hence,
global conservation, that is the Ward identity taken at q = 0, implies that at a second order
phase transition to ferromagnetism the order parameter emerges at the same point where
the T -matrix diverges.

A similar consideration shows that the Ward identity guarantees the consistency of
the zero-�eld derivative of the magnetization and �uctuations. To see this, one evaluates
Eq. (D.27) at q = 0, summation over k on both sides and using

∑
kGkσ = 〈nσ〉 yields,

〈nσ̄〉 − 〈nσ〉 = 2σh
∑

kk′

Xσσ̄
kk′,q=0. (D.34)

This equation relates the magnetization 〈m〉 = 〈n↑〉 − 〈n↓〉 on the LHS, to the transversal
spin susceptibility

∑
kk′σX

σσ̄
kk′q = Xx,y

q on the RHS [see de�nitions in Eqs. (A.35) and (A.46)
of chapter 2]. Assuming again that the system is paramagnetic in the limit h→ 0 one has by
virtue of SU(2) symmetry that

∑
kk′σX

σσ̄
kk′,q = 2

∑
kk′ X

σσ̄
kk′,q = Xx,y

q = Xz
q ≡ Xs

q . Dividing
Eq. (D.34) by h on both sides and letting h→ 0 one has,

〈nσ̄〉 − 〈nσ̄(h = 0)〉
h

− 〈nσ〉 − 〈nσ(h = 0)〉
h

→ −σd 〈m〉
dh

(D.35)
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Figure 3.8: Three scenarios of thermodynamic (in-)consistency at a second order critical
point. In the thermodynamically consistent scenario (middle) the order parameter (red) of
the ordered phase and the inverse susceptibility (blue) of the disordered phase vanish at the
same value of the control parameter. A thermodynamically inconsistent approximation may
either predict a region with two stable phases (left), or with no stable phase at all (right). The
former scenario may be interpreted as a false �rst order transition, while the latter scenario
is physically unsound. Note that the units of order parameter and inverse susceptibility are
di�erent.

on the LHS of Eq. (D.34), where it was used that 〈nσ̄(h = 0)〉 = 〈nσ(h = 0)〉. It follows
the usual relation between the zero-�eld derivative and the spin susceptibility,

d 〈m〉
dh

= −Xs
q=0. (D.36)

Although this relation may seem trivial, the equivalence of the zero-�eld derivative d〈m〉
dh

to the homogeneous susceptibility expressed by Eq. (D.36) can not be taken for granted in
an arbitrary approximation. In the derivation of Eq. (D.36) the Ward identity at q = 0
was used. Hence, global conservation is a su�cient criterion for this equivalence, while
a violation of global conservation laws will most likely be accompanied by a violation of
Eq. (D.36).

The thermodynamic consistency of zero-�eld derivatives and �uctuations at second order
phase transitions is of great importance. To illustrate this point, let us consider brie�y the
consequence of a violation of the Ward identity, in particular at q = 0. In this case one
can not expect that the spin-dependence of the self-energy emerges at the same point
where the T -matrix diverges, as expressed by Eq. (D.33). Hence, a violation of global
conservation will most likely lead to an inconsistency of the critical points predicted by the
susceptibility in the normal phase and by the direct calculation of the order parameter in
the ordered phase. In such a thermodynamically inconsistent approximation it may become
impossible to distinguish between �rst and second order phase transitions. In the worst
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case an approximation predicts that in some region neither the ordered nor the normal
phase are stable. These scenarios are depicted in Fig. 3.8.

An example of a thermodynamically inconsistent approximation has been discussed with
the spin-DMFT in Ref. [100], where the violation of Eq. (D.36) has been linked to a violation
of the Ward identity. In this work it is also shown that the spin-DMFT predicts a gapped
magnon spectrum in the ordered phase, which indicates a violation of Goldstone's theorem.
This relates to the discussion after Eq. (D.4), where global spin conservation was shown to
imply a gapless magnon spectrum in the ordered phase. Thermodynamic inconsistency of
second order critical points and a violation of Goldstone's theorem are thus directly linked
via a violation of the Ward identity at q = 0.

D.7 Broken lattice symmetry

Although only the special case of simple ferromagnetism was considered above, the Ward
identity guarantees in general the consistency of zero-�eld derivatives and susceptibilities.
To illustrate this, let us consider a bipartite antiferromagnet, whose conjugate �eld is the
staggered magnetic �eld haσ = −(δaA − δaB)σh, which points in di�erent directions on
sublattice A and B. The Ward identity of this system is Eq. (C.42), which needs to be
evaluated at the homogeneous wave vector q = 0 of the reduced Brillouin zone and at
ω = 0,

∑

k′




2(hAσ̄ − hAσ )

0

0

2(hBσ̄ − hBσ )




T

X̂σσ̄
kk′,q=0 =




GAAkσ̄ −GAAkσ
GABkσ̄ −GABkσ
GBAkσ̄ −GBAkσ
GBBkσ̄ −GBBkσ




T

. (D.37)

Considering the �rst and the last of the four relations implied by this Ward identity and
using hAσ̄ − hAσ = −(hBσ̄ − hBσ ) = 2σh one has,

4σh
∑

k′

(
Xσσ̄,AAAA
kk′,q=0 −Xσσ̄,AABB

kk′,q=0

)
= −σ

〈
mA
〉
, (D.38)

4σh
∑

k′

(
Xσσ̄,BBAA
kk′,q=0 −Xσσ̄,BBBB

kk′,q=0

)
= −σ

〈
mB
〉
. (D.39)

Subtracting the second from the �rst relation, summing over k and using
∑

kk′qX
σσ̄,aabb
kk′,q =

Xσσ̄,ab
q it follows

4σh
(
Xσσ̄,AA
q=0 −Xσσ̄,AB

q=0 −Xσσ̄,BA
q=0 +Xσσ̄,BB

q=0

)
= −2σ 〈m〉 , (D.40)

where it was also used that
〈
mA
〉

= −
〈
mB
〉

= 〈m〉. As discussed earlier, a vector q of
the reduced Brillouin maps to the vectors q̃ = q and q̃ = q + Q of the regular Brillouin
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zone, where Q is the ordering vector of the bipartite lattice. Therefore, q = 0 maps to
q̃ = 0 and to q̃ = Q. Indeed, on the LHS of Eq. (D.40) one recognizes the de�nition of the
susceptibility Xσσ̄

Q,ω=0 of the regular Brillouin zone, cf. de�nition Eq. (C.45). Therefore,
Eq. (D.40) simply yields 2σhXσσ̄

Q,ω=0 = −σ 〈m〉. In analogy to Eq. (D.36) this leads to

d 〈m〉
dh

= −Xs
Q, (D.41)

where Xs
q̃ is the spin susceptibility of the paramagnet in the regular Brillouin zone and

Q = (Q, 0). Consequently, the Ward identity also guarantees the thermodynamic consis-
tency of zero-�eld derivatives that belong to phases whose ordering vector is not q̃ = 0.
While here only a bipartite ordered state was discussed, it is reasonable to assume that
similar considerations hold for many other types of ordered phases. However, for a gen-
eral discussion one needs to introduce arbitrarily complex unit cells, as well as appropriate
staggered conjugate �elds and tensor Ward identities. In the case of superconductivity a
conjugate pairing �eld is needed, while a staggered chemical potential corresponds to the
charge order. In the latter case the Ward identity can be expected to guarantee thermody-
namic consistency of the zero-�eld derivative d〈n〉

dµ with the charge susceptibility Xc. The
consistency of the charge response has been shown to hold exactly within the dynamical
mean-�eld theory [83]. In accord with the discussion above, this consistency holds owing
to the fact that the susceptibility of the dynamical mean-�eld theory satis�es the Ward
identity of the Hubbard model, which will be shown in a later section.

D.8 Zero-�eld derivatives and criticality in an impurity model

The discussion of the zero-�eld derivative d〈m〉
dh above may be extended to an impurity model

with the non-interacting Green's function

g0
νσ = [ıν −∆νσ + µ− hσ]−1. (D.42)

Importantly, this Green's function potentially depends on the amplitude of the magnetic
�eld h in two ways: Explicitly through the term hσ = −σh itself, and implicitly through a
dependence of the hybridization function ∆(h). When considering solutions to the impurity
model at �xed ∆, the latter dependence need not be considered. However, in the case of a
self-consistently determined hybridization function this dependence on the magnetic �eld
must be accounted for.

In analogy to the lattice, cf. Eq. (D.30), the Ward identity is considered in the transver-
sal spin channels, expressed through the T -matrix of the impurity model,

Σν+ω,σ̄ − Σνσ =

′∑

ν′

(
[g0
ν′σ]−1 − [g0

ν′+ω,σ̄]−1
)
fσσ̄νν′ωgν′σgν′+ω,σ̄. (D.43)
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Here, Σ, g0, f , and g are the local 1P self-energy, non-interacting Green's function, T -
matrix, and interacting Green's function of the impurity model, respectively, cf. also the
correspondence to the lattice in Eq. (C.18). Evaluating this Ward identity at ω = 0, using
[g0
ν′σ]−1 − [g0

ν′,σ̄]−1 = ∆ν′σ̄ −∆ν′σ + 2σh, and dividing by the amplitude h of the magnetic
�eld on both sides one has,

Σν,σ̄ − Σνσ

h
=

′∑

ν′

(
2σ +

∆ν′σ̄ −∆ν′σ

h

)
fσσ̄νν′,ω=0gν′σgν′,σ̄. (D.44)

In the limit h→ 0, similar considerations that led to Eq. (D.33) now lead to the following
zero-�eld derivative of the impurity self-energy8,

dΣνσ

dh
= −

′∑

ν′

(
σ − d∆ν′σ

dh

)
fσσ̄νν′,ω=0gν′σgν′,σ̄. (D.45)

Using gνσ = [ıν − ∆νσ + µ − hσ − Σνσ]−1 one has for the zero-�eld derivative of the
magnetization,

d 〈m〉
dh

=
∑

σ

σ
d 〈nσ〉
dh

=
′∑

νσ

σ
dgνσ
dh

=−
′∑

νσ

σg2
νσ

(
σ − d∆νσ

dh
− dΣνσ

dh

)

=−
′∑

νν′σ

(
1− d∆νσ

dh

)
χσσ̄νν′,ω=0. (D.46)

In the last step Eq. (D.45) and the de�nition of the generalized susceptibility of the impurity
model were inserted,

χσσ̄νν′,ω = gνσgν+ω,σ̄

(
βδνν′ + fσσ̄νν′,ωgν′σgν′+ω,σ̄

)
. (D.47)

It was further used that d∆σ
dh = −d∆σ̄

dh , dΣσ
dh = −dΣσ̄

dh , and that gσ = gσ̄ at h = 0.

8 To be explicit, assuming that the system is paramagnetic at h = 0 the hybridization function must not
depend on the spin in this limit, that is ∆σ → ∆(h = 0). This is analogous to the considerations regarding
the self-energy in Eq. (D.32). Then,

∆ν,σ̄ −∆νσ

h
=

∆ν,σ̄ −∆ν(h = 0)

h
− ∆ν,σ −∆ν(h = 0)

h
h→0
=

d∆νσ̄

dh
− d∆νσ

dh
= −2

d∆νσ

dh
.

In the last step it was assumed that the dependence of the hybridization function on the magnetic �eld is such
that a small magnetic �eld acts symmetrically opposed in both spin directions, allowing the identi�cation
d∆σ
dh

= − d∆σ̄
dh

.
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At least at �nite temperature an impurity model can not have a spontaneous magnetic
phase transition, therefore its T -matrix f and generalized susceptibility χ do not diverge.
At vanishing magnetic �eld h = 0 the symmetry can therefore only be broken via the
dependence of the hybridization function ∆(h) on the magnetic �eld. Like on the lattice
it can be expected that the discussion here can be repeated for other symmetry-breaking
�elds, such as a pairing �eld. A generalization to an impurity model with a pairing potential
seems also possible [160]. For a detailed discussion regarding criticality of impurity models
along similar lines the reader is referred to [76].

D.9 Remarks on non-commuting limits and zero-�eld derivatives

QPIn this section one comes along several occasions where the (generalized) susceptibility or
the T -matrix are evaluated at q = 0 and/or ω = 0, in some cases coming with a side note
that one or the other has to be set to zero �rst. A short comment is in place to avoid
confusion regarding these limits:

Whenever considering the limit q = 0 one has to keep in mind that the bubble X0
kq =

GkGk+q has singular analytic properties at this point, because the poles of the two Green's
functions merge at this combination of ω and q. Therefore, the limits |q| → 0 and ω → 0
do not commute, the bubble assumes di�erent values when one or the other limit is taken
�rst. It does so at least as long as the considered system is a Fermi liquid, such that G has a
coherent contribution (a pole) proportional to the quasiparticle weight Z at the Fermi level.
However, the bubble is also the building block of the Bethe-Salpeter equation and therefore
the T -matrix F and eventually the (generalized) susceptibility X inherit the property of
non-commuting limits as a consequence.

The problem of non-commuting limits disappears when considering zero-�eld deriva-
tives: The role of the conjugate �eld h in the derivation of, e.g., Eq. (D.36) for the zero-�eld
derivative d〈m〉

dh is to shift the poles of the Green's functions in the bubbleX0,σσ̄
kq = GkσGk+q,σ̄

away from each other at q = 0. These would otherwise merge in the paramagnet where
G↑ = G↓. Then X

0,σσ̄
q can be evaluated at q = 0 without ambiguity and the Ward identity

in Eq. (D.27), which is used to relate the zero-�eld derivative d〈m〉
dh to the susceptibility Xσσ̄

q ,
can be evaluated at q = 0. What makes the concept of conjugate �elds so useful in this
context is that they can be set to in�nitesimal values that lead to unambiguous di�erential
expressions. This is possible because the limits ω → 0 and q → 0 do commute as long
as the limit h → 0 is taken last. To see this, let us consider the spin-dependent Lindhard
function Lσq =

∑
kX

0,σσ̄
kq of a non-interacting system subjected to a magnetic �eld h,

Lσq =
∑

k

G0
k+q,σ̄ −G0

k,σ

G0,−1
kσ −G0,−1

k+q,σ̄

=
′∑

k

f0(εk+q,σ̄)− f0(εkσ)

εk+q,σ̄ − εkσ − ıω
, (D.48)

where it was used that in the non-interacting system the average occupation number 〈nkσ〉 =∑′
ν G

0
kσ = f0(εkσ) is given by the Fermi function f0. The spin-dependence of the single

particle energies εkσ = εk + hσ is given by the conjugate �eld hσ = −σh. Hence, for �nite
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h, such that εkσ 6= εkσ̄, it is irrelevant how the limits of ω and q are taken,

lim
|q|→0

lim
ω→0

Lσq = lim
ω→0

lim
|q|→0

Lσq = −
′∑

k

f0(εk,σ̄)− f0(εkσ)

2hσ
, (h 6= 0). (D.49)

Taking the limit h → 0 subsequently leads to a zero-�eld derivative of f0. Instead, if
one were to begin with h = 0, it is readily veri�ed that lim|q|→0 limω→0 Lq ∼ ∂f0

∂εk
, while

limω→0 lim|q|→0 Lq = 0. In an interacting system the situation is similar, the limits do
not commute when taken on the interacting bubble of a Fermi liquid. This is discussed in
chapter 13 of Ref. [1] by M. Fabrizio.

D.10 Divergence of the T -matrix at a zero-temperature Mott transition

P As mentioned above, it is reasonable to assume that the Ward identity relates in general the
divergence of zero-�eld derivatives, such as of dΣ

dh , to the divergence of a T -matrix at a second
order phase transition. The Ward identity therefore relates certain scattering processes of
quasiparticles, which are described by the T -matrix, directly to a corresponding conjugate
�eld. It is a very intriguing question what may be the conjugate �eld and associated
T -Matrix of the Mott transition and if they exist at all.

In the following, I point at some peculiarities of the Mott metal-to-insulator transition
at zero temperature T → 0, which follow from the Ward identity. To this end, one has to
make sure �rst that the phase transition at hand is of second order, so it is reasonable to
consider the divergence of a T -Matrix as a signal. While in �nite dimensions there exists the
scenario of a �rst order transition line down to T = 0 [12], a second order Mott transition
occurs at T = 0 in the in�nite dimensional Hubbard model, see [32] and references therein.

Let us begin with the Ward identity in Eq. (D.1) for a paramagnetic system. Assuming
that the interaction does not contribute to the currents, [ρα, Hint] = 0, and expressing the
generalized susceptibility via the T -matrix F ,

Xα
kk′q = GkGk+q

[
Nβδkk′ + Fαkk′qGk′Gk′+q

]
, (D.50)

the Ward identity Eq. (D.1) can be expressed in the following form9,

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Fαkk′qGk′Gk′+q. (D.51)

Let us consider this relation at k−1 = (k, ν−1) and q1 = (0, ω1), where ν−1 = −πT is
the largest negative fermionic Matsubara frequency and ω1 = 2πT is the smallest positive
bosonic Matsubara frequency. Hence, k−1 + q1 = (k, ν0) ≡ k0, where ν0 = ν−1 + ω1 = πT ,
is the smallest positive fermionic Matsubara frequency. Evaluating Eq. (D.51) at k = k−1

9 Also Dyson's equation was used, the steps are similar to the ones that led to Eq. (D.30).
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and q = q1 one has

Σk0 − Σk−1 =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q1 ]−1
)
Fαk−1k′q1Gk′Gk′+q1 . (D.52)

Using Σkν = Σ∗k,−ν and [G0
k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q1
]−1 = −ıω1 and dividing both sides by ω1 = 2ν0

this simpli�es to

2ı Im Σk0

2ν0
= −ı

∑

k′

Fαk−1k′q1Gk′Gk′+q1 . (D.53)

On the LHS one recognizes a commonly used approximation to the scattering rate [130, 3],

Im Σkν0

ν0
≈ ∂Σ′k(E)

∂E

∣∣∣∣
E=0

. (D.54)

Here, Σ′ is the real part of the self-energy on the real axis, Σ(E) = Σ′(E) + ıΣ′′(E), and E
is the real energy. The relation (D.54) becomes exact in the limit T → 0. Hence, at T = 0
it follows from Eq. (D.53) that

∂Σ′k(E)

∂E

∣∣∣∣
E=0

= − lim
T→0

∑

k′

Fαk−1k′q1Gk′Gk′+q1 . (D.55)

The LHS of this expression is related to the quasiparticle weight Z,

Zk =
1

1− ∂Σ′k(E)

∂E

∣∣∣
E=0

. (D.56)

The resulting relationship

1− Z−1
k = − lim

T→0

∑

k′

Fαk−1k′q1Gk′Gk′+q1 , (D.57)

is well known as part of the Landau theory of Fermi liquids10, cf. Sec. II �19 of [68].
Approaching the Mott transition at T = 0 the quasiparticle weight vanishes, hence the
derivative of the self-energy and thus the LHS of Eq. (D.57) diverges. However, according
to Eq. (D.57) this divergence should be accompanied by the divergence of the T -matrix Fα

in the limit limT→0 F
α
k−1k′q1

at least for one value of k′. Since Eq. (D.57) is valid for any
α, the divergence should occur in the charge and in the spin channels at the homogeneous
wave vector q = 0.

According to Eq. (D.55) the Mott transition stands out among other phase transi-
tions due to the very peculiar situation that the real energy E in Eq. (D.55) appears

10 Note that in Ref. [68] a relation similar to Eq. (D.57) is obtained in the limit |q|
ω1
→ 0. This is consistent

with the steps performed here, where q is assumed to be zero from the start.
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Fω/|q|=0

E = µ = const

kF

k′F = kF + δq

δq

δE = 0

F|q|/ω=0

E = µ

µ+ δE

kF δq = 0

δE

Figure 3.9: Sketch of the scattering processes on the Fermi surface at T = 0 that are described
by the T -matrices Fω/|q|=0 and F|q|/ω=0. The limit Fω/|q|=0 (left) corresponds to scatterings
with a small transferred momentum δq = k′F − kF , while the transferred energy δE is strictly
zero. In case of Fω/|q|=0 (right) the energy may be varied but the transferred momentum is
zero. However, in a Fermi liquid at T = 0 scatterings can only happen from one point on
the Fermi surface to another. At the Mott transition F|q|/ω=0 diverges [cf. Eq. (D.55)], which
seems to imply an in�nitely strong tendency towards the unphysical scatterings that would
remove the quasiparticles from the Fermi surface.

in the place where one usually �nds the conjugate �eld, e.g., the magnetic �eld h in
case of the transition to the simple ferromagnet in Eq. (D.33). Furthermore, the diver-
gence does not occur at vanishing energy ω0 = 0, which corresponds to the static ho-
mogeneous limit Fω/|q|=0 = lim|q|→0 limω→0 Fq. Instead, F diverges at ω1 = 2πT for
T → 0, which is a di�erent limit [see remarks on non-commuting limits above], namely
F|q|/ω=0 = limω→0 lim|q|→0 Fq. Indeed, it has been seen early that in the half-�lled Hubbard
model on an in�nite dimensional hypercubic lattice the static homogeneous susceptibility
Xq=0 = lim|q|→0 limω→0Xq does not diverge at the Mott transition at zero temperature.
Instead, it approaches a �nite value, which is consistent with analytical considerations [55,
32].

Peculiar is also the physical meaning of the diverging T -matrix F|q|/ω=0, which is best
explained paraphrasing Landau&Lifshitz, see Sec. II �17 of [68]: In case of Fω/|q|=0 one takes
the limit ω → 0 �rst, the resulting T -matrix corresponds to scatterings of quasiparticles
for which the transferred energy is strictly zero. This limit of the T -matrix may be used to
describe scatterings that transfer small momenta but no energy11. On the other hand, the
T -matrix that relates to the Mott transition in Eq. (D.57) is F|q|/ω=0. In this case the limit

11 This is to be understood such that one can expand Fq=(δq,ω=0) around Fω/|q|=0 for small δq. This
limit is not suitable in order to consider small energy transfers δω.
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|q| → 0 is taken �rst. The resulting T -matrix corresponds to scatterings of quasiparticles
that transfer small energies while the transferred momentum is strictly zero. However, in
a Fermi liquid at zero temperature the situation described by F|q|/ω=0 is unphysical. This
is because the only allowed scatterings then happen at the Fermi level E = µ = const,
such that no energy transfer is possible. A sketch of the scattering events corresponding
to Fω/|q|=0 and F|q|/ω=0 is drawn in Fig. 3.9. Notably, the other second order transitions
discussed in this text are related to the physical limit Fω/|q|=0 [cf. Eq. (D.33)].

An order parameter and a conjugate �eld for the Mott transition of the Hubbard model
on an in�nite dimensional lattice have recently been derived within the slave spin formal-
ism [161]. Remarkably, the proposed conjugate �eld is not a physical observable and the
associated order parameter is �nite in the Fermi liquid phase, marking the Fermi liquid as
the 'ordered' phase in usual terms.

D.11 Luttinger's theorem

An exact statement about the ground state of an interacting Fermi liquid is Luttinger's
theorem [86], which states that at T = 0 the volume enclosed by the Fermi surface is given
by the particle number. The standard derivation of Luttinger's theorem starts from the
simple observation that Green's function may be rewritten in terms of its own derivative
with respect to the Matsubara frequency, Gkσ = ı∂ lnGkσ

∂ν − ıGkσ
∂Σkσ
∂ν . Calculating the

average occupation number from this expression, 〈nσ〉 =
∑

kGkσ, one encounters the sum,∑
kGkσ

∂Σkσ
∂ν , which in the limit T → 0 is also called Luttinger's integral. Along a frequently

used line of argument one considers Φ-derivable approximations to G and Σ, and shows
in a few steps that Luttinger's integral vanishes due to the stationarity of the Luttinger-
Ward functional Φ upon a small variation δG, see, e.g., [104]. Luttinger's theorem is a
statement about the Fermi liquid, while in other phases Luttinger's integral may assume
nonzero values. This is the case, e.g., in the local moment phase of an Anderson impurity
model, where it is a rather subtle task to reconcile the �nite value of Luttinger's integral
with the (universal) stationarity of Φ [76, 77]. Luttinger's theorem also follows from the
Ward identity if one makes explicitly use of the assumption that the considered system is
a Fermi liquid [68].
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D.12 Merits of the Ward identity

QP A number of exact statements follow from the Ward identity, some of which are tabulated
below.

Feature See text

Ungapped collective excitations at the
Γ-point in the disordered phase.

Eq. (D.3).

Ungapped spectra of Goldstone
excitations in ordered phases.

FM: Eq. (D.4), AFM: Eq. (D.11).

Asymptotic coe�cient of Xω, �rst
spectral moment of X(E + ıδ), f -sum

rule.

Eqs. (D.19), (D.21), and (D.22),
respectively.

Consistency of Xloc with kinetic energy. Lattice: Eq. (D.23), Impurity:
Eq. (D.25).

Consistency of zero-�eld derivatives and
�uctuations.

FM: Eq. (D.36), AFM: Eq. (D.41), and
Fig. 3.8.

Relation of quasiparticle weight to
T -matrix.

Eq. (D.57).

Luttinger's theorem. Sec. D.11.

E Relation to Baym & Kadano� theory

Q So far, the Ward identity was discussed with an unspeci�ed interaction Hamiltonian Hint

In this subsection an important special case will be discussed, namely that the interaction
does not contribute to the charge and spin currents,

[ρα, Hint] = 0. (E.1)

Under this condition the Ward identity in Eq. (D.1) simpli�es,

Gk+q −Gk =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
kk′q. (E.2)

This is the Ward identity of, e.g., the Hubbard model, the extended Hubbard model with
charge-charge couplings (n−qVqnq), or of the Anderson impurity model. A diagrammatic
representation of this Ward identity is shown in Fig. 3.10. The RHS of Eq. (E.2) features the
channel index α, whereas the LHS does not. Since in an interacting system the physics of
charge- and spin-excitations are entirely di�erent for not too small interaction, this identity
expresses a remarkable symmetry of the two-particle spectrum. It can be seen as a weaker
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dG = Xα

Figure 3.10: Diagrammatic representation of the integral Ward identity Eq. (E.2). The full
circle represents [G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1. The expression dGq on the LHS of the Ward identity is

a vector with respect to the four-momentum k, (dGq)k = Gk+q −Gk.

version of an integral of motion, an 'integral of interaction', since [ρα, Hint] rather than
[ρα, H] vanishes. This symmetry is due to the fact that the models in question do not o�er
channels for the independent propagation of charge and spin. This conjoint movement is
re�ected by the independence of the LHS of Eq. (E.2) from the channel index α.

E.1 Ward identity of the self-energies

QThe simpli�ed Ward identity Eq. (E.2) for the generalized susceptibility X can be recast
into a Ward identity for the 1P and 2P self-energies Σ and Γ: To this end, one inserts the
Bethe-Salpeter equation Xkk′q,

Xα
kk′q = GkGk+q

[
Nβδkk′ +

∑

k′′

Γαkk′′qX
α
k′′k′q

]
, (E.3)

into Eq. (E.2). This yields

Gk+q −Gk =
(
[G0

k]
−1 − [G0

k+q]
−1
)
GkGk+q

+GkGk+q

∑

k′′

Γαkk′′q
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
k′′k′q. (E.4)

By dividing both sides by GkGk+q, bringing the �rst term on the RHS to the LHS and
using Dyson's equation, [G0

k]
−1 −G−1

k = Σk, one obtains,

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k′′

Γαkk′′q
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
k′′k′q. (E.5)

Here one recognizes that the expression on the RHS that is summed over k′ is simply the
RHS of the Ward identity Eq. (E.2). Therefore, the in�nite series that arises from the
ladder-like Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (E.3) can be summed up exactly by making use of the Ward
identity, leading to the compact statement,

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k′

Γαkk′q
[
Gk′+q −Gk′

]
. (E.6)
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This relation holds for lattice and impurity models that satisfy Eq. (E.1), in the latter case
one performs the replacements by the respective local quantities, Σk → Σν , Gk → gν , and
Γkk′q → γνν′ω. Eq. (E.6) involves the 1P and 2P self-energies and therefore o�ers itself
for approximations, which are best done at the low level of irreducible self-energies. In a
compact notation one may also write,

dΣq = Γ̂αq dGq, (E.7)

where dΣq is a vector with components (dΣq)k = Σk+q −Σk, and dGq is de�ned likewise.
As in Eq. (E.2), one recognizes in Eq. (E.7) the remarkable property that the same LHS
is recovered for each channel index α = c, x, y, z on the RHS, a consequence of the special
assumption [ρα, Hint] = 0. For completeness, the respective relations for symmetry-broken
phases will also be stated. In analogous steps that led to Eq. (E.7), one obtains from
Eq. (C.31),

dΣσ′σ
q δσσ′ = Γ̂σσ

′
q dGσ′σ

q , (E.8)

and likewise from Eq. (C.32),

dΣσ̄σ
q = Γ̂σσ̄q dGσ̄σ

q , (E.9)

where, (dΣσ′σ
q )k = Σk+q,σ′ − Σkσ.

E.2 Relation between the integral and functional Ward identities

Q Now the relation of the integral Ward identities in Eqs. (E.2) and (E.6)-(E.9) to the Baym
& Kadano� approach to conserving approximations will be discussed. Firstly, let us in-
sert two prominent Φ-derivable approximations into the integral Ward identity. For the
Hubbard model a trivial example of an approximation that satis�es the Ward identity
Eq. (E.6), and thereby also local conservation laws, is the RPA, where ΣH = U〈n〉

2 and
Γc = −Γx,y,z = U . This approximation satis�es Eq. (E.6) in a trivial way, since both sides
of the equation vanish. Not coincidentally, the RPA is also the simplest approximation to
the Hubbard model (notwithstanding Σ = Γ = 0) that is Φ-derivable and which corresponds
to a Luttinger-Ward functional given by the �rst diagram in Fig. 3.1.

Somewhat less trivial is the Hartree-Fock approximation to the extended Hubbard model
with non-local charge-charge interactions, i.e., Hint = 1

2

∑
q ρ

c
−qV

c
qρ

c
q, where V

c
q = U + Vq

and Vii =
∑′

q Vq = 0. The Hartree-Fock self-energy is then given by the �rst two terms of
the Schwinger-Dyson Eq. (C.12) of chapter 2 [also cf. Eq. (B.6)],

ΣHF
k =2V c

q=0

∑

k′

Gk′ −
∑

q

V c
q Gk+q

=
(U + Vq=0) 〈n〉

2
−

′∑

q

Vq 〈nk+q〉
2

. (E.10)
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The 2P self-energy Γckk′q = U − Vk′−k of the charge channel, together with the Hartree-
Fock self-energy above, yields a conserving 2P response function. Γc may be derived from a
Luttinger Ward functional corresponding to the �rst two terms in Fig. 3.1, i.e., by taking the
functional derivative δΣHF

k /δGk′ [cf. Eq. (B.8)]. Since the extended Hubbard model with
charge-charge interactions satis�es the condition [ραq, Hint] = 0, its Ward identity takes the
form of Eq. (E.6), as discussed above. We can convince ourselves that ΣHF and Γc satisfy
the Ward identity: Inserting the Hartree-Fock self-energy Eq. (E.10) and Γckk′q into the left-
and right-hand-side of Eq. (E.6), respectively, one sees that this approximation is indeed
conserving,

ΣHF
k+q − ΣHF

k =
∑

k′

Γckk′q
[
Gk′+q −Gk′

]
,

⇔ −
′∑

p′

Vp
〈nk+p+q〉 − 〈nk+p〉

2
=

′∑

k′ν′

(U − Vk′−k)
[
Gk′+q,ν′+ω −Gk′ν′

]
. (E.11)

The expressions on the LHS and RHS are equal, as can be seen by a shift p→ k′−k on the
LHS and inserting

∑′
ν Gkν = 〈nk〉 /2 on the RHS. The same consideration holds in the spin

channels, where Γzkk′q = −U−Vk′−k [cf. Eq. (B.8)]. Hence, the Hartree-Fock approximation
to the extended Hubbard model with charge-charge interactions satis�es local conservation
laws, as expected.

As discussed above, it is much more challenging to obtain the 2P response from the
Bethe-Salpeter equation in Hartree-Fock approximation than in the RPA, which corre-
sponds to the Hartree approximation (cf. Fig. 3.2). At least it is possible to show that the
2P response in Hartree-Fock approximation satis�es the correct asymptotic behavior given
in Eq. (D.22)12. These examples illustrate that Φ-derivable approximations are destined
to satisfy the integral Ward identity dΣ = Γ̂dG, whose similarity to the functional Ward
identity δΣ = ΓδG seems obvious. Indeed, both equations re�ect the fact that the exact
1P and 2P self-energies satisfy the continuity Eq. (C.1).

However, the functional Ward identity Eq. (B.10) is a more powerful statement than the
integral Ward identity in Eq. (E.7). This is because the functional form allows to obtain
the complete dynamical 2P self-energy Γ (depending on three momenta k, k′, q) from the
1P self-energy Σ, while the integral form contains only 'integrated' information about Γ.

12This can be seen by expanding the Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (E.3) up to O(ω)−2,

Xc
kk′q = GkGk+q

[
Nβδkk′ +

∑
k′′

Γckk′′qX
c
k′′k′q

]
=(Gk −Gk+q)Nβδkk′

[
(ıω)−1 − (ıω)−2(εk − εk+q + Σk − Σk+q)

]
+ (ıω)−2(Gk −Gk+q)(U − Vk′−k)(Gk′ −Gk′+q) +O(ω)−3.

(E.12)

From the �rst to the second line the bubble was expanded up to O(ω−2) and the vertex corrections up to
O(ω−1). Inserting the Hartree-Fock self-energy Eq. (E.10) and summing over k, k′ one sees that the term
∼ (ıω)−1 and those depending on U and V cancel out, multiplication by two then leaves the correct result
Eq. (D.22).
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In case of a lattice problem this can be seen by expanding the Ward identity Eq. (E.7) at
vanishing bosonic frequency and in�nitesimal momentum, i.e., δq = (δq, ω = 0),

(∇kΣkν)δq =
∑

k′ν′

Γαkk′νν′(q = 0, ω = 0)(∇k′Gk′ν′)δq. (E.13)

Now one has in fact a small variation ∇kΣkνδq = δΣkν of the self-energy that is given by
the variation ∇kGkνδq = δGkν of Green's function and by the 2P self-energy Γαkk′νν′(q =
0, ω = 0). However, the variation of Green's function on the RHS of Eq. (E.13) can not be
done individually for each k′, it is therefore not possible to obtain Γ from this relation. The
functional relation δΣ = ΓδG allows this, due to the perturbations U [see Eq. (B.3)] that
are implied in the Baym & Kadano� framework. They serve as free variational parameters,
of which there are none in Eq. (E.13). In the Baym & Kadano� theory a suitable variational
parameter U allows to vary Gkν only in a single point (k, ν).

E.3 Six central relations

Q The Ward identity dΣq = Γ̂αq dGq completes the set of basic equations that underlie the
framework of local conservation laws in lattice and quantum impurity models: (i) The
equation of motion of the construction operator, ∂τ c = [H, c], which is re�ected in the
functional and integral Schwinger-Dyson equations. (ii) The EOM of the density, ∂τρ =
[H, ρ], also called continuity equation, which has its counterparts in the functional and
integral Ward identities. These are summarized in Eq. (E.14), (ΣHF denotes the Hartree-
Fock part of the self-energy, X0

kq = Gk+qGk).

Schwinger-Dyson equation Ward identity

EOM ∂τ c = [H, c] 2, (C.3) ∂τρ = [H, ρ] 3, (C.1)

Functional Σ = δΦ
δG 3, (B.9) Γ = δΣ

δG 3, (B.10)

Integral Σk = ΣHF
k −

∑
k′q VqX

0
k′qFk′kqGk+q 2, (C.12) dΣq = Γ̂qdGq 3, (E.7)

(E.14)

F The ugly companion of the integral Ward identity: [ρ,Hint]

Q So far, the discussion of the integral Ward identity did not address the contribution of the
interaction Hint,

Gk+q −Gk =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
kk′q +

1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ

〈
ckσc

†
k+q,σ′ [ρ

α, Hint]q

〉
. (F.1)
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The second term on the RHS corresponds to the currents created by the interaction, its
signi�cance will be discussed in this section.

F.1 When the interaction transports the spin

QDepending on the physical situation, a signi�cant part of the charge and, in particular, of
the spin currents may originate from the interaction. Let us consider two scenarios where
this term is relevant:

(i) A lattice Hamiltonian with vanishing hopping H0 = 0 and nonlocal exchange inter-
actions,

H = Hint =
1

2

∑

q,α=x,y,z

ρα−qV
α
q ρ

α
q. (F.2)

With V x,y,z
q = Jq/4 as the isotropic exchange coupling (a factor 4 comes in due to S =

ρ/2) and at half-�lling this model becomes almost a spin-1
2 Heisenberg model but not

quite an exact one. This is since the operators ραi act in the enlarged local Hilbert space
{|0〉, | ↑〉, | ↓〉, | l〉}. Although for vanishing hopping εk = 0 there is no direct way for
the electrons to move from site to site, the empty and doubly occupied states allow for
minuscule charge �uctuations, thanks to the thermal bath of the grand canonical potential.
However, at the cost of introducing a Berry phase, the contribution of the empty and doubly
occupied states may be canceled out via introduction of an imaginary chemical potential µ̃
(the details of this procedure are not relevant here, see Refs. [105, 100]). Then, there are
no more charge �uctuations and the model in Eq. (F.2) indeed maps exactly to the spin-1

2
Heisenberg Hamiltonian. For this model the single-particle correlation function Gk becomes
obsolete and one may sum the Ward identity Eq. (F.1) on both sides over k, without a loss
in physically relevant information. Using

∑
k(Gk+q − Gk) = 0, G0

k = [ıν + µ̃]−1, and
Xα
q = 2

∑
kk′ X

α
kk′q one obtains,

ıωXα
q =

〈
ρα−q[ρ

α, Hint]q
〉
. (F.3)

This is the Ward identity of a spin-1
2 Heisenberg model, which may also be derived directly

from its Hamiltonian H = 1
2

∑
q S−qJqSq (where S acts in the local Hilbert space {| ↑

〉, | ↓〉}) by making use of the continuity equation ∂τSq + [Sq, H] = 0. Obviously, the
only current present in the Heisenberg model is the spin current generated by the exchange
interaction, represented by the RHS of Eq. (F.3).

(ii) The second relevant scenario is the t-J-model. This model arises from a Hamiltonian
with �nite hopping H0 and interactions V c = U → ∞ and V x,y,z

q = Jq/4 (there is also a
nonlocal charge-charge coupling that is often neglected). This model formally has the Ward
identity in Eq. (F.1), although analytical properties of the correlation functions change
drastically in the limit U → ∞. For example, the asymptotic formulae in Sec. D become
invalid. Usually, a projection operator is applied to the hopping in order to eliminate double
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occupancies [111] but one may as well take the limit U → ∞ explicitly, starting from a
formulation with �nite U [42].

F.2 Ward identity of the extended Hubbard model

Let us evaluate the Ward identity of an extended Hubbard Hamiltonian explicitly. In the
following, a model with nonlocal charge-charge and nonlocal exchange interactions will be
considered, H = H0 − µN + 1

2

∑
q,α=c,x,y,z ρ

α
−qV

α
q ρ

α
q. In this model the commutator in the

Ward identity Eq. (F.1) evaluates to,

[ραq, Hint] =ı
∑

pβγ

εαβγρ
β
p(V β

p + V β
−p)ργq−p + (1− δα,c)

(2ı)2

2




′∑

p,β 6=α
V β
p


 ραq

=2ı
∑

pβγ

εαβγρ
β
pV

β
p ρ

γ
q−p. (F.4)

It was used that [ραq, ρ
β
p] = 2ı

∑
γ εαβγρ

γ
q+p. From the �rst to the second line it was assumed

that
∑′

q V
x,y,z
q = V x,y,z

ii = 0 and Vq = V−q. The commutator [ραq, Hint] may be interpreted
as the divergence of a current, ∇jα [cf. discussion after Eq. (C.7)]. Therefore, Eq. (F.4)
expresses that none of the interactions in Hint generate a charge current, [ρc, Hint] = 0,
while an exchange interaction V x,y,z will generate currents of the perpendicular spin com-
ponents13. Inserting the expression in Eq. (F.4) into the Ward identity Eq. (F.1) leads
to,

Gk+q −Gk =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
kk′q + ı

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ
∑

pβγ

εαβγV
β
p

〈
ckσc

†
k+q,σ′ρ

β
pρ

γ
q−p

〉
.

(F.5)

In the Heisenberg limit with the Ward identity in Eq. (F.3), and with isotropic exchange
couplings V x,y,z = J/4, the spin currents reveal their peculiar contribution as a coupling of
the exchange interaction J to the dynamical spin chirality [152],

ıω 〈S−qSq〉 = ı
∑

p

Jp 〈S−q (Sp × Sq−p)〉 . (F.6)

Here, Eq. (F.3) was written as a vector equation, the de�nitions of the spin operators
S = ρ/2, of the spin susceptibility ıωXα

q = 4ıω
〈
Sα−qS

α
q

〉
, and of the vector product were

used, (A×B)α =
∑

βγ εαβγAβBγ .

13 The spin components should not to be confused with the spatial direction of the current jα. Quanta
of the x component may �ow in y direction etc.
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According to Eqs. (F.5) and (F.6) the contribution of the interaction to the spin currents
enters the Ward identity in the form of a six-point correlation function14,

Xαβγ
kk′k′′qp = −ıεαβγ

∑

σi

sασ′1σ1
sβ
σ′2σ2

sγ
σ′3σ3

〈
ckσ1

c†
k+q,σ′1

ck′+p,σ2
c†
k′,σ′2

ck′′+q−p,σ3
c†
k′′,σ′3

〉
. (F.8)

Except for a prefactor one obtains the spin chirality in Eq. (F.6) by connecting ends of equal
�avor, i.e., summing

∑
kk′k′′ X

αβγ
kk′k′′qp [see Fig. 3.11 left]. Due to the Levi-Civita symbol in

its de�nition this correlation function vanishes whenever any one of its labels α, β, γ is the
charge �avor c, or if two of these labels are the same. The latter property is related to
the fact that the vector product in Eq. (F.6) is always perpendicular to its multiplicands,
A(A × B) = B(A × A) = 0. For Xαβγ the diagrammatic representation on the left of
Fig. 3.11 is appropriate. Using the de�nition in Eq. (F.8), the Ward identity of the extended
Hubbard model can be brought into the form,

Gk+q −Gk =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
kk′q −

∑

k′k′′pβγ

V β
p X

αβγ
kk′k′′qp, (F.9)

which merely hides the mess created in the spin channels by the exchange couplings V β
p .

A diagrammatic representation of the Ward identity in Eq. (F.9) is depicted in Fig. 3.11.
In the spirit of Eqs. (E.4) and Eqs. (E.5), one may expand the generalized susceptibility X
in the Ward identity Eq. (F.9) using the Bethe-Salpeter equation and divide both sides by
GkGk+q,

G−1
k −G−1

k+q =
(
[G0

k]
−1 − [G0

k+q]
−1
)

+
∑

k

Γαkkq
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
kk′q

−G−1
k G−1

k+q

∑

k′k′′pβγ

V β
p X

αβγ
kk′k′′qp (F.10)

Using Dyson's equation, [G0]−1 −G−1 = Σ, one has

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k

Γαkkq
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
kk′q −G−1

k G−1
k+q

∑

k′k′′pβγ

V β
p X

αβγ
kk′k′′qp.

(F.11)

14 A six-point correlation function always appears when [Hint, ρ
α] 6= 0: The commutator of operators

O(c†c) and O(c†cc†c) is given as

[c†acb, c
†
αcβc

†
γcδ] = (c†acβδbα − c†αcbδaβ)c†γcδ + c†αcβ(c†acδδbγ − c†γcbδaδ). (F.7)

Either the Kronecker symbols lead to a cancellation, or the result is of order O(c†cc†c). Insertion into the
Ward identity Eq. (F.1) then leads to a six-point correlation function.
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k′′ + q − p

k′′

k

k + q

k′ + p

k′

Xαβγ

γ

α

β
dG = +Xα Xαβγ V β

p

γ

α

β

Figure 3.11: Left: Diagrammatic representation of the six-point correlation function Xαβγ ,
which is similar to the spin-chirality [see Eq. (F.6)] but with open ends. Right: The integral
Ward identity of the extended Hubbard model with exchange couplings, Eq. (F.9). The full
circle represents the expression [G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1. The concentric circles represent the ex-

change interaction V x,y,z. Connecting Green's function lines of Xαβγ implies summation over
momentum k and spin �avor α.

The �rst term on the RHS can be simpli�ed by inserting the Ward identity Eq. (F.9), in
order to remove the non-interacting Green's function G0 from this relation,

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k

Γαkkq[Gk+q −Gk] +
∑

kk′k′′pβγ

V β
p (Γαkkq −G−1

k G−1
k+qδkk)X

αβγ
kk′k′′qp

=
∑

k

Γαkkq[Gk+q −Gk]−
∑

kk′k′′pβγ

V β
p (X̂α,−1)kkqX

αβγ
kk′k′′qp. (F.12)

From the �rst to the second line the inverted Bethe-Salpeter equation was inserted, Γ̂ −
X̂0,−1 = −X̂−1. From the LHS and the �rst term on the RHS one recognizes the familiar
relation dΣ = Γ̂dG that was discussed above. However, due to the presence of the chiral
3P correlation function Xαβγ in Eq. (F.12), further progress can not be made without
knowledge about its diagrammatic structure.

F.3 Bose-Fermi-Kondo model - The extended Hubbard model in zero
dimensions

Above, the Ward identity of the extended Hubbard model with the interaction Hamiltonian
Hint = 1

2

∑
qα ρ

α
−qV

α
q ρ

α
q was derived. In the limit of in�nite coordination number this model

maps to an impurity model when the nonlocal interaction is scaled with z−1/2 [136]. This
impurity model is known as a Bose-Fermi-Kondo model. The interaction Λα(τ − τ ′) of
this model is nonlocal in time, i.e., retarded, rather than nonlocal in space. The analogy
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between these interactions is obvious in the imaginary time path integral,

Sint =
1

2

∑

α

∫ ∫
dτdτ ′ρα(τ)Λα(τ − τ ′)ρα(τ ′). (F.13)

In the following the Ward identities of such an impurity model will be derived. As before,
the derivation starts from the Hamiltonian formulation of the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model,

Himp = Hat +H0
∆ +H∆ +H0

Λ +HΛ. (F.14)

Here, Hat = −µn + Un↑n↓ is the Hamiltonian of a single-orbital Hubbard atom. It is
coupled to a fermionic bath, the hybridization, via the Hamiltonians H0

∆ and H∆ that were
discussed earlier, see Eqs. (C.15), (C.16), and (C.17). The Hamiltonian Hat + H0

∆ + H∆

thus corresponds to the Anderson impurity model, with the on-site interaction U .
The remaining components H0

Λ and HΛ represent the retarded interactions. In the
Hamiltonian picture such interactions are mediated by bosons φα. For each channel of
the retarded interaction, one charge and three spin channels, respectively, there is one
�avor α of bosons. The non-interacting bosonic systems are comprised in the Hamiltonian
H0

Λ =
∑

αH
0,α
Λ , where

H0,α
Λ =

∑

q

Ωα
q (bαq )†bαq . (F.15)

Here, each bosonic �avor has a spectrum of energies Ωα
q , where q labels the quantum

numbers of the bosons. The construction operators (bαq )† and bαq create and annihilate a
boson of the �avor α with the quantum number q, respectively. The free system of bosons,
not coupled to the impurity, has the non-interacting bosonic Green's function,

Dαqω =
2Ωα

q

(ıω)2 − (Ωα
q )2

. (F.16)

The four reservoirs of bosons with �avors α = c, x, y, z mediate four retarded interactions
via couplings to the charge and spin densities ρα, comprised in the operator HΛ =

∑
αH

α
Λ .

The individual coupling operators read

Hα
Λ =

∑

q

wαqρ
αφαq , φαq = (bαq )† + bαq . (F.17)

Here, wαq is a matrix element coupling a boson with �avor α and the quantum number q
to the respective density ρα.

The operator ρα =
∑

σσ′ c
†
σsασσ′cσ′ is the density of the correlated impurity. In the Bose-

Fermi-Kondo model the impurity is coupled to two baths, the fermionic hybridization on
the one hand and the bosons mediating the retarded interactions on the other. Although
the physics described by the two baths is entirely di�erent, there exists a formal analogy
between them: The matrix elements vk (wαq ) couple the correlated fermions c†, c (density
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wβq

γ

α

β

∫
D[φα]

χαβγ Λβω′

γ

α

β

Figure 3.12: (Left) Diagrammatic representation of the mixed fermion-boson correlation
function in Eq. (F.20). The wiggly line connects two bosonic end points. The boson and two
fermions couple to wβ , which is represented by a small dot. Integrating out the bosons φα, the
mixed fermion-boson vertex takes the form of the chiral 3P correlation function χαβγ de�ned
in Eq. (F.32), whereas the fermion-boson coupling wβ gives rise to the retarded interaction Λβ .
The resulting Ward identity is analogous to that of the extended Hubbard model in Fig. 3.10.

ρα) to a bath of non-interacting fermions f †, f (bosons φα) with the spectrum εk (Ωα
q ).

More information on the fermionic bath is given above, see Sec. C near Eq. (C.15).
The derivation of the Ward identity starts from Eq. (C.30), where the commutator

[ρα, Hint] was left unspeci�ed. In the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model the interaction is given by
the Hubbard interaction and the retarded interactions, Hint = Un↑n↓ + H0

Λ + HΛ. Since
the Hubbard interaction Un↑n↓ commutes with the densities ρα, one only needs to account
for the bosonic baths, making use of the fact that all fermionic operators commute with
all bosonic ones, [f, φα] = [c, φα] = 0. Hence, the non-interacting bosonic Hamiltonian
Eq. (F.15) commutes with the densities, [ρα, H0

Λ] = 0 for α = c, x, y, z. This leaves the
coupling operators in Eq. (F.17) comprised in HΛ, leading to the Ward identity,

gν+ω − gν =
′∑

ν′

[∆ν′+ω −∆ν′ − ıω]χανν′ω +
1

2

∑

σσ′

sασ′σ〈cνσc†ν+ω,σ′ [ρ
α, HΛ]ω〉. (F.18)

Like in the extended Hubbard model the charge density ρc commutes with all interactions,
including the one in the charge channel that arises from the couplings wcq. The spin densities
ρx,y,z, on the other hand, do not commute with the retarded interactions of a perpendicular
�avor,

[ρα, HΛ] = 2ı
∑

βγ

εαβγ
∑

q

wβqφ
β
qρ

γ . (F.19)

The second term on the RHS of Eq. (F.18) is hence given as,

ı
∑

σσ′

sασ′σ
∑

βγ

εαβγ

′∑

ω′q

wβq 〈cνσc†ν+ω,σ′φ
β
qω′ρ

γ
ω−ω′〉. (F.20)

Diagrammatically this contribution to the Ward identity may be depicted as shown on the
left of Fig. 3.12. The remaining task is to integrate out the bosons from the Ward identity
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Eq. (F.18) to obtain a relation involving only impurity correlation functions. To this end,
one needs to introduce the path integral formulation of the BFK model with the action,

S′BFK = SAIM + S0
Λ + SφΛ, (F.21)

where the components of the BFK that correspond to the Anderson impurity model are
separated o� as

SAIM[c∗, c] =−
′∑

νσ

c∗νσ[ıν + µ−∆ν ]cνσ + U
′∑

ω

n↑,−ωn↓ω. (F.22)

Here, ∆ν is the hybridization function Eq. (C.20) that arises upon integrating out the
fermionic bath operators f †, f , as exercised below Eq. (C.24) in Sec. C. The bosonic part of
the action, S′BFK, comprises S0

Λ, originating from the non-interacting bosonic Hamiltonian
H0

Λ in Eq. (F.15), and of the fermion-boson coupling SφΛ, which corresponds to the Hamil-
tonian in Eq. (F.17). A source term Jα is added to SφΛ, which allows to represent bosonic
operators in impurity correlation functions via functional derivatives,

SφΛ[ρβ, φβ, Jβ] =
′∑

ωqβ

[wβqρ
β
−ω + Jβq,−ω]φβqω. (F.23)

In the path integral formalism the operators c†, c and φ are transferred to Grassmann
numbers c∗, c and complex numbers φ = b∗ + b, respectively. Making use of the source
term Jα in Eq. (F.23) the bosonic operators in the correlation function in Eq. (F.20) can
be replaced by functional derivatives,

∑

q

wβq 〈cνσc†ν+ω,σ′φ
β
qω′ρ

γ
ω−ω′〉 = Z ′−1

BFK

∑

q

wβq

∫
D[c∗, c, φ]cνσc

∗
ν+ω,σ′φ

β
qω′ρ

γ
ω−ω′e

−S′BFK

=Z ′−1
BFK

∑

q

wβq

∫
D[c∗, c, φ]cνσc

∗
ν+ω,σ′

(
− δ

δJβq,−ω′

∣∣∣∣∣
Jβ=0

)
ργω−ω′e

−S′BFK . (F.24)

Here, Z ′−1
BFK =

∫
D[c∗, c]e−S

′
BFK is the partition sum of the BFK model de�ned in Eq. (F.21).

In this form the bosons φα may now be integrated out from the path integral in Eq. (F.24).
This procedure is done in a slightly di�erent way than for fermions, some details are provided
in Appendix A. The result amounts to the following identity,

∫
D[φ]e−S

0
Λ−S

φ
Λ = Zφe−SΛ , (F.25)
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where Zφ =
∫
D[φ]e−S

0
Λ is the partition sum of the non-interacting bosonic system. The

e�ective action representing the retarded interaction is then given by

SΛ[ρβ, Jβ] =
1

2

′∑

ωqβ

[wβqρ
β
−ω + Jβq,−ω]Dβqω[wβqρ

β
ω + Jβqω]. (F.26)

Here, Dβ is the non-interacting Green's function of the bosons de�ned in Eq. (F.16), it was
used that Dβω = Dβ−ω. One may now perform the functional derivative in Eq. (F.24), with
the result

∑

q

wβq 〈cνσc†ν+ω,σ′φ
β
qω′ρ

γ
ω−ω′〉 =Z−1

BFK

∑

q

(wβq )2Dβqω′
∫
D[c∗, c]cνσc

∗
ν+ω,σ′ρ

β
ω′ρ

γ
ω−ω′e

−SBFK

=Λβω′
〈
cνσc

∗
ν+ω,σ′ρ

β
ω′ρ

γ
ω−ω′

〉
Λ
. (F.27)

Here, three abbreviations were introduced. Firstly, the e�ective action of the BFK model
was introduced,

SBFK =SAIM + SΛ[Jβ = 0]

=SAIM +
1

2

∑

ωα

ρα−ωΛαωρ
α
ω. (F.28)

Secondly, the brackets 〈· · · 〉Λ = Z−1
BFK

∫
D[c∗, c] · · · e−SBFK denote an average in the e�ective

action of the BFK. Here, Z−1
BFK = ZφZ ′−1

BFK =
∫
D[c∗, c]e−SBFK is the e�ective partition sum

of the BFK, where Z ′−1
BFK and Zφ are de�ned below Eqs. (F.24) and (F.25), respectively.

The subscript 〈· · ·〉Λ will be dropped in the following. And thirdly, the retarded interaction
was de�ned as,

Λαω =
∑

q

(wαq )2Dαqω =
∑

q

2(wαq )2Ωα
q

(ıω)2 − (Ωα
q )2

. (F.29)

As a result of integrating out the bosons from Eq. (F.27) one can deduce the following
replacement rule for bosonic operators inside impurity averages of the BFK model15,

"
∑

q

wβqφ
β
qω → Λβωρ

β
ω ". (F.30)

15 For further details with regard to integrating out bosons the reader is referred to Appendix A, as well
as [65] and [61]. As usual, the notation in Eq. (F.27) must not mislead to interpret the Fourier transform
to Matsubara frequencies to be done within the brackets 〈· · ·〉. See also the comment after Eq. (A.43) in
chapter 2.
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Performing this replacement in Eq. (F.20) and inserting the result into the Ward identity
Eq. (F.18) it takes the form,

gν+ω − gν =
′∑

ν′

[∆ν′+ω −∆ν′ − ıω]χανν′ω + ı
∑

σσ′

sασ′σ
∑

βγ

εαβγ

′∑

ω′

Λβω′
〈
cνσc

∗
ν+ω,σ′ρ

β
ω′ρ

γ
ω−ω′

〉
.

(F.31)

In full analogy to the extended Hubbard model a chiral 3P or six-point correlation function
arises on the RHS of the Ward identity of the BFK. This will be abbreviated as

χαβγνν′ν′′ωω′ = −ıεαβγ
∑

σi

sασ′1σ1
sβ
σ′2σ2

sγ
σ′3σ3

〈
cνσ1

c†
ν+ω,σ′1

cν′+ω′,σ2
c†
ν′,σ′2

cν′′+ω−ω′,σ3
c†
ν′′,σ′3

〉
.

(F.32)

The contribution of this correlation function to the Ward identity is denoted diagram-
matically on the RHS of Fig. 3.12. Integrating out the bosons from the impurity model
transfers the mixed fermion-boson vertex in Eq. (F.20) to the chiral 3P correlation func-
tion in Eq. (F.32). Connecting ends of equal �avor of χαβγ by summation over fermionic
frequencies and using the de�nition of the spin density operators Sα = 2ρα leaves behind a
local analogue of the spin chirality in Eq. (F.6),

′∑

νν′ν′′

χαβγνν′ν′′ωω′ = 8ıεαβγ

〈
Sα−ωS

β
ω′S

γ
ω−ω′

〉
. (F.33)

In case of an isotropic retarded spin-spin interaction Λx,y,z = Λs the contribution of the dy-
namical spin chirality to theWard identity Eq. (F.32) may be written as

∫ β
0 Λsτ2−τ3〈Tτ [Sτ1(Sτ2×

Sτ3)]〉dτ2 [cf. Eq. (F.6) and related discussion]. The local spin chirality vanishes whenever
two of the times τ1, τ2, τ3 are equal. The contribution of this correlation function to the
Ward identity vanishes if Λs is static, Λs(τ − τ ′)→ Λsδτ,τ ′

16.

F.4 Interpretation of the Ward identity of the BFK model

Apparently, the dynamical spin chirality arises in the Ward identity Eq. (F.31) as a peculiar
e�ect of a time-dependent spin-spin interaction, a similar contribution does not occur in
the charge channel. This is due to the fact that a retarded spin-spin interaction leads to
spin currents, whereas a retarded charge-charge interaction conserves both the charge and
spin quantum numbers.

The spin currents generated by the 'spin-bosons' can be understood intuitively in the
segment picture, which is used to solve the BFK in a continuous-time quantum Monte
Carlo (CTQMC) algorithm [98]. There the retarded spin-spin interactions are represented

16Strictly speaking, this is not possible here, since an interaction of the form given in Eq. (F.29) which
originates from a bosonic bath can not be static. However, in the e�ective action of the BFK model
Eq. (F.28) one might regard to Λα as a free parameter that need not be associated to a bosonic bath.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.13: Illustration of the spin-�ip events that are taken into account in the segment
picture [98]. (a) A spin-↑ electron resides on the impurity (left). An update of this world-
line may �ip the impurity spin into the ↓-state (right), in turn creating a spin-boson that is
denoted by an arc. The boson carries a spin +1, until after some time it is annihilated, �ipping
the impurity spin back from ↓ to ↑. (b) The inverse situation in case of a ↓-spin. Here, the
spin-boson carries a spin quantum −1. The spin-bosons contribute to the spin currents and
introduce the chiral 3P correlation function χαβγ into the Ward identity in Eq. (F.31). The
charge quantum number is conserved by the spin-bosons, such that they do not contribute to
the charge current. I kindly thank J. Otsuki for allowing me to use this �gure, Fig. 2 of [98].

by spin-�ip updates, which correspond to the action of spin-1/2 ladder operators S+ and
S− upon the impurity spin. This is shown in Fig. 3.13. Each of these spin-�ips creates or
annihilates a spin-boson, which trade spin quanta with the fermionic system. During the
time of its existence, the spin-boson carries the spin quantum ±1, which represents a spin
current. This spin current is independent of the charge current, spin quanta may enter and
leave the impurity while the charge remains in place.

F.5 Ward identity of the extended Hubbard model and of the BFK

Comparing to the Ward identity of the extended Hubbard model Eq. (F.5) one can see
that the Ward identity of the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model takes a fully analogous form. Both
identities may be comprised in a common notation as

Gk+q −Gk =
∑

k′

(
[G0

k′ ]
−1 − [G0

k′+q]
−1
)
Xα
kk′q −

∑

k′k′′pβγ

V β
p X

αβγ
kk′k′′qp, (F.34)

This Ward identity may be denoted diagrammatically as in Fig. 3.10. Likewise, a Ward
identity for the irreducible self-energies Σ and Γ of the BFK model may be derived, in full
analogy to Eq. (F.12),

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k

Γαkkq[Gk+q −Gk]−
∑

kk′k′′pβγ

V β
p (X̂α,−1)kkqX

αβγ
kk′k′′qp. (F.35)
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From Eqs. (F.34) and (F.35) the respective Ward identities of the BFK model are obtained
by performing the replacements in Eq. (C.18), as well as the following additional ones:

Quantity Lattice Impurity See de�nition

Bosonic momentum p (p, ω′) ω′

Interaction V α
p Λαω′ (F.29)

Chiral 3P GF Xαβγ
kk′k′′qp χαβγkk′k′′qp (F.8)

(F.36)

Here, a chiral 3P correlation function χαβγ was introduced in analogy to Eq. (F.8).

F.6 Susceptibility asymptotes

As has been seen earlier in Eq. (D.19), the non-commutativity of a density ρα with the
interaction Hamiltonian Hint manifests itself in the high frequency asymptote of the sus-
ceptibility Xα with a contribution,

〈[
ρα−q, [ρ

α
q, Hint]

]〉
. (F.37)

This contribution to the asymptote will be considered here for the extended Hubbard model
and for the BFK model.

For the extended Hubbard model with the interaction operator Hint = 1
2

∑′
qβ ρ

β
−qV

β
q ρ

β
q

the commutator [ραq, Hint] = 2ı
∑′

pβγ εαβγρ
β
pV

β
p ρ

γ
q−p has been calculated in Eq. (F.4). In-

serting this into Eq. (F.37) yields

2ı
′∑

pβγ

εαβγV
β
p

〈
[ρα−q, ρ

β
pρ

γ
q−p]

〉

=(2ı)2
′∑

pβγ

ε2
αβγ

(
V β
q−p

〈
ργ−pρ

γ
p

〉
− V β

p 〈ρβ−pρβp〉
)

(F.38)

This contribution vanishes in the charge channel α = c and the charge-charge interaction V c

does not contribute to this expression. In the derivation of Eq. (F.38) inversion symmetry
Vq = V−q was assumed and that the local part of the exchange interactions vanishes,∑′

q V
x,y,z
q = 0. Further assuming paramagnetism, where 〈ρx,y,z〉 = 0, one can substitute

the equal-time susceptibility −∑′ωX
β
qω = 〈ρβ−pρβp〉 in Eq. (F.38), see de�nition Eq. (A.46).

Inserting Eq. (F.38) into the expression Eq. (D.19) for the susceptibility asymptote one
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�nally has for the extended Hubbard model,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
qω =

′∑

k

〈nk〉 (εk+q + εk−q − 2εk)− 4
′∑

pβγω

ε2
αβγ

(
V β
q−pX

γ
pω − V β

pX
β
pω

)
.

(F.39)

Apparently, considering a susceptibility in the spin channel α ∈ {x, y, z}, the Levi-Civita
symbol on the RHS sorts out the �avors β 6= α in the summation on the RHS of Eq. (F.38).
As a consequence, the asymptote Xα of that channel depends on the susceptibilities Xβ 6=α

in the perpendicular channels but not on Xα itself. This can be seen as a consequence of
the fact that the interaction V β in a given spin channel β contributes only to the currents
of the spin components perpendicular to β. The asymptote of the local susceptibility is
obtained by summation over

∑′
q. As in Eq. (D.23) the �rst term on the RHS of Eq. (F.39)

then yields the kinetic energy,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
loc,ω =− 2Ekin + 4

′∑

pωβ 6=α
V β
pX

β
pω. (F.40)

Here, the exchange interaction V β appears next to the kinetic energy, which highlights its
role as a propagation channel for spin quanta of �avor α 6= β. In absence of exchange
interactions the spin is merely transported via the electronic hopping εk. In the Heisenberg
model the situation is reversed: The electronic hopping vanishes, the spin is only trans-
ported via the interaction [cf. discussion near Eq. (F.6)]. In this case the susceptibility
asymptotes in Eqs. (F.39) and (F.40) are determined entirely be the second contribution
on their RHS, respectively.

Lastly, the asymptote of the susceptibility will also be derived for the BFK model in
Eq. (F.14), which features a retarded spin-spin interaction mediated by bosons. In this case
one has to calculate the local expression,

〈[ρα, [ρα, Hint]]〉 . (F.41)

The commutator with the interaction Hint of the BFK model is given in Eq. (F.19),

[ρα, Hint] = 2ı
∑

βγ

εαβγ
∑

q

wβqφ
β
qρ

γ . (F.42)
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On the RHS the fermion-boson couplings wβ and the bosons φβ appear. Calculating the
second commutator one has,

〈[ρα, [ρα, Hint]]〉 =2ı
∑

βγ

εαβγ
∑

q

wβq 〈φβq [ρα, ργ ]〉

=− (2ı)2
∑

βγ

ε2
αβγ

∑

q

wβq 〈φβqρβ〉

=− (2ı)2
∑

βγ

ε2
αβγ

∑

qω′

wβq 〈φβq,−ω′ρ
β
ω′〉. (F.43)

In the last step the static average
〈
φβρβ

〉
was expressed through the dynamical correlation

function 〈φβ−ω′ρ
β
ω′〉 via a summation over bosonic Matsubara energies ω′. As discussed

above, integrating out the bosons φβ from the BFK leads to the replacement rule given in
Eq. (F.30), giving rise to the retarded spin-spin interaction Λβ . Performing this replacement
in Eq. (F.43) and inserting the result into the expression in Eq. (D.25) for the asymptote
one is left with,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2χαω =− 4
′∑

ν

gν∆ν − 4
′∑

ω′,β 6=α
Λβω′〈ρ

β
−ω′ρ

β
ω′〉

=− 4

′∑

ν

gν∆ν + 4

′∑

ω′,β 6=α
Λβω′χ

β
ω′ (F.44)

In the last step the impurity susceptibility, −χαω = 〈ρβ−ωρβω〉, was substituted for the para-
magnetic case where 〈ρx,y,z〉 = 0. Eq. (F.44) parallels the expression for the asymptote of
the local susceptibility in the extended Hubbard model, Eq. (F.40).

G Three-particle irreducible contributions to the integral Ward
identity

QIn the last section a lattice model and an impurity model were introduced, whose Ward
identities feature a six-point- or 3P-correlation function. Here the diagrammatic structure
of this correlation function will be discussed.

G.1 Loss of similarity to the noninteracting system

QThe appearance of the six-point correlation function Xαβγ in the integral Ward identity
Eq. (F.12) due to the exchange couplings V x,y,z obviously marks a substantial complication.
This contribution can be seen as a loss in similarity of the exchange-coupled system to the
non-interacting one. This is because an interacting system that satis�es [ρα, Hint] = 0 has
the same Ward identity in the channel α as the non-interacting system. This in turn is the
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case because then the non-interacting and the interacting system obey the same continuity
equation: ∂τρ = [H0 − µN, ρ]τ .

However, if [ρα, Hint] 6= 0, this is not the case anymore, the Ward identities of interacting
and noninteracting system are di�erent (compare Figs. 3.10 and 3.11). The same is the case
for the continuity equations, which are ∂τρ = [H0 − µN, ρ]τ + [Hint, ρ]τ in the interacting
system, instead of ∂τρ = [H0−µN, ρ]τ in the non-interacting one. This makes it seem that
the satisfaction of the Ward identity must be inherently more di�cult when [ρα, Hint] 6= 0.
Is it really guaranteed that Φ-derivable theories satisfy the Ward identity in Eq. (F.12)?

G.2 Does δΣ = ΓδG still guarantee local conservation?

Q Let us consider an argument why the framework of Baym & Kadano� is most likely not
su�cient to satisfy such a Ward identity: The six-point correlation function Xαβγ in this
relation contains essentially three-particle irreducible components. Therefore, it is not
possible to bring this Ward identity into the form dΣ = Γ̂dG, which features only the
1P and 2P irreducible self-energies Σ and Γ, this was noted earlier by W. Metzner [91].
However, it was seen above that the integral Ward identity dΣ = Γ̂dG is closely related
to the functional Ward identity δΣ = ΓδG [see discussion after Eq. (E.13)]. It seems that
due to the chiral 3P correlation function in Eq. (F.12) this correspondence between the
functional and integral Ward identities is not there anymore.

G.3 Diagrammatic structure of the six-point correlation function

In order to �nd out if a Φ-derivable approximation guarantees local conservation in a system
with the Ward identity in Eq. (F.12), the diagrammatic structure of the chiral six-point
correlation function Xαβγ needs to be examined. It will then be shown in Sec. H that the
Φ-derivable Hartree-Fock approximation indeed violates such a Ward identity. The reader
is advised to skip the following derivations on a �rst reading and jump to the conclusions
in Sec. I.

Diagrammatic decompositions of n-particle correlation functions with n > 2 are rarely
performed, Ref. [47] gives a clear account how this should be approached. Furthermore,
the importance of three-particle vertices in the dual fermion approach was analyzed in
Ref. [116]. In the following, the three-particle (3P) correlation function in Eq. (F.12) will
be decomposed diagrammatically in a similar way as in Refs. [47, 116].

In order to make progress, the 3P connected contributions need to be peeled out of Xαβγ

in Eq. (F.12). This is comparable to the calculation of the T -matrix from the four-point
correlation function G(2) by subtracting the uncorrelated parts and dividing by the 4 legs
(i.e. Green's functions),

F σσ
′

kk′q =
G

(2),σσ′

kk′q + βGkσGk′σ′δq −GkσGk+qσδkk′δσσ′Nβ

GkσGk+q,σGk′σ′Gk′+q,σ′
. (G.1)
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F

Figure 3.14: Typical three-particle reducible building blocks of the six-point correlation
function Xαβγ .

Similarly, �rst the 'uncorrelated parts' ofXαβγ have to be separated. However, uncorrelated
with respect to the 3P level need not mean that these parts are uncorrelated at the 2P level.
Therefore, some uncorrelated parts of Xαβγ are merely a product of three 1P reducible
Green's functions, others are a product of one Green's function and the 2P reducible vertex
F and its legs. Two typical contributions to the uncorrelated part of Xαβγ are shown in
Fig. 3.14.

Let us denote Xαβγ from Eq. (F.8) in the following short notation,

Xαβγ
11′22′33′ =− ıεαβγ

∑

σi

sα1′1s
β
2′2s

γ
3′3

〈
c1c
†
1′c2c

†
2′c3c

†
3′

〉
, (G.2)

where

1 = (k, σ1), 1′ = (k + q, σ′1),

2 = (k′ + p, σ2), 2′ = (k′, σ′2),

3 = (k′′ + q − p, σ3), 3′ = (k′′, σ′3).

(G.3)

Fortunately, what is needed is not a completely general six-point correlation function
with any spin labels, but only Xαβγ in Eq. (G.2), which has the factor εαβγsαsβsγ attached.
This may be considered as a 'chiral' channel, since the symmetries of these prefactors are
responsible for Xαβγ

kk′k′′qp becoming the spin chirality when closing ends of equal spin �avor
(i.e., summing over k, k′, k′′, cf. Fig. 3.11).

The symmetries of Xαβγ
kk′k′′qp imply the following simpli�cations: (i) The Levi-Civita

symbol in Eq. (G.2) yields zero whenever two �avors α, β, γ are equal, or if one of them
is the charge �avor c. Therefore, the labels α, β, γ will always be a permutation of the
set x, y, z. (ii) Since sx and sy are zero on the diagonal, they lead to zero whenever their
indices are equal, i.e., sxaa′ = syaa′ = 0 when σa = σa′ . (iii) Assuming paramagnetism
and using that Green's function is diagonal in the spin indices, an expression of the form
Gaa′s

z
aa′ = Gaδaa′s

z
aa will lead to zero under the summation over all spin indices σi in

Eq. (G.2).
First, let us �nd the 3P reducible parts of Xαβγ that are merely a product of three

Green's functions. For this one may pretend that Wick's theorem is valid and decompose
the chiral 3P correlation function in Eq. (G.2) into all possible triples of Green's functions.
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Figure 3.15: Lowest order 3P reducible diagrams of the chiral 3P correlation function
Xαβγ

11′22′33′ . Top: The only two surviving fully uncorrelated contributions, which are 3-fold
1P reducible. Other combinations vanish due to symmetries of the Levi-Civita symbol εαβγ ,
of the Pauli matrices sx,y,z, and due to paramagnetism. Bottom: The six surviving contribu-
tions to Xαβγ that consist of a 2P reducible (F ) and a 1P reducible part (G). Note that the
shapes drawn with bold black lines are a guide to the eye to help spotting the 2P reducible
contributions of F , while entry and exit points are not in the appropriate order.
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Of such diagrams, only the two on the top of Fig. 3.15 survive, due to the symmetries of
Xαβγ . In particular, no single Green's function can connect entry and exit points with the
same �avor α, β, γ, since then the summation over all spin labels in Eq. (G.2) leads to zero
due to the Pauli matrices. Thus, only two such "GGG" combinations remain, diagrams a)
and b) in Fig. 3.15.

The second type of lowest order 3P reducible diagrams in Xαβγ are those that have one
Green's function line and one 2P reducible contribution of the vertex F . The latter can
not be separated by cutting one line but by cutting two lines. Again, the single Green's
function line must not connect end points of the same �avor, whereas F may connect any
�avors, see diagrams c) to h). In fact, since there are three entry and three exit points, F
has to connect an entry and an exit of the same �avor. This �avor 'wins' over the other two,
as will be shown below, and the 2P reducible contribution attains the �avor of the majority
labels [thus the respective �avor labels in diagrams c) to h)]. Six of these diagrams survive.
The diagrams in Fig. 3.15 are all diagrams that do not have 3P irreducible parts. In the
following, the diagrams in Fig. 3.15 will be evaluated in detail and expressed through the
susceptibilities and T -matrices Xα and Fα.

G.4 Diagrams a) and b)

From the two diagrams a) and b) on the left of Fig. (3.15) one deduces the 3-fold 1P reducible
parts of Xαβγ as follows [permutation of the labels yields a minus sign, cf. Eq. (G.2)],

ıεαβγ
∑

σi

sα1′1s
β
2′2s

γ
3′3[G21′G32′G13′ +G12′G23′G31′ ]

=ıεαβγ
∑

σi

G1G2G3[sα21s
β
32s

γ
13δ21′δ32′δ13′ + sα31s

β
12s

γ
23δ12′δ23′δ31′ ]

=ıεαβγG1G2G3[Tr(ŝαŝγ ŝβ)δ21′δ32′δ13′ + Tr(ŝαŝβ ŝγ)δ12′δ23′δ31′ ]. (G.4)

From the �rst to the second line it was used that Gab′ = Gaδab′
17 and the Kronecker

symbols were used to perform the summations
∑

σ′1σ
′
2σ
′
3
. Going from the second to the

third line paramagnetism was assumed, such that Gσ does not depend on σ, allowing to
perform the remaining spin summations

∑
σ1σ2σ3

independently of the Green's functions.
For the Pauli matrices one has the identity ŝαŝβ = δαβ 1̂ + ı

∑
ε εαβεŝ

ε. Since α, β, γ have
to be di�erent in pairs due to the Levi-Civita symbol in the front, the traces simplify to
Tr(ŝαŝγ ŝβ) = ı

∑
ε εγβεTr(ŝ

αŝε) = 2ıεγβα and likewise Tr(ŝαŝβ ŝγ) = 2ıεβγα. In both cases
it was used that necessarily α = ε and Tr(ŝαŝα) = 2. The fully uncorrelated part of the
chiral 3P Green's function therefore simpli�es to,

− 2εαβγG1G2G3[εγβαδ21′δ32′δ13′ + εβγαδ12′δ23′δ31′ ]

=− 2ε2
αβγG1G2G3[−δ21′δ32′δ13′ + δ12′δ23′δ31′ ]

17In order not to clutter the formulae any further, the short notation on the Kronecker symbol δab will
later imply a factor Nβ where needed.
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From the �rst to the second line the (anti-)cyclic property of the Levi-Civita symbol was
used, εγβα = −εαβγ , and likewise, εβγα = εαβγ .

G.5 Diagram c)

Now to the 1-fold 1P and 1-fold 2P reducible diagrams on the right of Fig. 3.15. Let us con-
sider the four-point correlation function and its relation to the T -matrix F , in abbreviated
notation,

−
〈
c1c
†
1′c2c

†
2′

〉
= −G1G2δ11′δ22′ +G1G2δ12′δ21′ +G1G1′F11′22′G2′G2. (G.5)

The indices of F on the RHS correspond to the order of the construction operators on the
LHS. Looking at diagram c) in Fig. 3.15, it corresponds to a 1P reducible contribution of
G2δ23′ and a 2P reducible contribution stemming from the four-point correlation function〈
c1c
†
1′c3c

†
2′

〉
. The 2P reducible part of that correlation function is some G1G1′F11′32′G2′G3.

Therefore, the contribution of diagram c) to the uncorrelated part of Xαβγ is [a minus sign
arises due to permutation of the labels, cf. Eq. (G.2)],

ıεαβγ
∑

σi

sα1′1s
β
2′2s

γ
3′3G1G1′F11′32′G2′G3G2δ23′

=ıεαβγ
∑

σi

sα1′1ıεβγαs
α
2′3G1G1′F11′32′G2′G3G2δ23′ . (G.6)

From the �rst to the second line the summation over σ′3 was performed, then
∑

σ2
sβ2′2s

γ
23 =

δ2′3δβγ + ı
∑

ε εβγεs
ε
2′3 = ıεβγαs

α
2′3 was inserted, (this holds since α, β, γ are always di�erent

in pairs, such that ε = α). Now one recognizes that Green's function G does not depend
on the spin labels and that

1

2

∑

σi

sα1′1F11′32′s
α
2′3 = Fα11′32′ . (G.7)

This explains the label α on F in diagram c) of Fig. 3.15. Hence, one is left with the
following contribution of diagram c) to the chiral 3P correlation function,

− 2ε2
αβγG1G1′F

α
11′32′G2′G3G2δ23′
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G.6 Diagrams d) to h)

In the following, the respective results for all diagrams in Fig. 3.15 will be listed:

Diagram a): 2ε2
αβγG1G2G3δ21′δ32′δ13′

Diagram b): −2ε2
αβγG1G2G3δ12′δ23′δ31′

Diagram c): −2ε2
αβγG1G1′F

α
11′32′G2′G3G2δ23′

Diagram d): 2ε2
αβγG1G1′F

α
11′23′G3′G2G3δ32′

Diagram e): −2ε2
αβγG1G3′F

β
13′22′G2′G2G3δ31′

Diagram f): 2ε2
αβγG3G1′F

β
31′22′G2′G2G1δ13′

Diagram g): −2ε2
αβγG2G1′F

γ
21′33′G3′G3G1δ12′

Diagram h): 2ε2
αβγG1G2′F

γ
12′33′G3′G3G2δ21′

(G.8)

The contributions of diagrams a)-d) may be in terms of the generalized susceptibility
Xα

11′22′ = G1G1′(δ12′δ21′ + Fα11′22′G2′G2). Adding together diagrams a) and d), as well as
b) and c) one gets,

Diagram a)+d): 2ε2
αβγX

α
11′23′G3δ32′ ,

Diagram b)+c): −2ε2
αβγX

α
11′32′G2δ23′ .

(G.9)

G.7 The three-particle bubble

Now all the contributions of the diagrams in Fig. 3.15 will be collected to form the 'three-
particle bubble'. This consists of all diagrams that are 3P reducible and have no 3P ir-
reducible parts. First, collecting Eqs. (G.9) and (G.8), the 3P reducible vertex Pαβγ is
isolated,

Pαβγ11′22′33′ =
Xαβγ

11′22′33′−X
0,αβγ

11′22′33′
G1G1′G2G2′G3G3′

. (G.10)

This object is 3P reducible but it does have 3P irreducible contributions. Pαβγ is de�ned
in full analogy to the 2P reducible vertex in Eq. (G.1). On the RHS there is the full chiral
3P correlation function Xαβγ , from it all diagrams in Fig. 3.15 are subtracted. These are
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Figure 3.16: The 'three-particle bubble' X0,αβγ , expressed through the (2P) generalized
susceptibility Xα and the 2P reducible T-matrices F β and F γ . On the RHS are all diagrams
of Xαβγ that are 3P reducible and do not contain 3P irreducible parts. The small letters cor-
respond to the diagrams in Fig. (3.15) where the respective contribution stems from, compare
also Eq. (G.11). Note that in this �gure the entry and exit points are consistent with the
de�nition of Xα, F β , and F γ , cf. Sec. B of chapter 2.

all comprised into the three-particle bubble X0,αβγ ,

X0,αβγ
11′22′33′ = 2ε2

αβγ [Xα
11′23′G3δ32′ −Xα

11′32′G2δ23′ ]

+ 2ε2
αβγG1G1′

{
(G3F

β
31′22′δ13′ −G3′F

β
13′22′δ31′)G2′G2

+ (G2′F
γ
12′33′δ21′ −G2F

γ
21′33′δ12′)G3′G3

}
. (G.11)

This is the sum of all contributions in Eq. (G.8). The symbol ε2
αβγ is unity when α, β, γ

are a permutation of the set {x, y, z} and zero otherwise. A diagrammatic depiction of
X0,αβγ is shown in Fig. 3.16.
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H Violation of local spin conservation by the Hartree-Fock
approximation

In the following, it will be shown that the Hartree-Fock approximation to the extended
Hubbard model with exchange interactions is incapable to satisfy the Ward identity in
Eq. (F.12) in the spin channels. This Φ-derivable approximation was also considered by
Baym & Kadano� [16] for the Coulomb interaction in the continuum. In the extended
Hubbard model one has Hint = 1

2

∑
qα ρ

α
−qV

α
q ρ

α
q , where α = c, x, y, z runs over all channels,

including the spin channels x, y, z. For simplicity, paramagnetism will be assumed.
In order to show that the Hartree-Fock approximation violates the Ward identity, three

ingredients are needed: (i) The Hartree-Fock 1P self-energy, which was derived earlier in
chapter 2, Eq. (C.23),

ΣHF
k = V c

p=0 〈n〉 −
∑

pβ V
β
p Gk+p. (H.1)

(ii) The 2P self-energy of the channel α = z, this was determined in Eq. (B.8) as a functional
derivative of ΣHF,

Γzkk = 2V z
q=0 − V c

k−k − V z
k−k + V x

k−k + V y
k−k. (H.2)

(iii) Also the 3P correlation function Xαβγ needs to be approximated, since it contributes
to the Ward identity,

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k Γαkkq[Gk+q −Gk]−
∑

kk′k′′pβγ V
β
p (X̂α,−1)kkqX

αβγ
kk′k′′qp. (H.3)

A 3P self-energy or correlation function is not de�ned in the Baym & Kadano� theory.
However, the Hartree-Fock approximation violates the Ward identity when setting Xαβγ =
0, which can be seen by inserting this approximation into Eq. (H.3),

ΣHF
k+q − ΣHF

k =
∑

k

Γzkkq[Gk+q −Gk] (H.4)

⇔ −
∑

pβ

V β
p [Gk+p+q −Gk+p] =

∑

k

(2V z
q=0 − V c

k−k − V z
k−k + V x

k−k + V y
k−k)[Gk+q −Gk].

All Hartree contributions cancel out. Setting p→ k − k on the LHS one has,

−
∑

kβ

V β
k−k[Gk+q −Gk] =

∑

k

(2V z
q=0 − V c

k−k − V z
k−k + V x

k−k + V y
k−k)[Gk+q −Gk]

⇔ −
∑

k

(V x
k−k + V y

k−k)[Gk+q −Gk] = +
∑

k

(V x
k−k + V y

k−k)[Gk+q −Gk]. (H.5)

From the �rst to the second line, the contributions of V c and V z were canceled out. What
remains is certainly a false statement, since the respective contibutions of V x and V y do
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not cancel. Apparently, one is forced to make an approximation at the 3P level. The
next best reasonable guess is therefore to consider only the lowest order (i.e., 3P reducible)
diagrams of the 3P correlation function18. These are all comprised in the three-particle
bubble X0,αβγ in Fig. 3.16,

Xαβγ
kk′k′′qp ≡ X

0,αβγ
kk′k′′qp. (H.6)

This approximation corresponds to neglecting vertex corrections on the 3P level in Eq. (G.10).
Inserting this together with the Hartree-Fock approximation into theWard identity Eq. (H.3)
one has,

ΣHF
k+q − ΣHF

k =
∑

k Γzkkq[Gk+q −Gk]−
∑

kk′k′′pβγ V
β
p (X̂z,−1)kkqX

0,zβγ
kk′k′′qp. (H.7)

Next, the three-particle bubble from Eq. (G.11) will be inserted, going back to the mo-
mentum notation, 1 = k, 1′ = k + q, 2 = k′ + p, 2′ = k′, 3 = k′′ + q − p, 3′ = k′′, and
setting α = z. After some simpli�cations, which are detailed in Appendix B, and assuming
SU(2)-symmetry, F x = F y = F z ≡ F s, the Ward identity then takes the form,

ΣHF
k+q − ΣHF

k =
∑

k

Γzkkq[Gk+q −Gk]

−2
∑

kk′pβγ

ε2
zβγV

β
p (X̂z,−1)kkqX

z
k,k′,q(Gk′+q+p −Gk′+p)

−
∑

k

(X̂z,−1)kkqGk+qGkT
z
kq, (H.8)

where T z abbreviates the following expression,

Tαkq = 2
∑

k′pβγ

ε2
αβγGk+pGk′(V

β
q−p − V β

p )
{
Gk′+q−pF

s
k+p,k′,q−p +Gk′+pF

s
k,k′,p

}
. (H.9)

The second line of Eq. (H.8) orginates from the diagrams in box A of Fig. 3.16. The term
in the third line involving T z corresponds to box B in that �gure. Let us look at the second
line of Eq. (H.8). Firstly, one can see that the susceptibility Xz is divided out exactly from
this term, since

∑
k(X̂

z,−1)kkqX
z
k,k′,q = δk,k′ . Secondly, the Levi-Civita symbol �lters out

only the contributions of the interactions V β where β 6= z. This simpli�es the second line
18Obviously, it is not entirely clear which approximation to the 3P correlation function corresponds to the

Hartree-Fock level. However, the three-particle bubble seems to be the only straightforward choice, since
this corresponds to setting the "3P self-energy" to zero, i.e., 3P irreducible contributions are neglected. Since
in the Hartree-Fock approximation the 2P self-energy does not depend on Green's function [cf. Eq. (H.2)],
a functional derivative with respect to the latter indeed leads to zero.
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of Eq. (H.8) to,

−2
∑

kk′pβγ

ε2
zβγV

β
p (X̂z,−1)kkqX

z
k,k′,q(Gk′+q+p −Gk′+p)

=− 2
∑

p

(V x
p + V y

p )[Gk+q+p −Gk+q]

=− 2
∑

k

(V x
k−k + V y

k−k)[Gk+q −Gk]. (H.10)

Inserting this into Eq. (H.8), together with the explicit expressions for ΣHF and Γz from
Eqs. (H.1) and (H.2),

−
∑

kβ

V β
k−k[Gk+q −Gk] =

∑

k

(−V c
k−k − V z

k−k + V x
k−k + V y

k−k)[Gk+q −Gk]

−2
∑

k

(V x
k−k + V y

k−k)[Gk+q −Gk]

−
∑

k

(X̂z,−1)kkqGk+qGkT
z
kq. (H.11)

All terms in the �rst and in the second line cancel, merely leaving behind,

0 =
∑

k

(X̂z,−1)kkqGk+qGkT
z
kq. (H.12)

Again, no complete cancelation occurs, since the approximation is unable to account for
the contribution on the RHS of Eq. (H.12), which originates from the diagrams in box B of
Fig. 3.16. These diagrams represent the current of the spin density ρz that is caused by the
interactions V x and V y. Therefore, regardless of whether one neglegts Xαβγ or accounts for
its lowest order diagrams, contributions by the interactions V x,y lead to a violation of the
Ward identity in the considered spin channel α = z. Apparently, the simplest Φ-derivable
approximation violates the continuity equation of the spin density ρz, due to the exchange
interactions V x and V y. On the other hand, one shows in the same way as in Sec. E.2 that
the Ward identity holds in the charge channel α = c.
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I Conclusions

QP The calculation in Sec. H reveals a violation of the Ward identity by the most simple Φ-
derivable approximation. I attempt an intuitive explanation for this rather technical result:

The canonical reference for conserving approximations is Ref. [15], which proved that
Φ-derivable approximations to a many-electron system subjected to the Coulomb poten-
tial satisfy the continuity equation. However, this proof is formulated in the contin-
uum, where the Coulomb potential commutes with the charge and the spin densities,
%α(r) =

∑
σσ′ Ψ

†
σ(r)sασσ′Ψσ′(r), which is a rather special case. On the lattice the Coulomb

interaction generates many terms that do not commute with one or more than one of the
densities ραi =

∑
σσ′ c

†
iσs

α
σσ′ciσ′ (see also chapter 2, Sec. A). To say that the continuity

equation of %α(r) is satis�ed in the continuum is, very simply, a di�erent statement than
that the continuity equation of ραi holds on the lattice. In fact, the local densities ραi of the
lattice are nonlocal operators in the continuum [see Eq. (A.12) in chapter 2], such that on
the lattice the notion of 'local conservation' refers to an entirely di�erent observable than
in the continuum. It would be surprising if the statements made in Ref. [15] were valid
in a more general context than was considered. Indeed, the Hartree-Fock approximation
to an extended Hubbard model with exchange interactions violates the Ward identity, the
spin-dependent interaction of this model is not covered by Ref. [15]. On the other hand,
in an extended Hubbard model with nonlocal charge-charge potential the Ward identity
holds [see discussion near Eq. (E.10)]. This seems logical, since this interaction commutes
with the lattice densities ραi , analogous to the Coulomb potential which commutes with the
densities %α(r) of the continuum.

In quantum lattice models the picture of conservation laws is more fragmented than is
sometimes suggested. It was already mentioned in Ref. [15] that Φ-derivable approximations
to the electron-phonon problem need not conserve the electronic momentum. This exception
may serve as an incentive to examine the role that the interaction plays for conservation
laws. It turns out that the functional Ward identity,

δΣ = ΓαδG,

only guarantees local conservation when the interaction Hint conserves the density ρα, that
is

[ρα, Hint] = 0.

Then, the integral Ward identity dΣ = Γ̂αdG is valid and has a one-to-one correspondence
to the functional Ward identity δΣ = ΓδG of the Baym & Kadano� theory. This makes it
seem that Φ-derivable approximations may satisfy the Ward identity in one channel, where
[ρα, Hint] = 0 is satis�ed, but not in another one, where [ρβ, Hint] 6= 0.

This is indeed the situation that is encountered in the case of the Φ-derivable Hartree-
Fock approximation to the extended Hubbard model with exchange interactions, as dis-
cussed in Secs. F and H: The charge density n = ρc commutes with the interaction of this
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model, the Hartree-Fock approximation indeed satis�es the integral Ward identity in the
charge channel. The spin density Sx,y,z = ρx,y,z/2, on the other hand, does not commute
with the exchange interaction, hence the Ward identity is violated in the spin channel. This
violation happens in a characteristic way, due to the properties of the exchange interaction,

JxijS
x
i S

x
j + JyijS

y
i S

y
j + JzijS

z
i S

z
j .

The exchange interaction in a given channel, w.l.o.g. the z-channel, commutes with the
respective component of the spin density, [Szk , J

z
ijS

z
i S

z
j ] = 0. However, the interactions

in the x- and y-channels do not commute with Sz. Consequently, it turned out that the
violation of the Ward identity in the z-channel is not related to the interaction Jz, but only
to the perpendicular components Jx and Jy [cf. discussion after Eq. (H.12)] 19. On the
same note, the interaction Jz not only assigns a potential energy to the z-components of
two spins at sites i and j. It also serves as a channel for the x- and y-components of the
spins to propagate from site i to site j and vice versa. Jz creates a current of Sx and Sy

that becomes manifest in their continuity equations. This situation is sketched in Fig. 3.17.

Likewise, the interactions Jx and Jy generate a current of Sz. This kinetic aspect of
exchange interactions becomes manifest in the asymptote of the local spin susceptibility,
Eq. (F.40) in the text,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xz
loc,ω =− 2Ekin +

′∑

pω

(JxpX
x
pω + JypX

y
pω). (I.1)

Here, the kinetic energy Ekin stands side-by-side with the exchange interactions Jx and
Jy. This re�ects the fact that the z-component of the spin is transported by the hopping
and by the interactions Jx and Jy. Jz, on the other hand, does not contribute to the
asymptote of Xz. This interaction does not cause a current of Sz, since it commutes with
this observable. Likewise, exchange interactions do not contribute to the asymptote of the
charge susceptibility Xc, since the charge density commutes with all components of the
exchange interaction, [nk, JijSiSj ] = 0. It seems plausible that an interaction that does not
commute with the charge density, such as a pair-hopping c†i↑c

†
i↓V

p
ijcj↑cj↓, contributes with a

similar term to the asymptote of the charge susceptibility.
The asymptotic formula in Eq. (I.1) follows directly from the Ward identity (cf. Sec. D),

which takes account of all currents. In the Ward identity the propagation of densities
through the interaction manifests as an anomaly. In the case of the extended Hubbard
model with exchange couplings this identity reads in a lazy notation,

dΣq = Γ̂αq dGq − 1
4

∑
pβγ J

β
p (X̂α,−1)qX

αβγ
qp . (I.2)

The anomaly is the second term on the RHS, which involves a 'chiral' three-particle corre-
lation function Xαβγ . Such a Ward identity is also called an anomalous Ward identity [22].

19The exchange interactions were called V x and V y in Sec. H, J = 4V .
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∆Sy

Jzij

i j

x

y

z

Figure 3.17: A sketch of spins at lattice sites i and j that rotate around the z-axis under the
action of the exchange interaction Jzij (wiggly line). This interaction weighs the con�guration
Szi S

z
j with a potential energy Jz, but also leads to currents of the spin components Sx,y, since

they do not commute with Jz (for simplicity, only Sy changes here). Local spin conservation
of Sy is satis�ed if the change ∆Sy on lattice site i is exactly compensated by a change −∆Sy

at lattice site j (straight red arrows). The contribution of the exchange interaction to the spin
currents leads to the anomaly in the Ward identity Eq. (I.2). Φ-derivable approximations are
not guaranteed to conserve anomalous currents. Since classical spins are depicted, this sketch
should not be understood as an accurate representation of an exchange interaction or of a spin
current.

The situation can therefore be summarized as follows: There is nothing to a Φ-derivable
approximation that prevents it from violating an anomalous Ward identity. Therefore, Φ-
derivable approximations in general violate the Ward identity in a channel α if [ρα, Hint] 6= 0.
This is because this commutator leads to the anomaly in the associated Ward identity.

On the lattice most matrix elements of the Coulomb interaction do not commute with
the charge or spin densities. For this reason, the Baym & Kadano� theory is fully applicable
only to a very narrow range of lattice Hamiltonians, of which the Hubbard model and
the extended Hubbard model with charge-charge couplings are exemplary. Remarkably, a
number of important quantum lattice models are not covered, such as the Kondo-lattice
model, multi-orbital models featuring the intra-atomic Hund's rule exchange20, the t-J
model, and any other kind of exchange model. It should be noted, however, that these severe
limitations concern local conservation, the Ward identity, and the conserving properties of
the 2P response, which were discussed in this section. On the other hand, none of statements

20 In case of an intra-atomic exchange interaction the anomalous currents are local. It seems that in the
dynamical mean-�eld theory these currents should not pose a problem for conservation laws when the local
reference system is solved numerically exactly.
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Σ = + + F

δΦ
δG

dG = δΣ = ΓδG

[ρα, Hint] = 0

Xα

dG = +

[ρα, Hint] 6= 0

Xα Xαβγ

Figure 3.18: The integral Schwinger-Dyson equation [left, Eq. (C.12) in the text] is always
given by the Hartree and Fock diagrams plus T -matrix corrections, whereas the integral Ward
identity [right, cf. Eq. (F.9)] either relates correlation functions of the 1P and 2P levels, or of
the 1P, 2P, and 3P levels due to anomalous currents. The anomaly is the second diagram in
the bottom right. The functional Ward identity δΣ = ΓδG in general only yields a conserving
2P self-energy when there is no anomaly. Regarding the correspondence of the integral and
functional relations see also Eq. (E.14).

above is at odds with global conservation of a Φ-derivable 1P self-energy: It may well be
that an approximation Σ = δΦ

δG to the 1P self-energy satis�es global conservation laws and
is thermodynamically consistent with the grand potential (see Sec. B), while at the same
time the 2P self-energy Γ = δ2Φ

δG2 violates the continuity equation.
In fact, it seems plausible that of the two functional relations of the Baym & Kadano�

theory only the value of the functional Ward identity is undermined by anomalous currents.
This is because the Schwinger-Dyson equation is universal, whereas the Ward identity is
not: The integral Schwinger-Dyson equation can be derived from the equation of motion of
the construction operator,

∂τ c+ [c,H0 − µN +Hint] = 0.

This derivation was exercised in Sec. B. The construction operator never commutes with
the interaction and given a quartic interaction potential Hint ∝ O(c†cc†c) the Schwinger-
Dyson equation always has the same form. Namely, it yields the 1P self-energy Σ as the
Hartree and Fock diagrams plus vertex corrections comprised in the T -matrix F , as on the
left of Fig. 3.18. A higher vertex than F (such as a six-point vertex) does not appear in
the integral Schwinger-Dyson equation, it is therefore of universal structure21.

However, the shape of the integral Ward identity depends on the interaction, since it is
derived from the continuity equation,

∂τρ+ [ρ,H0 − µN +Hint] = 0.

21 Note that higher vertices do occur in the Schwinger-Dyson equation when the interaction potential is
of higher order than O(c†cc†c), as in the dual fermion formalism [116].
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This equation either comes with a �nite anomaly [ρ,Hint] of order O(c†cc†c), or without,
then the whole equation is of order O(c†c). Consequently, the integral Ward identity either
comes with an anomaly in the form of a six-point vertex on its RHS, or it comes without
an anomaly, both cases are shown on the right of Fig. 3.18.
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Chapter 4

Dynamical mean-�eld theory

"Elvis has left the building." - Unknown

The dynamical mean-�eld theory (DMFT) is beautiful. Since it was understood that
the Hubbard model can be mapped exactly to the Anderson impurity model in the limit of
large coordination number [92], DMFT has become one of the most important tools for the
study of strongly correlated electrons [32]. Amongst others, two aspects have contributed
to this success: (i) It is numerically feasible to apply DMFT in the context of real materials.
(ii) This allowed two formerly separate communities of condensed matter physicists, those
interested in the exact solution of model systems and those working in the context of real
materials, to combine their e�orts and to create synergies.

The �rst point relies on the fact that the DMFT approximation maps the Hubbard
model to a local impurity model, which can nowadays be solved e�ciently by means of
continuous-time quantum Monte-Carlo (CTQMC) solvers [33]. Although the computa-
tional expense of solving an impurity model grows drastically with the number of orbitals,
optimizations of CTQMC algorithms have made an application of DMFT to systems with
up to �ve or seven orbitals numerically feasible [102, 131]. Another step towards real-
istic applications is the uni�cation of the density functional theory (DFT) with DMFT
(DFT+DMFT) [2, 70].

The second point regards a former fault line within condensed matter physics. A per-
sistent dilemma of the �eld has been that one is either forced to accept making very coarse
approximations to real materials, or to employ model systems, which may not describe the
salient physics of the real material. DMFT and its embedding into the DFT has bridged
this gap: Nowadays, physicists interested in real materials and those interested in model
systems often share their insights during the same scienti�c sessions [148].

DMFT has �rst been applied to in�nite-dimensional systems, where it becomes exact.
In particular the existence of the Mott metal-to-insulator transition in this limit is an
established fact [32]. Although applications to lattices with an in�nite coordination number
have become more rare, improvements in the development of impurity solvers open up new
possibilities occasionally. For example, although DMFT solves the Hubbard model on a
lattice with in�nite coordination number formally exactly, it becomes di�cult in certain
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extreme regimes to obtain reliable results on the real axis, such as in a minutely doped Mott
insulator. While the quasi-particle peak vanishes in the Mott phase, tiny dopings revive
resilient quasi-particles with a very small coherence temperature and spectral weight [27].
In order to resolve such residual evidence of Fermi liquid behavior, highly accurate real axis
data is needed, such as from improved Numerical Renormalization group (NRG) solvers [28].
This has revealed the exact resistivity curve of a doped Mott insulator [27], which shows
no less than four distinct temperature regimes that range from the Fermi liquid over the
bad and strange to the high-T metal.

A Derivation of DMFT

Q DMFT has in common with other beautiful theories that it has many derivations. Some
are sketched below.

A.1 The limit of in�nite coordination number/dimensionality

The �rst derivation of DMFT was done in the limit of in�nite dimensions [92]. Nevertheless,
a straightforward expansion around this limit is not the best way to introduce DMFT as an
approximation for a lattice in �nite dimensions. A standard method to derive DMFT and
other dynamical mean-�eld theories in �nite dimensions is the cavity construction [32]. In
this approach one separates a representative site from the rest of the lattice and describes
the coupling between them via a retarded hybridization function. Corrections to this local
e�ective medium description, which is equivalent to the Anderson impurity model, vanish
in the limit of large coordination number.

The reason for this is essentially that at any given moment the further time-evolution
of the representative lattice site depends less and less on the particular con�guration of its
neighbors the more neighbors there are. This becomes clear when considering the opposite
limit, the Hubbard model on a one-dimensional chain with nearest neighbor hoppings: A
spin-↑ electron on a given lattice site may be temporarily locked in place by two other spin-↑
electrons to the left and right, as on the left of Fig. 4.1. Such situations are highly likely
to occur on a low-dimensional lattice and thus there are strong short-range correlations
between neighboring lattice sites, an e�ective single-site description is a bad starting point.
On the other hand, the chance that a non-generic situation is created spontaneously becomes
very small when the reference site has many neighbors. Then it is di�cult for them to
coordinate a similar conspiracy against an electron on the reference site. In the limit of
in�nitely many neighbors, z →∞, the time-evolution of the reference site is a�ected by its
environment only on average, which can be described by a hybridization of the reference site
with an e�ective dynamical bath. In this sense the cavity construction is a formal way to
express the separation of the lattice into a representative site and the rest. This separation
becomes exact in the limit of in�nite coordination number. Another way to derive DMFT
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Figure 4.1: Two momentary electronic con�gurations of a one-dimensional chain (left) and of
an in�nite dimensional lattice (right) around a reference site (circles). In the case of the chain
with coordination number z = 2 the mobility of an electron on a given site strongly depends
on states of electrons occupying the neighboring sites. Here, the ↑-electron on the reference
site is locked in place due to the Pauli principle, unable to move unless one of the neighboring
↑-electrons vacates its position. This corresponds to strong short-range correlations. In the
limit z →∞ the con�guration of the neighboring sites is always an exact representation of the
average occupancy, magnetization, ..., etc., of the whole crystal. The chance for a momentary
deviation of this environment from the mean is zero: The surrounding sites become an e�ective,
dynamical bath and nonlocal correlations vanish.

in the limit of large coordination number is to perform a dimensional analysis of the self-
energy diagrams of the Hubbard model, where only local contributions survive the limit to
in�nite dimensions [32].

Other ways to DMFT have been found later: For example, in the dual fermion approach
DMFT arises as the lowest level approximation to the self-energy of the dual fermions [122].
An embedding of DMFT into a wider context of approximations was done in the self-energy
functional theory [109]. The latter is based on the observation that two systems with the
same interaction Hamiltonian Hint but di�erent noninteracting Hamiltonians H0 share the
same functional dependence of the Luttinger-Ward functional Φ[G] on Green's function
G. This serves as a bridge between, e.g., the Hubbard model in the thermodynamic limit
and a small cluster of Hubbard atoms, that both have the same interaction Un↑n↓. The
self-energy functional theory therefore comprises a large number of 'self-consistent cluster'
approximations, in which the hopping of a cluster, optionally also a hybridization with a
non-interacting bath, is �xed self-consistently. DMFT arises in the limit of the smallest
cluster size of one atom, coupled to a continuous (i.e., in�nite) noninteracting bath.

A.2 Derivation from the Luttinger-Ward functional

QThe derivation of DMFT from the Luttinger-Ward functional is probably the most compact
and thence a frequently cited one: The Luttinger-Ward functional of the Hubbard model
Φ[Gij ] is a functional of Green's function. In DMFT this functional is approximated by
considering only the subset φ[Gii] of diagrams that contribute to Φ in which all propaga-
tors are local, Φ[Gij ] ≈

∑
i φ[Gloc,i = Gii]. As a consequence, the self-energy of DMFT is

local, Σij = δΦ[Gi′j′ ]/δGji = δφ[Gloc]/δGlocδji. In practice it is not possible to evaluate
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Σ = δφ[Gloc]/δGloc exactly, since φ[Gii] is unknown. The evaluation of Σ from φ is there-
fore circumvented by solving the Anderson impurity model, whose Green's function and
Luttinger-Ward functional are g and φ[g], respectively. By imposing the self-consistency
condition Gloc = g one makes sure that the impurity model sums up all local diagrams of
the lattice model.

The downside of this derivation is its abstraction, while it does not put DMFT into a
wider context of approximations, as the self-energy functional theory does. Since the cal-
culation of the Luttinger-Ward functional φ[g] must be circumvented, the critical recipient
of this argument is faced with a claim that is very di�cult to verify in practice (i.e., numer-
ically): That the converged solutions for Green's function and for the self-energy indeed
satisfy Σ = δφ[Gloc]/δGloc, which is the central point of the derivation. Furthermore, this
approach implicitly makes use of the fact that the Hubbard model and the Anderson impu-
rity model share the same interaction Hamiltonian. While this may be the case in DMFT,
it is not so in a number of related dynamical mean-�eld approaches (e.g. in EDMFT).
However, these are frequently motivated in the same way, i.e., as a local approximation
to the Luttinger-Ward functional. In these cases it is not obvious how the interactions of
lattice and local reference model ought to be related.

In this chapter and the following chapter 5 it will be clari�ed that if the goal is to obtain
a conserving approximation, that is, an approximation that satis�es the Ward identity of
the lattice model, the interaction Hamiltonian of the e�ective impurity model can not be
chosen in an arbitrary way. This is because it must be guaranteed that lattice system and
impurity model share the same type of Ward identity (this notion will be made explicit
later). It seems plausible that the main observation of the self-energy functional theory,
the universality of Φ for systems that share the same interaction Hamiltonian, may on a
deeper level be related to the fact that the Ward identities of the lattice and of the reference
system are then similar as well.

Lastly, the main practical implication of a derivation of DMFT from the Luttinger-
Ward functional are explicit bold-line expansions of the Luttinger-Ward functional, that
may be truncated at some order (i.e., methods that perform the expansion in Fig. 3.1 explic-
itly). Although it was pointed out in Ref. [32] that these are rather impractical, signi�cant
progress has been made in this respect [112]. At the same time, bold-line expansions have
also led to the discovery of the non-uniqueness of Φ [64], revealing a whole new set of deep
questions to grapple with away from the weak-coupling regime.

On the other hand, the derivation of DMFT from the Luttinger-Ward functional has
the advantage that it directly relates to the framework of conserving approximations by
Baym&Kadano�. As a consequence, DMFT satis�es the Ward identity of the Hubbard
model, which comes with all the bene�cial aspects discussed in chapter 3. In order to
accommodate the conserving aspects of DMFT within a more practical approach, one which
comes without the conceptual di�culties of its functional formulation, it will be suggested in
the following that it is advantageous to derive DMFT, and potentially other approximations,
directly from a Ward identity. The main results of this section were published in Ref. [65].
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A.3 Derivation from the Ward identity

QThe interaction Hamiltonian of the single-band Hubbard model conserves the local charge
and spin densities, [Hint, ρ

α] = [Un↑n↓, ρ
α] = 0. Therefore, Green's function G and the 1P

and 2P self-energies Σk and Γαkk′q of the Hubbard model have to satisfy the lattice Ward
identity, Eq. (E.6) of chapter 3,

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k′

Γαkk′q
[
Gk′+q −Gk′

]
. (A.1)

DMFT corresponds to approximating Σk ≈ Σν and Γαkk′q ≈ γανν′ω by their local counterparts
Σν , γ

α
νν′ω of an Anderson impurity model with a yet unspeci�ed hybridization function ∆ν ,

cf. de�nition in chapter 3, Eq. (C.15). The interaction Un↑n↓ of the Anderson impurity
model is the local counterpart of the lattice interaction and thus as well commutes with
the charge and spin densities. Therefore, a local analogue of Eq. (A.1), the impurity Ward
identity, is satis�ed by the respective quantities of the impurity model,

Σν+ω − Σν =
∑

ν′

γανν′ω [gν′+ω − gν′ ] , (A.2)

where gν is the impurity Green's function. Inserting the local approximation into the lattice
Ward identity in Eq. (A.1), it follows that the latter is satis�ed if and only if,

Σν+ω − Σν =
′∑

kν

γανν′ω
[
Gk′+q,ν+ω −Gk′ν′

]

=
′∑

ν

γανν′ω
[
Gloc,ν+ω −Gloc,ν′

]
. (A.3)

By comparison to Eq. (A.2) it follows immediately that this criterion is exactly satis�ed
if the self-consistency condition Gloc = g holds, which can be achieved by self-consistent
adjustment of the hybridization function ∆. In order to allow symmetry-broken phases, the
derivation may be repeated from suitable Ward identities that are valid in the given phase,
such as Eqs. (E.8) and (E.9) of chapter 3 in case of broken SU(2) symmetry.

A trivial outcome of this approach to DMFT is that it satis�es the Ward identity
Eq. (A.1). Whether or not this is the case has been, in fact, an open question for some
time and it was eventually validated numerically in Ref. [39]. As expected, Eq. (A.3)
holds in converged DMFT calculations1. According to the derivation given above, the
lattice Ward identity Eq. (A.1) holds by virtue of, and is equivalent to, the impurity Ward
identity Eq. (A.2), provided that the DMFT self-consistency condition is satis�ed. As a
consequence, all statements that can be derived from the lattice Ward identity Eq. (A.1)

1Note that the local Ward identity Eq. (A.2) always holds when the impurity correlation functions are
obtained numerically exactly, since it is an exact statement, whereas Eq. (A.3) in general only holds by
virtue of the self-consistency condition.
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hold in DMFT, combined with those that follow from the impurity Ward identity Eq. (A.2).
The simultaneous satisfaction of two Ward identities, one on the lattice and one on the
impurity, entails a number of appealing synergies, which will be discussed below. As another
side e�ect it is clear from the derivation that next to the 1P self-energy Σ, also the 2P self-
energy Γ is a central object of DMFT. In fact, one may view the introduction of Γ into the
derivation of DMFT as the price one has to pay for removing the Luttinger-Ward functional
Φ from the scene2. Fortunately, neither Γ nor Φ need to be known in order to complete the
DMFT cycle, which is certainly one of the assets that have made DMFT so successful. In
contrast to Φ, however, Γ can be evaluated numerically exactly.

B Four formulations of the DMFT susceptibility

Q In the following, four equivalent formulations of the DMFT susceptibility will be introduced
for later reference. It will also be shown that two of these formulations can be seen as
formal precursors to the dual fermion and dual boson approaches, which emerge as natural
extensions of DMFT. A number of key facts concerning the DMFT susceptibility will be
explained along the way. Paramagnetism is assumed throughout, although all formulae can
be generalized to ordered phases.

B.1 Explicit use of the 2P self-energy Γ

The most straightforward way to formulate the susceptibility in DMFT is to make use of
its approximation to the 2P self-energy explicitly. The Bethe-Salpeter equation, Eq. (B.1)
of chapter 2, in DMFT approximation then reads in k, k′-matrix notation,

X̂α
q = X̂0

q + X̂0
q γ̂

α
ωX̂

α
q , (B.1)

where X0 is a bubble of DMFT Green's functions, G−1
k = [G0

k]
−1−Σν , and the approxima-

tion Γα ≈ γα for the 2P self-energy has been inserted. Often the Bethe-Salpeter equation
is formulated equivalently for the T -matrix,

F̂αq = γ̂αω + γ̂αωX̂
0
q F̂

α
q , (B.2)

A crucial simpli�cation of the DMFT approximation to the susceptibility is that due to
the locality of the 2P self-energy γ the T -matrix F does not depend on the momenta k
and k′ (it does depend on the transferred momentum q in which the BSE is diagonal).
Therefore, all objects in Eq. (B.2) are merely matrices in the fermionic frequencies ν and
ν ′3. Only this simpli�cation makes the storage and handling of the matrices involved in the

2Cf. chapter motto.
3 Since the k,k′-dependencies drop out of Eq. (B.2), the momentum summation implied by matrix

multiplications [see Eq. (B.5) of chapter 2] will be dropped on a case by case basis, such that Ĉ = ÂB̂ may
either imply Ckk′ =

∑′
k′′ Akk′′Bk′′k′ or Cνν′ =

∑′
ν′′ Aνν′′Bν′′ν′ . Note that the generalized susceptibility

in Eq. (B.1) does depend on k and k′.
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Bethe-Salpeter equation numerically feasible when considering a reasonably large number
of k-points to reach the thermodynamic limit N →∞.

Although the direct use of the 2P self-energy γ is the most obvious way to proceed, it
has several downsides. Firstly, γ is, probably without exception, not the 2P quantity that
is obtained by a quantum impurity solver. Instead, the local four-point correlation function

g
(2),σσ′

νν′ω = −
〈
cνσc

†
ν+ω,σcν′+ω,σ′c

†
ν′σ′

〉
(B.3)

is measured by impurity solvers [ g(2),σσ̄ is de�ned analogously, cf. also de�nition in
imaginary time in chapter 2, Eq. (A.23)]. From this the local generalized susceptibilities
χσσ

′
νν′ω = g

(2),σσ′

νν′ω + βgνσgν′σ′δω and χσσ̄νν′ω = g
(2),σσ̄
νν′ω are obtained [cf. chapter 2, Eq. (A.49)],

and optionally brought into the channels α = c, x, y, z via the Pauli matrices [cf. chapter 2,
Eq. (A.27)]. One may then proceed by inverting the local Bethe-Salpeter equation for the
generalized susceptibility in order to solve for γ,

χ̂αω = χ̂0
ω + χ̂0

ωγ̂
α
ω χ̂

α
ω, (B.4)

⇔ χ̂0,−1
ω = χ̂α,−1

ω + γ̂αω , (B.5)

where χ0
νν′ω = gνgν+ωβδνν′ = χ0

νωβδνν′ is the local impurity bubble. Alternatively, one
solves χ̂αω = χ̂0

ω + χ̂0
ωf

α
ω χ̂

0
ω for the local T -matrix f , explicitly [cf. chapter 2, Eq. (B.10)],

fανν′ω =
χανν′ω − gνgν+ωβδνν′

gνgν+ωgν′gν′+ω
. (B.6)

The 2P self-energy is then obtained by inverting the Bethe-Salpeter equation for f ,

f̂αω = γ̂αω + γ̂αω χ̂
0
ωf̂

α
ω , (B.7)

⇔ γ̂α,−1
ω = f̂α,−1

ω + χ̂0
ω. (B.8)

Regardless of whether Eq. (B.5) or Eq. (B.8) is used to compute γ, in both cases a local
Bethe-Salpeter equation has to be inverted. Since either the generalized susceptibility χ or
the T -matrix f are typically known only at a limited number of Matsubara frequencies, this
inversion introduces a cuto� error. In particular at low temperature it can be a numerically
intense task to measure these objects in CTQMC solvers at a su�cient number of frequencies
in order to make the error introduced by the inversion small enough. The error of χ and f
in Monte-Carlo calculations is furthermore larger at large Matsubara frequencies, such that
in the calculation of γ the error of the larger frequencies then propagates also to the smaller
ones due to the Matrix inversion. A further issue when working directly with the irreducible
2P self-energy γ is that it is known to diverge in regimes of intermediate to strong coupling
in DMFT applications to the Hubbard model and to the Falicov-Kimball model [125, 117],
although the reducible objects χ and f typically show perfectly non-singular behavior.
These divergences have, in fact, recently been linked to the existence of unphysical branches
of the Luttinger-Ward functional [35]. For these reasons it is advantageous in practical
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calculations to avoid the explicit use of the local 2P self-energy γ.

B.2 Reformulation in terms of the local T-matrix - Dual fermions

A frequently used reformulation of the T -matrix of DMFT relies on the simple observation
that one may invert the Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (B.2) and eliminate γ by making use of the
local Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (B.8),

γ̂α,−1
ω =F̂α,−1

q + X̂0
q

=f̂α,−1
ω + χ̂0

ω, (B.9)

⇒F̂α,−1
q + X̂0

q − χ̂0
ω = f̂α,−1

ω . (B.10)

Multiplication of this equation by F from the right and by f from the left yields,

F̂αq = f̂αω + f̂αω
ˆ̃X0
q F̂

α
q , (B.11)

where X̃0
q denotes the nonlocal bubble,

X̃0
kk′q = X0

kk′q − χ0
νν′ωNδk,k′ = (GkGk+q − gνgν+ω)δkk′Nβ = X̃0

kqδkk′Nβ. (B.12)

The Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (B.11) is now formulated in terms of the local T -matrix f and
an inversion of a local Bethe-Salpeter equation is no longer required. This avoids the
issues pointed out after Eq. (B.8) and comes with the additional bene�t that the nonlocal
bubble X̃0 decays faster in the Matsubara frequencies than the bubble X0. This makes the
handling of its high frequency asymptote more accurate or even unnecessary in numerical
applications.

Eq. (B.11) also draws a connection between DMFT and the dual fermion approach,
which is seen as follows: The nonlocal bubble has the favorable property that it can be
factorized into nonlocal Green's functions G̃k = Gk − gν when it is summed over the mo-
mentum k. Making use of the DMFT self-consistency condition Gloc =

∑′
kGk = g one

has,

′∑

k

G̃kG̃k+q =
′∑

k

(Gk − gν)(Gk+q − gν+ω)

=

′∑

k

(GkGk+q −Gkgν+ω − gνGk+q + gνgν+ω)

=

′∑

k

(GkGk+q − gνgν+ω) =

′∑

k

X̃0
kq ≡ X̃0

νq. (B.13)
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Furthermore, also by virtue of self-consistency, the local part of this expression vanishes,

′∑

q

X̃0
νq =

′∑

q

′∑

k

(GkGk+q − gνgν+ω) = (gνgν+ω − gνgν+ω) = 0. (B.14)

Making the momentum and frequency summations
∑

k =
∑′

kν explicit and using Eq. (B.13),
the Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (B.11) can be expressed as,

Fανν′q =fανν′ω +
′∑

k′′ν′′

fανν′′ωX̃
0
k′′qF

α
ν′′ν′q,

=fανν′ω +
′∑

ν′′

fανν′′ωX̃
0
ν′′qF

α
ν′′ν′q. (B.15)

Here, the de�nition in Eq. (B.13) was inserted, making use of the fact that f and F do not
depend on k or k′.

The Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (B.15) is now formulated in terms of the k-summed nonlocal
bubble in Eq. (B.13). Since the latter is equivalent to the k-summed bubble of nonlocal
Green's functions, X̃0

ν′′q =
∑′

k G̃kG̃k+q, it is tempting to view the nonlocal Green's function
G̃ as the fundamental building block of the DMFT susceptibility, as an alternative to the
DMFT Green's function G. In fact, this viewpoint is put on solid ground within the dual
fermion approach [122], and Eq. (B.15) can be seen as a precursor to the Bethe-Salpeter
equation of the dual fermions, whose noninteracting Green's function is the nonlocal DMFT
Green's function G̃k = Gk−gν . In the dual fermion approach one progresses beyond DMFT
by dressing G̃ with a k-dependent self-energy Σ̃, G̃−1

k = G̃−1
k −Σ̃k, where G̃ is the interacting

Green's function of the dual fermions.

B.3 Exact summation of all local diagrams

While the reformulation in Eq. (B.15) of the Bethe-Salpeter equation already improves
upon Eq. (B.2), further progress can be made by summing up all purely local diagrams in
the Bethe-Salpeter equation exactly. It was presumably �rst noted by Pruschke et al.4 that
such a procedure leads to superior quality of �nal results in numerical calculations of the
DMFT susceptibility [113]. A suitable formulation of the DMFT susceptibility is obtained
as follows: The Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (B.1) is inverted and the 2P self-energy γ eliminated by
inserting Eq. (B.5), this leads to

X̂α,−1
q − X̂0,−1

q =χ̂α,−1
ω − χ̂0,−1

ω ,

⇔ X̂α,−1
q + ξ̂q =χ̂α,−1

ω , (B.16)

4 I like to recommend to the reader the many great papers on DMFT of T. Pruschke, who unfortunately
passed away much too early in 2016, that are among the best papers on the method, and which may serve
as instructive examples of clarity and readability.
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where the expression involving the impurity bubble χ0 and the DMFT bubble X0 was
abbreviated as ξ̂q = (χ̂0,−1

ω − X̂0,−1
q ). Multiplying Eq. (B.16) by χα from the right and

by Xα from the left, as well as doing this vice versa, one obtains two alternative ladder
equations for Xα,

X̂α
q =χ̂αω + χ̂αω ξ̂qX̂

α
q

=χ̂αω + X̂α
q ξ̂qχ̂

α
ω. (B.17)

Inserting the second relation on the RHS of the �rst it follows that,

X̂α
q =χ̂αω + χ̂αω(ξ̂q + ξ̂qX̂

α
q ξ̂q)χ̂

α
ω. (B.18)

Using Eq. (B.16) the expression in brackets can be reformulated as ξ̂q+ξ̂qX̂α
q ξ̂q = ξ̂qX̂

α
q χ̂

α,−1
ω .

On the other hand, Eq. (B.16) can also be solved for X̂α
q = (1̂− χ̂αω ξ̂q)−1χ̂αω. The expression

in brackets in Eq. (B.18) is therefore given as ξ̂q + ξ̂qX̂
α
q ξ̂q = ξ̂q(1̂− χ̂αω ξ̂q)−1. Inserting this

into Eq. (B.16) it follows,

X̂α
q = χ̂αω + χ̂αω

[
ξ̂q(1̂− χ̂αω ξ̂q)−1

]
χ̂αω. (B.19)

This is the relation derived in Ref. [113]. It has favorable properties for numerical appli-
cations, since one can make use of the fact that in practice the goal is rarely to explicitly
evaluate the generalized susceptibility but the susceptibility, Xα

q = 2
∑

kk′ X
α
kk′q. Per-

forming the trace over k and k′ in Eq. (B.19) one can identify the impurity susceptibility,
χαω = 2

∑′
νν′ χ

α
νν′ω, and it is therefore possible to rewrite the susceptibility of DMFT as

the sum of the local impurity susceptibility χαω = −
〈
ρα−ωρ

α
ω

〉
+ β 〈ρα〉 〈ρα〉 δω and nonlocal

corrections X ′,

Xα
q = χαω +X ′αq . (B.20)

The great advantage of this reformulation over Eqs. (B.2) and (B.15) is that the impurity
susceptibility χαω can be measured directly in Monte Carlo calculations, which typically
has a rather small statistical error compared to fermionic variables. Eq. (B.20) yields
numerical results of superior quality because all diagrams comprised in the local Bethe-
Salpeter Eq. (B.4) are summed up exactly into this directly measurable object. In Eqs. (B.2)
and (B.15) this is not the case and the local BSE is then implicitly summed numerically,
introducing large cuto� errors, since all quantities are only known at a �nite number of
Matsubara frequencies.

B.4 Dual bosons

The fourth formulation of the DMFT susceptibility was found in the context of the dual
boson approach [121], it is explicitly shown to be equivalent to the DMFT susceptibility in
Ref. [39]. The dual boson formulation is equivalent to Eq. (B.19) and can be derived by
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reformulating

ξ̂q =(χ̂0,−1
ω − X̂0,−1

q )

=χ̂0,−1
ω (X̂0

q − χ̂0
ω)X̂0,−1

q

=χ̂0,−1
ω

ˆ̃X0
q X̂

0,−1
q , (B.21)

where the de�nition of the nonlocal bubble ˆ̃X0 in Eq. (B.12) was used. In the same way

one shows that ξ̂q = X̂0,−1
q

ˆ̃X0
q χ̂

0,−1
ω . Using this in Eq. (B.18) and expressing the generalized

susceptibility by the T -matrix, X̂α
q = X̂0

q + X̂0
q F̂

α
q X̂

0
q , one obtains

X̂α
q =χ̂αω + χ̂αω(ξ̂q + ξ̂qX̂

0
q ξ̂q)χ̂

α
ω + χ̂αωχ̂

0,−1
ω

ˆ̃X0
q F̂

α
q

ˆ̃X0
q χ̂

0,−1
ω χ̂αω. (B.22)

The second term on the RHS of this relation simpli�es, since ξ̂q + ξ̂qX̂
0
q ξ̂q = χ̂0,−1

ω
ˆ̃X0
q χ̂

0,−1
ω .

Abbreviating λ̂α,lω = χ̂αωχ̂
0,−1
ω and λ̂α,rω = χ̂0,−1

ω χ̂αω one �nally has

X̂α
q = χ̂αω + λ̂α,lω

[
ˆ̃X0
q + ˆ̃X0

q F̂
α
q

ˆ̃X0
q

]
λ̂α,rω . (B.23)

Multiplication by two and summation over the outer fermionic frequencies leads to the
formula derived in Ref. [39]. The matrix elements of λ are given as,

λα,rνν′ω =
′∑

ν′′

χ0,−1
νν′′ωχ

α
ν′′ν′ω =

′∑

ν′′

(gνgν+ω)−1δνν′′χ
α
ν′′ν′ω

=βδνν′ + fανν′ωgν′gν′+ω, (B.24)

where from the �rst to the second line the generalized susceptibility χ was expressed through
the T -matrix f .

One should note that the newly introduced vertices λl and λr have a clear physical
interpretation as the three-leg vertices of the impurity model, as depicted in Fig. 4.2. λr is
hence related to the generalized susceptibility χ by the amputation of the left pair of legs
gνgν+ω. Tracing out the fermionic frequencies ν and ν ′ from Eq. (B.23) in order to obtain
the susceptibility, Xq = 2

∑′
νν′ Xνν′q, implies connecting the remaining pair of legs of λr,

λα,rνω ≡
′∑

ν′

λα,rνν′ω =1 +

′∑

ν′

fανν′ωgν′gν′+ω. (B.25)

After closing the legs of the matrix λα,rνν′ω on the right by summing over ν ′ there remains
a vector λα,rνω in the fermionic frequency ν, which will therefore be denoted without a hat.
One likewise de�nes λα,lνν′ω by amputating the right legs of the generalized susceptibility
and λα,lν′ω =

∑′
ν λ

α,l
νν′ω. The three-leg vertices λl and λr are related due to the crossing
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χα = + fα

λα,r = + fα

Figure 4.2: The three-leg vertex λr of the impurity model is obtained by amputating the
pair of legs on the left side of the generalized susceptibility χ̂ and closing those on the right
side. Similarly, λl is constructed by removing the legs on the right but is related to λr due to
the crossing symmetry of the T -matrix f [see Eq. (B.26)]. Black dots symbolize bosonic end
points and come with a factor of 1.

symmetry fν,ν′,ω = fν′+ω,ν+ω,−ω of the T -matrix, which follows from the de�nition of the
local four-point correlation function in Eq. (B.3),

λα,rνω =1 +
′∑

ν′

fαν′+ω,ν+ω,−ωgν′gν′+ω

=1 +
′∑

ν′

gν′gν′−ωf
α
ν′,ν+ω,−ω

=λα,lν+ω,−ω. (B.26)

Performing the trace over fermionic frequencies in Eqs. (B.19) and (B.23) de�nes the non-
local corrections X ′ in Eq. (B.20) that carry the dependence of the DMFT susceptibility
on the transferred momentum q,

X ′
α
q =2Tr

(
χ̂αω

[
ξ̂q(1̂− χ̂αω ξ̂q)−1

]
χ̂αω

)

=2Tr
(
λ̂α,lω

[
ˆ̃X0
q + ˆ̃X0

q F̂
α
q

ˆ̃X0
q

]
λ̂α,rω

)
. (B.27)

In the �rst line is the formulation of Pruschke et al. in Eq. (B.19), the second line shows
the formulation as used in the dual boson approach. It should be noted that taking the
trace in the second line merely amounts to leaving out the hat on top of λl and λr, implying
summations as in Eq. (B.25).

In the dual boson approach the DMFT susceptibility is formulated in terms of the
nonlocal bubble X̃0, which was seen in Eq. (B.13) to be a bubble of bare dual fermion
propagators G̃. In contrast to the dual fermion approach one not only introduces a fermionic
self-energy Σ̃ for the dual fermions but also a bosonic self-energy Π̃ and bare and dressed
bosonic propagators X̃ and X̃, respectively, that are related via a Dyson equation, X̃α,−1

q =
X̃α,−1
q − Π̃α

q . In the simplest approximation to the Hubbard model, which amounts to
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DMFT, one sets Σ̃ = 0, whereas Π̃ is given as,

Π̃α
q = χα,−1

ω X ′
α
q χ

α,−1
ω =2χα,−1

ω λα,lω

[
ˆ̃X0
q + ˆ̃X0

q F̂
α
q

ˆ̃X0
q

]
λα,rω χα,−1

ω . (B.28)

In the notation introduced in Refs. [121] and [85] the factors χα,−1
ω are absorbed into the

de�nition of λ. Expressing the nonlocal corrections X ′ in Eq. (B.20) via the bosonic self-
energy Π̃ in Eq. (B.28), the DMFT susceptibility is thence given as,

Xα
q = χαω + χαωΠ̃α

q χ
α
ω. (B.29)

A qualitative di�erence between the fermionic and the bosonic degrees of freedom is that
in the simplest approximation, i.e., DMFT, the self-energy Σ̃ of the dual fermions is zero,
whereas Π̃, the one of the dual bosons, is �nite and large. Since DMFT satis�es the Ward
identity, its susceptibility is subjected to a number of exact constraints derived in chapter 3,
such as ıωXα

q=0,ω = 0 as a consequence of global charge and spin conservation [cf. chapter 3,
Eq. (D.3)]. The impurity susceptibility χαω, the �rst term on the RHS of Eq. (B.29), does
not have this property, therefore, Π̃ is required to reconcile this constraint. Explicitly,
χαωΠ̃α

q=0,ω = −1 has to be satis�ed for any �nite ω 6= 0. It is therefore clear that neglecting
Π̃, or its momentum dependence, leads to a violation of global conservation laws.

Although the dual boson formulation of the DMFT susceptibility in Eq. (B.29) is even-
tually equivalent to the formula of Pruschke et al. in Eq. (B.19), it can be interpreted in a
more straightforward way as a ladder of nonlocal DMFT bubbles X̃0, i.e., as a ladder of bare
dual fermions. It is worth noting that, next to the exact summation of all local diagrams
into χαω, an added bene�t of Eqs. (B.19) and (B.29) is that the arising three-leg vertices
with one closed pair of legs,

∑′
ν′ χ

α
νν′ω in the formulation of Pruschke et al., and equiva-

lently λανω = (gνgν+ω)−1
∑′

ν′ χ
α
νν′ω in the dual boson approach, can be measured directly in

CTQMC implementations [38]. The correlation function that needs to be measured then,
e.g., in the longitudinal channel, is

∑′
ν′ g

(2),σσ′

νν′ω = 〈cνσc†ν+ω,σnωσ′〉. This further reduces the
numerical noise and allows an analytical continuation of the DMFT susceptibility to the
real axis, examples are shown, e.g., in Refs. [78] and [39], as well as below.

B.5 Conclusions

QThe DMFT susceptibility may be formulated in a number of equivalent ways, four of them
are given in Eqs. (B.2), (B.11), (B.19), and (B.23). Despite their equivalence, the third
and the fourth of these formulae should be favored in practical applications, since they
sum up all local diagrams exactly into objects that can be measured directly in CTQMC
calculations. This greatly reduces the statistical noise and makes an analytical continuation
of the DMFT susceptibility to the real axis feasible. Eq. (B.11) draws a connection to the
dual fermion approach [122] by reformulating the Bethe-Salpeter equation in terms of a
ladder of bare dual fermions, whereas Eq. (B.23) relates the DMFT susceptibility to the
bosonic self-energy of the dual boson approach [121].
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C Synergies of 1P self-consistency and local conservation laws

Q
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Figure 4.3: High fre-
quency behavior of χ
(open triangles, bold line)
and Xloc (�lled triangles,
dashed line) in a DMFT
calculation for the half-
�lled Hubbard model on the
square lattice (n.n. hopping
t = 1, U = 6, β = 2). The
charge (green) and spin
(blue) susceptibility ap-
proach the same asymptote
−2Ekin/ω

2 (black line).

According to the derivation of DMFT given in Sec. A it satis�es
the Ward identity, which comes with all of the bene�ts that were
discussed in chapter 3. At the same time, DMFT is one-particle
self-consistent, meaning that it is subject to the self-consistency
condition Gloc = g, where g is the exact Green's function of the
Anderson impurity model. While the self-consistency eventu-
ally guarantees the satisfaction of the lattice Ward identity in
Eq. (A.1), it also implies that DMFT satis�es the Ward identity
of the impurity model, Eq. (A.2). The simultaneous satisfaction
of these two Ward identities comes with a number of additional
bene�ts that go beyond those discussed in chapter 3, which as-
sume that only either an impurity or a lattice Ward identity is
satis�ed, respectively. These additional bene�ts can be viewed
as synergies of local conservation laws in combination with the
1P self-consistency conditionGloc = g, which will be highlighted
in this section.

C.1 1P and 2P consistency of the kinetic energy

Q The kinetic energy of the Hubbard model is given as

Elat
kin =

′∑

kσ

εk〈nkσ〉, (C.1)

where the superscript 'lat' denotes that this is the kinetic en-
ergy of the lattice. Since DMFT satis�es the Ward identity of
the Hubbard model, the high frequency asymptote of the local
DMFT susceptibility,

∑′
qX

α
q,ω = Xα

loc,ω, must yield the kinetic
energy [cf. Eq. (D.23) of chapter 3],

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
loc,ω = −2Elat

kin. (C.2)

On the other hand, the local DMFT susceptibility can be calcu-
lated from Eq. (B.20) as the impurity susceptibility plus nonlo-
cal corrections X ′, which are given as in Eq. (B.27). The local
part of X is hence

Xα
loc,ω = χαω + λα,lω

′∑

q

[
ˆ̃X0
q + ˆ̃X0

q F̂
0
q

ˆ̃X0
q

]
λα,rω . (C.3)
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While the local part of the nonlocal bubble is zero,
∑′

q X̃
0
q = 0, according to Eq. (B.14),

the vertex corrections introduced by F in general do have a local part. Therefore, the local
DMFT susceptibility is in general not equal to the impurity susceptibility, Xα

loc,ω 6= χ̂αω,
because DMFT is not two-particle self-consistent. However, a high frequency expansion
of Eq. (C.3) shows that the impurity and local lattice susceptibility share the same ω−2-
asymptote5,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
loc,ω = lim

ω→∞
(ıω)2χαω. (C.4)

Fig. 4.3 shows on the example of a numerical calculation that on the one hand Xloc and χ
are not identical but that their asymptotes are indeed the same.

Therefore, the asymptote of χ must likewise equal the kinetic energy of the lattice
according to Eq. (C.2). However, since DMFT also satis�es the Ward identity of the
impurity, the impurity susceptibility must satisfy a further constraint, namely Eq. (D.25)
from chapter 3,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2χαω = −2Eimp
kin , (C.5)

where the superscript 'imp' denotes that the kinetic energy of the impurity is meant,

Eimp
kin = 2

′∑

ν

∆νgν , (C.6)

which a priori need not have anything to do with the kinetic energy of the lattice. How-
ever, thanks to the satisfaction of the lattice Ward identity, which implies Eq. (C.2), and
simultaneous satisfaction of the impurity Ward identity, implying Eq. (C.5), the kinetic
energies of lattice and local reference system are exactly equal,

Eimp
kin = Elat

kin. (C.7)

Furthermore the kinetic energy may be obtained from the 1P level, via Eqs. (C.1) and (C.6),
or from the 2P level (that is from the respective susceptibility), via Eqs. (C.2) and (C.5).
These are four distinct ways to obtain the kinetic energy, belonging to two di�erent levels
of the DMFT approximation, which are nevertheless fully consistent by virtue of the 1P
self-consistency combined with the satisfaction of local conservation laws.

It is often stressed that a conserving theory guarantees consistency between Green's
function and thermodynamic potentials, which may be thought of as thermodynamic con-
sistency of the 1P to the 0P level. Here the Ward identity guarantees to some extent
also the thermodynamic consistency of the 1P to the 2P level by virtue of the Eqs. (C.2)

5 Since
∑′

q
ˆ̃X0
q = 0, a di�erence in the ω−2-asymptotes of Xα

loc and χ
α must be due to the local vertex

corrections, λα,lω
∑′

q

(
ˆ̃X0
q F̂

0
q

ˆ̃X0
q

)
λα,rω . These decay with ω−4 such that lim

ω→∞
(ıω)2Xα

loc and lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2χα are

the same constant in Eq. (C.2).
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and (C.5), which relate the kinetic energy to the susceptibility. However, one can not as-
sume in general that thermodynamic observables computed from the 1P and from the 2P
level need to be the same in conserving theories. This is clear, because local conservation
laws do not guarantee two-particle self-consistency, which was explained in the introduction
of chapter 3 (cf. Fig. 3.6) and which will be discussed for the case of DMFT below C.5.
Likewise, the potential energy need not be consistent between 1P and 2P level, which will
be discussed below. It is the consistency of the kinetic energy that is guaranteed by the
Ward identity because it accounts for the currents the system is subjected to. Furthermore,
the Ward identity guarantees the highly valuable consistency of zero-�eld derivatives and
�uctuations, as discussed in Sec. D of chapter 3 (see also Fig. 3.8), allowing an unambiguous
determination of second order critical points from the 1P and from the 2P level.

C.2 1P consistency of the potential energy

Q The potential energy of the Hubbard model is given as

Elat
pot = Udlat, (C.8)

where dlat = 〈n↑n↓〉 is the double occupancy of the lattice. Although d is a two-particle
quantity, it can be calculated from 1P quantities via the Migdal Galitzkii formula. The
latter is obtained in a similar way as the Schwinger-Dyson equation6,

dlat1P =
1

U

∑

k

GkΣk. (C.9)

Here, the subscript 'lat' denotes again that the double occupancy of the lattice and the
superscript '1P' implies that it is obtained from the 1P quantities Σ and G. An analogous
formula can be derived for the Anderson impurity model,

dimp1P =
1

U

′∑

ν

gνΣν . (C.10)

Since the self-energy of DMFT is local and equal to Σν the momentum summation in
Eq. (C.9) can be performed, which yields dlat1P = 1

U

∑′
ν Gloc,νΣν . By virtue of the self-

consistency condition Gloc = g one therefore has dlat1P = dimp1P . As a consequence, the
potential energies of lattice and impurity are consistent, provided they are calculated from
the 1P level, i.e., the Migdal-Galitzkii formulae Eqs. (C.9) and (C.10),

Elat
pot = Eimp

pot =
′∑

ν

gνΣν . (C.11)

6 Namely, from the equation of motion of Green's function, i.e., when evaluating Eq. (C.6) of chapter 2
at τ = 0 and for V cq = U, V x,y,z = 0, and making use of

〈
n2
〉

= 〈n〉 + 2 〈n↑n↓〉. The contribution of 〈n〉
needs to be shifted into the chemical potential.
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In combination with Eq. (C.6) for the kinetic energy one obtains an appealing formula for
the total energy of the Hubbard model in DMFT approximation,

Etot = Ekin + Epot =
′∑

ν

gν [Σν + 2∆ν ], (C.12)

which is the total energy of the lattice and of the impurity model. Unfortunately, the
consistency of the potential energy of DMFT only holds at the 1P level. This is because
the double occupancy is also related to the local susceptibility at equal time, Xloc,τ=0 =∑′

ωXloc,ω,

Xc
loc,τ=0 = −〈ρ̄cρ̄c〉 = −(〈n〉+ 2d2Plat − 〈n〉2), (C.13)

Xz
loc,τ=0 = −〈ρ̄zρ̄z〉 = −(〈n〉 − 2d2Plat), (C.14)

where ρ̄α = ρα− 〈ρα〉 is the density �uctuation (note that ρc = n↑+ n↓ and ρz = n↑− n↓).
Here, the superscript '2P' denotes that d is obtained from the 2P quantity X. Above
equations may be solved for d, which leads to

dlat2P = −1

4

[
X0
loc,τ=0 −Xz

loc,τ=0 − 〈n〉2lat
]
. (C.15)

The occupation number 〈n〉 was denoted with a label 'lat' here to distinguish it from the
one of the impurity. Similarly, d may be obtained from the impurity susceptibility as,

dimp2P = −1

4

[
χ0
τ=0 − χzτ=0 − 〈n〉2imp

]
. (C.16)

The self-consistency condition implies that 〈n〉lat = 〈n〉imp. The remaining quantities in
Eqs. (C.15) and (C.16) need not be identical, since in general Xloc 6= χ. As a consequence,
the potential energy of DMFT is not thermodynamically consistent on the 2P level [84],
except in the limit of in�nite coordination number7. While this may seem like a minus-
cule �aw of the DMFT approximation, it is actually related to the much more signi�cant
drawback that the DMFT susceptibility violates the Mermin-Wagner theorem in two di-
mensions. If Xloc was indeed equal to χ then it would follow from a theorem by Vilk
and Tremblay that the Mermin-Wagner theorem must hold [157]. This can be seen as one
among several motivations to make DMFT two-particle self-consistent, which will be the
subject of chapter 5.

7 Thermodynamic consistency is recovered in the limit of in�nite coordination number. This is because
the nonlocal vertex corrections X ′q in Eq. (B.20) vanish at any 'generic' vector q of the Brillouin zone [32],
where the notion 'generic' may be understood as 'randomly chosen from'. Since non-generic vectors represent
only a zero-dimensional subset of the Brillouin zone in in�nite dimensions, they do not contribute when the
sum over q is taken,

∑′
qX

′
q = 0. Consequently, one has Xloc = χ+

∑′
qX

′
q = χ.
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Figure 4.4: The asymptote of the charge susceptibility of the Hubbard model on the square
lattice in DMFT (red lines) as a function of q. Darker red indicates a larger Matsubara index
m ≤ 20. The dashed curve marks the analytical expression for lim

m→∞
(ıωm)2Xc

qωm , Eq. (C.18).

The dashed straight line indicates the value −4Ekin, (half-�lling, U = 6, β = 2). The inset
shows a closeup of the region around the M point. The agreement with Eq. (C.18) also holds
for the spin susceptibility (not shown).

C.3 Asymptote of the lattice susceptibility and f-sum rule

The consistency of the kinetic energy between 1P and 2P level in DMFT manifests not only
in the local susceptibility but also in its momentum dependence, since the Ward identity
determines the ω−2-asymptote of the susceptibility, see chapter 3, Eq. (D.19),

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
qω =

′∑

kσ

〈nkσ〉 (εk+q + εk−q − 2εk). (C.17)

In the Hubbard model on a square lattice with nearest neighbor hoppings the q-dependence
of this expression can be peeled out, leading to [65],

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
qω = (cos qx + cos qy − 2)Ekin. (C.18)

The amplitude of this function is therefore entirely determined by the kinetic energy de�ned
in Eq. (C.1), which has been seen above to be the same on the lattice as on the impurity. We
can convince ourselves in Fig. 4.4 that Eq. (C.18) is indeed satis�ed in a DMFT calculation.
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It should be noted that Eq. (C.17) is equivalent to the f -sum rule, Eq. (D.22) of chapter 3,
see also [65]. DMFT satis�es the f -sum rule, since it follows from the lattice Ward identity
Eq. (A.1), while its consistency with the kinetic energy of the impurity is a consequence of
the self-consistency condition Gloc = g.

C.4 Phase transitions in DMFT - a matter of the bath

QPA physically very signi�cant synergy of the Ward identity and 1P self-consistency is the
exact relation of a second order phase transition in the lattice approximation to a broken
symmetry in the hybridization function of the impurity model. This will be illustrated on
the example of a transition to ferromagnetic order but the discussion can be repeated for
other phase transitions.

It was shown in chapter 3, Eq. (D.34), that the Ward identity implies that the zero-�eld
derivative of the magnetization is consistent with the susceptibility,

d 〈m〉
dh

= −Xs
q=0. (C.19)

Here, Xs = Xx,y,z is the spin susceptibility of the paramagnet and h is a homogeneous mag-
netic �eld, the conjugate �eld of a ferromagnetic phase transition8. It should be stressed
again that, while Eq. (C.19) may seem trivial because it is often used to de�ne the suscepti-
bility, it is in general not guaranteed to hold when global spin conservation is violated. This
is because both on the LHS and on the RHS of Eq. (C.19) an approximation is inserted,
here that is the magnetization 〈m〉 =

∑
k(Gk↑ − Gk↓) of the lattice on the LHS, where

G is the DMFT Green's function, and X on the RHS, which is the DMFT susceptibility.
Fortunately, the lattice Ward identity Eq. (A.1) guarantees that Eq. (C.19) holds.

However, in DMFT the zero-�eld derivative of 〈m〉 is subject to a second constraint,
due to the impurity Ward identity Eq. (A.2) also Eq. (D.46) from chapter 3 must hold,

d 〈m〉
dh

=−
′∑

νν′σ

(
1− d∆νσ

dh

)
χσσ̄νν′,ω=0, (C.20)

where χ and ∆ on the RHS are the generalized susceptibility and the self-consistent hy-
bridization function of the impurity model, respectively. Likewise, 〈m〉 =

∑′
ν(gν↑ − gν↓) is

the magnetization of the impurity.
The crucial point is now that the LHS of Eq. (C.20) and the LHS of Eq. (C.19) must be

equal by virtue of the self-consistency condition Gloc = g, consequently their RHSs must
8 Likewise, one may consider a bipartite antiferromagnet with the sublattice magnetization 〈m〉 where

d〈m〉
dh

= −Xs
Q holds, see chapter 3, Eq. (D.41). In this case h is a staggered magnetic �eld andQ = (Q, ω = 0)

is the ordering vector.
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be equal as well, which implies

Xs
q=0 =

′∑

νν′σ

(
1− d∆νσ

dh

)
χσσ̄νν′,ω=0. (C.21)

This equation relates exactly the DMFT susceptibility of the lattice on the LHS to the
(generalized) susceptibility of the impurity on the RHS. In the Hubbard model the spin
susceptibility Xs may diverge, most commonly considered is the antiferromagnetic phase,
where Xs

Q,ω=0 diverges at the ordering vector Q, but also Nagaoka ferromagnetism is possi-
ble at very large interaction U →∞, which is signaled by the divergence of Xs

q=0 [95, 114].
According to Eq. (C.21) the divergence of the DMFT susceptibility on the LHS is inevitably
accompanied by a divergence of the RHS. However, χ on the RHS is the generalized suscep-
tibility of a zero-dimensional impurity model, which can not diverge at �nite temperature
since this model has at most quantum phase transitions at T = 0. Therefore, the only place
where a divergence can happen on the RHS of Eq. (C.21) is in the zero-�eld derivative of
the hybridization function, d∆

dh . As a consequence, a magnetic phase transition at �nite
temperature can occur within DMFT only due to a broken symmetry in the bath ∆, which
is determined according to the self-consistency condition Gloc = g. Since the Ward identity
in general guarantees the consistency of zero-�eld derivatives and susceptibilities, it seems
that similar considerations hold for other phase transitions as well.

It should be noted that a somewhat comparable situation arises in case of the Mott
transition, where it is likewise the hybridization function that is responsible for the phase
transition on the lattice by developing a gap, this is discussed in, e.g., chapter 13 of Ref. [1].

C.5 The problem of two-particle self-consistency in DMFT

Despite the great aspects of DMFT with respect to thermodynamic consistency, it su�ers
like many other conserving theories from the dilemma of two-particle self-consistency, which
was illustrated in Sec. B.6 of chapter 3. In DMFT this unfolds as follows: The approximate
Luttinger Ward functional is the one of the Anderson impurity model, Φ ≈ φ. The func-
tional Schwinger-Dyson equation yields the conserving 1P self-energy Σ1 = δφ/δg = Σν ,
which is the local self-energy of the AIM, and which is then given as the Hartree (and
Fock) diagrams plus vertex corrections. In DMFT the latter are given by the T -matrix
F 1 = fνν′ω, which is the local T -matrix of the impurity. A crucial aspect in DMFT is that
Σ and f are numerically exact, which means that f contains all vertex corrections to Σ. If
the 2P self-energy Γ1 = δΣ/δg = γνν′ω and Σν are used to solve the local Bethe-Salpeter
equation, it leads to F 2,

F̂ 2 = γ̂ω + γ̂ωχ̂
0
ωF̂

2. (C.22)

Here, χ0
νω = gνgν+ω is the bubble of impurity Green's functions. Due to the numerical

exactness, however, one has F 2 = F 1 = fνν′ω. This means that the dilemma of two-particle
self-consistency is not there on the impurity: When using the integral Schwinger-Dyson
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Φ ≈ φ

δφ
δg

fω 6= Fq

SD1

(C.23)

SD2

(C.22)
BSE

(C.24)

Σν 6= Σk
δΣ
δg

γ

Figure 4.5: The problem of two-particle self-consistency in DMFT. The impurity model is
solved exactly, such that Σ, γ, and f form a two-particle self-consistent sequence via the Bethe-
Salpeter and integral Schwinger-Dyson equation of the impurity. In the DMFT approximation
the T -matrix F is �nally constructed by replacing the impurity bubble χ0

ω by a bubble X0
q of

DMFT Green's functions [cf. Eqs. (C.22) and (C.24)], which lifts the consistency (red lines).
See also Sec. B.6 and Fig. 3.6 of chapter 3.

equation (SD1) of the impurity [cf. Eq. (C.16)], one obtains

Σ2 =
U 〈n〉

2
− U

∑

αν′ω

gν′gν′+ωf
↑↓
ν′νωgν+ω, (C.23)

which is the same 1P self-energy one started with, Σ2 = Σ1 = Σν . This is represented
by the closed sequence drawn in black lines in Fig. 4.5. In DMFT the dilemma of two-
particle self-consistency comes in because one uses the exact self-energy of the AIM as
an approximation for a di�erent system, the Hubbard model. Then, instead of the local
Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (C.22), one solves,

F̂ 2 = γ̂ω + γ̂ωX̂
0
q F̂

2, (C.24)

where X0
kq = GkGk+q is a bubble of DMFT Green's functions, G−1

k = ıν + µ − εk − Σν .
Instead of the local T -matrix f of the impurity, the Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (C.24) yields F 2 =
Fνν′q, which is the q-dependent T -matrix of DMFT. Therefore, F 1 6= F 2 in DMFT. If F 2

was now used to calculate a new Σ2 = Σk from the Schwinger-Dyson equation (SD2) again,
it is k-dependent, and evidently Σ1 6= Σ2. These steps are depicted by the red lines in
Fig. 3.6.
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D The two-particle spectrum

QP One of the consequences of global charge and spin conservation in the disordered phase is
that the 2P spectrum in both sectors must be ungapped at the homogeneous wave vector
q = 0, see chapter 3, Eq. (D.3),

ıωXα
qω = 0. (D.1)

An explicit calculation of the electromagnetic response kernel shows that this collective
mode behaves as |q|

2

ω2 at small wave vectors |q| ∼ 0. For the Hubbard model on the square
lattice this calculation was done in Ref. [39]. The collective mode is the lattice counterpart
of the zero-sound that was predicted by L. Landau as part of his theory of Fermi liquids,
which was observed in liquid Helium in the experiment. On the lattice, however, this
collective mode is always damped above T = 0 [110].

It is intriguing to observe the fate of the collective excitations at di�erent values of
the interaction and near the Mott crossover of the Hubbard model. Here DMFT is a
viable approach, since it provides a non-perturbative and conserving description of the
intermediate coupling range of the Hubbard model. While a non-perturbative starting
point allows to observe Mott physics, it is necessary to obey at least Eq. (D.1), which
follows from global conservation, in order to achieve a physically sound description of the
collective mode.

Fig. 4.6 shows the two-particle spectrum of DMFT for the half-�lled Hubbard model
on the square lattice with nearest neighbor hopping t = 1 at the inverse temperature
β = 2 for di�erent values of the interaction U = 1, 4, 8. This is obtained by an analytical
continuation via a pade approximant of Xα=c,z

qω from the Matsubara to the real axis and
plotting ImXα

q (E+ ıδ), where E is the real energy and δ = 0.1 the distance to the real axis
(see also implementation notes below). The momentum q follows the high-symmetry path
of the Brillouin zone, Γ→ X →M .

The considered values of the interaction are all below the critical interaction Uc ∼ 9.4
of the Mott transition, which is roughly the value predicted by DMFT. However, at the
rather large temperature of T = β−1 = 0.5 there is only a Mott crossover with a steep
decline of the quasiparticle weight. At the smallest interaction U = 1 the spectra of charge
and spin excitations are very similar, with a rather sharp collective mode at small q and
a broad and incoherent excitation spectrum around the M-point9. The similarity between
charge and spin excitations at small U is due to the vicinity of the non-interacting limit
U → 0, where DMFT becomes exact and where its susceptibility is given by the Lindhard
function [cf. (D.48) of chapter 3 for h = 0]. The latter is also the non-interacting limit
of the RPA and corresponds to Xα

q = 2
∑

kG
0
kG

0
k+q, which is independent of the channel

index α, hence the similarity of the spectra for α = c and α = z at small U .
9Since the system is paramagnetic, the spin susceptibility is the same in all spin channels, Xz = Xx =

Xy. The channel Xz is shown, since the CTQMC solver used to produce Fig. 4.6 measures the T -matrix of
the impurity only in the longitudinal channel fσσ

′
(not fσσ̄). One has fz = f↑↑ − f↑↓, see also Eq. (B.16)

of chapter 2.
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An increase of the interaction highlights one of the key features of the DMFT description
of the Hubbard model, which is the separation of the energy scales of charge and spin
excitations: While the main spectral features of the charge excitations migrate to larger
values of E ∼ U , their overall weight shrinks drastically, in particular in the vicinity of the
Mott transition (compare the maxima of the color scales in the left column of Fig. 4.6).
At the same time, the spin excitations move to small E ∼ t2/U , where at U = 8 their
spectral weight is mainly centered at the M point, Q = (π, π), the direction in which the
spin susceptibility of DMFT develops its instability.

It should be noted that the total spectral weight of the charge and spin excitations is
not �xed to a speci�c value, such as the total spectral weight of the density of states, which
must always be equal to unity. Instead, only the �rst moment of the spectral weight of the
collective excitations is �xed by Eq. (D.21) of chapter 3,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
qω = −

∫ ∞

−∞

dE

π
E ImXα

q (E + ıδ) = (cos qx + cos qy − 2)Ekin, (D.2)

where the expression on the RHS is found using Eq. (C.18), which is valid in the Hubbard
model on the square lattice with nearest neighbor hoppings. Hence, the �rst spectral
moment of the collective excitations is apparently completely determined by the kinetic
energy Ekin. One can therefore understand the reduction in the total spectral weight of the
charge excitations in the left column of Fig. 4.6 for increasing interaction as a requirement
of Eq. (D.2): The integral in that relation puts a stronger weight on spectral weight at
high energies. Therefore, as the charge excitations are shifted to higher energies, their total
weight must decrease, so the value of the �rst spectral moment remains in agreement with
the RHS of Eq. (D.2). Since the latter is given by the kinetic energy, which is reduced at
large interactions, this e�ect is emphasized even further.

Although the similarity of the charge and spin excitations in the non-interacting limit
seems to be completely lifted at large interaction t � U < ∞, the high frequency asymp-
totes of Xc

qω and Xz
qω on the LHS of Eq. (D.2) remain always equivalent, and so do the

�rst spectral moments of ImXc(E + ıδ) and ImXz(E + ıδ), since they have to be equal
to the same RHS. These equivalences between the charge and spin sectors can be traced
back to the Ward identity of the Hubbard model, Eq. (A.1), whose LHS is independent of
the channel index α. The Ward identity implies that the susceptibilities are asymptotically
given by Eq. (D.2), which was shown to hold in DMFT in Fig. 4.4, and which inherits
the feature that it is independent of the channel. The same can be observed in the local
susceptibility shown in Fig. 4.3, where both Xc

loc and X
z
loc approach the same asymptote

at large ω. This is a consequence of the fact that charge and spin are only transported via
the hopping and not by the interaction [see Sec. D.5 and below Eq. (E.2) in chapter 3]. If
this was not so the interaction would manifest itself in an additional term in the suscep-
tibility asymptote [cf. chapter 3, Eq. (D.19)], which typically does depend on the channel
index α. However, since the Hubbard interaction Un↑n↓ conserves both the charge and
the spin densities, this term is absent, hence the equivalence in the asymptotes. Following
this reasoning backwards, this means that approximations to the Hubbard model which
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Figure 4.6: Spectra of the charge (left) and spin (right) excitations in the half-�lled Hubbard
model on the square lattice with nearest neighbor hoppings for di�erent values of the inter-
action. At small U charge and spin excitations show similar spectra, that are well described
by the Lindhard function [cf. chapter 3, Eq. (D.48)]. At large interaction the energy scales
of charge and spin excitations separate into U and t2/U , respectively. Both channels show a
collective mode at the Γ-point that vanishes in the charge channel as the Mott transition is
approached.
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assign di�erent asymptotes to the susceptibilities in the charge and in the spin channel,
respectively, can not be conserving, since they violate this requirement. DMFT correctly
reproduces this feature of the Hubbard model and its Ward identity.

Likewise in agreement with the latter, Fig. 4.6 shows that the collective modes at the
Γ-point are ungapped in both channels, as required by Eq. (D.1). In the charge channel,
however, the collective mode disappears completely as the Mott transition is approached
(not shown). It is demonstrated in detail in Ref. [39] that its disappearance is accompanied
by a vanishing compressibility, which is proportional to d〈n〉

dµ . The latter must vanish in the
Mott phase, since the density of states is gapped, and therefore the occupation number at
the Fermi level remains unchanged by a small variation of µ. Although the collective mode
of the charge channel becomes faint close to the Mott boundary, it emerges again at low
temperature, as will be seen in the following subsection, since the system retrieves more of
the characteristics of a Fermi liquid at low T .

The instability of the DMFT susceptibility in the spin channel is the reason that the
high temperature T = 0.5 is considered, since it diverges already at moderate tempera-
tures and interaction, which in the present case implies a violation of the Mermin-Wagner
theorem. Below the antiferromagnetic instability a calculation of the paramagnetic spin
susceptibility leads to divergences in more and more points q ≈ Q. Near such a divergence
at some point q, an eigenvalue of the matrix (Nβ)−1X̂0

q,ω=0γ̂
z
ω=0 approaches unity, which

leads to a divergence of the Bethe-Salpeter equation in this point [cf. Sec. B.2 in chap-
ter 2]. When lowering the temperature even further, the eigenvalue exceeds unity and the
susceptibility at this value of q becomes positive, which is unphysical10. The paramagnetic
spin susceptibility of DMFT can therefore only be considered at large temperature or at
small q, which is a severe drawback to the applicability of DMFT as a means to observe
the spectrum of spin excitations, except if the instability is suppressed, e.g., by frustration.
The instability also constitutes a delicate obstacle for extensions of DMFT that aim at in-
corporating a k-dependence into the fermionic self-energy [119]. This is because the latter
needs to be calculated via the Schwinger-Dyson equation, Eq. (C.12) of chapter 2, from the
T -matrix F , which diverges in the spin channel. The charge channel is not a�ected by this
and it is possible to study charge excitations at low temperature using DMFT.

E Application I: Low-temperature revival of a collective mode
near the Mott phase

QPAs mentioned above, the collective mode of the charge excitations described by DMFT dis-
appears at the Mott transition with the compressibility. When the interaction is increased,
the collective mode becomes faint and incoherent already in the vicinity of the Mott phase
(or near the Mott crossover), as seen in the bottom left panel of Fig. 4.6. Since the approach
of the Mott transition with the interaction is also accompanied by a departure from Fermi

10 This change in the sign is to be understood in the same way as it happens at a divergence of the RPA
susceptibility in chapter 2, Eq. (D.9), where the denominator of 2X0

q /(1−X0
qU

α) changes sign.
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liquid physics, it is interesting to follow the behavior of the collective mode upon lowering
the temperature, where Fermi liquid features are then more pronounced again. One may
expect that at low temperature the collective mode shows more of the characteristics that
it has at smaller interaction. It will be shown here on the example of the half-�lled Hub-
bard model on the isotropic triangular lattice with nearest neighbor hoppings that DMFT
indeed predicts such a revival of the collective mode at low temperature in the vicinity of
the Mott phase. The following results are unpublished, but may serve as a starting point
for a larger study in the future.

E.1 The Hubbard model on the triangular lattice

QP The bare dispersion relation of the single-band Hubbard model on the anisotropic triangular
lattice with nearest neighbor hoppings has the dispersion relation,

εk = −2

[
t2 cos(kx) + 2t1 cos

(
kx
2

)
cos

(
ky
√

3

2

)]
, (E.1)

where the ratio t1/t2 controls the anisotropy. This model is of some relevance as an e�ective
Hamiltonian for the organic charge transfer salts, which are possible candidates for the
realization of a spin liquid phase [132]. An application of the �nite temperature Lanzcos
method reveals properties characteristic of a bad metal [62], which shows the eponymous
feature that the resistivity follows a ∝ T -dependence that extrapolates to a �nite value
at T = 0. This behavior is observed frequently in systems close to the Mott insulating
phase, both at half-�lling near the critical interaction, U . Uc, as well as in doped Mott
insulators [28, 52, 159]. At temperatures below the bad metal regime lies a Fermi liquid
with a low coherence temperature Tcoh, where quasiparticles are formed and where the
resistivity �nally follows a ∝ T 2-dependence that leads to zero.

In the following, a bad metal and a Fermi liquid regime will be identi�ed near the Mott
transition of the Hubbard model on the triangular lattice. Unfortunately, it is rather di�cult
to calculate the resistivity accurately from the Matsubara axis, but other markers may be
used to identify a bad metal: One of them is the existence of local magnetic moments,
which emerge at elevated temperature because thermal excitations undermine the Kondo
screening of the spins. In the DMFT picture the local impurity spin is then decoupled from
the bath, a situation which has more options to be realized than the Kondo state, leading
to a large entropy. At the same time, the impurity spin is then available to align itself
with an outer magnetic �eld, instead of being entangled with the bath in the Kondo state,
which has no net magnetic moment. This leads to a Curie-Weiss law in the temperature
dependence of the local spin susceptibility above Tcoh, where Xz

loc,ω=0 ∼ (T + const)−1.
Below Tcoh, on the other hand, the local moments are screened by the bath and thus the
local spin susceptibility, which describes the response to an outer magnetic �eld, saturates
at low temperature (i.e., Pauli paramagnetism).
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Figure 4.7: Left: Local spin susceptibility χz of the half-�lled Hubbard model on the
triangular lattice in DMFT approximation. At U = 10 (green), close to the Mott phase, χz

shows a Curie-Weiss law ∝ (T + const)−1 already at T & 0.4 [cf. Curie law (black)], signaling
the existence of local moments. χz saturates towards the Pauli paramagnetism of the Kondo
state below T ∼ 0.2. Right: d〈n〉/dµ, which is proportional to the compressibility, shows for
U = 10 a minimum near T ∼ 0.4 and an upturn at T ∼ 0.2, while a �rst sign of saturation is
visible at T ∼ 0.05. The magnitude of d〈n〉/dµ determines the spectral weight of the collective
mode of the charge excitations, they vanish together in the Mott phase [39].

E.2 Identi�cation of the bad metal and of the Fermi liquid regimes

PFor the purposes of this text, the Hubbard model on the isotropic triangular lattice (t1 =
t2 = 1) will serve as a showcase model, in order to observe the behavior of the collective
mode of the charge excitations above and below Tcoh in DMFT approximation. To this
end, these regimes are �rstly identi�ed in the local spin susceptibility χzω=0 of the impurity
model11, as well as in the quasiparticle weight Z and in the total energy Etot. The local
spin susceptibility is shown in the left panel of Fig. 4.7 for three values of the interaction,
U = 4, 8, 10, that all lie below the critical value of the Mott transition of Uc ∼ 12 − 15
predicted by DMFT12. At small interaction U = 4 the Pauli paramagnetism is stable
over a wide temperature range, which corresponds to an uncorrelated metal without local
moments. Then χz begins to bend towards a Curie-Weiss law at very high T . On the
other hand, at U = 10, which is much closer to Uc, a Curie regime is already reached at
a moderate temperature of T & 0.4. This is also visible in d〈n〉

dµ = −Xc
q=0 in the right

panel of Fig. 4.7, which develops a minimum at this temperature and between U = 8 and
U = 10, that is not there at small interaction. This suggests that at U = 10 there is an
intermediate temperature regime bounded from below by roughly T ∼ 0.4, where local

11 As discussed in Sec. C.2, there is an ambiguity with respect to the local susceptibility one should
consider, since in DMFT Xz

loc 6= χz [see also Fig. 4.3]. In principle, both quantities should show the
transition from Pauli to Curie paramagnetism but due to the divergence of Xz at low temperature this
option is ruled out.

12 See supplemental material of [62] for a comprehensive list of values predicted for Uc.
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Figure 4.8: Top: Approximate quasiparticle weight Z (top) as a function of temperature.
Z is of order ∼ 1 at U = 4 and approaches its value at T = 0 monotonically, while for U = 10,
which is near Uc ∼ 12 − 15, Z is small and shows a change in slope at T ∼ 0.2. Bottom:
Kinetic, potential, and total energy corresponding to the top. At U = 10 both Ekin (red) and
Epot (blue) both show a change in slope and magnitude, whose onset corresponds to the change
in slope of Z above. Above the crossover T ∼ 0.2 local moments begin to form (see Fig. 4.7).

moments are formed, since the Kondo screening is undermined by thermal excitations. The
green line in the right panel of Fig. 4.7 further shows that one leaves this regime upon
lowering the temperature, where d〈n〉

dµ shows a rather strong upturn at T ∼ 0.2. It �nally
begins to saturate around T ∼ 0.05, indicating that the coherent regime is reached. The
coherence temperature of the Fermi liquid should lie between the saturated coherent and
the saturated local moment regime.

In order to further con�rm the existence of a crossover at T ∼ 0.2 between two tem-
perature regimes for U = 10, the approximate quasiparticle weight Z and the total energy
are shown in Fig. 4.8. In DMFT the quasiparticle weight does not depend on the momen-
tum. Since it is a real axis quantity, it is not directly available in the CTQMC calculations
performed here (see implementation notes below). Instead, it is computed using the approx-
imate formula Eq. (D.54) from chapter 3 for the scattering rate, such that the quasiparticle
weight is given to a �rst approximation as Z ≈ (1− Im Σν0/ν0)−1. This approximation be-
comes exact in the limit T → 0, but has a systematic error. In the top right panel of Fig. 4.8
it can be seen that at U = 10 the quasiparticle weight indeed shows a change in slope at
T ∼ 0.2. Although Z is only coarsely approximated by the self-energy on the Matsubara
axis, one can be rather certain about the existence of a crossover at this point, since such a
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strong bend is not there at U = 4, and still not clearly developed at U = 8.13 Finally, the
bottom panels of Fig. 4.8 show the total energy computed according to Eq. (C.12). The
trend from small to large interaction is, of course, that the absolute value of the kinetic
energy Ekin shrinks, since the punishment for the creation of double occupancies becomes
larger. Also the potential energy Epot = Ud is slightly reduced from U = 8 to U = 10, since
localization begins to set in, such that the increase in U is overcompensated by a decrease
in the double occupancy d. While the overall temperature dependence of Ekin and Epot at
U = 4 is weak and monotonous, the bottom right panel of Fig. 4.8 for U = 10 signals a
rapid delocalization of the charge carriers below T ∼ 0.2, where both Ekin and Epot grow
to values that are comparable to those at smaller interaction. The location T ∼ 0.2 of this
presumed crossover coincides with the change in slope of the quasiparticle weight Z in the
top right panel of Fig. 4.8, with the upturn in d〈n〉

dµ on the right of Fig. 4.7, and also with
the bend in χz between the Pauli and the Curie-Weiss regime on the left of the same �gure.
It can therefore be concluded that DMFT predicts at U = 10 a crossover from a Fermi
liquid with a coherence temperature 0.05 . Tcoh . 0.4 to a bad metal regime with local
moments, that is best realized from roughly T & 0.4 upwards.

E.3 Revival of the collective mode

QPLet us now come back to the collective mode of the charge excitation spectrum near the
Γ-point, whose spectral weight was explained earlier to decline with d〈n〉/dµ upon an
increase of U , until they vanish together in the Mott phase. According to the right panel
of Fig. 4.7, the value of d〈n〉/dµ roughly doubles when going from T = 0.4 in the bad
metal to T = 0.05 in the Fermi liquid, it is to be expected that this has an e�ect on the
shape of the collective mode. Black circles in Fig. 4.7 mark three values of the temperature,
T = 0.4, 0.1, 0.05, where CTQMC calculations were performed that are su�ciently accurate
to allow an analytical continuation of Xc

qω to the real axis via a Pade approximation (see
implementation notes below). At least at small values of q, where all spectral features of
the excitation spectrum are located at small energies, and which is also the region that is of
interest here, a qualitative discussion of the spectral line shapes is possible: Fig. 4.9 shows
ImXc

qx(E+ıδ) at qx = xM3/Nk, x = 1, ..., 6, where the path from Γ to the high-symmetry
point M3 = (π,−π/

√
3) has been discretized into Nk = 64 steps. The �gure shows that the

temperature regime has indeed a signi�cant in�uence on the spectrum of charge excitations
near the Γ-point. While in the bad metal regime at T = 0.4 the spectrum is incoherent
and has only a tiny spectral weight (see scale on the left panel of Fig. 4.9), the magnitude
of the spectral lines increases by one order of magnitude on the way to T = 0.1, and by a
further order of magnitude to T = 0.05, which is in the Fermi liquid regime. At the same
time, the spectral lines are considerably sharpened as T is lowered, marking the revival of a
well-de�ned collective mode in the Fermi liquid. This proves the working hypothesis of this
section qualitatively, and shows that the fate of the collective mode near the Mott phase

13 It should be mentioned that the minima of Z in the center and in the right panel of Fig. 4.8 are probably
an artifact of the approximation to the scattering rate, since accurate real axis calculations usually reveal
a Z(T ) that is constant below Tcoh and which increases monotonously above it [27, 155].
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Figure 4.9: Spectral lines of the charge excitations around the Γ-point for U = 10 at the
six smallest increments of the discretized path to the M3-point (see text, larger magnitude
corresponds to larger q, the blue lines are at x = 6). Between T = 0.4 and T = 0.05 lies the
coherence temperature Tcoh of the Fermi liquid. The excitation spectrum is incoherent in the
bad metal and there is almost no spectral weight at the Γ-point. In the Fermi liquid regime
the spectral lines are sharpened and their amplitude has increased by two orders of magnitude.
This shows that in the DMFT picture the temperature is an important player around the fate
of the collective mode near the Mott phase.

is determined to a large degree by the temperature. It seems plausible that the width,
shape, and possibly also the position of the spectral lines in Fig. 4.9 is determined by the
temperature at high T and by Fermi liquid parameters at low T . While this result seems to
be su�ciently reliable for the qualitative statements above, a quantitative analysis of the
spectral lines is certainly not possible, at least with the data at hand, since the uncertainty
around the Pade spectra is too high (see artifacts in Fig. 4.9 with negative spectral weight).
A quantitative analysis would be of interest, however, since the spectral features contain
valuable information, such as about the memory and the relaxation functions [17, 44]. The
results of this section are encouraging enough to attempt a quantitative analysis of the line
shapes in the future, where great emphasis will have to be put on a tight error control of
the analytical continuation.

E.4 Implementation notes and acknowledgments

I like to thank Jernej Mravlje for sharing his knowledge about bad metal physics. The
DMFT calculations for this section were performed using an implementation of the dual
fermion/boson approach by H. Hafermann and E.G.C.P. van Loon, which features an im-
plementation of the e�cient formula Eq. (B.27) for the DMFT susceptibility. The impurity
problem was solved using the ALPS library [13] with an improved estimator for the T -
matrix and the triangular vertex [40]. For the analytical continuation to the real axis an
implementation of the Padé algorithm in Ref. [145] was used. The described setting was
also used to obtain the data shown in Figs. 4.3, 4.4, and 4.6. Computational resources were
provided by the HLRN cluster under project number 00040.
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F Application II: Approximation to the T -matrix in a strongly
magnetized regime

QPWhile in the last two sections collective excitations in disordered phases were discussed, in
this section the 2P excitations of an ordered phase will be considered. It will be shown that
deep inside the antiferromagnetic phase of the Hubbard model on the hypercubic lattice
a Ward identity can be used in order to simplify the DMFT susceptibility. The latter is
then given in terms of single-particle properties, which could potentially be of signi�cance
in DMFT calculations for realistic systems, where it is typically not feasible to calculate
four-point correlation functions. The results of this section are due for publication [137].

To make a start, let us recall that none of the gapless modes of the 2P spectrum dis-
cussed so far in this section are Goldstone modes. The latter are gapless excitations of
ordered phases and their importance for the two-dimensional Hubbard models considered
above should be their absence: As soon as an order sets in at T > 0 that breaks a con-
tinuous symmetry of a system with dimensionality d < 3, such as the SU(2) symmetry,
Goldstone excitations of arbitrarily small energy undermine it, and these energies can be so
small because the Goldstone modes are gapless. This is the essence of the Mermin-Wagner
theorem, which is unfortunately violated in DMFT (with exceptions for, e.g., frustrated sys-
tems). In both applications in Secs. D and E of DMFT to the two-dimensional Hubbard
model above, one would �nd spurious phase transitions to antiferromagnetism if the spin
susceptibility was considered at moderately low temperature. If one allows these transi-
tions to happen, one can, in fact, observe the Goldstone excitations of the antiferromagnet.
These, however, should have undermined the spontaneous symmetry breaking that is the
reason for their very occurrence. In this context it is of little help that DMFT satis�es
the Ward identity, since this merely guarantees that the Goldstone excitations are gapless
(cf. chapter 3, Sec. D), while they should not have been there from the very beginning.
Although these are textbook facts, this story is reiterated here in order to set the stage for
the application of DMFT to the Hubbard model in the limit of in�nite dimensions, where
proper Goldstone excitations do not occur for an entirely di�erent reason. The introduction
below relies on Ref. [32] and references therein, as well as on the de�nitions of correlation
functions for bipartite ordered phases in Sec. C.6 of chapter 3.

F.1 The Hubbard model on the hypercubic lattice

QLet us consider the half-�lled Hubbard model on the hypercubic lattice in in�nite dimen-
sions, d→∞ (the unscaled hopping t is set to unity),

H = −(2d)−
1
2

∑

〈ij〉σ

c†iσcjσ + U
∑

i

ni↑ni↓, (F.1)

where the summation over i and j runs over nearest neighbors. The dispersion relation
of the hypercube is given as εk = −

√
2/d

∑d
i=1 cos(ki), which corresponds to a Gaussian

density of states (DOS) of the noninteracting system, D(ε) = (2π)−1/2e−ε
2/2 [32]. At low
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temperatures this system favors antiferromagnetic order over paramagnetism. It should be
noted that other types of order may have an even smaller free energy than the AFM, but it
seems impossible to �nd with certainty the phase with the lowest free energy. Nevertheless,
one may probe, as a particular choice, the simple bipartite AFM phase on the hypercube by
applying a staggered magnetic �eld haσ, where a denotes the sublattice index that is either A
or B. In practice this means that numerical calculations are started with a �nite haσ, which
is set to zero after some iterations. The calculation may then lead to a �nite staggered
magnetization that is oriented in opposite ways on each sublattice, 〈mA〉 = −〈mB〉 = 〈m〉.
Likewise, Green's function Gab becomes a two-by-two matrix in the sublattice indices a =
A,B, see Eq. (C.34) of chapter 3. By symmetry, an exchange of the sublattice indices
A ↔ B is equivalent to a �ip of the spin label σ ↔ σ̄, the sublattice indices can therefore
often be dropped.

In DMFT the Hubbard model in in�nite dimensions is mapped exactly to a single-site
Anderson impurity model (AIM), where impurity and local lattice Green's function Gloc are
tied via the prescription gabνσ = δabG

ab
loc,νσ ≡ gaνσ. Therefore, the problem is reduced again

to an e�ective single-impurity model, as in single-site DMFT for phases with one atom per
unit cell. Furthermore, the self-energy becomes local, which is now not an approximation
anymore, and Green's function can be written as follows [32],

Ĝkνσ =



ζνσ̄ −εk

−εk ζνσ




−1

, (F.2)

where ζνσ = iν + µ − Σνσ and k is a vector of the reduced Brillouin zone. Performing
the matrix inversion and taking the local part (Gloc =

∑′
kGk) leads to the following

formulation of the DMFT self-consistency condition,

Ĝloc,νσ = ĝνσ =

∫ ∞

−∞

D(ε)dε

ζνσζνσ̄ − ε2



ζνσ̄ 0

0 ζνσ


 , (F.3)

where the momentum summation was already transferred to an integral over the noninter-
acting DOS. It was also made use of the fact that the o�-diagonal elements of Gloc lead to
integrals with an integrand that is odd in ε, and that therefore vanish due to the mirror
symmetry of the noninteracting DOS. As usual, the prescription is satis�ed by �xing the
dynamical Weiss �eld G−1

νσ = G−1
loc,νσ + Σνσ of the AIM self-consistently.

F.2 Phase diagram

QP Before turning to the 2P excitations of this model, let us brie�y consider the phase diagram
of the half-�lled Hubbard model on the hypercubic lattice in in�nite dimensions d → ∞,
which is shown in Fig. 4.10. This shows the Slater regime with an exponential onset of the
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Figure 4.10: The antiferromagnetic phase of the half-�lled Hubbard model on the hypercubic
lattice in d → ∞. The color code corresponds to the magnitude of the magnetic moment
〈Sz〉 = 〈m〉/2. The inset shows the widening of the gap ∼ U 〈m〉 in the density of states
at U = 5 as the temperature is lowered, the gray level of the lines corresponds to the three
data points at β = 1/T = 6, 7 and 10, respectively. Note that AFM is the only instability
probed in the calculations. I kindly thank M. Harland for providing this phase diagram, see
also implementation notes below.

Néel temperature TN for small U , and the Heisenberg regime at large U , where TN ∼ 1/U
(see, e.g., [135, 114, 30]).

Other than in the paramagnetic phase, which features the Mott physics at intermediate
U this model is so famous for, a gap in the DOS can occur in the AFM phase already
for small U , given a su�ciently large staggered magnetization 〈m〉. The physics of this
insulator is much di�erent from the one in the Heisenberg regime at large U , which is
characterized by an interaction-driven localization similar to that of the paramagnet. In
the Slater regime hoppings are discouraged due to the staggered magnetization: Since on
the bipartite lattice the sites of a given sublattice are not directly connected, the movement
of the charge carriers against the antiferromagnetic background is discouraged energetically.
They remain trapped on the sublattice whose magnetization is aligned with their magnetic
moment when the staggered magnetization is su�ciently large. This e�ect can be observed
in the inset of Fig. 4.10, albeit at the intermediate interaction U = 5, which lies already in
the strongly correlated regime. The inset shows the DOS at three di�erent temperatures
that are also marked in the phase diagram. As the temperature is lowered from T = 1/6
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to T = 1/10, the staggered magnetization increases from 〈m〉 ≈ 0.42 to 0.84, while at the
same time the gap in the DOS becomes broader. However, due to the elevated interaction
it is not guaranteed that one sees a pure Slater-regime here.

Since an insulator of the Slater-type may occur already in the weakly correlated regime,
it is not a phenomenon directly related to the strong correlations at intermediate to large U ,
and lies therefore in reach of perturbative approximations. It was indeed predicted by J.C.
Slater on the grounds of the Hartree-Fock approximation [135]. An interesting distinction
between the two regimes was found in Ref. [30]: In the Slater regime the AFM state favors
a relative localization compared to the paramagnet, while in the Heisenberg regime it does
the opposite.

F.3 Susceptibility of the ordered state

The generalized susceptibility Xabcd
kk′q of a bipartite ordered state is a four-index tensor in

the sublattice indices A and B [cf. Eq. (C.41) of chapter 3]. This means that in principle
the Bethe-Salpeter equation X̂ = X̂0 + X̂0γ̂X̂ is a matrix equation involving 4×4 matrices
in the sublattice indices, where the bubble is given as the tensor product X̂0 = Ĝ⊗ ĜT 14.
However, in DMFT the 2P self-energy is given by the local 2P self-energy γ of the impurity
model, such that of the tensor γabcd only the two elements γAAAA ≡ γA and γBBBB ≡ γB

are nonzero. Furthermore, one is usually only interested in Xaabb
kk′q , in order to obtain the

susceptibility Xab
q by tracing out k and k′. In order to calculate Xaabb

kk′q , the Bethe-Salpeter
equation can be solved in a 2× 2 subspace, since in DMFT this channel is decoupled from
matrix elements of the type XABAB or XAAAB, due to the locality of γ. In this subspace
the bubble is given by the element-wise matrix product X̂0 = Ĝ◦ĜT and the 2P self-energy
as γab = γaδab.

In the following, the transversal spin susceptibility Xσσ̄,ab
q in the antiferromagnetically

ordered phase of the Hubbard model on the hypercubic lattice will be considered. Since this
is an exact limit of DMFT, the T -matrix of this model is given exactly by the Bethe-Salpeter
Eq. (B.15), which reads in a suitable notation for the transversal spin channel,

F̂ σσ̄νν′q =f̂σσ̄νν′ω +
′∑

ν′′

f̂σσ̄νν′′ω
ˆ̃X0,σσ̄
ν′′q F̂

σσ̄
ν′′ν′q. (F.4)

It should be noted that here the matrix notation implies 2 × 2 matrices in the sublattice
indices. Eq. (F.4) uses the formulation of the DMFT susceptibility in terms of the local
T -matrix fab = faδab of the impurity, instead of the 2P self-energy γ (cf. Sec. B.2). In this

14

Ĝ⊗ ĜT =

GAAĜT GABĜT

GBAĜT GBBĜT

 .
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formulation the building block of the Bethe-Salpeter equation is the nonlocal bubble from
Eq. (B.13), which is given here as

X̃0,σσ̄,ab
νωq =

′∑

k

X0,σσ̄,ab
kq − χ0,σσ̄,ab

νω =
′∑

k

Gabk+q,ν+ω,σ̄G
ba
kνσ − gaν+ω,σ̄g

a
νσδab. (F.5)

In in�nite dimensions this object has rather peculiar properties. It turns out that the
summation over k can be performed on both Green's functions separately, as long as the
wave vector qg is 'generic', meaning that it is a randomly chosen vector from the in�nite-
dimensional reduced Brillouin zone. This is shown in Ref. [32] for the paramagnetic case
but it still holds in the ordered phase. Using the self-consistency condition

∑′
kG = g, the

nonlocal bubble therefore vanishes exactly at any generic wave vector, X̃0
qg = 0.

The nonlocal bubble is �nite only for non-generic vectors q, which are a zero-dimensional
subset of the vectors in the reduced Brillouin zone. Of interest in the following is the non-
generic wave vector q0 = (0, ..., 0), where the momentum summation in Eq. (F.5) leads to
the following expressions for the bubble X0 [32],

X̂0,σσ̄
νωq0

=

∫ ∞

−∞
dε

D(ε)

(ζν+ω,σ̄ζν+ω,σ − ε2)(ζνσζνσ̄ − ε2)



ζν+ω,σζν,σ̄ ε2

ε2 ζν+ω,σ̄ζν,σ


 . (F.6)

Given a converged DMFT calculation, and given the local T -matrix f of the impurity, one
can solve the integral in Eq. (F.6) numerically, and then proceed to calculate the T -matrix
F of the lattice from the Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (F.4). In order to obtain the susceptibility,
one then calculates the nonlocal corrections X ′σσ̄q , as in Eq. (B.27), which are given in the
suitable notation for the transversal spin channel as15,

X̂ ′σσ̄q =Tr
(
λ̂σσ̄,lω

[
ˆ̃X0,σσ̄
q + ˆ̃X0,σσ̄

q F̂ σσ̄q
ˆ̃X0,σσ̄
q

]
λ̂σσ̄,rω

)
. (F.7)

It should be noted that X ′ on the LHS of this relation is a 2 × 2 matrix in the sublattice
indices, while the matrices on the RHS are supermatrices in the sublattice indices and in the
fermionic Matsubara frequencies. The trace denotes a summation over the outer fermionic
frequencies. In Eq. (F.7) proper right- and left-sided triangular vertices for the transversal
spin channel are needed, the right-sided one is given in analogy to Def. (B.24) as

λσσ̄,rνν′ω =βδνν′ + fσσ̄νν′ωgν′σgν′+ω,σ̄, (F.8)

while the left-sided triangular vertex λσσ̄,l instead has a left pair of legs gνσgν+ω,σ̄. Like all
other impurity quantities, λ is here a diagonal matrix in the sublattice indices, λσσ̄,l,ab =
λσσ̄,l,aδab.

15 Note that no factor of 2 occurs here, since Eq. (B.27) uses the notation for SU(2) symmetric cases,
compare also Defs. (A.46) and (A.51) in chapter 2.
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As a last step, the transversal spin susceptibility is then obtained analogous to Eq. (B.20)
as the sum of the local impurity susceptibility χσσ̄,abω = χσσ̄,aω δab and the nonlocal corrections
in Eq. (F.7),

X̂σσ̄
q = χ̂σσ̄ω + X̂ ′σσ̄q , (F.9)

where all quantities are 2×2 matrices. This is the exact susceptibility of the Hubbard model
on the hypercubic lattice in in�nite dimensions. Since the nonlocal bubble ˆ̃X0 vanishes at
any generic vectors qg, it is immediately clear that the nonlocal corrections in Eq. (F.7)
vanish as well. As a consequence, the susceptibility in Eq. (F.9) is given at these vectors by
the impurity susceptibility χ̂σσ̄. For this reason, the Hubbard model in in�nite dimensions
does not have a proper magnon spectrum, since the generic vectors make up almost the
entire reduced Brillouin zone, including the region around the Γ-point.

F.4 Ward identity in the ordered phase

QP The computational bottleneck in the calculation of the susceptibility formulated in the
last subsection is the measurement of the local T -matrix fσσ̄. In a CTQMC solver this
requires a measurement of the four-point correlation function g(2),σσ̄ of the impurity model,
cf. Eq. (B.3), which is several orders of magnitude more costly than the measurement of
two-point correlation functions, and at the present time hardly even feasible for a two-
band impurity model. It is certainly desirable to approximate f in a physically sound way
that requires less computational cost. In the following, it will be shown in detail that this
is indeed possible within a strongly magnetized regime by virtue of the Ward identity of
the Anderson impurity model, which reads under broken SU(2) symmetry [cf. chapter 3,
Eq. (E.9)],

Σν+ω,σ̄ − Σνσ =
′∑

ν′

γσσ̄νν′ω
[
gν′+ω,σ̄ − gν′σ

]
. (F.10)

Firstly, let us con�rm numerically that this Ward identity is indeed satis�ed by the Ander-
son impurity model. To this end, the four-point correlation function g(2),σσ̄ was measured
using a CTQMC solver that features a suitable measurement routine (see implementation
notes). This was done at U = 5 and β = 6, using the converged hybridization function
∆σ of a DMFT calculation at these parameters for the half-�lled Hubbard model on the
hypercubic lattice. This corresponds to the light gray data point in the phase diagram in
Fig. 4.10, near the maximum of the Neél temperature. At these parameters the magnetiza-
tion takes the moderate value 〈m〉 ≈ 0.42, such that the converged hybridization function
is spin-dependent, which is therefore also the case for the quantities gσ,Σσ, and γσσ̄ in the
Ward identity. The 2P self-energy γ was obtained from the inverted Bethe-Salpeter equa-
tion of the impurity model, analogous to Eq. (B.5). Although the summation in Eq. (F.10)
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Figure 4.11: Left: Real part of the LHS (lines) and of the RHS (symbols) of the Ward
identity Eq. (F.10) in the transversal channel as a function of ν at the bosonic frequencies
ωm, m = 0, 1, 2. Solid lines show the LHS for σ =↑, dashed lines show σ =↓, these relations
are separated for large |ν| by the gap 2U 〈m〉. Right: The Ward identity Eq. (F.11) in the
longitudinal channel for σ = σ′. Conventions as in the left panel. I kindly thank J.Otsuki for
providing a CTQMC solver [98] that features a measurement of the T -matrix in the transversal
channel.

converges rather slowly, such that the four-point correlation function has to be measured ac-
curately at a sizable number of Matsubara frequencies, it is possible to con�rm the validity
of the Ward identity at these parameters to good accuracy.

This validation can be seen in Fig. 4.11, which shows the real part of both the LHS
and of the RHS of Eq. (F.10), which coincide within the margin of numerical error. One
can observe in the left panel of Fig. 4.11 that the LHS and RHS of Eq. (F.10) approach
±U 〈m〉 at large frequency ν. This is the case, because the 1P self-energy at large ν
approaches the Hartree energy, Σνσ → U 〈nσ̄〉. In this limit the bosonic frequency ω on the
LHS of the Ward identity Eq. (F.10) can be neglected, and the LHS therefore approaches
Σν+ω,σ̄ − Σνσ → U 〈nσ〉 − U 〈nσ̄〉 = σU 〈m〉.

While the left panel of Fig. 4.11 shows the Ward identity in the transversal spin channel,
a further Ward identity holds in the longitudinal channel [cf. chapter 3, Eq. (E.8)],

(Σν+ω,σ′ − Σνσ)δσσ′ =

′∑

ν′

γσσ
′

νν′ω

[
gν′+ω,σ′ − gν′σ

]
. (F.11)

If σ = −σ′, this Ward identity implies a nontrivial cancellation of the RHS, which was
validated numerically to hold (not shown). The right panel of Fig. 4.11 shows Eq. (F.11)
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for σ = σ′, where the LHS is �nite. In the paramagnet the real part of the self-energy does
not depend on the spin anymore and is simply given by the Hartree energy U 〈n〉 /2. As a
consequence, the real parts of Eqs. (F.10) and (F.11) that are shown in Fig. 4.11 vanish in
the paramagnetic phase. The imaginary parts of these relations are shown in Appendix C.

F.5 Approximation to the T -matrix

Q The idea is now to approximate the local T -matrix f that is needed in order to calculate
the DMFT susceptibility in Eq. (F.7) by using the Ward identity in Eq. (F.10). To this
end, that equation needs to be reformulated in terms of f , instead of γ, which leads to
Eq. (D.43) of chapter 3,

Σν+ω,σ̄ − Σνσ =
′∑

ν′

(
[g0
ν′σ]−1 − [g0

ν′+ω,σ̄]−1
)
fσσ̄νν′ωgν′σgν′+ω,σ̄. (F.12)

The goal is to obtain an approximation to f from this relation, even though it was clari�ed
in Sec. E.2 of chapter 3 that the integral Ward identity does not allow to obtain the full
information about the 2P self-energy γ, or equivalently f , from the 1P self-energy Σ. How-
ever, in a strongly magnetized setting this may actually be done to good accuracy: At large
magnetization 〈m〉, the low-energy physics is dominated by spin excitations of long wave
lengths, i.e., spin waves. When the magnetization axis is the z-axis, the susceptibility that
describes these excitations is the transversal spin susceptibility Xσσ̄

qω , and the wave vector
and frequency associated to the spin waves are q and ω, respectively. One may therefore
expect that at large 〈m〉 the dynamics of three-frequency quantities is dominated by the
bosonic frequency ω, and therefore neglect the dependence on the fermionic frequencies of
the T -matrix, fνν′ω ≈ f〈νν′〉ω, as an ansatz for a simpli�cation. However, if f does not
depend on the fermionic frequencies, then it can be obtained from the Ward identity in
Eq. (F.12) as,

fσσ̄νν′ω ≈ fσσ̄〈νν′〉ω =
Σν+ω,σ̄ − Σνσ

∑′
ν′

(
[g0
ν′σ]−1 − [g0

ν′+ω,σ̄]−1
)
gν′σgν′+ω,σ̄

. (F.13)

Here, g0
νσ = [ıν + µ − ∆νσ]−1 is the noninteracting Green's function and ∆σ is the self-

consistent (and spin-dependent) hybridization function. It is understood that, in order for
this approximation to yield accurate results, the dependence of the RHS on ν must be
negligible, since fσσ̄〈νν′〉ω should not depend on fermionic frequencies. This may be used as a
criterion for the applicability of the approximation.

The ad-hoc ansatz in Eq. (F.13) will now be put to a test in the Hubbard model on the
hypercubic lattice by a comparison of its RHS to a direct measurement of f on its LHS.
To this end, f was measured for U = 5 at three values of the temperature, T = 1/6, 1/7,
and 1/10, which are the three data points that are emphasized in the phase diagram in

Fig. 4.10. The T -matrix is shown in Fig. 4.12, where f↑↓νν′ω is plotted as a function of ν for
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Figure 4.12: Real part of the T -matrix f↑↓νν′ω at U = 5 for three di�erent temperatures
(cf. marked points in Fig. 4.10). The plot shows f as a function of ν for �xed ω and ν′.
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ν′. At the lowest temperature in the bottom panel the dependence of the ansatz on ν becomes
negligible, at the same time it becomes a good approximation to the T -matrix.
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several �xed ν ′ and at ω0 and ω1. At the highest temperature T = 1/6 in the top panel,
the T -matrix depends quite strongly on ν. In particular, it changes with ν more strongly
than with ω (compare the distance between the blue and red lines to the features due to the
ν-dependence). Therefore, at T = 1/6 it is certainly not justi�ed to neglect the dependence
of f on ν and ν ′.

However, upon lowering the temperature from T = 1/6 to T = 1/10, the magnetization
increases from 〈m〉 ≈ 0.42 to 0.84, which lies closer to the regime where the ansatz in
Eq. (F.13) is expected to become viable. The bottom panel of Fig. 4.12 shows that this
is indeed the case, since at T = 1/10 the T -matrix depends only weakly on ν and ν ′ and
much more strongly on ω. At the same time, the ansatz (see black symbols) becomes
a good approximation to f . Importantly, although the RHS of the ansatz in Eq. (F.13)
formally depends on ν, this dependence becomes negligible at strong magnetization. As
a consequence, fσσ̄〈νν′〉ω indeed does not depend on fermionic frequencies anymore, which
means that the ν and ν ′ labels are dropped on equal footing.

F.6 Simpli�cation of the DMFT susceptibility

Using the ansatz in Eq. (F.13), the calculation of the transversal spin susceptibility of
DMFT in Eq. (F.9) can be simpli�ed in several ways:

(i) Since the fermionic labels of f can be dropped, the T -matrix F of the lattice does
also not depend on the fermionic frequencies anymore. The solution of the Bethe-Salpeter
Eq. (F.4) simpli�es to a mere inversion of 2× 2 matrices,

F̂ σσ̄〈νν′〉q =f̂σσ̄〈νν′〉ω + f̂σσ̄〈νν′〉ω

( ′∑

ν′

ˆ̃X0,σσ̄
ν′q

)
F̂ σσ̄〈νν′〉q. (F.14)

(ii) The triangular vertex λ in Eq. (F.8) can be approximated as,

λσσ̄,rνν′ω ≈βδνν′ + fσσ̄〈νν′〉ωgν′σgν′+ω,σ̄, (F.15)

such that in applications neither four- nor three-point correlation functions need to be
measured.

(iii) Furthermore, in many CTQMC solvers a measurement of the transversal spin sus-
ceptibility χσσ̄ of the impurity is not implemented, since the measurement of this two-point
correlation function is rather challenging. However, the generalized susceptibility that cor-
responds to this object is related to the local T -matrix f [cf. Eq. (D.47) of chapter 3], using
the approximation in Eq. (F.13) leads to,

χσσ̄νν′ω ≈ gνσgν+ω,σ̄

(
βδνν′ + fσσ̄〈νν′〉ωgν′σgν′+ω,σ̄

)
. (F.16)

One may then obtain the transversal susceptibility of the impurity as χσσ̄ω =
∑′

νν′ χ
σσ̄
νν′ω.

Making use of the simpli�cations (i)-(iii), the DMFT susceptibility can be obtained
approximately by mere knowledge of Green's function gσ and of the 1P self-energy Σσ.
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F.7 Calculation of the DMFT susceptibility

QIn the bottom panel of Fig. 4.12 it can be seen that the simplifying ansatz from Eq. (F.13)
for the local T -matrix seems to be a rather accurate approximation at the parameters U = 5
and T = 1/10, where the magnetization takes the moderately large value 〈m〉 ≈ 0.82 [cf.
black data point in the phase diagram in Fig. 4.10]. At these parameters the measurement
of f in a CTQMC calculation is already rather expensive and it is desirable to avoid it
entirely. In the following, the simplifying ansatz for f will be exploited in order to calculate
the DMFT susceptibility from single-particle quantities. Since DMFT becomes exact in the
considered model (including its susceptibility [32]), Eq. (F.13) is the only approximation in
the calculation of the susceptibility, such that any artifact of the results can be traced back
to it.

The calculation of the simpli�ed DMFT susceptibility is done as follows: Firstly, a
DMFT calculation is converged, such that the impurity Green's function gσ and its self-
energy Σσ are known. After that, the nonlocal bubble X̃0 in Eq. (F.5) is evaluated at
the non-generic vector q0 = 0 by solving the integral for the bubble X0 in Eq. (F.6)
numerically. Making use of the ansatz in Eq. (F.13) for the local T -matrix f , the simpli�ed
Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (F.14) can be solved for the T -matrix F of the lattice. Furthermore,
the triangular vertex λ and the impurity susceptibility χ can be calculated from Eqs. (F.15)
and (F.16). Finally, the transversal spin susceptibility is obtained from Eq. (F.9).

The latter is a 2 × 2 matrix in the sublattice indices A and B. As shown in Sec. C.6
of chapter 3, the wave vector q0 = 0 of the reduced Brillouin zone maps to the two
vectors q̃0 = q0 = 0 and q̃π = q0 + Q = Q of the regular Brillouin zone16, where on
the hypercubic lattice the ordering vector is Q = (π, ..., π). However, in the ordered phase
the susceptibility of the reduced Brillouin zone is not diagonalized by the mapping to the
regular Brillouin zone anymore, since the o�diagonal element X±q̃0,ω

does not vanish [cf.
chapter 3, Eq. (C.45)].

Let us discuss the results found for the static transversal spin susceptibility, starting
with a divergence that was found in one of its channels: When approaching the phase
boundary to the AFM from the paramagnetic phase, the spin susceptibility diverges in the
regular Brillouin zone at Q and ω = 0. Within the ordered phase, where the magnetization
is aligned with the z-axis, it seems plausible that the transversal susceptibility remains
divergent. This can be expected, because even within the ordered phase the application
of a small outer magnetic �eld should lead to a reorientation of the magnetization axis,
which is signaled, as usual, by a divergent susceptibility. Since only the orientation of
〈m〉 changes, while the magnetic unit cell remains the same, this divergence should still
happen at q̃π = Q. It is therefore not surprising to �nd a divergent result when mapping
the transversal spin susceptibility Xσσ̄

q0,ω=0 of the reduced Brillouin zone back to the wave
vector q̃π = Q of the regular Brillouin zone, Xσσ̄

q̃π ,ω=0 → ∞. For this reason, one of the
two eigenvalues of the simpli�ed Bethe-Salpeter Eq. (F.14) is expected to be unity. In the

16Note that in the discussion of bipartite phases vectors of the regular Brillouin zone are consistently
marked with a tilde.
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Figure 4.13: The homogeneous susceptibility in the regular Brillouin zone as a function of

the Matsubara frequency (triangles). Global spin conservation requires that X↑↓(q̃0, ω > 0)

vanishes, while X↑↓,±(q̃0, ω > 0) must be equal to 2〈m〉
ıω , which is marked by crosses. The

parameters of this �gure correspond to the black data point in the phase diagram Fig. 4.10
and to the bottom panel of Fig. 4.12.

calculation for U = 5 and T = 1/10 it is found that the eigenvalue that belongs to q̃π
is |λπ| ≈ 0.993, where I interpret the small deviation from unity to be a consequence of
the simplifying ansatz Eq. (F.13) for the local T -matrix f . The second eigenvalue of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation remains �nite, at the considered parameters it is |λ0| ≈ 0.715, this
eigenvalue belongs to the static homogeneous susceptibility Xσσ̄

q̃0,ω=0 of the regular Brillouin
zone.

Now to the �ndings regarding the dynamical susceptibility, which are remarkable:
Fig. 4.13 shows the diagonal element X↑↓, as well as the o�diagonal element X↑↓,± of
the homogeneous transversal spin susceptibility in the regular Brillouin zone [for their def-
initions cf. (C.45)]. As was shown in Eqs. (D.10) and (D.11) of chapter 3, these quantities
are subjected to exact constraints at �nite ω, which follow from global spin conservation.
Namely, the diagonal element must vanish identically, while the o�diagonal element is given
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by the magnetization,

X↑↓(q̃0, ω > 0) = 0, X↑↓,±(q̃0, ω > 0) =
2 〈m〉
ıω

. (F.17)

Fig. 4.13 reveals that the approximate susceptibility is in virtually exact agreement with
these two constraints.

F.8 Conclusions

QPThe transversal spin susceptibility of the Hubbard model on the hypercubic lattice in in�nite
dimensions was calculated in the antiferromagnetic phase using DMFT. A prerequisite to
obtain the DMFT susceptibility is the calculation of the local T -matrix of the impurity,
which is a computationally intense task. It was found that by virtue of a Ward identity the
T -matrix can be approximated by single-particle quantities if the magnetization is large
enough, which drastically reduces the computational cost. The physical motivation for this
approximation is that the low-energy spin excitations deep in the antiferromagnetic regime
are dominated by spin waves, which leads to a simpli�cation in the frequency dependence
of the T -matrix. Although an in�nite-dimensional model does not have a proper spin wave
dispersion, it was found that the decisive simpli�cation in the T -matrix is indeed justi�ed
at a magnetization of 〈m〉 ≈ 0.84. As a consequence, it was possible to calculate the
transversal susceptibility from mere knowledge of Green's function and of the self-energy of
the impurity model. Remarkably, an evaluation of the homogeneous susceptibility shows an
agreement with two exact constraints that follow from global spin conservation. It seems
plausible that the presented approximation owes its conserving features to the fact that it
is derived from the Ward identity of the Anderson impurity model, which was shown in
Sec. A.3 to ultimately guarantee the satisfaction of local conservation laws in DMFT.

It should be noted that the application to the Hubbard model in in�nite dimensions
in this section was chosen because it is an exact limit of DMFT, such that the ansatz
for the local T -matrix in Eq. (F.13) is the only approximation. It seems likely that this
ansatz remains applicable when DMFT is used as an approximation in �nite dimensions.
Here lies the main potential of the presented approximation, since it greatly reduces the
computational cost, such that a calculation of the susceptibility is feasible in a realistic
setting with several orbitals. The conserving features of the approximation are of particular
importance in �nite dimensions, since global spin conservation guarantees a gapless spin
wave spectrum in accord with Goldstone's theorem [see also Sec. D.1 of chapter 3]. This
allows a physically sound description of spin waves in the strongly correlated regime, far
away from the limit of large interaction, where the Hubbard model maps to the Heisenberg
model. It is shown in Ref. [137] that the approximation used here can be related to an
e�ective classical Heisenberg model, which has been used with great success in applications
to realistic systems [72, 73, 59]. The added bene�t here is that an e�ective classical model is
not needed, since a spin wave spectrum may also be obtained from the DMFT susceptibility.
It remains a task for the future to validate that the simplifying ansatz for the T -matrix
remains a good approximation in a realistic setting.
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F.9 Implementation notes and acknowledgments

The self-consistent solution of the DMFT equations in the ordered phase and the calculation
of the phase diagram in Fig. 4.10 were done by M. Harland. He used a CTQMC solver from
the TRIQS library to solve the impurity model [102, 131], and calculated the DOS in the
inset of Fig. 4.10 using an implementation of the stochastic optimization method [93] by I.
Krivenko [66]. The calculation of the T -matrix in the transversal spin channel in Fig. 4.12
and of the susceptibility in Fig. 4.13 were done by myself, using a suitable CTQMC solver of
J.Otsuki [98]. Computational resources were provided by the HLRN cluster under project
number 00040.
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Chapter 5

Two-particle self-consistency

"E voltei prá minha nota, como eu volto prá você
Vou contar com a minha nota, como eu gosto de você

E quem quer todas as notas, Ré, Mi, Fá, Sol, Lá, Si, Dó
Fica sempre sem nenhuma, �que numa nota só"

- Tom Jobim

QIn this section the concept of two-particle self-consistency will be motivated in two ways:
In Sec. A as a way to incorporate long-ranged interactions into DMFT and in Sec. C as
a means to reestablish the Mermin-Wagner theorem in diagrammatic extensions of DMFT
and to allow for a feedback of collective modes on the e�ective impurity model.

A Long-ranged interactions

QIn DMFT many things �t perfectly together. One of its more accidental features is that
the interaction Hamiltonian of the e�ective local impurity model is the same as the one
of the lattice model. This is the case in in�nite dimensions, but also in �nite dimensions,
where DMFT is an approximation. This is a unique feature of the local interaction of the
Hubbard model and it is not the case for nonlocal interactions.

A.1 Nonlocal interactions in in�nite dimensions

QAlthough the Hubbard model, in particular with several orbitals, is a suitable Hamiltonian
for the description of many realistic materials, in some cases long-ranged interactions have
to be taken into account. This can be the case in ad-atom systems, where the interactions
between nearest neighbors can be as large as half the size of the local interaction [11, 41,
89]. It is then important to account for such interactions, since they may screen the local
interaction considerably, up to the point where a charge density wave state (charge order)
is favored.

Attempts have been made early on to account for nonlocal interactions, in the same way
as for the Hubbard model, by learning from the instructive limit of in�nite dimensions [94,
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123]. However, compared to the revolutionary success of DMFT, the advances in this
direction are overshadowed, which is mainly due to the fact that a nonlocal interaction
can not be absorbed into an e�ective local impurity model, as is the case for the Hubbard
interaction. If the intention is nevertheless to use a local reference system, one is faced
with the problem that the local and the nonlocal parts of the interactions can not be
treated on equal footing. For example, in the limit of in�nite dimensions the local part
of the interaction need not be scaled with the coordination number z, whereas nonlocal
interactions have to be scaled. There are even di�erent ways to do that, namely, the
nonlocal interaction may be scaled with z−1 [94] or with z−1/2 [123, 129, 136], like the
hopping. The �rst option, in fact, leads back to an e�ective Anderson impurity model,
the di�erence to DMFT is then merely that a Hartree (not Fock) diagram arises, which is
the only surviving e�ect of the nonlocal potential in in�nite dimensions [147, 113]. This
approach, however, neglects the screening of the local by the nonlocal interaction. Scaling
the interaction with z−1/2, on the other hand, leads to an e�ective impurity model with a
retarded interaction [136], which is the motivation for the extended DMFT (EDMFT).

The retarded interaction of EDMFT is the e�ective interaction that arises in its local
impurity model due to the nonlocal potential and that leads to a dynamical screening
of the local interaction. If the nonlocal potential acts in the charge channels, V c

ijninj ,
the retarded interaction will likewise couple charge densities, which reads in the action
formalism as Λc(τ−τ ′)n(τ)n(τ ′) [136]. Hence, the nonlocal and static interaction V c of the
lattice model is mapped to the local and dynamic interaction Λc of the e�ective impurity
model. Similar to the hybridization function, the value of the retarded interaction must
be �xed, in this case via a two-particle self-consistency condition. Fortunately, taking a
retarded interaction between charge densities in CTQMC into account is well doable, both
in interaction- and in hybridization-expansion solvers [153, 33].

On the other hand, a nonlocal interaction between spins, V s
ijSiSj , leads to a retarded

spin-spin interaction, Λs(τ − τ ′)S(τ)S(τ ′) [123], this model is known as the Bose-Fermi-
Kondo model [or spin-boson model, compare chapter 3, Eq. (F.28)]. In the limit of an
in�nitely large Hubbard repulsion, this is the e�ective impurity model that arises from the
t-J model1 in the limit of large coordination number [103]. Such a mapping of a system
with an exchange interaction V s to an impurity model with a retarded spin-spin interaction
Λs is done more rarely than the analogous mapping of a charge-charge interaction V c to Λc.
One reason for this may be, in fact, that compared to an impurity model with a retarded
charge-charge interaction it is much more di�cult to solve the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model.
Gross simpli�cations had to be accepted before a numerically exact solution of the Bose-
Fermi-Kondo model became possible [98], which �nally allowed an exact solution of the t-J
model with random exchange couplings in in�nite dimensions [101].

1 In order to obtain a nontrivial limit of the t-J model in d → ∞, the exchange couplings have to be
randomly distributed [103, 101].
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A.2 From Hartree to Hartree-Fock to anomalous Ward identities

The developments described above allowed the exact solution of several lattice models in
in�nite dimensions, the Hubbard model, the extended Hubbard model with charge-charge
couplings, and the t-J model with random exchange couplings. However, only one of these
solutions, the one for the Hubbard model, led to the sweeping success of DMFT as an
approximation in �nite dimensions. Certainly, this is not due to a lack of motivation to
develop approaches for nonlocal interactions, since, for example, with ad-atom systems
there exist applications for nonlocal charge-charge interactions on the one side, while the
t-J model and the Heisenberg model are applications for nonlocal exchange couplings on the
other. It is therefore an obvious question why it was not possible in the context of nonlocal
interactions to develop a dynamical mean-�eld approximation that is able to catch up with
the development of DMFT.

One reason for this is very simple: Even the lowest order approximation to the Luttinger-
Ward functional of a system with a nonlocal interaction, the Hartree-Fock approximation,
leads to a k-dependent self-energy, while the Hartree approximation to the Hubbard model
is local. The same is the case for the 2P self-energy [cf. Sec. B.4 of chapter 3]. Thus, while
DMFT naturally recovers the Hartree self-energy, any local approximation to an extended
Hubbard model neglects by construction the (nonlocal) Fock diagram, one of the two very
�rst contributions to the Luttinger-Ward functional [cf. Fig. 3.1]. Although the Hartree-
Fock approximation merely amounts to an interaction-dependent renormalization of the
hopping [6], the k,k′-dependence of its 2P self-energy gravely complicates calculations on
the two-particle level (see Fig. 3.2). At least in a conserving approximation to an extended
Hubbard model, the momentum dependencies of Σ and Γ go hand in hand, as an explicit
insertion of the Hartree-Fock approximation into the Ward identity in Sec. E.2 of chapter 3
shows.

Complications do not only arise when going from local to nonlocal interactions, but
also when going from interactions in the charge channel to spin-dependent interactions. It
was demonstrated in in Sec. F of chapter 3 that it is by far more challenging to satisfy
the Ward identity in the spin channels when the interaction is spin-dependent, since the
non-commutativity of the spin operators leads to an anomaly in the Ward identity [cf.
conclusions I of chapter 3].

Certainly, the satisfaction of the Ward identity is only one of many viable goals that one
may have. However, it seems fair to say that along the hierarchy of challenges listed above,
the dynamical mean-�eld approaches that were developed in the past can be measured in
their success: DMFT has become an established tool for modeling realistic systems, followed
by EDMFT and EDMFT+GW approaches [139, 21], which �nd frequent applications to
nonlocal charge-charge interactions, down to EDMFT for exchange interactions, also called
spin-DMFT. It seems that especially for nonlocal spin-spin interactions there exists up to
this point in time no satisfactory framework to obtain a dynamical mean-�eld approach for
�nite dimensions from the exact solution in in�nite dimensions. Consequently, applications
of single-site dynamical mean-�eld approaches to exchange systems are rare, although there
are exceptions [100, 42, 113].
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A.3 DMFT+RPA

Q If one intends to calculate the susceptibility in a system with a nonlocal interaction, one
is faced with the fundamental dilemma that the derivation of an approximation in the
standard way from the Luttinger-Ward functional immediately leads to a k,k′-dependence
of the 2P self-energy Γkk′q. It is therefore in general not feasible to account for vertex
corrections in such systems, see also Fig. 5.1. On the other hand, it is feasible to account for
vertex corrections in DMFT. Thanks to the locality of the 2P self-energy γνν′ω in DMFT,
the solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equation merely requires the inversion of matrices in
the indices ν and ν ′. It is therefore desirable to augment DMFT, such that a nonlocal
interaction potential can be incorporated, without leading to the problem of having to
invert supermatrices in the indices k = (k, ν) and k′ = (k′, ν ′). It is clear that, in order
to make progress, compromises have to be made. With respect to conservation laws, some
compromises are more severe than others: It was seen in chapter 3 that a number of exact
statements follow from the Ward identity, some of which are listed in Sec. D.12. Since
the goal is eventually not to satisfy the Ward identity but to pro�t from its implications
for the two-particle spectrum and for thermodynamic consistency, it seems acceptable as
a starting point to consider such extensions of DMFT �rst that preserve the qualitatively
most important features implied by the Ward identity.

A �rst step in this direction may be dubbed "DMFT+RPA", which is an appropri-
ate name for an approach suggested by Pruschke et al. for a dynamical mean-�eld de-
scription of the t-J model [113]. Instead of vertex corrections due to the nonlocal in-
teraction (such as in the Hartree-Fock approximation), a DMFT+RPA approach intro-
duces RPA corrections (see Fig. 5.1), which do not lead to a complication of the Bethe-
Salpeter equation. Let us consider such an approach for the case of a single-band ex-
tended Hubbard model with charge-charge interactions, whose interaction Hamiltonian is
Hint = U

∑
i ni↑ni↓ + 1

2

∑
ij V

c
ijninj . A dynamical mean-�eld approach for this model à la

Pruschke et al. is to ignore the nonlocal potential V c
ij �rst, and to calculate the DMFT

susceptibility Xc
q of the Hubbard model for V c = 0. At the end of the calculation, RPA

corrections to the susceptibility are included via a geometric series,

Xc,DRPA
q =

Xc
q

1− V c
q X

c
q

, (A.1)

where V c
q = V c

q is the Fourier transform of the nonlocal potential V c
ij . This approach is

able to account for the occurrence of charge order, since the denominator of this expression
can introduce divergences in Xc,DRPA

q that do not originate from the DMFT susceptibility
Xc. It is easy to see that this approach maintains several features of the conserving DMFT
susceptibility, most importantly, the two-particle spectrum of Xc,DRPA

q remains ungapped
if the spectrum of Xc

q is ungapped. This is due to the relation ıωXc
q=0,ω = 0, which

is satis�ed in DMFT, and which follows from global charge conservation (cf. chapter 3,
Sec. D.1). From this and the de�nition in Eq. (A.1) it follows that also ıωXc,DRPA

q=0,ω = 0.
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γDRPA = −
Vq

Vk−k′

+ γ

Figure 5.1: 2P self-energy of a 'DMFT+RPA' approach. It is computationally feasible to
account for RPA corrections (Vq) to the Bethe-Salpeter equation, since they depend only on the
transferred momentum q. For a reasonably dense discretization of the Brillouin zone, which
is necessary to extrapolate to the thermodynamic limit, vertex corrections (Vk−k′) become
unfeasible, unless the interaction is local (cf. Fig. 3.2). Vertex corrections are relevant for
local conservation laws and arise already at the Hartree-Fock level (cf. chapter 3, Sec. B.4).
Note that inserting γDRPA (without Vk−k′) instead of γ into the Bethe-Salpeter equation is
equivalent to Eq. (A.1) [113].

Likewise, Xc
q and X

c,DRPA
q share the same ω−2 coe�cient,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xc,DRPA
qω = lim

ω→∞
(ıω)2

Xc
qω

1− V c
qX

c
qω

= lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xc
qω. (A.2)

This is desirable, since according to Eq. (F.39) of chapter 3 the susceptibility of an extended
Hubbard model with charge-charge couplings and the susceptibility of the Hubbard model
should have the same asymptotic coe�cient,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xc,DRPA
qω =

′∑

k

〈nk〉 (εk+q + εk−q − 2εk), (A.3)

which is nothing but the f -sum rule (see Eq. (D.22) of chapter 3, [65]). Therefore, although a
DMFT+RPA approach violates the Ward identity (see argument below regarding the dual
boson approach), it preserves several qualitative features of the two-particle spectrum2.
This, in turn, is a consequence of the fact that the DMFT susceptibility Xc

qω satis�es the
Ward identity of the Hubbard model and because the DMFT+RPA susceptibility is related
to it via the simple geometric series in Eq. (A.1).

A.4 Dynamical screening of the local interaction - EDMFT

QThe DMFT+RPA approach above accounts for an e�ect of the nonlocal interaction on the
two-particle spectrum, while the single-particle spectrum remains una�ected. However, this

2 In fact, in the DMFT+RPA approach to the t-J-model in Ref. [113] the f -sum rule is not satis�ed, since
lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xs,DRPA
qω should have a contribution from the exchange interaction. This is similar to chapter 3,

Eq. (D.19), which has such a contribution. Note that in the t-J-model asymptotic formulae have to be
derived by taking the limit U →∞ before the limit ω →∞.
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neglects the e�ect of screening of the local interaction U by the nonlocal interaction V . One
way to account for screening is to modify the e�ective impurity problem, which is done in
extended DMFT [129, 100, 123, 134, 136, 25] by an additional dynamical mean-�eld, the
retarded interaction. The action of this impurity problem is given by the action SAIM of
the Anderson impurity model, Eq. (F.22) of chapter 3, augmented by retarded interactions
Λα,

S =SAIM +
1

2

∑

ωα

ρα−ωΛαωρ
α
ω. (A.4)

In EDMFT there is a one-to-one correspondence between the nonlocal interactions acting
on the lattice and the retarded interaction on the impurity3,

V c
q ↔ Λcω,

V x,y,z
q ↔ Λx,y,zω .

The susceptibility is approximated in EDMFT via a severe simpli�cation. Expressing the
susceptibility in terms of the polarization Π, Xα,−1

qω = −Πα,−1
qω − (U + V α

q ), one arrives at
the EDMFT by approximating Πα

qω ≈ παω , where π is the polarization of the local impurity
problem. The latter is de�ned analogously as χα,−1

ω = −πα,−1
ω − (U + Λαω). This leads to

the following simple expression for the EDMFT susceptibility,

Xα,EDMFT
qω =

χαω
1− (V α

q − Λαω)χαω
. (A.5)

The retarded interaction is �xed in EDMFT via the two-particle self-consistency condition
Xα,EDMFT
loc,ω = χαω, where χ is the susceptibility of the impurity model. This is combined

with the local approximation to the 1P self-energy that is known from DMFT, G−1
k =

ıν + µ− εk − Σν , and with the DMFT self-consistency condition Gloc,ν = gν .
While EDMFT is able to capture a dynamical screening e�ect of the local interaction by

the nonlocal one, its susceptibility does evidently not recover a qualitatively sound spectrum
of collective excitations. In particular, the 2P spectrum is gapped, since ıωXα,EDMFT

q=0,ω is
not zero, which leads to a divergence of the plasma frequency [39].

A.5 RPA corrections + dynamical screening: Dual bosons

Q The poor description of collective excitations in EDMFT shows that the limit of in�nite
coordination number of the extended Hubbard model, where EDMFT becomes exact, is
much less valuable for approximations in �nite dimensions than the analogous limit of the
Hubbard model. While in DMFT one uses a local approximation to the 1P self-energy,
Σk ≈ Σν , EDMFT also introduces a local approximation on the 2P level by approximating

3 Note that EDMFT is sometimes called 'spin-DMFT' when it is applied to a Heisenberg model [123,
100].
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the polarization of the lattice with that of the impurity, Πq ≈ πω. However, a local ap-
proximation to the polarization automatically leads to a gapped excitation spectrum, since
the susceptibility Xα,−1

qω ≈ −πα,−1
ω − (U + V α

q ) violates the condition ıωXα
q=0,ω = 0 by

construction.
Let us attempt to derive a dynamical mean-�eld approach for the extended Hubbard

model in the same way as DMFT, which was derived in Sec. A.3 of chapter 4. To this
end, let us consider the Ward identity of the extended Hubbard model with charge-charge
interactions, Hint = U

∑
i ni↑ni↓+

1
2

∑
ij V

c
ijninj . This model shares the same Ward identity

with the Hubbard model, since the nonlocal charge-charge interaction does not lead to
anomalous currents (cf. Sec. F of chapter 3),

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k′

Γαkk′q
[
Gk′+q −Gk′

]
. (A.6)

Since the goal is to account for a dynamical screening e�ect of the local interaction, a
retarded charge-charge interaction is introduced on the impurity,

S =SAIM +
1

2

∑

ω

ρc−ωΛcωρ
c
ω. (A.7)

The Ward identity of this impurity model is in turn given by Eq. (F.35) of chapter 3, where
all quantities are replaced by their impurity counterparts,

Σν+ω − Σν =
∑

ν′

γανν′ω [gν′+ω − gν′ ] . (A.8)

Therefore, in complete analogy to DMFT, it is possible to satisfy the Ward identity of
the extended Hubbard model with charge-charge couplings if the 1P and 2P self-energies
are approximated as Σk = Σν and Γαkk′q = γανν′ω and when the self-consistency condition
Gloc = g holds. These steps are independent of the value of the retarded interaction
and hence, remarkably, this approximation satis�es the Ward identity for any value of Λc,
provided that the 1P self-consistency condition holds.

Then, how should Λc be determined if is not �xed by the requirement of local conser-
vation laws? A suitable starting point may be to determine its value using EDMFT: One
converges the EDMFT scheme presented in Sec. A.4, which guarantees that Gloc = g holds,
and subsequently uses the 1P and 2P self-energies Σ and γ to calculate the susceptibility
in the same way as in DMFT4, using one of the four equivalent formulations presented in
Sec. B of chapter 4, e.g.,

X̂α
q = X̂0

q + X̂0
q γ̂

α
ωX̂

α
q . (A.9)

However, some ingredients are still missing for a suitable generalization of the dynamical
4It should be noted that the susceptibility obtained from Eq. (A.9) is not the DMFT susceptibility that

corresponds to V c = 0, as in the DMFT+RPA approach in Sec. A.3, since Λc acts on the impurity.
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mean-�eld picture to the extended Hubbard model: The local approximation to the 2P self-
energy Γ ≈ γ by the one of the impurity model neglects RPA corrections due to V c

q , which
are included in the DMFT+RPA approach in Sec. A.3 and also in EDMFT in Sec. A.4. The
RPA corrections allow for divergences of the charge susceptibility that signal a transition to
charge order. On the other hand, the impurity problem does account for RPA corrections
due to the retarded interaction Λcω, an interaction which is not present in the lattice model.
In this respect the EDMFT susceptibility in Eq. (A.5) is instructive in that it cancels out
the RPA corrections due to Λc and inserts the ones due to V c instead. Within the dual
boson formalism [121, 85] it can be shown rigorously that it is indeed sound to cancel out
and insert the RPA corrections in this way from the susceptibility in Eq. (A.9), respectively,

Xc,DB
q =

Xc
q

1− (V c
q − Λcω)Xc

q

. (A.10)

This approach therefore combines the best features of DMFT+RPA and EDMFT. (i) It
accounts for RPA corrections and preserves an ungapped 2P spectrum (cf. Sec. A.3), (ii)
it allows for the dynamical screening of the local interaction in the impurity model due to
the nonlocal interaction.

The dual boson approach in Eq. (A.10) has been used successfully to describe plasmons
in systems with long-ranged charge-charge interactions [78, 80]. The plasmon energy re-
mains �nite in the dual boson approach, since the condition ıωXc,DB

q=0,ω = 0 holds [138]. The
dual boson approach is thus a natural generalization of the dynamical mean-�eld picture
to nonlocal charge-charge interactions. Of course, the neglect of vertex corrections also
has some downsides: Although the 2P spectrum remains ungapped, the Ward identity is
violated, also at the homogeneous wave vector q = 0. This is the case, because the suscep-
tibility in Eq. (A.10) is not fully consistent with the charge response dn

dµ , which was found in

Ref. [83]. However, as shown in Sec. D.6 of chapter 3, Xc,DB
q=0,ω=0 and −dn

dµ would be exactly
equal if the Ward identity was satis�ed at q = 05. At the same time, Ref. [83] showed only
small violations of thermodynamic consistency, such that the violation of the Ward identity
is apparently negligible at least in the parameter regimes considered in this publication. It
would be important to consider the consistency of the charge response at a phase transition
to charge order, since a strong violation may lead to one of the scenarios shown on the left
and right of Fig. 3.8.

The dual boson approach presented here has a local self-energy, and therefore neglects
the nonlocal Fock diagram, which can be recovered by including nonlocal corrections to the
self-energy [85]. This, however, will in general undermine the conserving features of the
approximation. The tradeo� is therefore to either obtain a realistic description of collective

5 The violation of the Ward identity at q = 0 must happen, since by construction it is X̂α
q in Eq. (A.9)

that satis�es the Ward identity, and that is therefore consistent with dn
dµ
, rather than Xc,DB

q from Eq. (A.10).

The deviations between Xc,DB
q and dn

dµ
are therefore due to (V cq −Λcω)Xc

q in the denominator of Eq. (A.10),
and they may become large near a phase transition to charge order. It was found in Ref. [83] that in order
to establish consistency of Xc,DB

q with dn
dµ

one has to take three- and four-particle vertices of the impurity
model into account. Consequently, such contributions are also needed in order to satisfy the Ward identity.
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modes, and to accept the restriction to the local self-energy of the impurity model, or to
include nonlocal corrections to the self-energy at the expense of conservation laws.

A.6 Complications in the spin channels

QPMotivated by the very successful application of the dual boson approach to nonlocal charge-
charge interactions, one may hope for a straightforward generalization of this approach to
exchange interactions. Against the expectation, severe complications arise: It is inherently
more di�cult to extend the dynamical mean-�eld picture to the spin channels. It will be
documented here why this is the case, in order to help fostering the development of such
an approach in the future.

Let us consider an extended Hubbard model with nonlocal interactions in all channels
α = c, x, y, z, Hint = U

∑
i ni↑ni↓ + 1

2

∑
α

∑
ij V

α
ij ρ

α
i ρ

α
j . The Ward identity of this model

was derived in Sec. F of chapter 3,

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k

Γαkkq[Gk+q −Gk]−
∑

kk′k′′pβγ

V β
p (X̂α,−1)kkqX

αβγ
kk′k′′qp, (A.11)

which is an anomalous Ward identity. The anomaly is the second term on the RHS of
this relation and it is due to the exchange couplings V x,y,z, it does not arise in the charge
channel. The anomaly introduces the chiral six-point correlation function Xαβγ into the
Ward identity, which is de�ned in Eq. (F.8) of chapter 3, such that the Ward identity is
not merely a relation between the 1P and 2P level anymore. A straightforward general-
ization of the dual boson approach would begin by introducing retarded couplings Λc,x,y,z

on the impurity, which correspond to the charge-charge and exchange couplings V c,x,y,z,
respectively. This leads to the action of the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model,

S =SAIM +
1

2

∑

αω

ρα−ωΛαωρ
α
ω. (A.12)

The Ward identity of this model was derived in chapter 3, Sec. F as well, it reads,

Σν+ω − Σν =
∑

ν′

γανν′ω [gν′+ω − gν′ ]−
∑

νν′ν′′ω′βγ

Λβω′(χ̂
α,−1)ννωχ

αβγ
νν′ν′′ωω′ . (A.13)

Here, the analogous chiral six-point correlation function of the impurity arises, which is
de�ned in Eq. (F.32) of chapter 3.

It is now obvious that the equivalence of the lattice Ward identity in Eq. (A.11) to
the impurity Ward identity in Eq. (A.13) is not simply established by approximating Σ
and Γ with their respective counterparts of the impurity model and satisfying the self-
consistency condition Gloc = g. Instead, in order to achieve the equivalence of Eqs. (A.11)
and (A.13), one also has to make sure that the anomalies in these Ward identities are
equal. It seems that, if this is at all possible, it can only be done using a suitable two-
particle self-consistency condition in order to �x Λx,y,z. The charge and spin channels are
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thus fundamentally di�erent: In the charge channel no anomaly arises and one may �x
the retarded charge-charge interaction to an arbitrary value. In the spin channels, on the
other hand, the Ward identity will always be violated, unless one is able to �x the retarded
spin-spin interaction by a suitable two-particle self-consistency condition. The reason for
this is that exchange interactions, other than interactions in the charge channel, lead to
anomalous currents, as discussed in Sec. I of chapter 3. In order to obtain a conserving
approximation, one has to �x the current due to the hopping, which is done by the 1P
self-consistency condition, as well as the anomalous spin currents. Unfortunately, up to the
present day a suitable two-particle self-consistency condition is unknown.

A.7 Conclusions

Q The dual boson approach was introduced in Sec. A.5, which combines advantageous features
of a "DMFT+RPA" approach by Pruschke et al. and of EDMFT. It was shown that
the dual boson approach to nonlocal charge-charge interactions can be motivated from
the Ward identity. Although the latter is eventually violated, since RPA but not vertex
corrections of the nonlocal potential are accounted for, several features of the 2P spectrum
are recovered. In particular, the spectrum remains ungapped at the Γ-point. On the
other hand, an attempt to derive a dual boson approach for exchange interactions reveals
that these introduce an anomaly into the Ward identity. This prohibits a straightforward
extension of the dual boson approach to the spin channel, unless a proper two-particle
self-consistency condition can be found.

These considerations may also have implications for other approximations: It was shown
in chapter 3 that in systems with exchange couplings the derivation of the 2P self-energy
from the Luttinger-Ward functional is not su�cient to satisfy the Ward identity, since it does
in general not account for anomalous currents. In a functional formulation these currents
are not easily visible, although they may undermine local conservation laws if they are not
properly accounted for. It seems that not only dynamical mean-�eld approaches, and not
merely approaches using retarded interactions, could be a�ected by this. For example, in
self-consistent cluster approaches, one usually accounts for inter-cluster hoppings, which
represent the current between the clusters that is caused by the hopping. However, since
exchange interactions lead to further anomalous spin currents, it seems that any approach to
an exchange system that accounts merely for inter-cluster hoppings but not for anomalous
inter-cluster currents most likely violates the Ward identity. Even if the Ward identity
should hold in such approaches, for reasons that are arguably not obvious, it seems that
much could be learned about spin conservation from these approximations if they were
examined from the viewpoint of the integral Ward identity. This would make the anomalous
currents explicitly visible.
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Q The extended dynamical mean-�eld theory presented in Sec. A.4 is a computationally feasi-
ble approach, also in a multi-orbital context, that allows to take nonlocal interactions into
account. Without question, this approach comes with a number of severe downsides: Qual-
itative features of the 2P spectrum are lost, and the Ward identity is violated [39]. This
violation is severe, and as is clear from the considerations in Sec. D.6 of chapter 3, the vio-
lation of the Ward identity leads to thermodynamic inconsistency. For this reason, second
order phase transitions may appear in this approximation as �rst order, or worse, there may
be no stable phase. Both scenarios indeed occur in spin-DMFT (i.e., EDMFT for Heisen-
berg model), as investigated thoroughly in Ref. [100], compare also Fig. 3.8. Moreover, all
nonlocal corrections to the self-energy are dropped, including the nonlocal Fock diagram.
It was shown in Ref. [6] that the Fock diagram has a large in�uence on the phase diagram
of the extended Hubbard model, in particular, neglecting the Fock diagram strongly favors
the Mott insulator over charge order. It was further seen in a recent DCA study of the
two-dimensional extended Hubbard model that nonlocal corrections to the self-energy are
relevant [140]. On many lattices the screening predicted by EDMFT does not depend on
the sign of the nonlocal interaction, which should make a large di�erence.

At the same time, EDMFT is the stepping stone for the dual boson approach presented
in Sec. A.5, which recti�es many of these issues: The 2P spectrum is ungapped [39], thanks
to the vertex corrections, thermodynamic consistency holds to good approximation [83],
nonlocal corrections may be included into the self-energy [121, 85], which also recovers the
nonlocal Fock diagram (see Appendix G2 of Ref. [85]), and, �nally, the sign of the nonlocal
interaction can also a�ect the e�ective screening [138, 79]. It seems, therefore, that the
EDMFT approximation as such gives a false impression of the potential that it has as a
stepping stone, and it is worthwhile to continue its development.

B.1 Exact diagonalization solvers for e�ective impurity problems

QIn dynamical mean-�eld approaches the impurity problem is solved often using CTQMC
solvers, which have seen considerable improvements in the last years [33, 133]. The incorpo-
ration of retarded density-density interactions into the impurity model, which is necessary
in EDMFT, is often possible without a numerical overhead [153]. Another possibility to
account for these interactions is the numerical renormalization group [56, 23, 60]. One
method of solution, however, which was one of the earliest to be used to solve the Anderson
impurity model of DMFT, is absent from this list, the exact diagonalization (ED) [75, 24].
In ED the Hamiltonian of the impurity model is solved exactly, which is only possible if the
Hamiltonian is small. In DMFT this can be dealt with by discretizing the hybridization
function, which should in the thermodynamic limit represent a coupling of the impurity to
a continuous bath. After the discretization the continuous bath is replaced typically by a
handful of bath sites, which is a surprisingly reliable method to solve the e�ective impurity
problem of DMFT [32, 24].
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However, the retarded interaction that is introduced in EDMFT is represented in the
Hamiltonian picture by a coupling of the impurity to a bosonic bath, as introduced in
Sec. F.3 of chapter 3, which in principle leads to an in�nite Hilbert space for the bosons.
Since the exact diagonalization is applicable at small or even zero temperature and is
directly applicable on the real axis, it is certainly desirable to have this method available
as an alternative to CTQMC solvers. In this section an exact diagonalization solver for
EDMFT will be presented brie�y, together with an application to the half-�lled extended
Hubbard model on the square lattice with nearest neighbor hoppings and charge-charge
interactions. The results of this section have been published in Ref. [90]. The reader should
note that only in this section Xc will denote the EDMFT susceptibility in Eq. (A.5),
Xc

qω ≡ Xc,EDMFT
qω , which does not take vertex corrections into account.

B.2 Truncation of the Hilbert space

In applications of EDMFT to the extended Hubbard model with charge-charge couplings,
Hint = U

∑
i ni↑ni↓ + 1

2

∑
ij V

c
ijninj , a retarded interaction is introduced in the charge

channel of the impurity model, which leads to the action in Eq. (A.7). In the Hamiltonian
picture the hybridization function ∆ and the retarded interaction Λc are represented by a
coupling of the impurity to a fermionic and a bosonic bath, respectively,

Himp = Hat +H0
∆ +H∆ +H0

Λc +HΛc . (B.1)

Here, the impurity is represented by Hat = −µn+Un↑n↓, whereas the remaining operators
H0

∆ H∆, H0
Λc , and HΛc are de�ned in Eqs. (C.16), (C.17), (F.15), and (F.17) of chapter 3,

considering only the channel α = c for the bosons. The Hamiltonian in Eq. (B.1) is also
known as the Holstein-Anderson model. In order to obtain a �nite Hamiltonian, one needs
to restrict the size of the Hilbert space of Himp. In case of the fermionic bath this can
be done by considering only a �nite number of K bath sites, such that the hybridization
function [cf. Eq. (C.20) of chapter 3] of EDMFT is approximated as,

∆ν ≈ ∆K
ν =

K∑

k=1

|vk|2
iν − εk

. (B.2)

Including the impurity, the single-band Hamiltonian in Eq. (B.1) therefore has K + 1
fermionic orbitals, which leads to a basis of the fermionic Hilbert space Hf with length
22K+2.

In the occupation number basis one conveniently labels the basis states with the binary
numbers between 0 and 22K+2 − 1. For example, from 0000 to 1111 for K = 1, where 0
denotes empty and 1 �lled states, respectively. It is advantageous to assign the �rst half of
the digits to spin-↑ states and the second half to spin-↓ states, in the example n1↑n2↑n1↓n2↓,
and to sort the binary numbers (i) by the occupation number and (ii) by the spin quantum
number. In Python such a sorted list can be generated in a single line of code:
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>>> K=1

>>> Kp1=K+1

>>> sorted(xrange(4**Kp1),key=lambda state:(lambda N:[N,2*bin(state>>Kp1).count("1")-N])(bin(state).count("1")))

[0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 3, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 7, 11, 13, 14, 15]

In binary format this list then reads as follows:

↑ ↓ N M
0 00 00 0 0
1 00 01

1
-12 00 10

4 01 00 18 10 00
3 00 11

2

-2
5 01 01

06 01 10
9 10 01
10 10 10
12 11 00 2
7 01 11

3
-111 10 11

13 11 01 114 11 10
15 11 11 4 0

If the Hamiltonian matrix is constructed from an occupation number basis that is or-
dered in this way, it will automatically be block-diagonal with respect to the total occupa-
tion number N and with respect to the total magnetic moment M (provided the Hamil-
tonian conserves N and M). The largest block of the Hamiltonian occurs at half-�lling,
N = K + 1, and at minimal M . Without the bosons, the number of basis states that span
this block is then

(
K+1

[K+1]/2

)2
[that is 4 in the example]6. The mapping of fermionic states

to binary numbers is a perfect one and the action of operators may be implemented at the
machine level using bit-wise operations [51].

The bosonic Hilbert space Hb is more delicate. Firstly, just like the fermionic bath, the
bosonic spectrum has to be discretized into P energy levels. The retarded charge-charge
interaction [cf. Eq. (F.29) of chapter 3] then takes the form,

Λcω ≈ Λc,Pω =
P∑

p=1

2|wcp|2Ωc
p

(iω)2 − (Ωc
p)

2
. (B.3)

However, other than the fermions, the occupation number of the bosonic states is in principle
not bounded. This leads to an in�nite Hamiltonian already for a single bosonic energy level.
To make any progress in an exact diagonalization, there has to be an upper bound Np on

6 K is odd here. For even K there are two largest blocks of equal size.
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the number of bosons that can occupy the energy level with index p7. Even then, the length
of the basis grows considerably in combination with the fermionic Hilbert space. Overall,
the largest block of the Hamiltonian has rank

(
K+1

[K+1]/2

)2
(N1 +1)(N2 +1) · · · (NP +1), where

the mixed fermion-boson Hilbert space Hf⊗Hb is constructed from basis states of the form,

|ψ〉 = |m1,m2, . . . ,mp, ...,mP 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
bosonic part

⊗ |n↑, n1↑, . . . , nk↑ . . . nK↑, n↓, n1↓, . . . , nk↓, . . . , nK↓〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
fermionic part

.

Here, nσ is the occupancy of the impurity level, nkσ is the occupancy of the bath level k,
and mp is the bosonic occupancy in the level p. Of course, it becomes easily unfeasible to
calculate all eigenvalues and eigenstates of the largest block. However, since the Hamilto-
nian is sparse, the eigenstates that belong to the smallest eigenvalues may be calculated
using the Arnoldi method [69]. A feasible example for applications is K = 7 and P = 3.

It is clear that P must be a rather small number, and it is a priori not clear if P = 3
is su�cient for an accurate solution of the EDMFT equations. Detailed benchmarks in
Ref. [90] show that P may indeed be chosen small. In fact, a number of P = 2 bosonic energy
levels is usually su�cient, except in extreme regimes which feature charge excitations of both
large and small energies, such as at an insulator to charge-order boundary. Since a handful
of fermionic bath levels already describe the Mott transition with good accuracy [24], the
application of ED as a quantum impurity solver for EDMFT is feasible.

B.3 EDMFT cycle

The usual progression to obtain the self-consistent EDMFT solution is to choose an appro-
priate initial guess for the hybridization function ∆ν and the retarded interaction Λcω and to
solve the impurity model. Then, Green's function gσ and the charge susceptibility χcω of the
impurity are known, in ED they are computed from the respective Lehmann formulae [90].
One further calculates the lattice Green's function as in DMFT,G−1

k = g−1
ν −∆ν+εk, as well

as the EDMFT susceptibility in Eq. (A.5), Xc,−1
q = χc,−1

ω −Λcω + V c
q . Using the local parts

of the correlation functions, Gloc,ν =
∑′

kGk, and Xc
loc,ω =

∑′
qX

c
q , a new hybridization

function and a new retarded interaction can be obtained from the update formulae,

∆new
ν =∆old

ν + ξ1[g−1
ν −G−1

loc,ν ], (B.4)

Λc,newω =Λc,oldω + ξ2[χc,−1
ω −Xc,−1

loc,ω].

Here, 0 < ξ1, ξ2 ≤ 1 are suitable mixing parameters. This process is repeated until the
self-consistency conditions Gloc = g and Xc

loc = χc are satis�ed.
In an application of the ED as a solver for EDMFT, this cycle must be modi�ed slightly:

Even when starting with discrete initial guesses for ∆ and Λc according to Eqs. (B.2)
and (B.3), the input for the next iteration from Eq. (B.4) need not be representable in

7 While the fermionic basis states are suitably labeled by numbers in the base 2, one may label the
bosonic basis states by numbers in the base Np + 1. This is obviously less useful than for the fermions,
since Np is variable and does not map as perfectly to the low level architecture of computers.
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Figure 5.2: Left: EDMFT phase diagram of the extended Hubbard model in the U -V plane.
Shown are the phase boundaries obtained from ED (circles), as well as those from van Loon et
al. (squares, [85]) and Ayral et al. (triangles, [5]). Roman numerals indicate where benchmarks
with CTQMC were performed, which show a very good agreement with ED on the Matsubara
axis [90]. The dashed line shows V = U/4, a rough estimate of the FL-CO boundary. Right:
Closeup of the FL-MI boundary. The ED data are compared to van Loon et al., who calculated
the transition from the FL (squares) and from the insulator (diamonds), which reveals the FL-
MI coexistence region. The coexistence region was also determined using ED, starting from
metallic (triangles) and insulating seeds (circles).

terms of only K fermionic and P bosonic energy levels anymore. For this reason, the
updated hybridization function ∆new and retarded interaction Λc,new need to be projected
into the subspace of solutions that is indeed representable in this way. This can be done
by �tting the bath parameters in Eqs. (B.2) and (B.3) using a least squares �t, which
minimizes the expressions,

c2
f =

1

Nν + 1

Nν∑

n

[
∆new
νn −∆K,new

νn

]2
,

c2
b =

1

Nω + 1

Nω∑

m

[
Λc,newωm − Λc,P,newωm

]2
.

Here, ∆K,new and ΛP,new are the desired discretized functions for the next iteration. The
�t is performed for a �nite number of Nν fermionic and Nω bosonic Matsubara energies,
respectively.

B.4 Phase diagram of the extended Hubbard model on the square lattice

QPThe ED solver described above was used to calculate EDMFT phase diagram in Fig. 5.2 of
the half-�lled extended Hubbard model with nearest neighbor hoppings and charge-charge
couplings. The nearest neighbor hopping is set to t = 0.25 and the temperature to the
low value T = 0.01. The phases that occur are the Fermi liquid (FL,yellow), the Mott
insulator (MI,green), and the charge-ordered (CO,gray) phase at large V . In single-site
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Figure 5.3: Left: Quasiparticle peak and the upper Hubbard band at U = 2 for V = 0 and
V = 0.5. Right: DOS at the Fermi level as a function of V (cf. blue diamonds in the left panel
of Fig. 5.2). P indicates the number of bosonic bath levels, the broadening of the DOS was
chosen as δ = π/β.

EDMFT calculations the CO phase can not be entered, since the charge susceptibility Xc
q

is divergent at q = (π, π), which corresponds on the square lattice to a charge density
wave that forms a checkerboard pattern. The divergence of Xc

q was used to determine the
FL-CO and MI-CO boundaries. The boundary between FL and MI is estimated from a
change in the slope of gν at small Matsubara energies. The left panel of Fig. 5.2 also shows
the phase boundaries found by Ayral et al. [5] and van Loon et al. [85], who solved the
e�ective impurity model via CTQMC.

The right panel of Fig. 5.2 is a closeup of the FL-MI boundary. This shows the coex-
istence region of the �rst order FL-MI transition. There is also a stripe above the yellow
region where MI solutions can be converged while one encounters a transition to CO when
coming from the FL. Although this suggests a coexistence of the MI and CO phases, the
credibility of EDMFT in distinguishing �rst and second order transitions is questionable,
since it violates the Ward identity. Compared to the CTQMC results of Ayral et al. and
van Loon et al., the coexistence region of FL and MI is shifted to slightly larger values of
U in ED. This can be attributed to the odd number of K = 5 fermionic bath levels that
were used in the calculations: In ED an even number of bath levels favors the MI phase,
since a symmetric discrete bath with an even number of peaks is 'gapped', while an odd
number favors the Fermi liquid, because the bath then has a peak at the real energy E = 0.
However, the error due to the bath discretization is much smaller than the error introduced
by the EDMFT approximation: A black cross in the left panel of Fig. 5.2 shows the FL-MI
transition at V = 0 obtained from DCA calculations [34], where Uc ≈ 1.6.

Apparently, ED can be used as a reliable solver for the local reference system of EDMFT,
at least at low temperature. However, the EDMFT approximation as such is not reliable in
the estimation of the phase boundaries due to the de�ciencies mentioned in the beginning.
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Figure 5.4: Left: Dynamic interaction Λcω=0 as a function of V in the FL (triangles and
diamonds) and in the insulator (yellow squares, compare yellow symbols at U = 2.7 on the left of
Fig. 5.2). The line −V indicates the linear screening predicted by the variational principle [127].
Top right: Local susceptibility Xc

loc,ω=0 in the insulator. Bottom right: Xc
loc,ω=0 in the FL,

black symbols show calculations at U∗ = U − V . Calculations in the MI were done at P = 1,
in the FL at P = 1, 2 and 3 bosonic bath levels.

Nonlocal correlations could be accounted for by considering several sublattices, which would
also give access to the charge-ordered phase. Further options for improvement lie in nonlocal
extensions to EDMFT like GW+EDMFT [21] or in the dual boson approach [121].

B.5 Dynamical screening

QPFig. 5.3 shows the e�ect of V on the density of states DOS(E) = − 1
π

∑′
kGk(E + ıδ) in

the moderately correlated FL at U = 2. If the local interaction U is screened by the
nonlocal one, an increase of V should enhance the quasiparticle peak. The right panel of
Fig. 5.3 shows indeed an increase of the spectral weight at the Fermi level with V in a
series of calculations that are marked with blue points in the left panel of Fig. 5.2. In order
to examine the e�ect of the discretization of the bosonic spectrum (cf. Sec. B.2), these
calculations were performed with P = 1, 2 and 3 bosonic energy levels, while the number
K = 5 of the fermionic levels was kept �xed. There is a clear convergence trend and it
seems that P = 2 is already su�cient. The reason that more than one level is needed
is that in the FL this one level has to account for a relatively broad spectrum of charge
excitations. Already at P = 2 one energy level accounts for high energy excitations and the
second level for the excitations at low energies [90]. Since the latter play a more important
role in the screening of the single-particle spectrum, the density of states at the Fermi level
is slightly higher at P = 2 than at P = 1. The left panel of Fig. 5.3 shows the density of
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states near E = 0 for V = 0 and V = 0.5, where the redistribution of spectral weight from
the right Hubbard band to the quasiparticle peak is visible.

In EDMFT one considers Uω = U + Λcω=0 as the screened interaction. The retarded
interaction Λc is determined from the two-particle self-consistency condition Xc

loc = χc, the
spectrum of Λc is thus determined by the charge excitation spectrum of the impurity. If
this spectrum has only features at high energies, this will also be the case for the spectrum
of Λc. In the insulator charge excitations are indeed shifted to high energies, such that the
screening described by EDMFT is very weak in this region, except in the vicinity of the MI-
CO boundary. However, it is intuitively not immediately clear why this should be the case:
In the half-�lled insulator the creation of a double occupancy is disfavored energetically by
the large local interaction U , but also incentivized by the nonlocal interaction V . A simple
estimate from a viariational principle indeed predicts a linear screening mechanism, with
the screened interaction U∗ = U −V [127]. In disagreement with the EDMFT picture, this
scenario of strong and linear screening should be realized best in the insulating phase [81].

This discrepancy can be seen in the left panel of Fig. 5.4, which shows Λcω=0 as a
function of V for U = 2 and U = 2.7. In the Fermi liquid the screening is rather strong
and comparable to the linear screening predicted by the variational principle, but nowhere
linear. In the insulator at U = 2.7 Λcω=0 is minuscule. This is due to the absence of
low energetic charge excitations, which can be seen on the right panel of Fig. 5.4. In the
insulator Xc

loc,ω=0 is roughly one order of magnitude smaller than in the FL, and receives
virtually no enhancement as V is increased. In EDMFT the e�ect of screening is thus very
strongly determined by the magnitude of U , and it can only happen at �nite V when at
V = 0 there are sizable low energetic charge excitations to work with. These results are in
agreement with those in Ref. [48]. There seem to be con�icting viewpoints at the moment
if screening in the insulator is indeed suppressed drastically or if it is better described by
the variational principle. It is worth noting that a linear screening in the FL is predicted
by the self-consistent dual boson approach [138].

B.6 Implementation notes

The ED solver is based on the open source exact-diagonalization library [49], which uses
the core libraries [31] of the open source ALPS package [14].

C Diagrammatic extensions of DMFT

Q The local reference frame of DMFT neglects nonlocal interactions on the one side and non-
local correlations on the other. Early on, there have been attempts to augment DMFT on
both ends, in order to cope with situations where one or the other can not be neglected (cf.
Sec. A w.r.t. nonlocal interactions). Long-ranged nonlocal correlations are of importance,
e.g., close to instabilities, such as superconductivity [99] or near magnetic phase transi-
tions [80], where the correlation length even diverges at the critical point. Short-ranged
nonlocal correlations, on the other hand, are of particular importance in low-dimensional
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systems (cf. Fig. 4.1) and for Mott physics [12]. This is the case, since single-site DMFT
replaces, what might be short-ranged singlet formations, by the Kondo-screening of the im-
purity by the structureless bath. This can lead to a strong overestimation of Uc by DMFT,
for example, in the half-�lled Hubbard model on the square lattice, compared to the DCA
result that is drawn into the phase diagram in Fig. 5.2.

Two main branches have formed that address either long- or short-ranged correlations
very well: (i) There are diagrammatic extensions of single-site DMFT [119] that aim to rein-
state long-ranged correlations, while it is di�cult to account for the short-ranged ones [99],
due to the non-perturbative nature of the singlet state. Examples of methods under ac-
tive development are the DΓA (dynamical vertex approximation, [141]) and dual fermion
approach [122]. In these approaches one obtains an approximation to the T -matrix F
from the (possibly dressed) Bethe-Salpeter equation, and then calculates a k-dependent 1P
self-energy from the Schwinger-Dyson equation8. In both of these methods the 2P self-
energy of the impurity model (or its T -matrix) is the fundamental building block of the
Bethe-Salpeter equation. (ii) A way to include short-ranged correlations are self-consistent
cluster approximations, such as cluster or cellular DMFT [71, 63], the variational cluster
approach [108], or the dynamical cluster approximation [45]. Cluster approaches account
very well for short-ranged correlations, but break the translational symmetry of the lattice.
The distinction between these two categories is not sharp, and the tendency has become to
unify aspects of both branches. For example, cluster versions of the dual fermion approach
have been developed [156, 50].

C.1 Retarded interactions: From long-ranged interactions to a feedback
of collective modes

QThe methods described above to take nonlocal correlations into account also allow to con-
sider nonlocal interactions. Here, however, the diagrammatic extensions have the advantage
that the interaction may be truly long-ranged, while its reach is limited in cluster meth-
ods, and interactions are cut o� between sites on neighboring clusters. In diagrammatic
approaches to long-ranged interactions one often brings retarded couplings on the impurity
into the picture, as in EDMFT, that account for the screening of the local by the nonlocal
interaction (see Sec. A.4). This picture implies that the retarded interactions should be
zero when the nonlocal interaction vanishes, V α = 0↔ Λα = 0. Indeed, the EDMFT self-
consistency condition Xloc = χ is satis�ed by default when V and Λ vanish [cf. Eq. (A.5)].

A recent trend has become to question this direct correspondence between the nonlo-
cal and the retarded interactions. There are at least two intuitive arguments in favor of
introducing such interactions, e.g., into a dynamical mean-�eld approach to the Hubbard
model: (i) Although the interaction of the Hubbard model is not screened by a nonlocal
interaction, it may be renormalized e�ectively, due to a feedback of collective charge and
spin excitations. (ii) The dynamical interaction is �xed by a two-particle self-consistency

8 This amounts to closing the 'circle of �fths' in Fig. 3.6, typically at the cost of violating conservation
laws.
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condition, which may be chosen in a favorable way in order to satisfy physically relevant
sum rules.

An example for the second point is the ambiguity of the potential energy in DMFT (see
Sec. C.2 of chapter 4), which originates from the inconsistency of the local susceptibility
of the lattice with the impurity susceptibility, Xα

loc 6= χα. It seems that if one was able
to satisfy the self-consistency condition Xα

loc = χα this ambiguity would be removed. Fur-
thermore, a theorem in Ref. [157] states that any approximation that predicts a bounded
double occupancy d will also suppress a divergence of the spin susceptibility in two di-
mensions, as required by the Mermin-Wagner theorem. This is the case, since the local
spin susceptibility Xz

loc =
∑′

qX
z
q is related to the double occupancy, d ∼ Xz

loc,τ=0, as in
Eq. (C.15) of chapter 4. In case of a divergence of Xz at some wave vector Q it assumes
the Ornstein-Zernike form in the vicinity, Xz

q≈Q,ω=0 ∼ [(q −Q)2 + ξ−2]−1. In Ref. [157]
it is shown that the integral

∑′
qX

z
q over such an integrand leads to a divergence in one

and two dimensions, while it remains �nite for larger dimensionality. This means that if
the double occupancy d remains �nite in d < 3, which should be the case, then Xz can not
have such a divergence9.

There is thus de�nitely an incentive to make DMFT two-particle self-consistent. Given
a suitable constraint on the two-particle level, such as Xα

loc = χα, retarded interactions may
provide the necessary degrees of freedom to �x it. A number of approaches make attempts
along this line, such as the TRILEX [9, 8] and QUADRILEX [7] approaches, a variant
of the DΓA [119], as well as the self-consistent dual boson approach [138]. It may also
straightforwardly be done in GW approaches, such as GW+DMFT [21].

C.2 Suitable e�ective impurity models for the Hubbard model

QP The two-particle self-consistent extensions of DMFT described above relate to a highly
interesting question: What may be 'the best' e�ective impurity model for the Hubbard
model in �nite dimensions? I will argue in the following that only the Anderson impurity
model is the best local reference model, both with respect to local conservation laws (i) and
in terms of one-particle self-consistency (ii). The main results of this section were published
in Ref. [65].

(i) Like in Sec. A.3 of chapter 4 and in Secs. A.5 and A.6 of this chapter, let us approach
the �rst of these points by considering the Ward identity of the lattice model in question,
in case of the Hubbard model,

Σk+q − Σk =
∑

k′

Γαkk′q
[
Gk′+q −Gk′

]
. (C.1)

The goal of the methods described above is to introduce retarded interactions into the An-
derson impurity model, such that a yet unspeci�ed two-particle self-consistency condition

9 This may be seen as a 'poor man's Mermin-Wagner theorem', but in this anecdotal version the physical
background of this theorem is absent (cf. Sec. F of chapter 4).
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Figure 5.5: Left: In the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model an anomaly arises in the spin channel
(blue circles) of the Ward identity [cf. Eq. (C.2)], which manifests in the di�erence between
Σν+ω − Σν (dashed lines) and

∑
ν′ γzνν′ω [gν′+ω − gν′ ] (blue symbols). There is no anomaly

in the charge channel (green triangles). ω1 (circles) and ω2 (triangles) are shown. Right:
The asymptotes of the charge (green) and spin (blue) susceptibilities of the Bose-Fermi-Kondo
model. The asymptotic constants (black lines) are calculated from Eqs. (C.4) and (C.5),
respectively. Charge and spin susceptibility approach the same asymptotes when Λx,y,z = 0,
compare Fig. 4.3. The left and right panel belong to the same parameters U = 6, β = 2, a
conducting bath ∆ν and sizable Λαω were used.

may be �xed. While the proposed QUADRILEX approach introduces a dynamical interac-
tion Λνν′ω, which depends on three frequencies, let us consider �rst interactions that depend
only on ω. The impurity action then reads S = SAIM + 1

2

∑
αω ρ

α
−ωΛαωρ

α
ω, as in the case of

EDMFT in Eq. (A.4), which is the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model (see Sec. F.3 of chapter 3).
The Ward identity of this impurity model hence has anomalies in the spin channels,

Σν+ω − Σν =
∑

ν′

γανν′ω [gν′+ω − gν′ ]−
∑

νν′ν′′ω′βγ

Λβω′(χ̂
α,−1)ννωχ

αβγ
νν′ν′′ωω′ . (C.2)

The left panel of Fig. 5.5 shows the LHS and the �rst term on the RHS of this relation
in a numerical example. They indeed coincide in the charge channel but not in the spin
channels, due to the anomaly, the second term on the RHS.

The simplest way one could try to make use of this impurity model is by performing
a local approximation to the 1P and 2P self-energies of the Hubbard model, Σk = Σν

and Γαkk′q = γανν′ω, and imposing one-particle self-consistency, Gloc = g. Then, Eqs. (C.1)
and (C.2) are equivalent in the charge channel, while they di�er in the spin channels by
the anomaly in Eq. (C.2). Apparently, the coincidence of the lattice and impurity Ward
identities holds also in the spin channels when the anomaly vanishes, which is satis�ed when
Λx,y,z are identically zero. Assuming the highly desirable situation that the solution for Λα

is unique, no two-particle self-consistency condition can be �xed in the spin channels: An
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impurity model with retarded spin-spin interactions is apparently an inappropriate local
reference system to satisfy the Ward identity of the Hubbard model.

There are ways to attack this argument: (a) Maybe there is a second solution for
Λx,y,z, such that the anomaly vanishes? It seems that then a conserving approximation
is not uniquely de�ned. Furthermore, there seems to be nothing that stops Λx,y,z from
assuming values that lead to a violation of the Ward identity, unless the disappearance of
the anomaly is the self-consistency condition. (b) The approximation chosen here is too
simple, maybe conservation laws can be restored when Σ and Γ are nonlocal and obtained
from the impurity model via, e.g., a parquet approach?

It is di�cult to refute these objections in general, but it is possible in case of the self-
consistency condition Xα

loc = χα: Let us consider this self-consistency condition at high
frequencies,

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xα
loc,ω = lim

ω→∞
(ıω)2χαω. (C.3)

On the LHS of this relation is the asymptote of the local lattice susceptibility of the Hubbard
model. It was shown in Eq. (D.19) of chapter 3 that the Ward identity of the Hubbard
model in Eq. (C.1) requires that the asymptotes of the charge and spin susceptibilities are
the same, lim

ω→∞
(ıω)2Xc

loc,ω = lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2Xx,y,z
loc,ω . However, in an impurity model with retarded

spin-spin interactions the asymptote of the charge and spin susceptibility are di�erent, as
can be seen in the right panel of Fig. 5.5. It was shown in Eq. (F.44) of chapter 3 that in
the charge channel one has

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2χcω = −4
′∑

ν

gν∆ν , (C.4)

whereas the asymptote in the spin channels (α = x, y, z) is

lim
ω→∞

(ıω)2χαω = −4

′∑

ν

gν∆ν + 4

′∑

ω′,β 6=α
Λβω′χ

β
ω′ . (C.5)

Hence, the LHS of Eq. (C.3) must be the same in the charge and spin channels, otherwise
the Ward identity of the Hubbard model is violated, while the RHS of Eq. (C.3) assumes
di�erent values for α = c and α = x, y, z. It is therefore not possible to satisfy the self-
consistency condition without violating the Ward identity. The last escape option here
is that the second summand on the RHS of Eq. (C.5) is zero. However, χ in that sum
does not change its sign (χω < 0), such that a cancellation can only occur when Λω has
a sign change, which is unphysical for a bosonic function. It should be noted that this
proof is independent of the respective approximation to Σ and Γ: Using retarded spin-spin
interactions, it is in principle not possible to impose self-consistency between Xα

loc and χ
α

and to satisfy the Ward identity at the same time.
Rather than trying to �nd more escape routes, let us consider the root cause for the
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violation of the Ward identity: An impurity model with retarded spin-spin couplings fea-
tures anomalous spin currents, whereas the Hubbard model does not. There is hence no
motivation to introduce such currents into its local reference model. Since the anomalous
spin currents arise due to the non-commutativity of the spin operators with the retarded
spin-spin coupling, it is clear that an introduction of a three-frequency interaction Λνν′ω,
as has been proposed in the QUADRILEX approach [7], does not improve the situation
but makes it worse: This interaction is the impurity analogue to a lattice interaction of the
type V1234c

†
1c
†
2c4c3, which comprises not only exchange interactions but also pair-hoppings.

Such an interaction commutes neither with the spin densities nor with the charge density,
such that anomalies arise in all channels α = c, x, y, z of the impurity Ward identity.

Lastly, let us see how the violation of spin conservation occurs in practice, on the example
of the approximation introduced above. Σ and γ are then the 1P and 2P self-energies of the
Bose-Fermi-Kondo model and the 1P self-consistency condition is Gloc = g. Like in DMFT
the susceptibility Xα

q is obtained from Σ and γ via the Bethe-Salpeter equation. Finally,
RPA corrections of Λαω are canceled from the lattice susceptibility, Xα,DB

q = Xα
q /(1+ΛαωX

α
q ),

which is reminiscent of the dual boson approach presented in Eq. (A.10). In the following
example the retarded interactions are �xed via the two-particle self-consistency condition
Wα

loc,ω = wαω , which is known from GW approximations10. As in the TRILEX approach [9],
this requires a splitting of the Hubbard interaction according to Eq. (C.17) of chapter 2,
which is chosen here as V c = U/2 and V x,y,z = −U/6. The screened interactions of lattice
and impurity are then given as Wα

q,ω = V α + V αXα,DB
q,ω V α and wαω = (V α + Λαω) + (V α +

Λαω)χαω(V α + Λαω).
The center panels of Fig. 5.6 show the spin excitation spectrum ImXz,DB

q (E + ıδ) in
this approximation for the half-�lled Hubbard model on the square lattice near the Γ-point.
The nearest neighbor hopping was chosen as t = 1 and the inverse temperature as β = 2,
three values of the interaction are shown. The top left panel of Fig. 5.6 shows χzωΠ̃z

q=0,ω,
where Π̃ is the self-energy of the dual bosons [compare Eq. (B.28) of chapter 4]. This can be
used to quantify a violation of global spin conservation, since it should be exactly equal to
−1 when it holds. Indeed, at U = 1 this is satis�ed, accordingly the excitation spectrum in
the top center panel remains ungapped. At U = 4 a slight deviation from χzωΠ̃z

q=0,ω = −1
is visible, although it does not cause a visible gap in the spin excitation spectrum in the
center yet. Finally, at U = 8 the violation is strong and the spectrum in the bottom center
panel is clearly gapped. This value of the interaction is close to the Mott crossover, where
localization sets in.

In the right panel of Fig. 5.6 the retarded spin-spin coupling Λz is shown. Obviously,
its magnitude corresponds to the quantitative violation of global spin conservation, as
expected. On the other hand, the magnitude of Λz grows with U . Apparently, the approxi-
mation does what it is supposed to do: It introduces a feedback of the spin excitations into
the impurity model where these begin to dominate the physics. However, this is inevitably
accompanied by the violation of spin conservation, since the anomalous spin currents on

10The self-consistency condition Wα
loc = wα is used, since Xα,DB

loc = χα in combination with a SU(2)-
symmetric coupling Λx = Λy = Λz causes a severe sign problem in the CTQMC solver.
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Figure 5.6: Center: The spectrum of spin excitations of the Hubbard model on the high-
symmetry path near the Γ-point for di�erent values of U . In this approximation the prescription
Wα

loc = wα (see text) is �xed using retarded interactions Λz = Λx = Λy and Λc. At U = 8
global spin conservation is violated, which results in a gapped spectrum at Γ (bottom center).
Left: Global conservation requires that χαωΠ̃α

q=0,ω = −1, which holds in the charge channel
(red) but is violated in the spin channels (green) at elevated interaction. Right: The retarded
spin-spin interaction Λz corresponding to the results on the left. The violation of global spin
conservation is strong when Λz is large.

the impurity become large. Global charge conservation, on the other hand, holds for all
interactions, the red data points in the left panels of Fig. 5.6 show that χcωΠ̃c

q=0,ω = −1 is
satis�ed, notwithstanding cuto� e�ects at large Matsubara energies.

(ii) Retarded interactions do not only undermine conservation laws but also one-particle
in favor of two-particle self-consistency. Let us recall again that the introduction of retarded
interactions is supposed to improve thermodynamic consistency, which is desirable, e.g., to
resolve the ambiguity of the potential energy in DMFT (see Sec. C.2 of chapter 4). While
it seems intuitive that two instead of one self-consistency condition should improve the
situation, the opposite is the case for a subtle reason: In DMFT there are four ways to
obtain the double occupancy, either from the 1P and 2P level of the impurity or from the
1P and 2P level of the lattice. Of these four values, three are equivalent, dimp1P = dimp2P =
dlat1P, where the �rst equality originates from the numerically exact solution of the AIM,
which is thermodynamically consistent, and the second equality originates from the 1P
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self-consistency condition [cf. Eqs. (C.9) and (C.10) of chapter 4]. The fourth value is dlat2P,
which is not equivalent to the other three.

Considering the self-consistency condition Xα,DB
loc = χα, it seems to remove this incon-

sistency, since by construction it will lead to dlat2P = dimp2P [compare Eqs. (C.15) and (C.16) of
chapter 4]. Against the expectation, this does not lead to the equivalence of all four double
occupancies. This is because the equivalence of dlat1P = dimp1P in DMFT is grounded on the
Migdal-Galitzkii formula dimp1P = 1

U

∑′
ν gνΣν . However, retarded interactions invalidate this

formula. Instead, the double occupancy is given as [65],

d1Pimp =
1

2U

[
2
′∑

ν

gνΣν +
′∑

ω,α

Λαω(χαω − β 〈ρα〉2 δω)

]
. (C.6)

The appearance of Λα is intuitively clear, since the potential energy of the impurity model
is altered by the retarded interactions. Instead of achieving full consistency, one then has
dimp1P = dimp2P = dlat2P, while it is now dlat1P that assumes a di�erent value: One- and two-particle
self-consistency are mutually exclusive. The numerical application in the next section shows
that when Xα,DB

loc = χα is imposed the di�erence between the two inconsistent values of d
is, in fact, larger than in DMFT.

Lastly, the retarded interactions also alter the �rst asymptotic coe�cient of the self-
energy. In the paramagnetic Anderson impurity model the self-energy is given to �rst order
as [120],

ΣAIM
ν =

U 〈n〉
2

+ U2 〈n〉
2

(
1− 〈n〉

2

)
1

ıν
+O[ν−2]. (C.7)

Due to the close relation of the AIM with the Hubbard model in in�nite dimensions, this is
the exact ν−1-coe�cient of the Hubbard model. The self-energy of the latter is, of course,
k-dependent in �nite dimensions, but this dependence only enters at the second order in
ν−2. One can therefore write for the exact self-energy of the Hubbard model,

Σkν = ΣAIM
ν +Ok(ν−2), (C.8)

where Ok(ν−2) denotes k-dependent corrections of order ν−2. It is therefore desirable to
leave the self-energy of the Anderson impurity model intact to order O(ν−1). However,
retarded interactions change the ν−1-coe�cient, which is shown in Ref. [38] for a charge-
charge interaction. In fact, once the ν−1-coe�cient has been tampered with, its correct
form can not be recovered within the dual boson approach, even when corrections to the
impurity self-energy are taken into account. This is because in this formalism the self-energy
is given by [85],

Σkν = ΣBFK
ν + Σ′kν , (C.9)

where ΣBFK
ν is the self-energy of the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model and Σ′kν are corrections to
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the self-energy of order ν−2. This means that the ν−1-coe�cient remains the same as in the
impurity model, the modi�cation due to the retarded interactions can not be reconciled11.

C.3 Conclusions

QP A class of dynamical mean-�eld approximations for the Hubbard model was discussed.
These have in common that a two-particle self-consistency condition is �xed by introducing
retarded interactions into the local reference model. This is motivated by the appealing
perspective of improved thermodynamic consistency and by the account of screening ef-
fects due to collective excitations. However, it was seen that retarded interactions prove
unsuitable to describe the Hubbard model, since they degrade a number of exact features
of the original Anderson impurity model, which include its potential energy, the asymptotic
coe�cient of the self-energy, and its Ward identity. The latter guarantees local conserva-
tion in DMFT, as shown in Sec. A.3 of chapter 4, and it takes the particularly simple form
dΣ = Γ̂αdG in the Hubbard model and in the Anderson impurity model. Introducing
retarded spin-spin interactions into the impurity model gives rise to an anomaly in the spin
channels of the impurity Ward identity, which is a similar situation as in lattice models
with exchange couplings (cf. Sec. F of chapter 3). This opens a backdoor for complications
that usually only arise when the lattice model in question is indeed an exchange model (see
Sec. A.6). It was shown that this can make a satisfaction of the lattice Ward identity impos-
sible on principle grounds. For these reasons, it seems desirable to avoid the introduction
of anomalous currents into an approximation for the Hubbard model entirely.

Since these are of and by themselves negative statements, they do not deserve a detailed
discussion, unless they convey an instructive message to make progress in the future. But
such instructive conclusions can be made:

(a) Next to retarded interactions that arise from phonons or via downfolding [4], they
are well suited to capture screening e�ects due to nonlocal interactions. This is because
retarded interactions arise naturally in the d → ∞ limit of extended Hubbard models
(see Sec. A.1). While applications to nonlocal charge-charge interactions are ubiquitous, a
satisfying dynamical mean-�eld approach for exchange models is yet absent (cf. Sec. A.2).
In this context retarded interactions could play a crucial role in constructing conserving
approximations. This was seen in Sec. A.6, where it became apparent that the e�ective
dynamical mean-�eld of an exchange model should feature retarded spin-spin interactions.
These need to be adjusted via a yet unknown 2P self-consistency condition, in order to
�x the anomalous spin currents of the lattice model. This is a clear and promising path
to pursue in the future and it could lead to a natural generalization of the dynamical
mean-�eld to exchange models, such as the Heisenberg model and the t-J model. These
insights also hint at natural applications for the QUADRILEX approach, whose impurity
model is presumably ideal for lattice models with a full Coulomb matrix, including exchange
interactions and pair hoppings.

11 This is the case when only four-point vertices are considered in the dual potential as in Ref. [85]. When
six-point vertices are included, the ν−1-coe�cient of the self-energy can be changed [116]. For practical
purposes it is desirable to restrict oneself to four-point vertices.
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(b) It was seen above that the numerically exact 1P and 2P self-energy of the Bose-
Fermi-Kondo model violate the Ward identity of the Hubbard model. This is the case, even
when the self-consistency condition Gloc = g holds, which guarantees local conservation in
DMFT. This is surprising, since one would expect the 1P and 2P self-energies to arise from
a local Luttinger-Ward functional of the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model, which seems to imply
that the resulting approximation should be conserving. Let us consider in this light the
functional derivation of DMFT again, which was stated in Sec. A.2 of chapter 4: In DMFT
the 1P self-energy Σ is the �rst functional derivative of the Luttinger-Ward functional of
the Anderson impurity model, Σ = δφ[g]/δg, while its 2P self-energy γ = δ2φ[g]/dg2 is
its second functional derivative. Combined with the self-consistency condition Gloc = g,
DMFT is a conserving approximation according to Baym [15]. While this argument is
correct in case of DMFT, it is false in the present case: When Σ and γ are not obtained
from the Anderson impurity model but from the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model, as above, one
must not conclude on the grounds of Ref. [15] that the resulting approximation is conserving.
Neither retarded nor spin-dependent interactions lie within the scope of this work. Since
the violation of the Ward identity arises only in the spin channels, the crucial point is
the spin-dependence of the interaction, not the retardation. For the same reason, the
Hartree-Fock approximation violates spin conservation in an exchange model [see Sec. H of
chapter 3]. This shows that conservation laws have to be reconsidered in an entirely new
way for impurity or lattice models that lie outside the scope of Ref. [15]. A possible starting
point for such considerations is the integral Ward identity, along the lines of Sec. A.6.

C.4 Implementation notes

A modi�ed implementation [85] of the dual boson approach by H.Hafermann and E.G.C.P.
van Loon was used to calculate the susceptibility in Fig. 5.6. The impurity model for the
data in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6 was solved using the CTQMC algorithm presented in Ref. [98].

D Application II: Two-particle self-consistent DMFT

QAlthough it was seen above that retarded spin-spin interactions are unsuitable for a con-
serving description of the Hubbard model, one can make use of the peculiar commutation
relations of the spin density operators to make partial progress. To this end, let us consider
again the Ward identity of the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model, Eq. (C.2),

Σν+ω − Σν =
∑

ν′

γανν′ω [gν′+ω − gν′ ]−
∑

νν′ν′′ω′βγ

Λβω′(χ̂
α,−1)ννωχ

αβγ
νν′ν′′ωω′ . (D.1)

The anomaly on the RHS has the special property that in a given channel α of the Ward
identity it only introduces contributions of retarded interactions Λβ 6=α. This is related to
the fact that in the Hamiltonian representation of the Bose-Fermi-Kondo model the boson-
fermion coupling that gives rise to Λα commutes with the spin-density ρα (see chapter 3,
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Figure 5.7: Left: Test of the Ward identity in Eq. (D.2) in the channels α = c and α = z.
The conventions are the same as in Fig. 5.5. This calculation corresponds to the two-particle
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(bottom) susceptibility obtained from Eq. (D.4) at small q = (qx, 0). Xα,DB
q,ω>0 vanishes at q = 0

and satis�es a |q|2-law, both are required by global charge an spin conservation (see text). In
these calculations the nearest neighbor hopping is t = 1 and the inverse temperature β = 2.

Sec. F.3). Hence, only the couplings that belong to Λβ 6=α create anomalous currents in the
channel α.

For this reason, one may restrict oneself to retarded interactions Λc in the charge channel
and, w.l.o.g., Λz in the spin channel, while setting Λx,y = 0. Inserting this into Eq. (D.1)
leads to

Σν+ω − Σν =
∑

ν′

γc,zνν′ω [gν′+ω − gν′ ] (D.2)

in the channels α = c, z, whereas for α = x the Ward identity reads,

Σν+ω − Σν =
∑

ν′

γxνν′ω [gν′+ω − gν′ ]−
∑

νν′ν′′ω′

Λzω′(χ̂
x,−1)ννωχ

xzy
νν′ν′′ωω′ . (D.3)

Likewise, the respective relation for α = y follows by exchanging x and y in this relation.
While it is certainly not elegant to break the SU(2) symmetry, it now becomes possible
again to satisfy the Ward identity in Eq. (C.1), at least in the channels α = c and α = z.
Namely, by setting Σk = Σν and Γαkk′q = γανν′ω and satisfying the self-consistency condition
Gloc = g. For α = c, z this leads to the coincidence of lattice and impurity Ward identity,
Eqs. (C.1) and (D.2), respectively.

The susceptibility is then obtained as in the dual boson approach, by calculating the
susceptibility from the Bethe-Salpeter equation, X̂α

q = X̂0
q +X̂0

q γ̂
α
ωX̂

α
q , and �nally cancelling
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consistency condition, which is not the case in DMFT (see Fig. 4.3). The asymptote (black
line) is given by the kinetic energy, as in DMFT (see Eq. (C.5) of chapter 4, [65]).

the RPA contributions due to Λc and Λz,

Xα,DB
q =

Xα
q

1 + ΛαωX
α
q

, (α = c, z). (D.4)

The retarded interactions Λc and Λz may now be �xed by imposing the self-consistency
conditions Xc,DB

loc = χc and Xz,DB
loc = χz (not for α = x, y). This approximation may be

called a 'two-particle self-consistent DMFT'.

D.1 Application to the Hubbard model

QThis approximation maintains several aspects of global charge and spin conservation and is
also two-particle self-consistent. Firstly, the validity of the Ward identity Eq. (D.2) in the
channels α = c, z is veri�ed in the left panel of Fig. 5.7. The LHS and RHS of Eq. (D.2) are
indeed equal within the margin of numerical error12. As a consequence, the susceptibility

12 Note that due to Λz the Ward identity is violated in the spin channels x and y (not shown), which is
clear from Eq. (D.3). The solver used in these calculations does not feature a measurement of the T -matrix
in the transversal channel, such that this violation can not be demonstrated explicitly.
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in Eq. (D.4) satis�es ıωXα,DB
q=0,ω = 0, which leads to an ungapped two-particle spectrum

[cf. Eq. (D.3) of chapter 3]13. In an application to the half-�lled Hubbard model on the
square lattice one can see in Fig. 5.7 that Xα,DB

q,ω1 indeed vanishes at q = 0 and satis�es a
|q|2-law in the vicinity, as it should [39]. The approximation also satis�es the f -sum rule
(cf. Eq. (D.22) of chapter 3 and Ref. [65]). However, conservation laws are violated in the
channels x and y, since the anomalous Ward identity in Eq. (D.3) is not equivalent to the
Ward identity of the Hubbard model Eq. (C.1) in these channels.

The e�ects of the two-particle self-consistency can be seen in Fig. 5.8. The right panel
shows that the self-consistency condition Xα,DB

loc = χα is indeed satis�ed for α = c, z. Ac-
cording to the discussion near Eq. (C.6) this implies that the double occupancy is consistent
between the impurity and the 2P level of the lattice, dlat2P = dimp. On the same note, how-
ever, the consistency of the 1P level to the impurity is undermined dlat1P 6= dimp, which is
the opposite situation compared to DMFT (cf. Sec. C.2 of chapter 4). This is because the
Migdal-Galitzkii formula is modi�ed due to the retarded interactions and takes the form of
Eq. (C.6). The left panel of Fig. 5.8 shows the inconsistent double occupancies in DMFT
and in the two-particle self-consistent DMFT in Eq. (D.4) as a function of �lling (U = 6
and β = 2).

D.2 Conclusions

Q A two-particle self-consistent modi�cation of DMFT was presented, which is also known
as the self-consistent dual boson approach [138]. This approximation maintains features
of global conservation laws in the charge and spin-z channel, as long as the two-particle
self-consistency condition Xα,DB

loc = χα is only established in these channels (α = c, z). An
extension of this approach to an SU(2)-symmetric coupling is not possible (see. Sec. A.6).
An interesting option, that was not considered here yet, is to perform a rotation of the
z-axis and to average over all possible directions, which is a commonly used method to
reestablish SU(2) symmetry [158]. It was shown in Ref. [84] that the double occupancy
computed from the 2P level is in good agreement with DCA results.

However, the approximation has a number of problems. One- and two-particle self-
consistency are mutually exclusive, the inconsistency of the double occupancy is, in fact,
worse than in DMFT. Furthermore, although the self-consistency condition promises to
suppress a divergence of Xz,DB in accord with the Mermin-Wagner theorem, calculations
at low temperature do not lead to satisfying results: The divergence of Xz,DB is not sup-
pressed due to a reduction of the leading eigenvalue of the Bethe-Salpeter equation but by a
cuto� [65]. This is because the susceptibility Xα,DB

q = (1/Xα,−1
q + Λαω)−1 does not diverge

at a divergence of Xα when Λα is �nite. This form of the susceptibility is reminiscent of the
Moriya-λ correction in DΓA [141, 120]. While Λαω is a dynamical quantity, the Moriya-λ is

13 It should be noted that this does not mean that Xα,DB
q satis�es the Ward identity. This is only certain

to be the case for Xα
q , from which Xα,DB

q is calculated via the geometric series in Eq. (D.4). A violation of

the Ward identity in this approximation is likely, since it is known that the charge susceptibility Xc,DB
q=0,ω=0

of the dual boson approach is not fully consistent with d〈n〉
dµ

[83]. See also Sec. D.6 of chapter 3 and Sec. A.5
of this chapter.
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static, the self-consistency condition of DΓA arises by summing the one of the two-particle
self-consistent DMFT over the Matsubara frequencies.

In DΓA this leads to the correct scaling law of the spin susceptibility with the tem-
perature in two dimensions [58]. This is not the case in the two-particle self-consistent
DMFT. The reason for this is that upon a divergence of Xz

qω, the susceptibility is given
as Xz,DB

qω = Λz,−1
ω , which does not depend on the momentum q. However, at tempera-

tures below the mean-�eld instability Xz
qω diverges at more and more q-points near the

ordering vector of the spurious phase transition. This means that Xz,DB
qω assumes the same

value Λz,−1
ω at all of the divergences of Xz

qω, forming a plateau. Via the 2P self-consistency
condition Λzω then depends on the number of divergences, which in turn leads to an un-
physical scaling of Xz,DB with the temperature. Although the Moriya-λ presumably also
leads to a plateau in the spin susceptibility of DΓA, the correct scaling is recovered, since
the self-consistency condition is summed over all Matsubaras.

The DΓA has been used to verify a new scenario for an insulating state of the two-
dimensional Hubbard model at small interaction [124]. The proposed mechanism is that
strong scattering arises at low temperature, due to long-ranged paramagnons related to the
suppressed Slater antiferromagnetism. On the other hand, a recent dual fermion study [82]
at small U predicted a signi�cantly lower temperature for a possible crossover to an insulator
than Ref. [124]. Other than in DΓA, the divergence of the spin susceptibility is suppressed
in dual fermion because the leading eigenvalue of the Bethe-Salpeter equation is below
unity [99]. Among the possible causes for this discrepancy in the results is therefore the
di�erence in which both methods handle the mean-�eld divergence of the Bethe-Salpeter
equation.

D.3 Implementation notes

Amodi�ed implementation of the dual boson approach was used [85]. The impurity problem
was solved using the ALPS library [13] with improved estimators [40].
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A Integrating out bosons from a path integral

Integrating out bosonic degrees from a path integral is done in a slightly di�erent way than
for fermions [61]. A mixed boson-fermion action may be written as,

Sb[c
∗, c, b∗, b] =

∫ β

0
dτ

[
1

2
(b∗, b)

(
0 ∂τ + Ω

∂τ − Ω 0

)
(b∗, b)T + w(ρ, ρ)T (b∗, b)T

]

=
1

2

∫ β

0

∫ β

0
dτdτ ′(b∗, b)

(
0 D−1

+ (τ − τ ′)
D−1
− (τ − τ ′) 0

)
(b∗, b)T

+ w

∫ β

0
dτ(ρ, ρ)T (b∗, b)T (A.1)

Other than for fermions, one needs to account for the fact that the emission of a boson
with energy Ω and the absorption of a boson with energy −Ω have to be treated on equal
footing, which is the reason that matrices appear in the Gaussian. The propagation of a
non-interacting boson with energy ±Ω is represented by the bosonic propagator D−1

± (τ) =
∂τ ± Ω. The bosonic system is coupled to a fermionic density ρ = c∗c via the coupling
matrix element w. The bosons may be integrated out from Eq. (A.1) using a standard
Gaussian integral [61, 96],

∫
D[b†, b]e−Sb[c

∗,c,b∗,b] = e−Se�[c∗,c], leaving the e�ective action,

Se�[c∗, c] =
w2

2

∫ β

0

∫ β

0
dτdτ ′(ρ∗, ρ)

(
0 D−(τ − τ ′)

D+(τ − τ ′) 0

)
(ρ∗, ρ)T

=
w2

2

∫ β

0

∫ β

0
dτdτ ′ρ(τ)D(τ − τ ′)ρ(τ ′), D(τ) = D−(τ) +D+(τ).

The remaining action represents a retarded coupling of the fermionic density ρ(τ) with
itself, mediated by the bosonic function D(τ) = 〈[b†(τ) + b(τ)][b†(0) + b(0)]〉. Transformed
to Matsubara frequencies the bosonic propagator reads,

Dω =
2Ω

(ıω)2 − Ω2
. (A.2)
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B Inserting the three-particle bubble into the Ward identity

The contribution of the three-particle bubble to the Ward identity is calculated. The three-
particle bubble is given by the expression [cf. Eq. (G.11) of chapter 3],

X0,αβγ
11′22′33′ = 2ε2

αβγ [Xα
11′23′G3δ32′ −Xα

11′32′G2δ23′ ]

+ 2ε2
αβγG1G1′

{
(G3F

β
31′22′δ13′ −G3′F

β
13′22′δ31′)G2′G2

+ (G2′F
γ
12′33′δ21′ −G2F

γ
21′33′δ12′)G3′G3

}
. (B.1)

In order to go back to the momentum notation one replaces 1 = k, 1′ = k+q, 2 = k′+p, 2′ =
k′, 3 = k′′+ q− p, 3′ = k′′. The relation between the four-label notation and the three-label
notation is,

X11′22′ ↔ X1,2′,1′−1. (B.2)

Performing this replacement for the generalized susceptibilities Xα and the T -matrices Fα

in Eq. (B.1) leads to,

Xα
11′23′δ32′ =Xα

k,k′′,qδk′′,k′+p−qNβ,

Xα
11′32′δ23′ =Xα

k,k′′,qδk′′,k′+pNβ,

F β31′22′δ13′ =F βk+q−p,k′,pδk′′,kNβ,

F β13′22′δ31′ =F βk,k′,pδk′′,k+pNβ,

F γ12′33′δ21′ =F γk,k′′,q−pδk′,k+q−pNβ,

F γ21′33′δ12′ =F γk+p,k′′,q−pδk′,kNβ.

A factor Nβ has been inserted for each Kronecker symbol. The three-particle bubble enters
the Ward identity as the following expression,

∑

k′k′′pβγ

V β
p X

0,αβγ
kk′k′′qp =2

∑

k′pβγ

ε2
αβγV

β
p

[
Xα
k,k′,q(Gk′+q−p −Gk′−p)

+GkGk+q

{(
Gk+q−pF

β
k+q−p,k′,p −Gk+pF

β
k,k′,p

)
Gk′Gk′+p

+
(
Gk+q−pF

γ
k,k′,q−p −Gk+pF

γ
k+p,k′,q−p

)
Gk′Gk′+q−p

}]
. (B.3)

The three-particle bubble enters the Ward identity Eq. (H.3) of chapter 3 as
∑

kk′k′′pβγ

V β
p (X̂α,−1)kkqX

0,αβγ
kk′k′′qp =

∑

k

(X̂α,−1)kkq
∑

k′k′′pβγ

V β
p X

0,αβγ
kk′k′′qp

The second sum on the RHS is given in Eq. (B.3). The contribution of the term depending
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on Xα in Eq. (B.3) is discussed in the text below Eq. (H.8) of chapter 3. The terms
depending on F β and F γ contribute as follows,

2
∑

kk′pβγ

ε2
αβγV

β
p (X̂α,−1)kkqGkGk+q

×
{(
Gk+q−pF

β
k+q−p,k′,p −Gk+pF

β
k,k′,p

)
Gk′Gk′+p

+
(
Gk+q−pF

γ
k,k′,q−p −Gk+pF

γ
k+p,k′,q−p

)
Gk′Gk′+q−p

}
.

By shifting the summation index p and using inversion symmetry of the interaction, Vp =
V−p, this can be brought into the form,

∑

k

(X̂α,−1)kkqGk+qGkT
α
kq,

where

Tαkq = 2
∑

k′pβγ

ε2
αβγGk+pGk′

{
Gk′+q−p(V

β
q−pF

β
k+p,k′,q−p − V β

p F
γ
k+p,k′,q−p)

+ Gk′+p(V
β
q−pF

γ
k,k′,p − V β

p F
β
k,k′,p)

}
. (B.4)

This simpli�es to Eq. (H.9) of chapter 3 for F β = F γ .
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C Imaginary part of the Ward identity in the ordered phase

Fig. 9 shows the imaginary part of the Ward identities Eqs. (F.10) and (F.11) of chapter 4.
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Figure 9: Left: Imaginary part of the Ward identity Eq. (F.10) in the transversal channel.
Lines show the LHS, symbols the RHS. σ =↑ is shown. Right: Imaginary part of the Ward
identity Eq. (F.11) in the longitudinal channel for σ = σ′ =↑. Conventions as in the left panel.
The imaginary part of the Ward identities Eqs. (F.10) and (F.11) do not depend on the spin
label σ, therefore the left and right panels show the same functions. However, the data for
the respective RHSs of the Ward identities are obtained from di�erent four-point correlation
functions gσσ̄ and gσσ

′
, respectively. Note that there may be deviations between LHS and RHS

due to the large statistical error in the measurement of the four-point correlation function, and
due to a cuto� error in the summation over Matsubara frequencies on the RHS of the Ward
identity. It is worth noting that the Ward identity may be used to validate quantum impurity
solvers, since it is a nontrivial summation rule that is sensitive to broken symmetries and that
involves both 1P and 2P correlation functions.
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Hopping/hybridization εk,∆ν

Matsubara energy (bos./ferm.) ω, ν
Momentum (bos./ferm.) q,k
(Inverse) temperature (β), T
Real energy E
Chemical potential µ
Magnetic �eld h
Qasiparticle weight Z
Double occupancy d
Channel index α = c, x, y, z
Pauli matrices sασ,σ′ , ŝ

c = 1̂
Time-ordering operator Tτ
Density operators (continuum/lattice) %αr , ρ

α
i

Bosonic self-energy Π̃qω

Triangular vertex λνω
Luttinger-Ward functional Φ, φ
Hubbard repulsion U
Nonlocal potential (charge/spin) V c, V x,y,z

Retarded interaction Λc,Λx,y,z

Bosonic energy Ωα
q

Fermion-boson coupling wαq
Bosonic propagator Dαqω
Levi-Civita tensor εαβγ
1P Green's function Gk, gν

2P Green's function G
(2)
kk′q, g

(2)
νν′ω

Susceptibility Xq, χω
Bubble X0

kq, χ
0
νω

Bubble (matrix) X0
kk′q = Nβδkk′X

0
kq, χ

0
νν′ω = βδνν′χ

0
νω or X̂0

q , χ̂
0
ω

Bubble (summed) X0
q =

∑
kX

0
kq, χ

0
ω =

∑′
ν χ

0
νω

Nonlocal bubble (matrix) X̃0
kk′q or

ˆ̃X0
q

Gen. susceptibility Xkk′q, χνν′ω or X̂q, χ̂ω
1P self-energy Σk,Σν

2P self-energy Γkk′q, γνν′ω or Γ̂q, γ̂ω
T -matrix Fkk′q, fνν′ω or F̂q, f̂ω
Chiral 3P correlation function Xαβγ

kk′k′′qp, χ
αβγ
νν′ν′′ωω′
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